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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

All Praise is due to Allah, the Exalted, Lord of the universe. Blessings and peace be upon the last of the prophets and messengers, Muhammad son of ‘Abdullah, his family, Companions and those who follow his footsteps till the end of time.

“Belief in Allah”, the One, the Only, the Supreme, is the very core of the Islamic Creed. All aspects of Islamic life, socio-economical, political, international relations, etc., revolve around the belief in One God, Allah.

Dr. Al-Ashqar dealt with this subject at length, and augmented his book with all evidence available to him, but primarily from the basic fundamental sources - the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the last Messenger (Blessings and Peace be upon him). Professor Al-Ashqar discussed all aspects of the concept: proofs of existence, definition, deviations, theo-philosophical schools, impacts, etc.

We feel blessed to be able to publish this book in a number of languages. This English edition, we believe, is an instrumental guide to all readers of English who seek enlightenment. May Allah accept this work and reward all those associated with its production.

Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul-Muhsin Al-Tuwaijri

General Manager
International Islamic Publishing House, IIPH
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
The existence of a Creator or Supreme Being is a matter which, until recent centuries, has never been disputed. The first man on earth — Adam — believed in and had the right concept of the Creator. Even though mankind subsequently slid into *shirk* and idolatry, almost all civilizations and cultures believed in a Supreme Being or Creator. But when mankind went astray, their concept of this Supreme Being became distorted. They attributed partners or rivals to Him, or they thought of Him in human terms, or they ascribed evil actions and characteristics to Him.

Modern times brought a new phenomenon — the denial of God’s existence altogether. The bitter struggle between science and the Church ended with the scientists prevailing. They then proceeded to attack the very foundations of the Church, seeking to prove that God had never existed at all.

Yet science also points to the existence of the Creator. Those who ponder the universe and study the details of natural phenomena cannot but conclude that this is the work of an Almighty Creator; it did not happen by chance. The more one ponders the signs in creation, the more one comes to understand the attributes of the Creator — wisdom, power, mercy... Thus Dr. ‘Umar al-Ashqar devotes a large section of this book to an examination of natural phenomena, as the Qur’an urges us to do, and notes how they point to the existence of the Creator.

In this book, Dr. ‘Umar al-Ashqar takes us on a journey of discovery, through poetry, philosophy and science, to the Qur’an and Sunnah, the Revelation through which the Creator, Allah (ﷻ), has revealed
Himself to mankind. He explains the importance of understanding the attributes of Allah in the light of the Qur’an and Sunnah and the way in which these texts were understood by the salaf (the pious predecessors); we should not try to twist the meanings to suit philosophical principles, human ideas or other whims. He contrasts the pure Islamic ‘aqeedah (creed) with human deviations within and without the Muslim world, and affirms the principle which lies at the heart of Islamic belief and practice, viz. Tawheed or the absolute Oneness of the Divine.

May Allah (وارح‌القدّر البه)، reward the author for his presentation of the Islamic belief in the Creator. May He cause this book to bring a deeper understanding of Tawheed to English-speaking readers and may He keep us on the Straight Path of pure belief which leads to Paradise. May Allah bless our Prophet Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) and his family and Companions, and grant them peace.

Naṣiruddin al-Khaṭṭab
PREFACE TO THE NEW, REVISED EDITION

Praise be to Allah (אלהי), the One and Only God, the Sustainer of the heavens and the earth, Who has guided us to His perfect religion and His straight path. I send blessings upon His chosen one, the Seal of His Prophets and Messengers, Muhammad (ﷺ), and upon his righteous family and Companions, and upon those who follow them in truth until the Day of Judgement.

I started to write this series on 'aqeedah (creed) in the light of the Qur'an and Sunnah approximately fifteen years ago, and I only completed it a few years ago. Allah decreed that this series should become popular worldwide, and that it should be studied and be a source of benefit for seekers of knowledge in various lands. All of this is from the grace and bounty of Allah alone, for He is the One Who guided me to write it and He is the One Who blessed me by enabling me to complete it. He is the One Who caused it to be accepted by His slaves, so to Him alone be praise and blessings. I ask Him to keep the reward with Him for the Day when I meet Him.

Since I completed this series, I have been hoping to review it, especially the earliest parts of it, but I was prevented from fulfilling this hope by other work commitments, and by ill-health. But in recent months I had some spare time which I was able to make the most of by reviewing what I had written. Hence this new, revised edition, with additional material in the first three chapters. I hope that I will be able to review the rest of the series in the coming days, by the help of and strength of Allah.

I have not changed the main ideas of this book, but sought to verify the texts quoted, attributing them to their proper sources. I have
changed the order in which some topics appear, and expanded some passages where the material required further explanation or further evidence to support an idea. I also shortened some passages and added to others, in a very few places.

Changing and altering and improving what a person has written is all part of human nature. Allah, the All-Glorious, has decreed that no writing should be perfect apart from His Book.

Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.

‘Umar Sulaymaan ‘Abdullah al-Ashqar

College of Shari‘ah — Jordan University
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Praise be to Allah (اللَّهُ). We praise Him and seek His help, forgiveness and guidance. We repent to Him, and we seek refuge in Him from the evils of our own selves and from our evil actions. Whomsoever Allah guides, none can lead him astray, and whomsoever Allah sends astray, none can guide him. I bear witness that there is no god except Allah alone, with no partner or associate, and I bear witness that Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) is His slave and Messenger.

This book is about Islamic 'aqeedah (creed), and I ask Allah to make it of benefit to its author, readers and publisher. May He make this effort sincerely for His sake alone, and may He keep it (its reward) with Him for the Day when I meet Him, for He is the All-Hearing Who answers prayers.

The title of this book is significant. It is a book about the Islamic creed ('aqeedah), based on the two sources of Islam, the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger. These two sources are those on which the 'aqeedah of the first generation of this ummah was built.

I do not think that anyone will disagree that the 'aqeedah of those men was the pure 'aqeedah, as pure as the water of the sea when it is undisturbed by the winds, and as strong as the mighty mountains, the most trustworthy handhold. Through those who believed in this creed ('aqeedah), Allah (اللَّهُ), changed the course of human history. Shall we be blamed if we trace this 'aqeedah back to its source, the well from which the righteous forebears of this ummah drank?

Many people claim that they refer to the Qur’an and Sunnah, paying lip-service to them in their khutbahs (speeches/sermons) and
writings, but they go against them when they quote evidence and seek guidance elsewhere.

So we see them giving priority to the views of men over the texts of the Qur’an and ahaadeeth. We see them seeking guidance other than that of Islam concerning conduct and dealings with others. This is why I took the time in my Introduction to this book to refer to these two sources, the Qur’an and the saheeh (sound and authentic) Sunnah, concerning ‘aqeedah (creed) and shari‘ah (Islamic law), and to discuss the specious arguments of those who want to ignore the Sunnah.

The Introduction also includes other topics, such as the definition of ‘aqeedah, its position in relation to shari‘ah and eemaan (faith) and the ruling on one who denies ‘aqeedah or one of its basic principles. I also explore in more detail the confusion of ancient and modern groups who denounce people as kaafir (disbeliever) on the grounds of sins alone.

I did not omit in the Introduction to describe the Qur’anic methodology of explaining ‘aqeedah which was brought by Islam, and to show how this methodology differs from the methodology of philosophy and theology (‘ilm al-kalaam) which brought such great disasters to the ummah. I hope that I have succeeded in defining the difference between the two methodologies with regard to sources, methods and ways, how they quote evidence and in their consequences.

Through this discussion, the uniqueness and distinguishing features of the Qur’anic methodology will become clear.

In the chapter on belief in Allah, you will find evidence that proves the existence of Allah. I also discussed the specious arguments of the atheists and refuted those who say that the universe came into existence accidentally, or that it was made by “nature.”
Following on from that, I shed light on the two ways in which we learn about our Lord, which are the visible signs and the written signs. I sought to discuss this in the light of the texts of the Qur’an and *ahaadeeth* of the Prophet (ﷺ). These topics form the main issue of this book.

Because this issue is of the utmost importance, and is the main reason for the division of the ummah, I found that I had no other option but to discuss the principles in the light of which the texts which speak of the Names and Attributes of Allah are to be interpreted, and the guidelines which explain this topic, so as to refute the arguments of those whose interpretation of these *aayaat* (verses) was not in accordance with the Qur’anic methodology.

Finally, I discussed the issue of *Tawheed* or the belief in the oneness of Allah: the concept, and how to achieve this belief, under the heading of *Laa ilaaha illa-Allah*. I explained the meaning and conditions of *Tawheed*, as well as that which contradicts and negates *Tawheed*, namely *shirk* (polytheism).

Then I turned my attention to the history of *‘aqeedah* (creed), refuting the theory that *‘aqeedah* (belief in Allah) is something which is evolved.

I sought the help of whatever books, ancient and modern, that came my way, some of which I mentioned at the end of this book. My selection of books was dictated by the methodology indicated by the titles of the books.

This book may please some people and anger others. Allah knows that the good pleasure of my Lord was the goal I kept before me as I wrote. That does not mean that everything in this book is correct, for the pen may slip and the mind may wander and lose its focus. No one is infallible except Al-Mustafaa (ﷺ). So long as there is life left in me, I recant any mistakes that I may have made which go against that
which came from Allah, the Almighty, and from His Messenger. If Allah takes my soul before I am able to correct the mistakes, then I say the same as Imam ash-Shaafa‘i (may Allah have mercy on him) said: “If a hadith is ṣaḥeeḥ (sound), then that is my madhhab (school of thought - my way). If you see that what I said goes against what the Messenger of Allah said, then cast my view aside.”

We will publish other works in this series, dealing with other principles of ‘aqeedah in the same manner, Insha Allah (Allah Willing). I ask Allah (ﷻ), the All-Glorious, to help me say and do the right thing. There is no power and no strength except with Allah, the Exalted.

‘Umar Sulaymaan ‘Abdullah al-Ashqar
1- 'AQEEDAHA: DEFINITION AND EXPLANATION

1) 'Aqeedah: Meaning and Usage

The word 'aqeedah and related words are constantly repeated by people in their everyday conversations. So we hear them saying “Ana a'taqid kadha (I believe such and such),” “Foolaan 'aqeedatuhu hasanah (So and so’s belief is sound),” “The Islamic 'aqeedah is the strongest cause for the great Islamic victories in every time and place,” “The war between us and the Jews is in fact an ideological war (harb 'aqaa‘idiyah)” and so on.

What do people mean by the word 'aqeedah (faith)? What does this word mean in Arabic? What is the concept of 'aqeedah (faith) in Islam?

'Aqaa‘id (plural of 'aqeedah) are the things which people’s hearts affirm and believe in, the things that they accept (as true). These are matters which are held as certain beliefs, with no taint of doubt.1

'Aqd al-habl (tying the rope) means tying one part to another part, as opposed to untying it. In Arabic, the meanings of the word 'aqd revolve around ideas of adherence, certainty and affirmation. There is aayah (verse) in the Qur’an:

---

1 Risaalat al-'Aqaa‘id by Shaykh Hasan al-Banna. See Majmoo’ ar-Rasaa‘il, 429. The Muslim scholars of earlier and recent times have discussed the issues of this branch of knowledge under the heading of Al-'Aqaa‘id, although the word 'aqeedah is not mentioned in the Book of Allah or in the Sunnah of His Messenger (رضي الله عنه).
Introduction

\[
\text{La yu'ajudum Allāh yāl-fūq fī 'ayyamikum 'allākum kumā yu'ajudumum bi-ya'qīmum.}
\]

(Allāh will not punish you for what is unintentional in your oaths, but He will punish you for your deliberate oaths ['aqqadtum];... \(\text{(Qur'an 5: 89)}\))

A deliberate oath is one in which there is resolve and determination in the heart, unlike an unintentional oath which may be spoken of without any intention.

'Uqood refers to the strongest of covenants, as when Allah (所所), says:

\[
\text{Yā yāminā Allāh yāl-bi'yās amīnāw wa 'aftūwā wa il-mawā.}
\]

(\(\text{O' you who believe! Fulfil [your] obligations [awfoo bi'l- uqood]...} \text{)}\) (Qur'an 5: 1)

The Arabs say “a’taqada ash-shay’u” when a thing becomes solid and strong.²

In Islam, ‘aqeedah (belief) is the counterpart of shari‘ah, because Islam is composed of both ‘aqeedah and shari‘ah. Shari‘ah means the practical duties enjoined by Islam, about acts of worship and dealings with others.

2) ‘Aqeedah is a Matter of Knowledge in the Heart

‘Aqeedah is not a practical matter, but a matter of knowledge which the Muslim is obliged to believe in his heart, because Allah has told him about these matters in His Book or through the Revelation to His Messenger (所所).

The basic principles of the ‘aqeedah Allah commands us to believe in are mentioned in the aayah (verse):

² *Lisaan al-'Arab*, 2/836, listing of words derived from the root ‘aqada.
The Messenger [Muhammad] believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord, and [so do] the believers. Each one believes in Allah, His Angels, His Books, and His Messengers. [They say], ‘We make no distinction between one another of His Messengers’ - and they say, ‘We hear, and we obey. [We seek] Your forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return [of all].’

(Qur'an 2: 285)

The Prophet (ﷺ) defined this belief in the famous hadith of Jibreel (Gabriel) (ﷺ) (may Allah’s peace be upon him), in which he (ﷺ) said:

“Eemaan (faith) is to believe in Allah, His angels, His Books, the Meeting with Him and His Messengers, and to believe in the final Resurrection.”

So ‘aqeedah in Islam refers to those matters of knowledge which have been transmitted in authentic reports from Allah and His Messenger, and which the Muslim must believe in with all his heart, believing in what Allah and His Messenger say.

3) ‘Aqeedah means Certain Belief, with no Room for Doubt

In order for these principles to form ‘aqeedah, we must believe in them firmly, with no room for doubt. If there is any element of doubt, then they are merely speculation, not ‘aqeedah (belief). “Al-Mu’jam al-Waseet” defines ‘aqeedah as a belief in which the one who holds

---

3 Bukhari. See Saheeh al-Bukhari bi Sharhihi Fath al-Baari, 1/114; Muslim, 1/39, hadith no. 5. This version is narrated by Muslim.
that belief will not entertain any doubt whatsoever.”

Evidence (daleel) for that is found in the Qur’an:

(Only those are the believers who have believed in Allah and His Messenger, and afterward doubt not...)

(Qur’an 49: 15)

(Alif-Laam-Meem..This is the Book [the Qur’an], whereof there is no doubt.)

(Qur’an 2: 1-2)

(‘Our Lord! Verily, it is You Who will gather mankind together on the Day about which there is no doubt...’)

(Qur’an 3: 9)

Allah condemned the mushrikeen (polytheists) who were filled with doubt:

(And There hearts are in such doubt that they even waver in their doubt.)

(Qur’an 9: 45)

4) The Issues of ‘Aqeedah are Invisible

It may be noted that the issues which we are required to believe in are unseen matters, not visible, tangible things. This is what Allah referred to when He praised the believers:

4 Al-Mu’jam al-Waseet, 2/614.
Allah is unseen, as are His angels and the Last Day. With regard to His Books and Messengers, one might think that they are visible, but what is referred to here is the belief that they come from Allah, i.e., that the Messengers were sent by Allah and that the Books were revealed by Allah, which is the matter of the unseen.

5) Correct 'Aqeedah and False 'Aqeedah

'Aqeedah (belief) is not exclusive to Islam. The adherents of religions and schools of thought inevitably have beliefs according to which they run their lives. This applies to individuals just as it applies to societies. From the beginning of the creation until the Day (of Judgement), until the time when Allah will inherit the earth and everything on it. Beliefs are divided into two kinds:

a) The correct 'aqeedah: It is composed of the set of beliefs brought by the noble Messengers. This is the one 'aqeedah, because it was sent down by the All-Knowing, All-Aware (Allah); it cannot be imagined that it differs from one Messenger to another, or from one time to another.

b) False beliefs: They are very many indeed. Their falseness stems from the fact that they are the product of human thought and intellect. No matter how great mankind may become, their knowledge is (and will remain) limited and is (and will continue to be) influenced by the

---

5 Al-Ghayb: Literally means a thing not seen. But this word includes vast meanings: Belief in Allah, Angels, Holy Books, Allah's Messengers, Day of Resurrection and Al-Qadar (Divine Pre-Ordainments). It also includes what Allah and His Messenger informed about the knowledge of the matters of past, present, and future, e.g., news about the creation of the heavens and earth, botanical and zoological life, the news about the nations of the past, and about Paradise and Hell. (Footnote from Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur'an by Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan and Dr. Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din al-Hilali).
customs, traditions and thoughts that surround them.

There are also false beliefs which are the result of distortion, changes and alteration, as is the case with the Jewish and Christian beliefs at the present time. They were distorted a long time ago, and were corrupted as a result of this distortion, even though each of them was originally a sound ‘aqeedah.

**Where is the true ‘aqeedah today?**

The true ‘aqeedah today is not found anywhere except in the religion of Islam, because this is the protected religion which Allah (ۚۙۙ), has guaranteed to protect.

\[\text{Verily, We, it is We Who have sent down the Dhikr [i.e. the Qur'an] and surely, We will guard it [from corruption].} \]
\[(Qur'an 15: 9)\]

The beliefs of other religions, even though they may contain some grains of truth here and there, do not present a clear image of the truth.

Whoever wants to know the true, correct ‘aqeedah will not find it in Judaism or in Christianity, or in the words of the philosophers. He will only find it in Islam, in the original sources of the faith: the Qur’an and Sunnah, pure and clear and shining, which convince man’s mind with evidence and proof, and fill the heart with eemaan, certainty, light and life.

\[\text{And thus We have sent to you [O' Muhammad] Rooh [a Revelation, and a Mercy] of Our Command. You knew}\]
not what is the Book, nor what is Faith? But We have made it [this Qur’an] a light wherewith We guide whosoever of Our slaves We will...
(Qur’an 42: 52)

6) The Importance and Necessity of Islamic ‘Aqeedah

The Islamic ‘aqeedah is as essential for man as water and air. Without this ‘aqeedah he is lost and confused. The Islamic ‘aqeedah is the only one which can answer the questions that have always preoccupied man and still preoccupy human thought and cause frustration: where did I come from? Where did the universe come from? Who is the Creator? What are His attributes and names? Why did He create us and the universe? What is our role in this universe? What is our relationship to the Creator who created us? Are there other, invisible worlds beyond the world that we can see? Are there other intelligent beings apart from man? Is there another life after this life? If the answer is positive, what is that other life like?

There is no other belief today, apart from the ‘aqeedah of Islam, that can answer these questions in a true and convincing way. Everyone who does not know or believe in this ‘aqeedah is like that miserable poet who knows nothing of it. He says:

I came, I know not from whence, but I came
I saw before me a path, so I followed it
And I shall continue to tread this path, whether I like it or not
Where did I come from? How did I find this path?
I know not

Am I new or ancient in this universe?
Am I free, or a prisoner in chains?

---

6 His name is Eeliya Abu Maadi; the couplets quoted come from his lengthy poem entitled At-Talaasim (mysteries), from his collection of poems entitled Al-Jadaawil (streams), Pp. 106.
Am I controlling my own fate in this life, or am I controlled?
How I wish I knew, but

I know not

My path, what is my path? Is it long or short?
Am I ascending, or descending?
Am I running through this life, or is it life that is running?
Or are we both standing still, whilst time runs?

I know not

I wonder, when I was in that unseen, secure world,
Did I know that I was hidden there
And that I would emerge and come into being?
Or, I wonder, did I not know a thing?

I know not

I wonder, before I became a complete human being,
Was I non-existent, or was I something possible, or was I something?
Is there an answer to this mystery? Or will I remain forever
Not knowing... why I don't know?

I know not

What confusion is this! What anxiety this uncertainty brings to
human souls! Do the children of this generation, who have missed
out on knowledge of the “great universal facts” without which their
lives cannot be sound and healthy, deserve to suffer these worries
which fill their hearts and cause pain and complexes? Compare their
situation to that of the Muslim who knows for certain all of these
facts, and through them finds comfort and peace of mind. So he
travels on a straight path towards a definite goal whose features are
known.
Listen to this miserable poet speaking about death and one's ultimate fate:
If death is a punishment, what sin can the pure soul commit?
If it is a reward, what blessings does the promiscuous soul deserve?
If there is no reward or loss in it,
Then what is the point of calling things sinful or righteous?
    I know not

If death is a kind of sleep after being awake,
Why do we not stay awake?
Why does a man not know when he is to depart?
When will the secret be revealed so that he will know?
    I know not

If death is a kind of sleep to allow man to relax
And it is a setting free rather than an imprisonment, a beginning rather than an end,
Then why do I not love this sleep and long for this?
Why are souls so afraid of it?
    I know not

After the grave, after death, will there be any resurrection
And life, and eternity, or only final oblivion?
Is what people say true or false?
Is it true that some people know?
    I know not

If I am resurrected after death, physically and spiritually,
I wonder, will I be resurrected in part, or in total?
I wonder, will I be resurrected as a child, or as an adult?
Then will I know myself after I am resurrected?
    I know not
He does not know what his ultimate destiny will be, and man’s ultimate fate concerns him. He wants to be reassured about that destiny. We see the poet’s pain, because he does not know where his ultimate destiny lies and what will become of him. He is misguided from the truth, his heart is filled with misery and laden with worry and grief. His wonderings have exhausted him. How many people there are in this world who are like this misguided, miserable poet! Some of them are able to express their misery and confusion, whilst others feel and suffer, but their thoughts remain trapped in their miserable souls.

“I know not,” is the response to these eternal questions. These are not the words of this poet alone. Socrates, the thinker who is viewed as one of the giants of philosophy, clearly stated, “The thing that I still do not know about is the fact that I do not know.” Indeed, scepticism/agnosticism (in Arabic, laa adriyah, lit. “not knowing”) is an ancient school of philosophical thought.

Only through the guidance of Islam does man learn where he came from, where he is going, why the universe exists, and what his role is in this universe. He knows that in truth, and there is a great difference between those who know and those who do not know:

«إِمَّا يَتَوَكَّلُونَ عَلَى الْبَصَرِ وَالْبَصَرِ أَهْبَدُ أُمَّتُوا عَلَى صِرْطِ الْمُسْتَقِيمِ»

(Is he who walks prone [without seeing] on his face, more rightly guided, or he who [sees and] walks upright on the Straight Way [i.e. Islamic Monotheism]?)

(Qur’an 67: 22)

---
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2 - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ‘AQEEDAH AND EEMAAN, AND SHARI‘AH

1) The Relationship Between ‘Aqeedah and Eemaan

In the Qur’an, Allah, the Exalted, praises eemaan (faith) and the people of eemaan, in aayaat (verses) such as the following:

(Qur’an 23: 1)

(Qur’an 2: 5)

Allah (ٌٍ)، promised them Paradise:

(Qur’an 23: 10-11)

The eemaan (faith) for which Allah praised people was not only ‘aqeedah (belief). ‘Aqeedah formed the foundation and basis of eemaan (firm belief). So eemaan is the ‘aqeedah which is established firmly in the heart, clings to it and never departs from it. It is verbally declared and pronounced by the believer in whose heart this ‘aqeedah takes firm roots. His belief and declaration are confirmed by his actions conforming to the dictates of that ‘aqeedah.

Belief that takes roots in the heart but has no visible manifestation is an empty and cold belief that does not deserve to be called ‘aqeedah. We see many people who know the truth, but they do not abide by it
or live their lives in accordance with it. They may even resist the truth which they believe to be true. *Iblees* (Satan) knows the great universal truths with certainty, he knows Allah, and the truth, the Messengers and Books, but he devoted himself to opposing the truth even after full knowledge.

Pharaoh (Fir‘awn) was certain that the miracles brought by Moosa (Moses) (May peace be upon him) were indeed from Allah, but he denied them out of stubborn pride and arrogance, as Allah the Exalted, tells us about him and his people:

> And they belied them [those *Ayaat*] wrongfully and arrogantly, though their ownselves were convinced thereof... *(Qur’an 27: 14)*

Moosa (Moses) had addressed Pharaoh, saying:

> Verily, you know that these signs have been sent down by none but the Lord of the heavens and the earth [as clear evidences, i.e. proofs of Allah’s Oneness and His Omnipotence]... *(Qur’an 17: 102)*

The People of the Book know that Muhammad (saw) is a Messenger sent by his Lord:

> Those to whom We gave the Scripture [Jews and Christians] recognize him [Muhammad] as they recognize their sons... *(Qur’an 2: 146)*

— but they do not admit that.
Listen to what Abu Taalib said to the Messenger ($ال$) as his excuse for not believing: “I know that the religion of Muhammad is one of the best religions in the world, were it not for the fear of blame and slander, you would see me acknowledging that openly.”

So eemaan does not mean only acknowledging that Allah, the All-High, exists, or knowledge that a person admits not because of superiority complex, or refuses to abide by its rulings. Eemaan means ‘aqeedah (belief) that a person accepts in his heart and affirms by his tongue, and he accepts and always adheres to the way laid down by Allah ($ا$).

Hence the scholars of the salaf (Pious Predecessors) said: “Eemaan means belief in the heart, words on the tongue (declaration) and striving to implement its pillars.”

2) The Relationship Between ‘Aqeedah and Shari‘ah

As we have mentioned above, there are two conditions of faith: ‘aqeedah which is deeply rooted in the heart, and deeds which manifest themselves in a person’s actions. If either of these two essential components is missing, eemaan is lost or becomes unbalanced. Hence the connection between these two elements is very important.

Eemaan is like a good, strong tree that is firmly rooted in good soil with its branches reaching up into the sky, bearing abundant fruit,

---

8 This is the general view of the salaf, including the three Imams Ahmad, Maalik and Ash-Shaafa‘i. Imam Abu Ḥaneefah said that eemaan was belief and words (declaration), and that actions were one of the requirements of faith, but not included in it.

Another group is of the view that eemaan was only belief, even if it was not accompanied by words and actions. This is the view of the Jahamiyah and the Ash‘ariyyah. The Karaamiyah thought that eemaan was only words; the refutation of their view may be seen in the text we have referred to.
producing its fruit for everyone by the grace of its Lord. Thus *eemaan* is the tree; *'aqeedah* is rooted deeply in the heart, and its trunk, branches and fruits are deeds and actions.

Undoubtedly if the roots are removed or turn rotten or dried up, they will no longer exist. Similarly, *eemaan* will no longer exist if *'aqeedah* is taken away. If the trunk or branches are cut off, or some of them are cut off, the tree will weaken, and may die altogether, because the presence of branches and leaves are essential to the tree’s continued existence. Similarly, if deeds are neglected, in part or in whole, then *eemaan* will be reduced or destroyed.

3) Paying Attention to Deeds

It is incumbent on us to pay attention to the deeds that Allah («Jg), has enjoined upon us as obligatory duties, or that He has encouraged us to do, and to abstain from the deeds that He has forbidden us to do, because this is a part of *eemaan*. Doing the deeds that are forbidden — even if it is only a little — detracts from *eemaan* proportionately.

Hence those who undermine the importance of implementing and adhering to the Sunnah of the Prophet should be aware of their dangerous attitude. Some of them may overstep the mark and describe some issues of Sunnah or Islamic religion as unimportant or insignificant. We ask Allah to forgive these people, for all of the religion is important and nothing in it is insignificant, although matters may vary in their degree of importance.

What we say should not be taken as meaning that we do not pay attention to the priorities in knowledge, actions and in calling people to Allah. This is a matter which should be well known and established. But what we are denouncing here is negligence of minor issues and condemnation of those who pay attention to both minor and major issues in Islam and the Sunnah of the Chosen Prophet (ṣ).
How deeply moved I am when I think of ‘Umar’s attitude after he had been stabbed, and a young man came to see him and spoke kindly to him. When the young man turned to leave, his izaar (lower garment) was trailing on the ground. ‘Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) called him and said to him: “O son of my brother, lift up your garment, for that is cleaner for your garment and more pleasing to your Lord.”9 His approaching death did not prevent him from telling that man about a matter which many people nowadays regard as insignificant and as something which we should not pay attention to.

3 - EEMAAN AND KUFR

1) Ruling on Rejection of ‘Aqeedah

He who rejects ‘aqeedah altogether, such as the communists who deny the existence of Allah, reject the Messengers and the Books, and do not believe in the Hereafter and reward and punishment, or who denies part of the ‘aqeedah, is a kaaﬁr (disbeliever) and is not a Muslim. He should be told that the Islamic ‘aqeedah can never be accepted in part, because the whole is so strongly interconnected.

Belief in Allah requires that one believe also in the angels, the Books, the Messengers and the Last Day. Belief in the Books requires that one believe in all the other basic principles of faith (uṣool al-eemaan). Belief in the Messenger (ﷺ) means that one believes and accepts all that he brought... Hence Allah considers the person who believes in one principle and denies another as being a kaaﬁr.

Allah (ﷻ), the All-Glorious, says:

Disbelieving in some of the minor issues of ‘aqeedah which have been proven definitively in the Qur’an or Sunnah is also counted as kufr (disbelief), such as denying one of the Messengers or one of the Angels.

2) Actions and Words Which are Counted as Kufr (Disbelief)

Kufr does not consist only of denying basic principles of ‘aqeedah. There are certain actions which, if done, are also kufr. They may be summed up in one phrase: “worshipping others besides Allah.” Worship is the right of Allah alone, and directing worship to anyone or anything other than Allah is shirk (polytheism), such as praying to anything other than Allah, offering sacrifice to anything other than Allah, calling upon anything or anyone other than Allah etc.

A man may become a kaafir (disbeliever) by uttering words which insult the Creator, Glorified and Exalted be He, or Islam, or the Prophet, or words which make fun of Islam, or which give preference to misguided principles such as communism or Buddhism, or deviant religions such as Judaism or Christianity over Islam, or which accuse Islam of being imperfect, backward and reactionary.
3) Attitude Towards the Kuffaar (Disbelievers)

The Muslim should regard the kuffaar as enemies and hate them because of their kufr, just as he hates their kufr (disbelief) itself. He should oppose this falsehood and its followers by speaking out clearly, and by calling them to the truth. He should explain to them their misguided state, and show them the truth, explaining it to them clearly and confidently. Even though we hate the disbelievers, we want them to be guided and we hope that they will be.

There are rulings concerning the kuffaar which are explained in the books of fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). For example, we do not let them marry Muslim women, we do not marry any of their women except those of the People of the Book, and we do not wash their dead or pray for them...

4) The Kaafir before Allah

The person who hears of Islam, and knowingly rejects it is a kaafir (disbeliever) who will abide in the Hell-Fire forever, for he will have no excuse on the Day of Resurrection.

Those who do not hear of Islam for whatever reason, such as living in remote areas or because they have lost their hearing and sight, or because Islam reached them when they were too old to understand, will not be punished on the Day of Resurrection until they have been tried and tested, because the proof did not reach them. Allah, the Almighty, says:

\[
\text{...And We never punish until We have sent a Messenger [to give warning].} \quad (Qur'an 17: 15)
\]

The evidence that they will be tested is the hadith narrated by Al-Aswad ibn Saree', who said: "The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:
“There are four who will be tested on the Day of Resurrection: the deaf man who could not hear anything; the imbecile; the senile old man; and the man who died during the *fatarah* (interval between two Prophets, when no Message reached him). The deaf man will say, “O Lord, Islam came and I did not hear anything.” The imbecile will say, “O Lord, Islam came but the young boys were pelting me with camel dung.” The senile old man will say, “O Lord, Islam came and I did not hear anything.” The man who died during the *fatarah* will say, “O Lord, no Messenger came to me.” Then Allah will take their pledge to obey Him, and He will send word to them to enter the fire. By the One in Whose hand is the soul of Muhammad, if they enter it, it will be cool and safe for them.”

5) Neglecting Obligatory Duties and Committing Prohibited Actions

i) The attitude of the *salaf* towards those who commit major sins

Undoubtedly, if a person neglects the duties that Allah has enjoined upon him, such as paying zakah, fasting, performing Hajj and honouring one’s parents, or does *haraam* (forbidden) things such as committing adultery (*zina*), engaging in usury or interest (*riba*) or consuming orphans’ property, his faith is distorted and is lacking in proportion to the duties neglected or sins committed. But is he to be regarded as a *kaafir* - disbeliever - simply because he has neglected those duties or committed those *haraam* actions, so long as he does not deny the former or claim that the latter is *halaal* (legal)?

---

10 Ahmad in his *Musnad*, and classed as *saheeh* by Al-Bayhaqi. See Ibn Katheer in his *tafseer* of the aayah of *Al-Israa’* 15.
The texts that we have before us teach us that the Muslim does not become a "kaafir" by committing sins or by neglecting obligatory duties, but this does detract from his faith and his case rests with Allah - if He wills, He will forgive him, and if He wills, He will punish him. Among the texts which state that clearly is the aayah (verse):

\[
\text{"Verily, Allah forgives not that partners should be set up with Him [in worship], but He forgives except that [anything else] to whom He wills;..." (Qur'an 4: 48)}
\]

The only sin that He will not forgive is *shirk*. In the case of every lesser sin, it is up to Allah: if He wills, He will forgive, and if He wills, He will punish.

There are also *ahaadeeth* which clearly state the same thing that is indicated in this *aayah*. According to a hadith *qudsi*:\(^\text{11}\)

"O son of Adam, if you were to come to me with an earthful of sin, then you were to meet Me not associating anything in worship with Me, I would come to you with an earthful of forgiveness."

According to another hadith *qudsi*:

"Whoever meets Me with an earthful of sin, but does not associate anyone in worship with Me, I will meet him with forgiveness equal to it."\(^\text{13}\)

---

\(^\text{11}\) The inspired words of Allah conveyed by the Prophet in his words.

\(^\text{12}\) Tirmidhi in his *Sunan*, 4/49, hadith no. 3540. He said: this is a *ghareeb* hadith which we know only with this isnad. See *Saheeh Sunan at-Tirmidhi* by Al-Albaani, 3/175, hadith no. 2805.

\(^\text{13}\) Muslim, 4/2068, hadith no. 2687.
It is reported that ‘Utbaan ibn Maalik stated: “The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

‘Allah has forbidden for the Fire all those who say Laa ilaaha illa-Allah seeking thereby the Face of Allah.”’

It is reported from Jaabir that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Whoever dies not associating anything with Allah will enter Paradise.”

In the hadith about intercession, it is reported that Allah (ﷻ) said:

“By My Glory, My Majesty, My Pride and My Might, I will bring forth from it (Hell) those who say Laa ilaaha illa-Allah.”

It is reported from Abu Sa’eed al-Khudri that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“The people of Paradise will enter Paradise, and the people of Hell will enter Hell, then Allah, will say: ‘Bring forth everyone in whose heart was faith the weight of a grain of mustard seed.’”

Abu Sufyaan said: “I lived near Jaabir ibn ‘Abdullah in Makkah for six months. A man asked him, ‘Do you call any of the people of the Qiblah (i.e., Muslims) a kaaﬁr?’ He said, ‘Allah forbid!’ He asked, ‘Do you call anybody a mushrik?’ He said, ‘No.’”

14 Bukhari, 1/519, hadith no. 425.
15 Muslim, 1/94, hadith no. 94.
16 Bukhari, 13/474
17 Bukhari, 1/72, hadith no. 22
18 Abu ‘Ubayd al-Qaasim ibn Salaam in his book Al-Eemaan, edited by Shaykh Naﬁruddin al-Albaani, Pp. 98. The editor said, its isnad is saheeh according to the conditions of Muslim. Abu Sufyaan, the narrator of the hadith was a Taabi’ee.
These texts led prominent scholars among the *salaf* of this ummah to say of the one who commits sins and neglects obligatory duties: “He is a believer because of his faith but a *faasiq* (sinner) because of his sin.” They attributed faith to him, but it was not the perfect faith that is the rightful attribute of those who do acts of obedience and refrain from committing sin. His faith is impaired because of his wrongs (*fisq*) and because of the sin that he has committed.

**ii) The *khawaarij* who denounced people as *kaafir* because of their sins**

In contrast to these (the *salaf*), there was another group who accused people of *kufr* if they fell short in any obligatory duty, or if they committed any *haraam* actions. We still see many people hastening to condemn people as *kaafir* in a similar manner. The first group to adopt this approach was the *Khawaarij*, a group who emerged (*kharaja*) from the army of ‘Ali ibn Abi Taalib (ﷺ) after the appointed arbitrators, Abu Moosa al-Ash‘ari and ‘Amr ibn al-‘Aas, had failed to end the dispute that was raging among the Muslims under the leadership of ‘Ali and Mu‘aawiyah.

The *Khawaarij* claimed that appointing men as arbitrators was a mistake according to shari‘ah, and they regarded it as *kufr*. They viewed as *kuffaar* all the Muslims who had agreed to that, and testified that they themselves turned to be disbelievers. [Because they had initially agreed to the arbitration — Translator]. They then entered the pale of Islam afresh. They demanded that ‘Ali should also accept that he committed *kufr* by agreeing to the arbitration (and pronounce *shahadah* afresh) as a precondition for their returning to the ranks of his army. ‘Ali (ﷺ) (may Allah be pleased with him) disputed with them, and sent to them the great scholar of this ummah, Ibn ‘Abbaas, who established proof against them and refuted their point of view. A few thousand of them came back (to the army and to Islam), but two thousand persisted in following their opinion and
fought ‘Ali, who defeated them and finished them off. But their thinking spread, and was adopted by many people after them. This idea of denouncing others as *kaafir* still emerges from time to time, and it has resurfaced in our own times.

**The evidence quoted by the *khawaarij* for denouncing as *kaafir* those who commit major sins**

The *Khawaarij* \(^{19}\) claim that the one who commits a major sin is a *kaafir* and is no longer Muslim, and his blood and wealth are *halaal* [lawful (i.e., he may be killed and his wealth seized by the Muslims)]. They say that he will abide in Hell forever. They quote in support of their view; evidence, which they thought, proved their case, such as the following:

a) They said, “You agree with us that deeds are part of faith, because *eemaan* is composed of belief, words and deeds. If one part of faith, such as actions, is missing, then the whole of *eemaan* is absent.”

b) They quoted as evidence the fact that Allah describes some sins as *fisq*, as in the *aayah* (verse):

\[
\text{إِن جاءَكُمُ الْفَاسِقُ رَيْبًا فَقُسْمُوهُمْ} \\
\text{(Qur'an 49: 6)}
\]

The word *faasiq* here is applied to a liar, which is quite obvious to anyone who looks at the context of the *aayah*.

The Prophet (ﷺ) said:

---

\(^{19}\) There is another group, the *Mu’tazilah*, who are the followers of Waasîl ibn ‘Ataa’, who said that the one who commits a major sin is neither a believer nor a *kaafir*, but is in a position between *kufr* and *eemaan*, but in the Hereafter he will be doomed to eternity in Hell.
“For a believer to trade insults with another is \textit{fusooq} (evil).”\textsuperscript{20}

And they said that Allah called some sins, such as consuming orphans’ wealth, \textit{zulm}:

\begin{quotation}
\textit{And He (*§g), calls the one who evicts a widow from her marital home during the time of her ‘iddah, a \textit{zaalim}, because he transgresses the limits set by Allah (^g):}
\end{quotation}

\begin{verse}

\textit{And fear Allah your Lord [O’ Muslims]. And turn them not out of their [husband’s] homes nor shall they [themselves] leave, except in case they are guilty of some open illegal sexual intercourse. And those are the set limits of Allah. And whosoever transgresses the set limits of Allah, then indeed he has wronged himself...}\

\textit{(Qur’an 65: 1)}
\end{verse}

They said, these sins are \textit{fisq} and \textit{zulm}, and the \textit{faasiqoon} and \textit{zaalimoon} are \textit{kaafir} as the Qur’an says:

\begin{quotation}
\textit{...And fear Allah your Lord [O’ Muslims]. And turn them not out of their [husband’s] homes nor shall they [themselves] leave, except in case they are guilty of some open illegal sexual intercourse. And those are the set limits of Allah. And whosoever transgresses the set limits of Allah, then indeed he has wronged himself...}\

\textit{(Qur’an 65: 1)}
\end{quotation}

\textsuperscript{20} Muslim, 1/80, hadith no. 64.
...And it is the disbelievers who are the Zaalimoon [wrongdoers].

(Qur'an 2: 254)

...But whoever disbelieved after this, they are the Faasiqoon [rebellious, disobedient to Allah].

(Qur'an 24: 55)

And they said: the texts indicate that those who commit sins are not believers, for example, the report narrated by Muslim which says that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

"The one who commits zina is not a believer at the time when he is committing zina, and the one who steals is not a believer at the time when he is stealing, and the one who drinks wine is not a believer at the time when he is drinking."

And he (ﷺ) said:

"No one who believes in Allah and His Messenger can hate the Anṣaar."

And:

"By the One in Whose hand is my soul, you will not enter Paradise until you believe, and you will not believe until you love one another."

c) They said: the Messenger (ﷺ) disowned those who committed certain sins, such as when he said:

21 Muslim, 1/76, hadith no. 57.
22 Ibid, 1/86.
23 Ibid, 1/74, hadith no. 54.
“Whoever bears arms against us is not one of us, and whoever deceives us is not one of us.”

And, according to another hadith:

“Whoever cheats is not one of us.”

According to a hadith narrated by Bukhari and Muslim from Abu Hurayrah (*$&*), the Messenger of Allah (gs) said:

“By Allah, he does not believe; by Allah, he does not believe; by Allah, he does not believe.” They said, “Who, O’ Messenger of Allah?” He said, “The one from whose annoyance his neighbour is not safe.”

d) They said: some sins were described as kufr, as when Allah (§§), said:

(And Hajj [pilgrimage to Makkah] to the House [Ka‘bah] is a duty that mankind owes to Allah, those who can afford the expenses [for one’s conveyance, provision and residence]; and whoever disbelieves [i.e. denies Hajj (pilgrimage to Makkah), then he is a disbeliever of Allah], then Allah stands not in need of any of the ‘Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exist].

(Qur’an 3: 97)

And the Messenger (§§) said:

“Do not go back to kufr after I am gone by killing one

---

24 Muslim, 1/99, hadith no. 101.
25 Ibid, 1/101, hadith no. 102.
26 Mishkaat al-Masabeeh, 2/607, hadith no. 4962.
another.”27 And: “If a man denounces his brother as a kaafir, it will be the case that one of them is a kaafir.”28

Refutation of the evidences quoted by the khawaarij

These are the evidences which they referred to, for their labelling as kaafir those who commit sins. We will strive to point out where they went wrong in using these texts as evidences:

a) With regard to their point that deeds are included in the components of eemaan, we do not deny this. But where they went wrong is when they counted deeds as a condition of faith. The correct view is that this is not so. If deeds are lacking, this impairs the required perfection of faith, i.e., if deeds are lacking then faith is also lacking in part, and it remains imperfect. This is like a man whose hand or foot has been cut off, or whose eye has been taken out, or his ear has been cut off. He is still a human being and is still alive. But if he is cut in two or his head is cut off, or his heart is torn out, then he is like a person whose faith is removed. If the hand, foot or eye is removed, this is like a person who neglects some obligatory duties or does some haraam (forbidden) actions. When the head or heart is removed, is like the ‘aqeedah is taken away.

b) Their explanation of fisq and zulm being kufir is a misunderstanding. The meaning of fisq is to disobey Allah (g), and all acts of disobedience towards Allah are not on the same level. They may entail kufr, or they may not. A person who denies the angels disobeys Allah in a manner that constitutes kufr; whilst a person who drinks wine disobeys Allah in a manner that is sinful, but does not constitute kufr.

Zulm also varies in degree; it may take an extreme form that reaches the level of kufr, or it may be of a lesser degree than that.

27 Muslim, 1/82, hadith no. 65.
28 Ibid, 1/79, hadith no. 79.
We may picture this if we draw a large circle in the middle of which is a smaller circle. The large circle represents ज़ुल्म and फ़ीस्क, and the smaller circle represents कुफर, so कुफर is included in ज़ुल्म and फ़ीस्क, because they are broader in meaning than कुफर, but some kinds of ज़ुल्म and फ़ीस्क are not कुफर.

What indicates that फ़ीस्क may not be कुफर is the hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ), in which he said:

"Slandering a Muslim is फ़ुसौक, and killing him is कुफर." 29

The Messenger distinguished between the two, even though what is meant by कुफर in this hadith is not the kind of कुफर which puts a person beyond the pale of Islam.

29 Muslim, 1/80, hadith no. 64.
The texts which they quote to support their view that faith is cancelled out by sins, or that the Messenger (ﷺ) disowned people who committed sins, or that the person who commits a certain sin is a kaafir, do not mean that faith is taken away by sins or that sin implies that a person is a kaafir. But sins do detract from the perfection and sincerity of a person’s faith, which Allah described and stated was a precondition in several places in His Book.

Allah (ﷻ), says:

الله إن لم تصدروا منا آياتنا أنفسهم وأموكمو أيها لله ملكاً للجنة فتقبلوه في سبيل الله فقبولون وقبولون وعدل على حقه في التوراة والإسلام والهجر من أوقى يعهدكم مثله إن الله أعلم بما تصنعون فاستعينوا ببعضكم بيد وذاك هو الفوز العظيم أنتون النعيم النغيم النجوم النجوم النجوم بالمحروم والطاعة على الحق والدين ولله ورسوله النعيم

Verily, Allah has purchased of the believers their lives and their properties for [the price] that theirs shall be the Paradise. They fight in Allah’s Cause, so they kill [others] and are killed. It is a promise in truth which is binding on Him in the Tawraat [Torah] and the Injeel [Gospel] and the Qur’an. And who is truer to his covenant than Allah? Then rejoice in the bargain which you have concluded. That is the supreme success. [The believers whose lives Allah has purchased are] those who turn to Allah in repentance [from polytheism and hypocrisy], who worship [Him], who praise [Him], who fast [or go out in Allah’s Cause], who bow down [in prayer], who prostrate themselves [in prayer], who enjoin [on people] Al-Ma‘roof and forbid [people] from
Al-Munkar, and who observe the limits set by Allah. And give glad tidings to the believers.”

(Qur’an 9: 111-112)

Successful indeed are the believers. Those who offer their salaah [prayers] with all solemnity and full submissiveness. And those who turn away from Al-Laghw [dirty, false, evil vain talk, falsehood, and all that Allah has forbidden]. And those who pay the Zakah. And those who guard their chastity [i.e. private parts, from illegal sexual acts].

(Qur’an 23: 1-5)

The believers are only those who, when Allah is mentioned, feel a fear in their hearts and when His aayaat [verses] [this Qur’an] are recited unto them, they [i.e. the Aayaat] increase their Faith; and they put their trust in their Lord [Alone]; Who perform As-Salaah [Iqaamat-as-Salaah] and spend out of that We have provided them.

(Qur’an 8: 2-3)

After quoting these aayaat, Abu ‘Ubayd al-Qaasim ibn Sallaam said: “These aayaat explain the obligations that Islam has enjoined upon its followers, and prohibited all kinds of sin.” The ahaadeeth of

30 These quotations are taken from the book Al-Eemaan by Abu ‘Ubayd, a collection of his four treatises edited by Shaykh Nasiruddeen al-Albaani, Pp. 90-96.
the Sunnah describe the features of *eemaan*. When sins are mixed with faith, it may be said that this is not what Allah has enjoined upon the believers, and these are not the signs by which faith is known, i.e., this is not the reality of faith. But this does not mean that there is no faith at all.”

He then examines the specious arguments of those who say, how can it be said that he is not a believer but that the title of faith is not taken away from him? He explains this by pointing out that this is the way the Arabs speak: they deny that a deed has been done if it had not been done properly. The Qur'an was revealed in the language of the Arabs using the stylistic devices of their language. “In the language of the Arabs, about which we know a great deal, it is not uncommon to deny a deed if the person who did it failed to do it properly. Do you not see that if a worker does not do his job properly, they will say to him, ‘You haven’t done anything’? The intention here is to deny the quality, not to deny the work itself. In their view, the job is done nominally but not properly.”

He explained that the Arabs may speak in an even harsher tone, such as when a son disobeys his father and annoys him to the extent that the father may say, ‘He is not a son’ — although they know that he is his son, born from his loins. A similar thing may be said concerning a brother, wife or slave.

Then he explained that these texts which deny faith were narrated in a similar fashion. He said: “The same applies to these sins for which faith is denied, because what cancelled out the reality of faith is not complying with the rulings which are attributes of *eemaan*. But a person’s classification remains as it was, and he is not described as being anything other than a believer, and the rulings which apply to believers remain intact in his case.”
He quoted the *aayah* (verse) from *Soorah Aal ‘Imraan* (the third chapter of the Qur’an) which states that Allah took a covenant from those who had been given the Scripture, that they would make it [the news of the coming of Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ)] known and clear to mankind, and not to hide it, but they threw it away behind their backs, yet despite that they are still described as People of the Book in other *aayaat*, and it is permissible for us to eat their meat and marry their women. Then he said: “In the rulings and in name they are still described as People of the Book, although in reality they have departed from it.”

And he narrated the hadith of the man who prayed badly, which was narrated by the two *Shaykhs* (Bukhari and Muslim), in which the Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“Go back and pray, for you have not prayed,”

— more than once. Although the man had prayed each time, it was a nominal prayer only, and was not a prayer as it should be.

**What is meant by the texts in which the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) disowned those who commit sins**

Abu ‘Ubayd stated: “This disowning does not mean that they no longer have anything to do with the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) and his religion. But in our opinion he is not one of those who obey the Messenger or follow his example or adhere to his laws (as required).”

**What is meant by the texts which state that some sins imply *kufr* and *shirk***

“With regard to the texts which state that some sins imply *kufr* and *shirk*, the way we understand them is not that those people become *kaafir* (disbelievers) and *mushrikeen* (polytheists) in such a way that...”

---

31 Bukhari, 2/277, hadith no. 793; Muslim, 1/298, hadith no. 397.
they no longer have any eemaan at all. Rather, the way in which they are to be interpreted is that these sins are akin to the characteristics and ways of the kuffaar and mushrikeen. We find a similar amount of reports of these two types as we do of reports of the first two types.”

He explains that what is meant by the sins which are called kufr and shirk is “the characteristics of the mushrikeen and their names, ways, words and rulings, etc.”

In support of this view, he quoted the comment of Ibn ‘Abbaas (r) in his tafseer of the aayah,

(Qur’an 5: 44)

Ibn ‘Abbaas (r) said: “This is not (the kind of) kufr that puts a person beyond the pale of Islam.” ‘Ataa’ said: “It is a lesser form of kufr.” Concerning the report narrated from Ibn ‘Abbaas, the editor of the book said: “This is narrated by Al-Ḥaakim in Al-Mustadrak via Ṭawoos, and he and Adh-Dhahabi classed it as saheeh.”

Although judging by other than that which Allah has revealed is called kufr, it does not put a person beyond the pale of Islam. Eemaan is still present in this case, even though it is mixed with this sin. What is meant is that judging by other than that which Allah has revealed is the way of the kuffaar (disbelievers). Have you not heard the words of Allah (ﷻ):

(Kitaab al-Eemaan by Abu ‘Ubayd al-Qasim ibn Sallaam, Pp. 94. Published in the anthology of Four Desertations - Arba’ Rasaa’il.)
Do they then seek the judgement of [the days of] Ignorance?...\( (Qur'an\ 5: \ 50)\)

Then he says: the way in which this was interpreted by the scholars of \textit{Tafseer} is that whoever judges by other than that which Allah has revealed - and he is a Muslim - becomes thereby like the people of the \textit{Jaahiliyah}, for it is to be understood that this is how the people of the \textit{Jaahiliyah} used to judge. This is like the hadith:

"Three things belong to the \textit{Jaahiliyah}: slandering people's lineage, wailing over the dead, and astrology."

(This is) a \textit{saheeh} (authentic) hadith.33

Similarly there is a hadith that reads:

"The signs of the hypocrite are three: when he speaks, he lies; when he makes a promise, he breaks it; when he is entrusted with something, he betrays that trust."34

Abu 'Ubayd said:

"These reports are not to be interpreted as meaning that the one who commits sin is to be labelled as belonging to the people of \textit{Jaahiliyah}, a \textit{kaafir} (disbeliever) or a hypocrite, when he believes in Allah and the Message sent by Him, and he fulfils the obligatory duties. What these reports mean is that these sins are part of the actions of the \textit{kuffaar} (disbelievers) which are forbidden in the Qur'an and Sunnah, so that the Muslims can avoid these things and steer clear of them, and not imitate the \textit{kuffaar} in any of their attitudes or ways."

---

33 \textit{Saheeh al-Jaami' as-Sagheer}, 1/583, hadith no. 3039, where the wording is:

"Three actions of the people of the \textit{Jaahiliyah} which the people of Islam will not manage to avoid: seeking rain through the stars (astrology), slandering people’s lineage, and wailing over the dead." He attributed it to Bukhari in \textit{At-Taareekh}, and to At-Tabaraani in \textit{Al-Kabeer}, and Ah\c{c}mad in \textit{Al-Musnad}, and Ibn Hibbaan in his \textit{saheeh}.

34 Bukhari, 1/89, hadith no. 33; Muslim, 1/78, hadith no. 59.
He quoted the hadith:

"If a woman puts on perfume then passes by people who can detect her fragrance, she is a zaaniyah (adulteress)."³⁵ Is this the kind of zina which incurs the prescribed punishment (hadd)?

Perhaps what Abu ‘Ubayd al-Qaasim ibn Sallaam meant when he said that “judging by other than that which Allah revealed is not kufr that puts a person beyond the pale of Islam” was when a qaadi (Muslim judge) judges a particular case according to his own whims and desires, although he usually judges in accordance with the rulings of Allah.

With regard to ruling by the laws of the disbelievers, and applying them by force to the Islamic peoples, and opposing and fighting all those who call for the application of Islam - this is nothing to do with Islam.

³⁵ The editor of Kitaab al-Eemaan (p. 96) said: (this is a) saheeh hadith, narrated by Ibn Khuzaymah, Ibn Hibbaan and Al-Ḥaakim in their Saheehs, from Abu Moosa al-Ash’ari and attributed to the Prophet (ﷺ), where the wording is, “Any woman who puts on perfume and passes by people so that they can smell its fragrance, is a zaaniyah, and every eye is zaaniyah.” A similar report is narrated by Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi, who classed it as saheeh.
iii) Those who say that the person who commits major sins has perfect faith
The Khawaarij went to one extreme, by misinterpreting the texts which say that a person who commits a major sin has distorted and diminished his faith. They did not understand the texts which state that his faith, nevertheless does not disappear in totality. In contrast to the Khawaarij, there is another group\(^\text{36}\) which claimed that the faith of a person who commits a major sin is still intact. They said, “Sin does not have any harmful effect so long as a person believes.” They said that eemaan was belief in the heart and words spoken by the tongue, and that actions had nothing to do with eemaan. They said that faith in the heart was something which did not differ from one person to another, and they quoted as evidence the texts which indicate that those who commit major sins are still believers and will enter Paradise.

Their view is refuted by the fact that many reports state that deeds are considered to be a part of faith, such as the hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ):

> “Eemaan has seventy-odd or sixty-odd branches, the best of which is saying Laa ilaaha illa-Allaah, and the least of which is removing something harmful off the road. And modesty is a branch of faith.”\(^\text{37}\)

Their view is also refuted by texts which contain warnings, such as the hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ):

> “An adulterer is not a believer at the time when he is committing adultery; a thief is not a believer at the time when he is stealing; a drinker of wine is not a believer at

\(^{36}\) This group is known as Al-Murji’ah because they separated [arjara] actions from eemaan, and regarded them as less important.

\(^{37}\) Bukhari, 1/51, hadith no. 9; Muslim, 1/63, hadith no. 35. This version is narrated by Muslim.
the time when he is drinking.”

Both of the groups went astray. The first group, which denounces people as *kaafir*, causes people to despair of the mercy of Allah, whilst the second group encourages people to commit sins. The *salaf* of this ummah trod a middle path between these two extremes, stating that those who committed major sins were still believers in this world, although their faith was imperfect; as for the Hereafter, their case rests with Allah (*الله*): if He wills, He will punish them and if He wills, He will forgive them.

4 - ‘AQEEDAH VS. PHILOSOPHY AND ‘ILM AL-KALAAM

1) The Difference Between Islamic ‘Aqeedah and Philosophy and ‘Ilm al-Kalaam

Philosophy deals with the exact same topics that religion deals with, for the philosophers claim that their research is aimed at discovering the origins and purpose of the universe, and discovering the ways of attaining human happiness in the short term and the long term. These form the two components of the discipline of philosophy, the theoretical and the practical, which are also the topics addressed by religion. Yet, despite all this, I say that there is immense difference between religion and philosophy. They differ with regard to their origins and sources, their methodology and way, the extent of their prevalence and influence, in their styles and methods of deriving evidence, and in the effects that each of them have. We will endeavour to explain all of this so as to remove any confusion of religion with philosophy.

---

38 Bukhari and Muslim; details have been given above.
i) Origins and sources

Philosophy, in all its guises, is a “human endeavour” which is subject to all the restrictions, limitations and slow progress towards an unknown objective that are inherent in human nature. It is subject to the human potential for change, and the human alternation between guidance and misguidance, between approaching perfection and straying far from that goal.

Hence the prominent philosophers were not able to rid themselves of the influence of their environment, so their concepts and beliefs reflected their surroundings.40

In all his works, Plato, for example, repeats the myths which were prevalent at his time, and he even produces myths of his own as part of his ideas and beliefs. Indeed, many of his beliefs and ideas are myths in themselves.

Listen to what Al-‘Aqqaad says about Plato: “The idolatrous environment in which Plato lived overwhelmed his thoughts, because of the customs of his society and the effect of his surroundings. So he included in his beliefs the idea of gods and demi-gods which have no place in the monotheistic religions.”41

Then Al-‘Aqqaad discusses Plato’s point of view concerning the universe, using Plato’s theory of the universe to prove the point that is quoted above: “According to Plato, the universe consists of two opposing levels, the level of absolute reason, and the level of the primordial matter. All power comes from absolute reason, and all incapability comes from the primordial matter. In between, there are beings on various levels; higher status is determined by the extent to which they are influenced by reason, and lower levels by how much

40 Darraaz, Ad-Deen, 73.
41 Al-‘Aqqaad, Kitaab-Allah, 129.
they take from the primordial matter. Some of these intermediate beings are gods, some are demi-gods, and some are human beings."\textsuperscript{42}

The reason why Plato accepted the idea of these intermediate gods is, as Al-'Aqqaad says, because "he wanted to explain thereby the reason why evil, imperfection and pain exist in this world. For absolute reason is perfect and is not limited by time or place, and produces nothing but good and virtue. So these intermediate gods are taking care of creation because they exist between the all-powerful God and the incapable primordial matter. Hence imperfection, evil and pain stem from these intermediaries between the two extremes."\textsuperscript{43}

It is also well-known that Plato believed in the idea of transmigration of souls.

This is philosophy as described from its own sources.

The Islamic 'aqeedah, on the other hand, is a Revelation (Wahy) from Allah (ﷻ), and has all the Divine qualities of unalterable truth whose words cannot be changed, and decisive truth which falsehood cannot approach from before it or behind it (cf. Qur'an 41: 42). Furthermore, it is a great blessing which comes to people without any effort on their part, bestowing its light upon them in a very short period, like the blinking of an eye.\textsuperscript{44}

ii) Methodology and way\textsuperscript{45}

The philosophical methodology differs from its Islamic counterpart from the beginning to the end. Many philosophers begin by studying

\textsuperscript{42} Al-'Aqqaad, Kitaab-Allah, 129.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{44} Darraaz, Ad-Deen, 73.
\textsuperscript{45} Majmoo' al-Fataawa Shaykh al-Islam, 2/1, 25. He (Ibn Taymiya) has mentioned this and we have only summarized it.
the human psyche, making this their basis and starting point. So when they speak of their understanding of knowledge, they say that sometimes it is empirical (based on experience), sometimes it is rational (based on reason), and sometimes it is both.

They made the empirical, natural and other sciences the basis without which knowledge cannot be acquired, then they claimed that in this manner they could understand matters which were close to them, in the realms of nature, mathematics and ethics. They made these three the foundations on which all sciences are built. Thus they are also represented in the bases of 'ilm al-kalaam (scholasticism), where it is said that one is half of two, the body cannot be in two places at once, and that two opposites, such as black and white, cannot be joined.

Many of these people do not consider ethical matters, such as justice and chastity, as being part of the basic principles; rather they see them as minor issues for which support and evidence are required.

Many philosophical writers start with logic, then empirical science and mathematics, then they move on to knowledge of the Divine. So you find that writers on 'ilm al-kalaam follow the same principles when examining, studying and deriving evidence, which is like logic, then they move on to discuss, how the universe is created, and strive to prove the existence of the Creator. Some of them divide knowledge into that which exists and that which does not, and sub-categories thereof, as the philosopher when he starts to seek knowledge of the Divine.

Most philosophers speak in depth about matters of nature or instinct, they then discuss the stars and planets, then those among them who study the matter of divinity start to speak about the “One - Who - must - exist” (i.e., Allah), and about reasons and human nature. Some of them try to prove the existence of the “One - Who - must - exist” on the basis that this universe has to have the “One - Who - must - exist”.
The aim of those scholars of 'ilm al-kalaam (scholasticism) who affirm Tawheed in their books is to prove the Oneness of the Creator, and that He has no partner or associate. They think that this is what is meant by the phrase Laa ilaaha illa-Allah (there is no god except Allah).

This methodology of philosophy and 'ilm al-kalaam may keep the researcher busy for a lifetime, without ever reaching any conclusions. Whatever he learns from it is still accompanied by doubts which forestall any kind of certainty. Thus the researcher is beset by confusion.

The Qur’anic methodology, on the other hand, makes the call to worship Allah Alone, with no partner or associate, the starting point of its message and the message of all the Messengers:

\[(Qur’an 21: 25)\]

Every Messenger first of all asked his people to worship Allah Alone:

\[(Qur’an 23: 23)\]

He asked them to worship Him (Allah) with their hearts, with their tongues and with their physical faculties; the worship of Allah implies that one knows Him and remembers Him.
According to this methodology, the foundation of knowledge is knowledge of Allah (٥٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩), not empirical knowledge. For Allah is the First, Who created all that exists, and the Last, to Whom all of creation will return. He is the all-encompassing principle; knowledge of Him is the basis of all knowledge, remembrance of Him is the basis of all remembrance, and striving for His sake is the basis of all effort.

From the knowledge of Allah stem all other kinds of knowledge. From the worship of Him and seeking Him alone stem all kinds of good objectives. By worshipping Him and seeking His help, the heart is protected, for it has taken refuge in the trustworthy support and is clinging to guidance and certain proof. So it is always increasing either in knowledge and eemaan, or in safety from ignorance and disbelief. For learning by the help of Allah is the greatest means of learning about Allah and about life and other things, and about the human psyche.

Ibn Abi Haatim said: “We learned about everything by the help of Allah.” Ibn ‘Abbaas was asked, “How did you come to know about your Lord?” He said, “Whoever tries to understand his religion by analogy will remain confused throughout his life, wandering and deviating from the right way. We learned about Allah (٥٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩), from the way He described Himself and from the attributes of which He told us.”

When the Messenger (٥٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩٩) sent Mu‘aadh to Yemen to call the people to Allah, he told him that he would come to some of the People of the Book. He (the Prophet) advised him that the first thing to which he should call them should be the worship of Allah Alone. If they acknowledged that, then he was to call them to do the obligatory duties. He did not tell him to call them first to doubt or to examine things anew, as is the way of some philosophers and scholastics.
Therefore Bukhari started his book with the foundation on which knowledge and eemaan are built, that is, the Revelation. So he started with the chapter entitled “The beginning of the Revelation,” in which he described how knowledge and eemaan were revealed to the Prophet (ﷺ). Then he followed this with the “Book of Faith (eemaan),” which implies acceptance of what the Prophet brought. This is followed by the chapter “Book of Knowledge” wherein he explains what the Prophet (ﷺ) brought. So he organized his book in a manner which is indicative of his knowledge and wisdom, may Allah have mercy on him.

When Allah (ﷻ) resurrects mankind, He will not ask them about the empirical sciences, or logic and natural sciences; rather He will ask them whether or not they responded to His Messengers.

{...Every time a group is cast therein [into Hell], its keeper will ask: ‘Did no warner come to you?’ They will say: ‘Yes, indeed a warner did come to us, but we belied him and said: ‘Allah never sent down anything [of Revelation]; you are only in great error.’ And they will say: ‘Had we but listened or used our intelligence, we would not have been among the dwellers of the blazing Fire!’ Then they will confess their sin. So, away with the dwellers of the blazing Fire!} (Qur’an 67: 8-11)

Evidence can only be established against mankind by sending Messengers:
And We never punish until We have sent a Messenger [to give warning].

(Qur'an 17: 15)

Just as the call to worship Allah (الله) is the starting point in the Qur’anic methodology, and knowledge of Allah is the basis from which stem all other kinds of knowledge, the final point, too, is the worship of Allah, which includes knowing Him and affirming His Oneness (Tawheed). Affirming the oneness of the Creator, which is the ultimate aim of the Islamic philosophers, is only a part of the Qur’anic methodology; despite its importance, it is not sufficient merely to state that. Hence the mushrikeen — the polytheists — whom the Messenger (رسول الله) fought did not benefit from their affirmation of that.

(Qur'an 31: 25)

(Qur'an 23: 86-87)

But the philosophers who examined the human mind and psyche have gotten nowhere in this vast and endless field. You find sufficient evidence of that in the fact that the immense scientific progress of the modern age has not revealed to us the true nature of the human psyche. “Mankind has made huge efforts to discover his psyche, but despite the fact that we possess a huge treasure of observations made by philosophers, scientists, poets and spiritual leaders of all times, we can only understand a specific aspect of ourselves, but not man as a
whole... We know that man is composed of different parts, but even these parts are known to us only through our limited means. Each one of us is formed from his physical parts, in the midst of which is an unknown reality.

The fact remains that our ignorance is almost total, and the deepest questions about mankind remain unanswered, because unlimited areas in our inner selves are still unknown.  

If this is the knowledge gained through the twentieth century research, how can the human psyche be the basis from which other kinds of knowledge stem? With regard to the knowledge of whatever lies beyond the natural world, philosophy has clearly gone far astray.

iii) Forceful impact

'Aqeedah — creed/belief, is distinguished by its great power over the souls of its followers. Philosophy has no hope of reaching such a level of influence, or else it would reach an inappropriate high position and contradict itself. The reason for that is that philosophy looks for knowledge and truth within the framework of human ability. The philosophers deal with whatever they have discovered about the aspects of that truth. The philosopher is the one who knows the shortcomings of the human mind, and anything that is human, lack perfection. Hence academic tolerance and modesty are among the most prominent features. Socrates, with his great standing among philosophers, said, “The thing that I still know so well is that I do not know anything.”

But the follower of 'aqeedah — creed/belief sees that the 'aqeedah to which he holds fast has its origins with the One Who knows the secrets of creation and Who encompasses all things with His knowledge. So 'aqeedah gives a true and clear image of reality.

46 Al-'Ilm yad’oo ila’l-eemaan.
‘Aqeedah demands commitment, humility and submission, and does not accept any argument or contradiction when it comes to its rulings. Indeed, it does not allow any room for discussion or re-examination of itself. If a person does that with regard to some issue, then as far as that issue is concerned, he becomes like a philosopher and not a religious person, until he reaches a stage of conviction to which he adheres. At that point no compromise can be accepted and he cannot free himself from the obligations that are required. Then it becomes a belief to which he demonstrates an extraordinary devotion to the extent that he does not care if he sacrifices himself for its sake. We hardly ever see any other kind of idea having such a hold over its followers, be it academic, political or otherwise.

Shaykh Muhammad ‘Abdullah Darraaz explained the mystery behind this phenomenon when he said: “The mystery behind this phenomenon — the distinctive power wielded by ‘aqeedah, which distinguishes it from philosophy — is represented by the difference between the essence of knowledge and the essence of eemaan, and the difference between conviction that is based on reason and conviction that is based on faith. A person may understand the meaning of hunger and thirst without feeling their pain, and he may understand the meaning of love and desire without actually feeling them. He may understand the effect of a brilliant piece of art, the techniques involved and the fine details of the piece, without truly appreciating it or liking it.

These different types of knowledge are learned through the senses, or by thought, or by instinct. One notices them as something that is detached from the soul or something that passes by (it) and touches it in a superficial way leaving some impression, but without sinking deeply into it or affecting its behaviour. Every person whose ideas and principles are formed in this manner has no faith at all.
Eemaan — creed/belief is knowledge which reverberates deep in the conscience, so that the heart does not feel any hesitation concerning it, rather filled with the comfort of certainty. Eemaan has to do with feelings and conscience which take an idea from the level of reason into the depths of the heart, as if the idea is food and drink which nourish the soul. Thus the idea becomes one of the elements in its life, and eemaan changes the idea into a vital driving force which lets nothing stand in its way.

This is the difference between religion and philosophy. The aim of philosophy is knowledge, and the aim of religion is eemaan. The goal of philosophy is dry knowledge which takes a lifeless form, whilst the goal of religion is an energetic soul and vital power.

Darraaz notes that philosophy focuses on just one aspect of the soul, whilst religion takes control of the soul in its entirety. Philosophy observes, analyzes and draws conclusions; it seeks to dissect reality and kill its spirit, then it tries to put the pieces back together in an artificial manner so that it may be understood by reason. Philosophy, therefore, leaves the impression that the soul is a dry, empty shell. Religion, on the other hand, is an cantillation that gives a full picture of reality, penetrating deep beneath the surface of the heart, so that the soul gives its all to it and surrenders its reins to it.

Here Darraaz illustrates the subtle difference between philosophy and religion. He notes that the aim of philosophy is theoretical even in its practical aspect, whereas the aim of religion is practical even in its theoretical aspect. The ultimate aim of philosophy is to show us what is true and good, and where it is to be found; after that, it is not concerned with our attitude towards the truth and good that it has defined. Religion, on the other hand, tells us what is true, not only so that we may know it, but so that we may believe in it, love it and venerate it, and it tells us what is obligatory so that we may do it and perfect our souls by doing so.
In order to make the matter even clearer, he compares the practical effects of religion and philosophy. Darraaz explains that religion draws man's attention to His Creator so that He may know Him and turn to Him, loving Him and glorifying Him, whereas the aim of philosophy is merely to point out the knowledge which makes the connection between cause and effect.

He explains that religious belief ('aqeedah) has an influence on society, motivating the believer to achieve its aims and propagate its message, whereas philosophy is not concerned with spreading its message; on the contrary philosophers may even keep it from others and take philosophy as a monopoly which they keep to themselves.

iv) Style 47

Islamic 'aqeedah has a distinct, dynamic and rhythmic style, a direct approach that touches upon universal realities that cannot be put into words, though can be evoked by words and phrases. It is distinguished by the fact that it addresses all aspects of the human condition, motivating all its potentials and faculties; it does not address itself solely to the rational aspect of humanity.

Philosophy, on the other hand, takes a different approach, whereby it seeks to contain universal reality in phrases, although the kind of reality which it seeks to deal with cannot be moulded into mere words. Moreover, the essential aspects of these realities are, by their very nature, far beyond the arena in which the human intellect usually operates. The inevitable result is that philosophy turns out to be unduly complex, confused and dry. Therefore, Islamic 'aqeedah should not be discussed in the philosophical manner, because this will kill it and extinguish its light, and confine it to just one aspect of the human condition.

47 Sayyid Qutb, Khaṣṣaaʾiṣ at-Taṣawwur al-Islami, Pp. 16.
From this point we may note the complexity, dryness, shortcomings and deviation that exist in all attempts to discuss 'aqeedah in this manner which is alien to its nature. The Qur'anic way of explaining the Islamic 'aqeedah is characterized by simplicity and clarity which make it possible for all people to grasp, regardless of the level of their understanding. So each person absorbs it according to his own ability to understand and believe. This is in contrast to the complex style of philosophy which is filled with jargon which is understood by very few.

v) Deduction method

The way in which the Qur'an gives evidence is different from the manner in which philosophy and 'ilm al-kalaam give evidence. We may make this distinction clearer by mentioning the following points:

a) The Qur'an points to the evidence of visible signs in the universe which indicate the Oneness of the Creator. Philosophy and 'ilm al-kalaam do likewise, but the Qur'anic approach differs from the philosophical approach. The Qur'an refers to the same signs which inevitably lead to knowledge of their Creator, just as knowing the rays of the sun inevitably leads one to know that the sun exists, with no need for creating analogies as the philosophers do in order to prove that the universe is a created entity.

Knowing that this universe was created by and is subject to Allah is something instinctive. There is no need to produce evidence and to establish proof. Man knows instinctively that this universe which he sees is in need of its Creator, and that it is subject to and controlled by Him. This does not need the analogies which the philosophers produce to prove that the universe is a created entity and that there is a Creator. Allah (ﷻ), says:
Have not those who disbelieve known that the heavens and the earth were joined together as one united piece, then We parted them? And We have made from water every living thing. Will they not then believe? And We have placed on the earth firm mountains, lest it should shake with them, and We placed therein broad highways for them to pass through, that they may be guided. And We have made the heaven a roof, safe and well-guarded. Yet they turn away from its signs [i.e. sun, moon, winds, clouds]. And He it is Who has created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon, each in an orbit floating.

(Qur'an 21: 30-33)

b) The rational evidence which the Qur'an gives is befitting to the majesty and perfection of Allah (ۚۚ). The Qur'an does not use analogies which apply to absolutely everything when it speaks of

---

48 Many scholars of 'ilm al-kalaam and philosophers make the mistake of thinking that the Qur'an and Sunnah are merely narrative (as opposed to analytical - Translator), and that they do not discuss rational evidence. The truth of the matter is that the Qur'an explains evidence as needed to impart knowledge of Allah and His Oneness in a manner which none of them are able to do. The ultimate aim of the scholars of 'ilm al-kalaam has been explained by the Qur'an briefly and in the best manner, such as the parables given by Allah (ۚۚ), in His Book, of which He says:

(And indeed We have put forth every kind of example in this Qur'an, for mankind.) (Qur'an 18: 54).

The examples given are rational analogies.
Allah (الله), for this would imply that the Creator and His creation are equal. Rather, it uses the analogy of "more so" when it speaks of Allah, which means that if there is any attribute of perfection which may be applied to any mortal creation, it is more befitting for the Creator to be described in this manner, because He is the One Who has bestowed that perfection upon His creation. If He did not have that attribute of perfection, then that would imply that there was something in His creation that was more perfect than He — which is impossible.

Allah (الله), says:

\[
\text{وَلِلهِ الْمَثْلُ الْأَكْتَنَّ...}
\]

\[
\text{...And for Allah is the highest description...} \]

(Qur'an 16: 60)

Every shortcoming which the created being does not have, then it is more befitting for the Creator to be free of it.

c) We may also note that the rational evidence given by the Qur'an points to the truth in the most eloquent and concise manner, whilst much of the rational evidence presented by the philosophers and scholars of 'ilm al-kalaam is not strong. If the evidence used to prove the truth is weak, then this leads to doubt, confusion and frustration concerning the truth, and may even lead to a rejection of the truth, because it becomes easy for opponents to expose the shortcomings of the evidence. If they refute the evidence, then they refute the truth, although the truth is strong in and of itself, and the weakness exists in the evidence (and not in the truth itself). For this reason we see that the scholars of 'ilm al-kalaam are the people who shift most frequently from one opinion to another; they may affirm one opinion on one occasion, and its opposite on another, and they may even denounce as kafir people who hold an opinion which they themselves have stated on another occasion. This is in contrast to the
evidence of the Qur’an and Sunnah, whose followers adhere to what they say and are not confused about it.\textsuperscript{49}

d) We may note that some of the evidences used by the scholars of ‘ilm al-kalaam are ineffective and sometimes even false, because it implies rejecting the truth which is established by the Qur’an and Sunnah.

They rejected the texts which state that Allah is in heaven (sky), because they claimed that Allah cannot be in a particular direction, because that would mean limiting Him. But the texts clearly state that He is in heaven. Their mistake was in thinking that His being in heaven means that He is contained. They also erred when they tried to apply human analogies to the Divine nature.

vi) Results

Another difference is that the Qur’an gives details about \textit{eemaan}, as Jundub ibn ‘Abdullah said, “We learnt about \textit{eemaan}, then we learnt the Qur’an, then our \textit{eemaan} increased.”

The Qur’an describes for us our Lord, and tells us that He has a Face and Hand, and He can hear and see. It recounts for us His Names and Attributes, telling us that He is \textit{Ar-Rahmaan} (the Most Beneficent), \textit{Ar-Raheem} (the Most Merciful), \textit{Al-Malik} (the King), \textit{Al-Quddoos} (the Holy), \textit{As-Salaam} (the One Free from all defects), \textit{Al-Mu’min} (the Giver of security), \textit{Al-Muhaymin} (the Watcher over His creatures), \textit{Al-‘Azeez} (the Almighty), \textit{Al-Jabbaar} (the Compeller)... It tells us of His deeds and creations, and describes for us the Resurrection and its terrors, as well as Paradise and Hell, as if we can see them.

But in the case of ‘ilm al-kalaam, the most that it tells us is the briefest of descriptions, without any details at all.

\textsuperscript{49} Majmoo’ al-Fataawa: Ibn Taymiya 4/50.
No Meeting-Point

There is no meeting point between religion and philosophy, because they are two different methodologies, from beginning to end, in their ways and styles, in the influence they wield, and - above all - in their origins and sources.

Islam does not need anything else to complete or perfect it, because it has been made perfect by the All-Knowing, All-Aware:

\[
\text{...This day, I have perfected your religion for you, [and] completed My Favour upon you...} \quad (\text{Qur'an 5: 3})
\]

We do not need to reconcile Islam to philosophy, or Islam to Judaism or Christianity, or Islam to communism or socialism. Islam is true, and there is no falsehood in it.

\[
\text{Falsehood cannot come to it from before it or behind it...} \quad (\text{Qur'an 41:42})
\]

Anything else is either falsehood, or truth mixed with falsehood. Islam did not come to be ruled by people's ideas; rather it came to dominate life and living beings and to correct whatever beliefs and ideas are crooked.

We must keep our 'aqeedah and shari'ah distinct and pure, as our Lord wants us to do:

\[
\text{...Verily, the Right Path has become distinct from the wrong path...} \quad (\text{Qur'an 2: 256})
\]
If it is mixed with something else, this leads to the confusion which Allah (ﷻ) condemned in the case of the People of the Book (the Jews and the Christians):

"O' people of the Scripture [Jews and Christians]: 'Why do you mix truth with falsehood...?'" (Qur'an 3: 71)

2) The Attitude of the Scholars Towards Philosophy

Muslim scholars resisted the trend towards mixing matters of 'aqeedah — belief — with philosophy and 'ilm al-kalaam, which was started by those who were known as the “philosophers of Islam,” such as Ibn Seena (Avicenna), and they fought those who were influenced by these philosophies.

The great scholars were of two types: one group was composed of those who noted the danger of this idea from the start and resisted this trend from the outset, such as Imam Aḩmad and Imam ash-Shaafa‘i (may Allah have mercy on him). Shaafa‘i said: “My ruling concerning the scholars of ‘ilm al-kalaam is that they should be beaten with palm-branches and shoes, and paraded before the tribes and clans, and it should be announced that this is the punishment of those who forsake the Qur’an and Sunnah and turn to ‘ilm al-kalaam.”

The other group is composed of scholars who followed in the footsteps of the philosophers and were exhausted by their methods, but they did not realize what was happening until the sunset of their years, when they were filled with regret at the time when it was too late. They were left with nothing but grief and sorrow, and could do no more than ask Allah for forgiveness and warn those who came after them against following the mistaken path that they trod.
Among this group was Muhammad ibn ‘Umar ar-Raazi, who said in his book *Aqsaam al-Ladhdhaat*:50

“The most that reason can achieve is a dead end, and the ultimate result of people’s striving is misguidance. Our souls are alienated in our bodies, and all that we get from this world is harm and annoyance. We have not gained anything from our lifelong search apart from a collection of what the philosophers said. How often have we seen men and nations, but they have all vanished quickly and disappeared. How many mountains have men climbed, but the men have gone and the mountains remain.”

Ar-Raazi said:

“I examined the various kalaami and philosophical schools of thought, and I realized that they have nothing to offer to one who is sick, and they cannot quench a man’s thirst (for knowledge).” He came back to the Qur’anic methodology, and gave an example of the Qur’anic methodology concerning the Divine attributes: “I saw that the best way is the way of the Qur’an. Read where it confirms the attributes of Allah (الْحَمْدُ عَلَى الَّذِي خَلَقَ اٰسْتَوْىَ):

(The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].) *(Qur’an 20: 5)*
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(To Him ascend [all] the goodly words...)  
(Qur'ān 35: 10)

And read where it denies things with regard to His attributes:

(...There is nothing like Him...)  
(Qur'ān 42: 11)

(...But they will never compass anything of His Knowledge.)  
(Qur'ān 20: 110).

Then he said: “Whoever goes through the same experience as I have will know what I know.”  

Ash-Shahrastaani said the same thing, noting that after spending a long time studying with the philosophers and scholars of ‘ilm al-kalaam, he found nothing but confusion and regret, as he says:  

“All my life, I went around all the schools of philosophy, studying all of those schools. And I never saw anything but people resting their chins on their hands or gnashing their teeth in regret.”

Al-Juwayni, one of the most prominent students of Islamic philosophy (‘ilm al-kalaam), warned against studying this: “O’ my friends, do not study ‘ilm al-kalaam. Had I known what ‘ilm al-kalaam would do to me, I would not have studied it.”

When he was dying, he said in regret and sorrow: “I threw myself into a vast ocean, and forsook the people of Islam and their knowledge. I indulged in that which they had warned me against, and

52 Ash-Shahrastaani, Nihayat al-Iqdaam fi ‘Ilm al-Kalaam, Pp. 3.
now if Allah does not shower me with His mercy, then woe to Ibn al-Juwayni. ‘Here I am, dying on the ‘aqeedah of my mother,’ or he said, ‘on the ‘aqeedah of old women (i.e., simple ‘aqeedah).’”

Abu Ḥaamid al-Ghazaali (may Allah have mercy on him) was one of those who spent a long time examining and studying ‘ilm al-kalaam, moving from one group to another, until at the end of his life he was hesitant and confused about philosophical matters. He wrote a book entitled Iljaam al-‘Awaam ‘an ‘Ilm al-Kalaam (Preventing the masses from studying ‘Ilm al-Kalaam — Islamic philosophy i.e., Scholasticism). He regarded it as ḥaraam to study philosophy except in certain circumstances: “The truth is that ‘ilm al-kalaam is ḥaraam except for two types of people.”

At the end of his life, he turned away from the study of ‘ilm al-kalaam and turned to the aḥaadeeth of the Messenger (ﷺ), and he died with a copy of Saheeh al-Bukhari on his chest.

Abu‘l-Ḥasan al-Ash‘ari grew up as a Mu‘tazili, and remained such for forty years, then he turned his back on that and stated clearly that the Mu‘tazilah were misguided, and he refuted them in unequivocal terms.54

Later there emerged a group which followed the correct methodology, but they studied the work of the philosophers in order to know its weak points and refute them according to the Qur’anic methodology. They fought them with their own weapon, pointing out what was wrong with it. The leader and standard-bearer of this group was Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah (may Allah have mercy on him).

3) Comparison Between Man of Thought (Philosophy) and Man of ‘Aqeedah

Before closing this topic, I would like to say that we need men of ‘aqeedah, not men of philosophy. We need people who can deal with the ailments and problems of this ummah, and philosophers cannot do that.

Professor Aḥmad Ameen (may Allah have mercy on him) made a comparison between man of philosophy and man of ‘aqeedah, and the respective effect on life.

“There is a great difference between holding an opinion and believing in something. If you have an opinion, it simply becomes part of the information that you have retained; but if you believe in it, it flows with your blood and sinks deep into your heart and mind.”

The philosopher who has an opinion and an idea says, “I think that this is correct but in reality it may be wrong; this is what the evidence points to today, but tomorrow the evidence may point to the opposite; I may be wrong about this or I may be right.”

But the one who follows ‘aqeedah — creed — is definite and certain; he has no doubts and does not engage in speculation. His ‘aqeedah is true and does not change, and it will still be true tomorrow. It is no longer subject to evidence. It is above doubts and conjecture.

The one who holds an inference and thinking — opinion — is emotionally cool and unenthusiastic. If what he thinks is proven to be true, he merely smiles in a restrained manner, and if it is not proven to be true, it doesn’t matter, for he has already taken the precaution of noting that whilst he believes his opinion to be correct, it may be wrong, and that another person’s opinion, which he believes to be mistaken, may be right. But the one who follows ‘aqeedah is warm and enthusiastic, and does not feel content unless his ‘aqeedah is fulfilled.
The one who has philosophical opinion may easily change his mind and adopt new ideas, because he only follows evidence, or his own interests when they come in the form of evidence. But the best way to describe the one who follows ‘aqeedah is the way in which the Messenger (ﷺ) described:

“If the sun were to be placed in my right hand and the moon in my left, to make me forsake that which I have brought, I would not do so.”

Mere opinion is like a dead body; it is lifeless unless it is infused with the breath of ‘aqeedah. Mere opinion is like a dark cave which remains unlit unless ‘aqeedah shines its rays into it. Mere opinion is like a stagnant pond in which mosquitoes lay their eggs. ‘Aqeedah, on the other hand, is like a vast ocean where insignificant insects are not allowed to multiply.

Mere opinion is an unformed nebula, whilst ‘aqeedah is a brightly shining star.

Mere opinion creates problems and obstacles, pays attention to physical desire, creates doubts and fosters hesitation, whilst ‘aqeedah pays no heed to danger, causes mountains to tremble, changes the course of history, wipes out doubt and hesitation, and engenders strength and certainty; it permits nothing but the fulfilment of the aims of the soul.

---

55 This is a da‘eef (weak) hadith which is narrated by At-Tabari in his Taareekh (2/326) and by Al-Bayhaqi in Dalaa‘il an-Nubuwwah (2/187), from Ibn Isḥaaq. Its isnad is munqati’ (broken). See As-Seerah an-Nabawiyah by Ibn Hisaam, 1/330.
5 - SCHOLARS’ METHODOLOGY IN AFFIRMING ‘AQEEDAH 57

Do we believe in the torment of the grave, the Cistern, the Balance and other matters of ‘aqeedah? What makes us believe in that or deny it?

a) The scholars of the righteous predecessors - Salaf - believed that it is obligatory for us to believe in everything that Allah or His Messenger (ṣallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) have told us, and in what has reached us via a saheeh isnad. They did not distinguish between mutawaatir reports and aahaad reports58 as long as they were saheeh (sound), and they used both (types of report) to prove matters of ‘aqeedah, without distinguishing between them.

Their basis for doing so was the general evidence which commands us to believe all that Allah (ṣallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) and His Messenger (ṣallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam) tell us, and to obey them in all that they command, as in the aayaat (verses):

"It is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allah and His Messenger have decreed a matter that they should have any option in their decision..." (Qur’an 33: 36)

"Say [O’ Muhammad]: “Obey Allah and the Messenger [Muhammad]...”" (Qur’an 3: 32)

57 See our book Asl al-I’tiqaad, in which this is discussed in detail.
58 A mutawaatir hadith is one which is narrated by such a large number from the beginning of the isnad to the end that it would be impossible for them all to agree upon a lie. Aahaad reports are any that do not reach the degree of mutawaatir.
b) A group that lacked the knowledge of differentiating between sound and weak *ahāadeeth* argued using *mawdoo’* (fabricated) and *da‘eeef* (weak) *ahāadeeth* as evidences.59 For example, the hadith:

“I reached my Lord on the night on which I was taken up to the heavens, and I saw my Lord, and between Him and me there was a visible barrier. I saw everything of Him, I saw even a crown adorned with pearls.” - This is a *mawdoo’* hadith.60

The hadith,

“Verily Allah sits on an arch between Paradise and Hell.”61 - This is *da‘eeef*.

It is essential to examine *ahāadeeth* before using them as evidence, whether they have to do with ‘*aqeedah* or *ahkaam* (rulings), otherwise the result will be the attribution to the religion of Allah of things that are not a part of it, and we will affirm matters of belief that are false.

Those who try to prove beliefs by using fabricated and weak *ahāadeeth* are like those who try to use myths, dreams and legends as evidence.

c) A third group refused to use the transmitted reports, i.e., the texts of the Qur’an and *ahāadeeth*, as evidence in proving matters of ‘*aqeedah*. They claimed that “the transmitted evidence did not reach the level of certainty that would inspire in us the required level of faith, so ‘*aqeedah* cannot be confirmed thereby.”62 They explained

---

59 *Mawdoo’* (fabricated) means false, i.e. a hadith in which the isnad contains liars. *da‘eeef* (weak) means a hadith which does not fulfil the conditions of being *saheeh* (sound).

60 Ash-Shawkaani, *Al-Fawaa'id al-Majmoo'ah fi'l-Ahadeeth al-Mawdoo'ah*, 441.

61 Ibid, 448.

why it does not reach the level of certainty by saying that “in the case of the transmitted evidence there is too much scope for too many things that would prevent this level of certainty.”

This view is clearly nonsense, and no great effort is required to refute it because it contradicts the consensus (ijmaa’) of the ummah. If there is too much room for doubt with regard to the texts, then how about what people say? How come issues of faith cannot be proven by what Allah and His Messenger said? Glory be to You (O’ Allah)! This is a great lie (cf. Qur’an 24: 16).

d) A fourth group rejected the idea of using saheeh ahaad ahaadeeth as evidence in matters of ‘aqeedah. They refer only to the Qur’an and the mutawaatir ahaadeeth, and they do not prove ‘aqeedah from the Qur’an and mutawaatir ahaadeeth except when the text had a definitive meaning. If a text does not have a definitive meaning, then in their view it is not permissible to use it as evidence.

This was the view of the scholars of ‘ilm al-kalaam in the past. Some scholars of usool followed them. This idea is widespread in our own time, to the extent that the truth has almost been forgotten and people regard as strange those who follow it. The scholars of the past and the present have always explained how corrupt and dangerous this view is, and refuted the specious arguments of its proponents.

---

63 Shaltoot: Al-Islam ‘Aqeedah wa Sharee’ah, p. 53.
64 By definitive evidence they mean, the Qur’an and mutawaatir ahaadeeth. By definitive evidence, they meant that the text should not have a second possible meaning, or be open to interpretation. Thus they rejected the texts which state that the believers will see their Lord on the Day of Resurrection. With regard to the ahaadeeth, even if they were definitive in meaning, they still claimed that they were aahaad ahaadeeth. With regard to the texts of the Qur’an, they are not definitive in meaning and they interpreted them differently. (See Shaykh Shaltoot’s denial that people will see their Rabb, in his book Al-Islam ‘Aqeedah wa Sharee’ah, Pp. 57)
Examination of Their Specious Arguments

We have noted that their argument is based on the claim that the reports used as evidence regarding matters of 'aqeedah should reach the level of certainty, and that if the meanings of the aahaad ahaadeeth, the texts of the Qur'an and the mutawaatir ahaadeeth are not definitive, then they do not reach that level of certainty; rather they are conjecture, and conjecture cannot be used as evidence with regard to these matters because Allah (ﷻ) says:

(Qur’an 53: 23)

(Qur’an 53: 28)

And there are other aayaat (verses) in which Allah (ﷻ), condemns the mushrikeen (idolaters) for following conjecture.

Their use of these and similar aayaat as evidence may be rejected, because the kind of conjecture or guess referred to in the aayaat is not the conjecture that they are referring to. The texts that they refuse to accept as evidence concerning matters of 'aqeedah reached a level of high probability, whereas the conjecture which Allah condemns in the aayah: (Qur’an 53: 23) is the kind of doubt which is mere speculation and conjecture, but in An-

Nihaayah, Al-Lisaan and other Arabic dictionaries it is stated that *zann* (translated as “guess” in the *aayah* quoted above) refers to “when you have doubts about something but you accept it and judge according to it.”

This is the *zann* or guess which Allah condemned on the part of the *mushrikeen*. What supports this view is the fact that Allah (*jg*), said concerning them:

\[
\text{They follow nothing but conjectures, and they do nothing but lie.} \quad \text{(Qur'an 6: 116)}
\]

So *zann* refers to conjecture which is mere speculation and guessing. If the *zann* for which the *mushrikeen* were condemned was high probability, then it would not be permitted to use the Qur’an and *ahaadeeth* as evidence for rulings either, because Allah condemned the *mushrikeen* (idolaters) for following any kind of *zann* whatsoever. He did not condemn only *zann* in the case of beliefs and ignore the matter of rulings; in some *aayaat* (verses) He explains that the *zann* for which the *mushrikeen* are to be condemned includes their ideas about rulings too. Here is what Allah (*jg*) says, on this matter:

\[
\text{Those who took partners [in worship] with Allah will say: ‘If Allah had willed, we would not have taken partners [in worship] with Him, nor would our fathers...’} \quad \text{(Qur’an 6: 148)}
\]

— this refers to belief or ‘*aqeedah*;
...And we would not have forbidden anything [against His Will]..." (Qur'an 6: 148)

— this refers to rulings or ḥukm.

... Likewise belied those who were before them, [they argued falsely with Allah’s Messengers], till they tasted Our Wrath. Say: ‘Have you any knowledge [proof] that you can produce before us? Verily, you follow nothing but guess and you do nothing but lie.’ (Qur’an 6: 148)

We do not accept what they say about the aahaad ahaadeeth not reaching the level of certainty. They do indeed reach that level. Šiddeeq Ḥasan Khan said: “The dispute is with regard to aahaad reports for which there is no corroborating evidence and whether they constitute conjecture or certainty. In the case of aahaad reports for which there is corroborating evidence, there is no such dispute.

There is no dispute concerning aahaad reports where there is consensus (ijmaa’) that they should be acted upon, because this (ijmaa’) takes them to the level of certainty as it brings them to a point where they are known to be true. The same applies to aahaad reports which are accepted by the ummah, and followed according to the apparent meaning or an interpretation of their meaning, as is the case with the aḥaadeeth in the Two Saheehs of Bukhari and Muslim.”

Al-ʿAllaamah as-Safaareeni said in Lawaami’ al-Anwaar al-Bahiyyah:
“If an *aahaad* report is well-known and widely accepted, suggests certainty, as is narrated by ‘Allaamah ibn Muflîh and others from Ibn Isḥaaq al-Asfaraayini and Ibn Foo rak. It is also said that this brings it up to the level of being definite (definitely *ṣaḥeeḥ*).”

Then he mentioned the view that if an *aahaad* report is not well known and widely accepted, this brings it to the level of probability (not certainty), because there is the possibility of confusion and error. But it is narrated that Imam al-Muwaffaq (Ibn Qudaamah), Ibn Ḥamdaan and At-Ţoofi concluded that such reports should reach the level of certainty if there is corroborating evidence.

Al-‘Allaamah ‘Alaa’ ad-Deen ‘Ali ibn Sulaymaan al-Mirdaawi said in *Sharḥ at-Taḥreer*:

“This is a stronger, clear opinion and is correct.” He explained that corroborating evidence means “that one feels at ease with the *aahaad* reports just as one feels at ease with the *mutawwaatir* reports, or something similar to that, to the extent that one has no doubts at all.”

He also stated that *aahaad* reports which are not well known and widely accepted may reach the level of certainty if it is narrated by one of the Imams whose scholarly pre-eminence and precise knowledge of *aḥaadeeth* is agreed upon.

He narrated from Al-Qaɑdi Abu Ya‘laa, “This is the correct view (the view of the Ḥanbalis). Abu’l-Khaṭṭaab said, this is the apparent meaning of our companions’ view.”

As-Safaareeni mentioned that this was the view adopted by Ibn al-Zaa’ooni and Imam Taqiuddeen ibn Taymiya, then he said that this was the opinion of “the *usooliyeen* among the companions of Abu Ḥaneeefah, Ash-Shaafa’i and Aḥmad — may Allah have mercy on them all — (who said that) if an *aahaad* report is accepted and followed by the ummah, then it reaches the level of certainty.”
Then he stated that those among the followers of the *Aimmah* (Imams)\(^66\) who opposed this view were very few, and they were influenced by the scholars of *'ilm al-kalaam*. He said that among those who said that *aahaad* reports reach the level of certainty were “Abu Ishaaq and Abu at-Tayyib. This has been mentioned by ‘Abdul Wahhaab and his colleagues among the Maalikis, and by As-Sarkhasi and his colleagues among the Ḥanafis.” He said: “This is the view of most of the *fuqahaa*, scholars of hadith, the *salaf* and most of the Ash‘aris and others.”

Ibn aṣ-Ṣalaah said: “What is narrated by Bukhari and Muslim reaches the level of certainty, contrary to the opinion of those who deny that on the basis that it only reaches the level of probability. But they explain that the ummah has widely accepted these *aḥaadeeth* because they have to act upon a hadith even if it reaches the level of probability only. He said: ‘but *aḥaadeeth* which only reach the level of probability may be wrong.’”

Ibn aṣ-Ṣalaah said: “I used to favour this view and thought that it was valid, then it became clear to me that what we referred to first was the correct view, because it is thought to be correct by one who is infallible and whose thoughts cannot be wrong, for the ummah (Muslim community) in its consensus is infallible and is protected from error.” Ibn aṣ-Ṣalaah meant that the ummah had agreed unanimously that the *aḥaadeeth* of Bukhari and Muslim are authentic.

As-Safaareeni said: “When Ibn Katheer examined the view of Ibn aṣ-Ṣalaah that what is narrated in *Aṣ-Ṣaheehayn*\(^67\) is definitely correct, he said: ‘I agree with what Ibn aṣ-Ṣalaah stated and pointed out.’”

---

\(^66\) The founders of the schools of Islamic jurisprudence - Abu Ḥaneefa, Maalik, Shafii‘i, and Ahmad ibn Ḥanbal (may Allah be merciful to them all).

\(^67\) The two collections of sound *aḥaadeeth* - Bukhari and Muslim.
Then he mentioned that Ibn Katheer saw some written statements of his shaykh, Ibn Taymiyah, the conclusion of which was that he stated that the aḥaadeeth which were well known and widely accepted by the ummah and transmitted from many scholars were definitely sound. After mentioning some of their names, he (i.e., Ibn Taymiyah) said: "This is the view of all the scholars of hadith and most of the salaf." 68

The correct view is that the saheeh aahaad ahaadeeth reach the level of certainty if they are supported by corroborating evidence, as we have narrated from a group of scholars. The aḥaadeeth which were transmitted in the books of Sunnah and classed as saheeh (sound) by the scholars, with no doubts about their soundness and authenticity expressed by any of the scholars, reach the level of certainty by the consensus of the ummah that they are saheeh. This includes those ahaadeeth which were agreed upon by the two authors of the saheehs (i.e., Bukhari and Muslim), or which were narrated in either of the saheehayn, and about which no doubts were expressed by any scholars. The same applies to any other reports which are well known and widely accepted or have been narrated by one of the major celebrated scholars such as Maalik from Naafi' from Ibn 'Umar.

In conclusion: the Sunni scholars accept the saheeh aahaad ahaadeeth concerning both 'aqeedah and ahkaam, without differentiating between the two. This is indicated by the fact that the aaimmah (Imams) of the Ahl as-Sunnah, such as Maalik, Ahmad, Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Tirmdhi, Nasaai'i, Ad-Daarimi and others, narrated in their compilations ahaadeeth which speak of 'aqeedah, and that there are few mutawaatir reports among them. If they did not believe that such reports could be used as evidence, they would not have bothered to narrate them, examine them and record

68 Lawaami' al-Anwaar al-Bahiyyah, Pp. 17.
them. Whoever narrates anything other than that from them is lying about them, and it is not the issue whether the *aahaad* reports reached the level of high probability or certainty.

Those who say that these reports do not reach the level of certainty say that they can be accepted with regard to *‘aqeedah* if they are proven sound. Even if they only reach the level of probability (in the view of some scholars), this does not mean that they are to be rejected if they talk about *‘aqeedah*.

Ibn ‘Abdul Barr (may Allah have mercy on him), although he suggested that the *aahaad* reports do not reach the level of certainty, still believed that they should be accepted concerning matters of *‘aqeedah*, just as they should be accepted concerning rulings (*ahkaam*). He attributed this view to *Ahl as-Sunnah*.

### Texts Which Indicate that *Aahaad* Reports are Sound Enough to be Used as Evidence

Many texts indicate that we should accept the *aahaad ahaadeeth* as evidence in proving matters of *‘aqeedah*. Examples include the following:

a) The *aayah* (verse):

> وما كَانَ الْمُؤْمِنُونَ لَيْسُوا سَكَانًا فَلَوْ نَزَّلَ نَصْرٌ مِمَّنْ خَرَجَ مِنْ كُلِّ قَرَاءَةٍ
> مُهْمِنَّ طَائِفَةٍ إِسْتَفْقَهُوا فِي أَلْبَابِ وَيُسِدُّوا قُوَّمَهُمْ إِذَا رَجَعُوا إِلَيْهِمْ

> لَعَلَّهُمْ يَجِدُوا رَبَّهُمْ

*And it is not [proper] for the believers to go out to fight [Jihad] all together. Of every troop of them, a party only should go forth, that they [who are left behind] may get instructions in [Islamic] religion, and that they may warn

---

their people when they return to them, so that they may
beware [of evil].

(Qur’an 9: 122)

This aayah (verse) urges the tribes, clans and people of various
regions who are believers to send forth a party to get instruction in
their religion, then they should go back to their people and warn
them. The Arabic word taa‘ifah (translated here as “a party”) may
apply to one or more persons. Getting instruction in religion includes
both ‘aqeedah (belief) and ahkaam (rulings); indeed, understanding
of ‘aqeedah is more important than understanding the ahkaam.
Hence Imam Abu Ḥanefah (may Allah have mercy on him) wrote a
small book about ‘aqeedah entitled: Al-Fiqh al-Akbar (The Great
Fiqh). This aayah (verse) clearly indicates that we should accept the
aahaad reports as evidence with regard to matters of ‘aqeedah,
otherwise it would not be permissible for the taa‘ifah (a party of one
or more persons) to warn the people.

b) The aayah (verse):

(O’ you who believe! If a Faasiq [liar - evil person]
comes to you with any news, verify it...)

(Qur’an 49: 6)

This proves that if one who is not a faasiq (liar) and is reliable and
honest brings some information, then evidence has been established
and it does not have to be checked; on the contrary, it is to be
accepted straight away.

c) The Sunnah explains the aayah:

(Of every troop of them, a party only should go
forth...)

(Qur’an 9: 122).

Bukhari narrated in his saheeh that Maalik ibn al-Ḥuwayrith said:
“We came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and we were young men, close in age. We stayed with him for twenty days, and the Messenger of Allah was merciful and kind. When he sensed that we were missing our families, he asked us who we had left behind, and we told him. He said, ‘Go back to your families and stay with them, and teach them and instruct them, and pray as you have seen me praying.’”

He commanded each of these young men to teach their respective family members, and teaching includes ‘aqeedah; indeed, ‘aqeedah is the first thing to be included in teaching. If aahaad reports cannot be used in establishing ‘aqeedah, there would have been no sense in this instruction to these young men.

d) In Ṣaheeh al-Bukhari and Ṣaheeh Muslim it is also reported that the people of Yemen came to the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) and said:

“Send with us a man who can teach us the Sunnah and Islam.” He (the Prophet) took the hand of Abu ‘Ubaydah and said, “This is the trustee of this ummah.”

If evidence could not be established by the report of one man, the Messenger (ﷺ) would not have sent Abu ‘Ubaydah to them on his own. The same could be said of other occasions when he (ﷺ) sent others of his saхаaabah (Companions) to various lands, such as when he sent ‘Ali ibn Abi ‘Taalib, Mu‘aadh ibn Jabal and Abu Moosa al-Ash‘ari (may Allah be pleased with them all). Their ahaadeeth are recorded in saheehayn and elsewhere.

---

70 Bukhari, 2/110, hadith no. 627; Muslim, 1/465, hadith no. 674. This version is narrated by Bukhari.

71 Muslim, 4/1888, hadith no. 2419. The hadith in Bukhari states that he sent him to the people of Najraan. Bukhari, 7/93, hadith no. 3745; 13/232, hadith no. 7254.
Belief in Allah

Undoubtedly what these men taught included ‘aqeedah. If they could not have established proof of ‘aqeedah and left the people with no excuse, the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) would not have sent them individually.

Imam ash-Shaafa‘i (may Allah have mercy on him) said in his book *Ar-Risaalah*: “When he sent someone, then evidence was established for or against the people to whom he was sent by their knowing that what he told them was from the Messenger of Allah (*g").”

Refuting the Argument of those Who say that Aahaad Ahaadeeth cannot be Used as Proof with Regard to ‘Aqeedah

The scholars refuted those who do not accept aahaad ahaadeeth as proof concerning matters of ‘aqeedah on several points, such as:

a) The view that aahaad ahaadeeth cannot be used to prove matters of ‘aqeedah is an innovated and invented opinion which has no basis in shari‘ah. Every such opinion is to be rejected.

b) This opinion of theirs (that aahaad ahaadeeth cannot be used as evidence) is in itself ‘aqeedah (a belief). According to their own methodology, this belief requires definitive proof that it is forbidden to use the aahaad ahaadeeth as evidence concerning ‘aqeedah, and there is no such evidence.

c) If there was any definitive proof that aahaad ahaadeeth cannot be used to prove matters of ‘aqeedah, the Companions (sahaabah) would have known this and would have stated it clearly, as would those of the righteous predecessors (salaf) who came after them.

d) This view is contrary to the methodology followed by the sahaabah, one of whom would accept what another told him from the Messenger (ﷺ) and would be certain about it. They would not

---

reject what their brother told them on the grounds that the hadith that he was transmitting was an *aahaad* hadith.

e) The evidence which indicates that it is obligatory to accept the evidence of the Qur’an and Sunnah refers to both ‘*aqeedah* and *ahkaam*. There is nothing to support the idea of this evidence being acceptable only in the case of *ahkaam* and not ‘*aqeedah* if the reports are *aahaad*.

f) Allah (*ṣaw*), commanded His Messenger to convey the Message clearly. It is known that a clear message is the one in which proof is established so that what is being conveyed may be made known. If an *aahaad* report was not sufficient for the establishment of knowledge, then the message has not been conveyed. Proof can only be established when it reaches the level of certainty.

g) The conclusion of this opinion is that we should not follow the *aahaad* reports with regard to ‘*aqeedah* at all, after the time of the *sahaabah* (Companions) who heard them directly from the Prophet himself - because until they were compiled in written form, the *ahaadeeth* were only conveyed as *aahaad* reports, and those people whom the *ahaadeeth* reached as *mutawaatir* reports were few, and even fewer than a few. Even when those who did hear *mutawaatir* reports conveyed them to others, a given *mutawaatir* report would still not reach the level of certainty, because when this one person narrated it, it was an *aahaad* report.

h) This view implies that we should not follow the *aahaad ahaadeeth* which speak of ‘*aqeedah* or actions, because if we reject them in the case of ‘*aqeedah* how can we accept them in the case of *ahkaam*?

i) The *usooliyeen* did not agree on this view - as Shaykh Shaloot claims. Imam Maalik, Ash-Shaafa’i, the companions of Abu Ḥaneefah, and Dawood ibn ‘Ali and his companions such as Ibn Ḥazm, stated that *aahaad* reports reach the level of certainty. This
was also stated by Al-Husayn ibn ‘Ali al-Karaabeesi, Al-Ḥaarith ibn Asad al-Muḥaasibi and Al-Qaadī Abu Ya’la among the Ḥanbalis.

**Beliefs Which are Proven by the Aḥaadeeth**

Before concluding this discussion, we will list the beliefs which are proven as per *ṣaḥeeḥ aḥaadeeth* (hadiths):

a) The Prophethood of Adam (ṣallallaahu 'alayhi wa sallam) (Peace be upon him) and other Prophets whose Prophethood is not confirmed in the Qur’ān.

b) The superiority of our Prophet Muhammad (ṣallallaahu 'alayhi wa sallam) over all other Prophets and Messengers.

c) His major intercession in the arena of gathering (on the Day of Judgement).

d) His intercession for members of his ummah who commit major sins.

e) One of his miracles apart from the Qur’ān, is the splitting of the moon. Although this is mentioned in the Qur’ān, they interpret it in a manner that contradicts the *ṣaḥeeḥ aḥaadeeth* which clearly state that the moon was split.

f) The *ahaadeeth* which speak of the beginning of creation; the attributes of the angels and jinn; Paradise and Hell, and the fact that they are both created; and the fact that the Black Stone came from Paradise.

g) Many of the unique attributes of the Prophet (ṣallallaahu 'alayhi wa sallam), which As-Suyooti compiled in his book *Al-Khaṣaa'īs al-Kubra*, such as the fact that he entered Paradise and saw its people and what has been prepared for the pious there, and the fact that his qareen (jinn companion) became Muslim.

h) Definitive statements that the ten who were given the glad tidings of Paradise (*Al-‘Asharah al-Mubahsharah*) are indeed among the
people of Paradise.
i) Belief in the questioning of Munkar and Nakeer in the grave.
j) Belief in the torment of the grave.
k) Belief in the squeezing or compression of the grave.
l) Belief in the double-panned Balance (in which people’s deeds will be weighed) on the Day of Resurrection.
m) Belief in As-Siraat (a bridge that crosses Hell).
n) Belief in the Cistern of the Prophet (ﷺ), and that whoever drinks from it will never experience or suffer from thirst again.
o) That seventy thousand of his (ﷺ) ummah will enter Paradise without being brought to account.
p) Belief in everything that has been narrated in saheeh ahaadeeth about the resurrection and gathering (for Judgement) that has not been mentioned in the Qur’an.
q) Belief in the Divine Will and Predestination (Al-Qaḍaa’ wa’l-Qadar), both good and bad, and that Allah (ﷻ), has written (decreed) for each person whether he is blessed (destined for Paradise) or doomed (destined for Hell), what his provision will be and how long he will live.
r) Belief in the Pen which has written all things.
s) Belief that those (Muslims) who commit major sins will not remain in Hell forever.
t) Belief that the souls of the shuhadaa’ (martyrs for the cause of Allah) are in the forms of green birds in Paradise.
u) Belief that Allah has forbidden the earth to consume the bodies of the Prophets.
v) Belief that Allah has angels who travel about, conveying the salaams (greetings of peace) of his ummah to the Prophet (ﷺ).

w) Belief in all the signs of the Hour such as the appearance of the Mahdi, the descent of ‘Eesa (Jesus) (ﷺ), the emergence of the Dajjaal (Pseudo-Christ), etc.

Not all the evidence for these beliefs is in aahaad ahaadeeth; some of them are proven by mutawaatir ahaadeeth. But these people who do not know the mutawaatir Sunnah and do not distinguish between mutawaatir and aahaad reports may reject all or most of these beliefs. Otherwise, the ahaadeeth about the emergence of the Dajjaal, the appearance of the Mahdi and the descent of ‘Eesa ibn Maryam (ﷺ) are mutawaatir ahaadeeth as the scholars of hadith have stated clearly.

What is even worse is that they deny the beliefs which are narrated in the mutawaatir ahaadeeth, and even those that are narrated in the Qur’an, on the basis that the meaning of these texts is not definitive as mentioned above. We have already referred to the view of Shaykh Shaltoot. Hence they did not believe that people will see their Lord on the Day of Resurrection, even though the Qur’an states this quite clearly:

\[
\text{Some faces that Day shall be Naadirah [shining and radiant]. Looking at their Lord [Allah].} \\
\text{(Qur’an 75: 22-23)}
\]

And the ahaadeeth which mention that also reach the degree of being mutawaatir.

Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari launched an attack against the Mu’tazilah because of their rejection of the texts of the Qur’an and Sunnah, which was in imitation of their leaders. He (may Allah have mercy on
him) said: “Those among the Mu’tazilah and Qadariyah who deviate from the truth have been led by their desires to imitate their leaders and predecessors. They interpret the Qur’an according to their leaders’ opinions in a way for which they have no authority from Allah, they did not transmit any report from the Messenger of the Lord of the Worlds, or from the earlier generations. They contradicted the reports of the sahaabah from the Prophet of Allah (ﷺ) concerning the people seeing Allah with their own eyes, although reports on this came from various sources and the reports reach the level of being mutawaatir, coming one after another. They denied that the Prophet (ﷺ) will intercede for sinners, and rejected the reports from the earlier generations concerning that. They denied the torment of the grave, and that the kuffaar — disbelievers — will be punished in their graves.”  

Elsewhere, Abu’l-Hasan said: “The Mu’tazilah denied the Cistern, and the Mu’tazilah denied the torment of the grave.”

Abu’l-Hasan said in Maqaalaat al-Islamiyeen: “They differed concerning the torment of the grave. Some denied it and some affirmed it. These were the Mu’tazilah and Khawaarij.”

He also said in his Maqaalaat (articles):

“They differed concerning the intercession of the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) and whether he would intercede for those who had committed major sins. The Mu’tazilah denied that and said that it would not happen.”

---
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He also mentioned in several places in his *Maqaalaat* (articles) that the *Muʿtazilah* denied that Allah has an Eye and a Hand, and they denied that people will see Him with their own eyes and that He will come on the Day of Resurrection and that He comes down to the lowest heaven. They believed that the *fussaaq* (evildoers among the Muslims) will remain in Hell forever, and they held other beliefs which contradict the *ṣaheeh mutawaatir aḥaadeeth* and even the texts of the Qurʾan.\(^77\)

Whoever denies these beliefs which were reported in *ṣaheeh aḥaadeeth* is following the path of the *Muʿtazilah*, not the path of the Sunnis (*Ahl as-Sunnah*).

I have seen people of earlier and later generations stating that all the Signs of the Hour are narrated in *aḥaad aḥaadeeth*, so they reject them on that basis, and those that they think are *mutawaatir* they misinterpret.

**Ruling on Those who Deny that Which has been Proven in *Aḥaad* Reports**

Safaareeni narrated from Ishaaq ibn Raahawayh the view that those who reject the *aḥaad* reports are *kaafir* (disbelievers). The correct view is that they are not *kaafir*. It seems that those who said that they are *kaafir* were thinking of the *aḥaadeeth* which are unanimously accepted by the ummah as being *ṣaheeh* (sound).

Although we do not say that they are *kaafir*, we do say that those who reject the *ṣaheeh aḥaadeeth* of the Messenger (ﷺ) and do not use them to prove matters of *ʿaqeedah* (belief) are clearly mistaken, and there is the fear that they may become misguided because of their rejection of these *aḥaadeeth*, and Allah may punish them by sending them astray:

...And let those who oppose the Messenger's [Muhammad's] commandment [i.e. his Sunnah legal ways, orders, acts of worship, statements] [among the sects] beware, lest some Fitnah [disbelief, trials, afflictions, earthquakes, killing, overpowered by a tyrant] should befall them or a painful torment be inflicted on them.

(Qur'an 24: 63)

The Correct Methodology

In this study we are adhering to what is stated in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Hence we must examine 'aqeedah according to the methodology used in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and not go beyond this methodology. This is the way which revived the hearts of the earliest generations of this ummah.

This is the only way in which the ummah in its modern stage can reform itself. Imam Maalik — the Imam and scholar of Madeenah — spoke the truth when he said: “The last (generations) of this ummah will not be reformed by anything other than that which reformed its first (generations).”

We have already seen how the Qur’anic methodology is distinct from philosophy in the way it discusses and confirms different issues of religion and belief. This distinction means that we must use the Qur’anic methodology and none other.

A matter which must be clarified: How can we use the Qur’an to address those who do not believe in it?

Some of those who have some commitment to Islam say: How can we present the Qur’an to those who do not believe in Allah? We have to address people nowadays with the logic of modern material,
science and rational evidence, then if they are convinced of Islam, we will address them with the Qur’an.

We say to these people: We ask you by Allah, how did Allah command His Messenger to warn with the Qur’an the kuffaar who disbelieved in Allah, the Qur’an and the Messenger?

\[
\text{وَلَوْلِيَّتُ إِلَّا أَنَّ هَذَا الْقُرْآنَ لَأَنْصَرَكُمْ بِهِ وَمَنْ يَتَّبِعَ الْجِبَّالِ}
\]

(...This Qur’an has been revealed to me that I may therewith warn you and whomsoever it may reach...)

\text{(Qur’an 6: 19)}

How did He command him to recite this Qur’an to them? Did he not recite it to these stubborn disbelievers, and it moved them and stirred their hearts?

What effect did the verses of the Qur’an have on Umayyah ibn Khalaf and Al-Waleed ibn ‘Utbah, and others, despite their extreme kufr (disbelief) and stubborn enmity?

It could be said that nowadays the Qur’an is recited in all places and is even broadcast from London and Washington, yet the followers of Islam who recite the Qur’an do not believe in what it says.

The response to these people is that the Arabs of the past would listen to what was recited to them and it would penetrate to the depths of their being, because they were Arabs who understood the meanings of the aayaat (verses), and there was no barrier between them and the words.

But nowadays there are barriers between the people and the Qur’an, some of which have to do with language, and others have to do with the doubts that fill people’s minds and have virtually become unquestionable facts.
So the bearers of the Qur’an nowadays have to explain the Qur’an in a language that the people can understand. They have to put the people in touch with the Qur’an, and the Qur’an in touch with the people, by explaining its meanings to them, and renewing the meanings of this Book in their hearts, so that once again they will appreciate it and feel it... and its meanings will reach those who disbelieve it and deny it in this way. Thus the call will be given and it will leave no person with any excuse.

We have already explained that the Qur’an contains evidence which addresses the mind and the heart; it is not merely telling stories or giving information.

A Dubious Call: Bringing Religions Together

This is the right way: explaining the methodology which Allah has showed us in order to establish faith in people’s hearts and to adhere to it ourselves when calling, leading and teaching people.

The enemies of Allah and those among this ummah who have been deceived are trying to distort this methodology, by calling for all religions to come together. They have held conferences and seminars for this purpose.

Those Muslims who attended these conferences have made a big mistake, because they agreed to make Islam subject to examination at the same level as Judaism and Christianity.

We say that these people had an excuse if they went there in order to say to others what the Qur’an says:

"Say [O’ Muhammad]: ‘O’ people of the Scripture [Jews..."
and Christians]: Come to a word that is just between us and you, that we worship none but Allah [Alone], and that we associate no partners with Him, and that none of us shall take others as lords besides Allah.’ Then, if they turn away, say: ‘Bear witness that we are Muslims.’

(Qur’an 3: 64)

They should explain the falsehood of these (other religions) in a way that is better, and show them the true religion, and establish proof against them, rather than pursuing friendship and turning a blind eye to their falsehood for the sake of being friendly.

Those who mix Islam with other religions, ways of thinking and philosophies make a mistake when they claim that they are trying to reconcile the texts of the Qur’an to the beliefs of those other people in order to meet others halfway. Their claim is a lie and they have gone astray in their methodology. Islam is the religion of Allah which controls life and living beings. It does not need to be reconciled with anything else. Other beliefs contain truth and falsehood, but Islam is entirely true, and our mission is to keep the Book of our Lord and His religion distinct.

...Verily, the Right Path has become distinct from the wrong path...

(Qur’an 2: 256)

— so that people may resort to it and find it pure and not mixed with anything else.

Allah (ﷻ), has condemned this type of people who want to mix Islam with other religions and meet others halfway on the basis of reconciliation. He tells us that this is the action of the munaafiqueen (hypocrites):
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Introduction: The Importance of this Principle

The first principle of ‘aqeedah is belief in Allah. This is the most important principle of belief and action, and it is the focal point of Islam and the essence of the Qur’an. We would not be exaggerating if we said that the whole of the Qur’an speaks about this belief, because the Qur’an either speaks directly about Allah (الله), and His Essence, Names, Attributes and actions, as in Aayaat al-Kursi and Soorah al-Ikhlaas.

Or it calls mankind to worship Him Alone, with no partner or associate, and to give up the worship of false gods - all of which has to do with telling about Allah, calling for the fulfilment of our duties toward Him and forbidding the direction of worship to anyone else.

Or it commands us to obey Him and forbids us to disobey Him, which are the obligations of faith.
Or it tells us about the people of faith and the honour that was bestowed upon them in this world, and how they are rewarded in the Hereafter. This is the reward of the people who believe in Allah.

Or it tells us about the kaafireen — disbelievers — and how Allah humiliates them in this world, and what He will do to them in the Hereafter, in the abode of punishment. This is the punishment for turning away from belief.

So the entire Qur’an speaks about belief in Allah. This explains why we find that Allah is mentioned in the Qur’an, by one or another of His Names and Attributes, 10,062 times; on every page of the Qur’an, He is mentioned approximately twenty times on average.

We can say that belief in Allah, in relation to all the other principles and minor matters of faith is like the root of a tree in relation to its trunk and branches. It is the basis of all other principles, the foundation of the religion. The more a person has faith in Allah, the more he is progressing in Islam.

**Issues of Belief in Allah**

The issues of this topic which the researcher must examine and discuss are as follows:

Firstly: He must examine the evidence that Allah (الله) exists, and refute the specious arguments that have been raised in this respect.

Secondly: He must know about Allah (الله), which is achieved in two ways in the Qur’an:

1) Understanding the wonders in creation which point to the greatness of Allah’s power and the perfection of His creation.
2) Studying the aayaat (verses) of the Qur’an which speak directly of Allah, His essence, His Names, His attributes and His actions.
Thirdly: He must affirm that Allah alone is the only One to be worshipped, with no partner or associate, and reject anything else that is worshipped instead of Him.

Fourthly: He should look at the history of belief in Divinity and examine what has been said on this topic.
CHAPTER ONE
EVIDENCE OF THE EXISTENCE
OF THE CREATOR

1 - THE FIRST PROOF: THE EVIDENCE OF THE FITRAH
(HUMAN INSTINCT)

Sound Human Instinct Bears Witness to the Existence of Allah
Without (Any Need for Further) Evidence

The Qur'an does not discuss at length the matter of proving the
existence of Allah (אלהים), because it states that sound human instinct,
and minds that are not contaminated with the filth of shirk, affirm His
existence (without any need for further evidence). Not only that,
Tawheed or the affirmation of Divine Unity, is something which is
natural and instinctive.

In the Qur'an it says:

**(Qur’an 30: 30)**

This *fitrah* is the thing which explains the phenomenon that has been
noted by those who research the history of religions, that all nations
whose history has been studied have adopted gods which they have
turned to and venerated.\textsuperscript{1}

It may be said at this point, "If turning towards Allah is something natural, then people would not have worshipped different gods at different times."

The answer is, that the fitrah (natural instinct) calls man to turn towards his Creator, but man is surrounded by many other influences which make him deviate towards the worship of other gods.

Parents, writers, teachers and others instil into children's minds ideas which change and contaminate this fitrah, placing a veil over the fitrah so that they are not able to turn towards the truth.

The Messenger (ﷺ) stated that what we have referred to here is true. Bukhari and Muslim narrated on the authority of Abu Hurayrah (RA) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

"Every child is born in a state of fitrah, then his parents make him into a Jew or a Christian or a Magian."\textsuperscript{2}

— He did not say that they make him Muslim, because Islam is in accordance with the fitrah.

It may be said: "If we were to leave a child with no influences to affect his fitrah, would he turn out to be a monotheist, knowing his Lord?" We say: "If the devils among men leave him alone, and do

\textsuperscript{1} Even the communists nowadays who wanted to free themselves from the worship of gods - as they claimed - worship the founder of their Party, so you see them passing by his preserved body in Red Square on the anniversary of his death, bowing their heads in humility. They have made him a god; instead of worshipping the Creator of man they worship a dead man, may they perish!
(Comment added by the author in the new, revised edition): This is what I wrote fifteen years ago. A few years ago the guards of communism destroyed their own Party and cast aside their leaders and they threw out the body of their founder just as they threw out their beliefs and ideas.

\textsuperscript{2} Bukhari, 3/245, hadith no. 1385; Muslim, 4/2047, hadith no. 2658.
not contaminate his fitrah”, but the devils among the jinn (shayaateen) will never leave him alone, as the Shaytaan made a vow that he would misguide the children of Adam:

\begin{align*}
\text{Qur'an 38: 82-83}
\end{align*}

The Shaytaan has been given the power to reach people’s hearts, as stated in the saheeh hadith:

“The Shaytaan flows in man like blood flows through his veins, and I fear that he may cast some evil - or he said, something - into both your hearts.”

The Qur’an describes the Shaytaan, from whom we must seek refuge with Allah (الله), as one who,

\begin{align*}
\text{Qur’an 114: 5}
\end{align*}

It is also true that every person has a hidden mate (qareen) from among the jinn who urges and encourages him to do evil. In the Qur’an it says:

\begin{align*}
\text{Qur’an 50: 27}
\end{align*}

3 Muslim, 4/1712, hadith no. 2175.
No one can be safe from this unless he turns to Allah (ﷻ) for refuge.


(Qur’ān 114: 1-6)

The shayātīn among the jinn play a major role in corrupting and contaminating human nature. It is reported in Muslim from ʿIyāaḍ ibn Ḥimaar that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) addressed one day, and one of the things he said in his khutbah (address) was:

“My Lord has commanded me to teach you what you do not know of what He has taught me today: all the wealth that I have given to My slaves is ḥalāal, and I created all of My slaves as ḥanīfīs [worshipping Allah Alone], then the shayātīn came to them and led them astray from their religion. They forbade them things that I had permitted for them, and commanded them to associate others in worship with Me for which I had not sent down any authority.”

Calamities Purify the Essence of the Fitrah

It is often the case that the veils covering the fitrah and preventing it from seeing the truth will be removed when calamity strikes or

---

4 Muslim, 4/2197, hadith no. 2865.
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problems arise for which no help is forthcoming from any human being and there is no means of saving oneself. How many atheists have acknowledged their Lord and turned to Him when overwhelmed with calamity, and how many mushrikeen (idolaters and polytheists) have made their devotion solely for Allah alone when disaster strikes?

We have heard how airplane passengers turned to their Lord when their plane developed problems and started to shake and swing about in the air, and the pilot - let alone the passengers - was not able to do anything about it. Their atheism vanished and they were screaming prayers, and their hearts turned to their Lord in all sincerity. There was no room for shirk (polytheism) and atheism in the face of such a terrifying ordeal.

The Mushrikeen (Polythiests — the Idolaters) to Whom the Messenger (ﷺ) was Sent Acknowledged the Existence of the Creator

The Arabs whom the Messenger (ﷺ) confronted acknowledged the existence of Allah and that He Alone is the Creator of the universe.
They also believed that He Alone was the Provider and that He alone could bring benefit or cause harm... but they worshiped others alongside Him, and they did not devote their worship to Him alone.

When the Qur’an calls the mushrikeen to worship Allah Alone and to make their religion for Him Alone, it asks them Who the Creator and Sovereign of the heavens and the earth is, for they knew that, and they never denied it:

*(And if you [O’ Muhammad] ask them: ‘Who has created the heavens and the earth,’ they will certainly say: ‘Allah’...)*

(Qur’an 31: 25)

In Soorah al-Mu’minoon (the chapter: The Believers) it says:

*Say: ‘Whose is the earth and whosoever is therein? If you know!’ They will say: ‘It is Allah’s!’ Say: ‘Will you not then remember?’ Say: ‘Who is [the] Lord of the seven heavens, and [the] Lord of the Great Throne?’ They will say: ‘Allah.’ Say: ‘Will you not then fear Allah [believe in His Oneness, obey Him, believe in the Resurrection and Recompense for every good or bad deed]?’ Say: ‘In Whose Hand is the sovereignty of everything [i.e. treasures of everything]? And He protects [all], while against Whom there is no protector [i.e. if Allah saves anyone, none can punish or harm him; and if Allah punishes or harms anyone, none can save*
him], if you know?’ They will say: ‘[All that belongs] to Allah.’ Say: ‘How then are you deceived and turn away from the truth? ’

(Qur'an 23: 84-89)

It is well known that the Arabs used to venerate the Ka'bah and perform Hajj, and they had other acts of worship that they did.

The *Kufr (Disbelief)* of People Nowadays is Greater

We should not have had to pause too long to prove the existence of Allah, because sound human nature bears witness to His existence. We hardly know of anyone in the past who denied the existence of the Creator; those that did were so few as to be hardly worth mentioning.

But deviation has reached its lowest point nowadays. We see people who have established states based on this principle, states whose inhabitants include millions of people.

This idea has spread everywhere, books have been written about it and it has developed a philosophy which is the subject of study. Its proponents have tried to make it a scientific methodology and have tried to bring forth proof to support it.

Because of this, we have no choice but to produce our own proof concerning this matter.

2 - THE SECOND PROOF: THIS UNIVERSE MUST HAVE A CREATOR

The Qur'an offers the disbelievers and deniers proof which rational minds have no option but to affirm and which no sound mind can possibly reject. Allah (ﷻ), says:

أم خلقوا من عين تجك، أم هم الخلقون
أم خلقوا السمون
والأرض بل لا يؤمنون
Were they created by nothing? Or were they themselves the creators? Or did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have no firm Belief. 

(Qur’an 52: 35-36)

The Qur’an says to them: “You exist, and you cannot deny this”; the heavens and the earth exist, beyond any doubt. It is simply common sense, to the rational mind, that the things which exist must have a cause for their existence. The camel herder in the desert knows this. He says, “Camel dung indicates the presence of a camel and footsteps indicate that someone walked here. So the heavens with their stars and the earth with its mountains and valleys must indicate the existence of the All-Knowing, All-Aware.” The great scientists who research into life and living beings also know this.

What is referred to in this aayah (verse) is known to the scientists as the law of cause and effect. This law states that a (possible) thing cannot happen by itself without another thing (causing it), because it does not possess in itself the power to exist by itself, and it cannot by itself cause something else to exist, for it cannot give to others that which it does not itself possess.

Let Us Give an Example to Explain This Law More Clearly

A few years ago, the sands in the Rub’ al-Khaali desert (the Empty Quarter) were blown away by a windstorm to reveal the ruins of a city that had been covered by the sands. Scientists began to examine the contents of the city to try to determine the period in which it had been built. Nobody among the archaeologists or others even suggested that this city could have appeared as a result of the natural actions of the wind, rain, heat and cold, and not by the actions of man.

If anyone had suggested such a thing, people would have regarded him crazy and would have taken pity on him. So how about if
someone had said that this city was formed by the air from nothing in the far distant past, then it settled on the earth? This suggestion is no less strange than the previous, in fact it is far stranger.

Why? Because nothing cannot create something, which is simply the matter of common sense, and a thing cannot create itself.

According to the way we know the city, there has to be someone who brought it into existence. What we see tells us something about the people who made it. The city must have been made by intelligent people who were skilled in construction and planning.

If we see a person going from the bottom of a building to the top, we see nothing strange in that, because a person has the ability to do that. But if we see that a rock which was in the courtyard of the building has moved to the top of the building, we will be certain that it did not move by itself. There has to have been someone who picked it up and moved it, because a rock does not have the ability to move or climb.

It is strange that people are certain that the city could not have come into existence without a creator, and that it could not have built itself, and they are certain that the rock must have had someone who would take it up to the top of the building, but there are those among them who insist that this universe came into being without a creator, even though the structure of the universe is far more complex.

\[\textit{The creation of the heavens and the earth is indeed greater than the creation of mankind;...} \] (\textit{Qur'an 40: 57})

But when these deniers are confronted with scientific logic that addresses their reason, they have to either accept it or stubbornly reject it.

This is the evidence with which the scholars of Islam are still confronting the deniers. One of the scholars was approached by some
of these heretics who deny the Creator. He asked them: what would you say about a man who tells you, I have seen a ship laden with cargo, filled with goods, in the middle of the ocean, being buffeted by waves and winds, yet, despite all that, it is sailing smoothly and following a straight course, with no sailors controlling or steering it. Is this reasonable to believe?

They said, “This is irrational.”

The scholar said: “Subhaan Allah! If it is not rationally possible for a ship to sail smoothly across the sea without any sailors or crew, then how is it possible for this world, with all its different forces and factors, with its vastness and huge variety, to exist without a Creator or Keeper?” They all wept and said, you have spoken the truth, and they repented.

This law, which is rationally acceptable, is what is referred to in the aayah:

\[
\text{(Qur'an 52: 35)}
\]

This is evidence which forces rational minds to accept that there is a Creator Who is to be worshipped. The aayah is worded in such an eloquent and moving way that anyone who hears it will be moved deeply.

Bukhari narrated in his Saheeh that Jubayr ibn Mu't'im said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) reciting Soorah at-Toor in Maghrib (prayer). When he reached this passage —
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"Were they created by nothing? Or were they themselves the creators? Or did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have no firm Belief. Or are with them the treasures of your Lord? Or are they the tyrants with the authority to do as they like?" (Qur'an 52: 35-37)

— my heart almost began to soar."^5

Al-Bayhaqi said that the Abu Sulaymaan al-Khaṭṭaabi said: “The reason why he was so moved when he heard these aayaat was because he understood the aayaat so well and because what he learned from the strong evidence contained therein touched his sensitive nature, and with his intelligence he understood it...”

With regard to the meaning of the aayah (verse),

"Were they created by nothing?..." (Qur'an 52: 35), Al-Khaṭṭaabi said: “Or were they brought into being without a creator? That could not happen, because the creation must inevitably be connected to the Creator. There has to have been a Creator. If they deny the Divine Creator, but they could not have come into being without a creator creating them, then did they create themselves? That is an even more fallacious argument, because if something does not exist, how can it be described as having power, and how could it create anything? How could it do anything? If these two arguments are refuted, then it is established that they have a Creator, so let them believe in Him.

Then Allah (^3^), says: "Or did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have no firm Belief" (Qur'an 52: 36). This is something which they cannot lay any claim to. Thus they are defeated (in argument) and proof is established against them.”

^5 Bukhari, 8/603, hadith no. 4854.
The point of what Al-Khattaabi said about that to which the kuffaar could not lay any claim is to put an end to this argument and dispute, because there could be some arrogant person who says “I created myself,” just as one of his ilk who came before him claimed to have the power over life and death:

Have you not looked at him who disputed with Ibraheem [Abraham] about his Lord [Allah], because Allah had given him the kingdom? When Ibraheem said [to him]: ‘My Lord [Allah] is He Who gives life and causes death.’ He said, ‘I give life and cause death.’...

(Qur’an 2: 258)

What was Ibraheem’s response? He replied with another question which exposed the tyrant’s incapability and proved him to be a liar:

...Ibraheem [Abraham] said, ‘Verily, Allah brings the sun from the east; then bring it you from the west.’...

(Qur’an 2: 258)

The result of that was:

...So the disbeliever was utterly defeated. And Allah guides not the people, who are Zaalimoon [wrongdoers].

(Qur’an 2: 258)

Let us suppose that someone said, “I created myself.” Can he claim that he created the heavens and the earth? If nothing did not create the
heavens and the earth, and if the heavens and the earth did not create
themselves, and if these people cannot claim that they created all of
that, then there must inevitably be a Creator Who created all of that,
and this Creator is Allah, Glorified be He and Exalted.

The attitude of the empirical sciences towards this law

Human power and the nature of created beings is incapable of listing
all the stages of cause and effect and tracing its sequence back, step
by step, until it reaches the beginning of the universe. Hence the
empirical sciences have no hope of finding out the origin of things.
These sciences expressed refraining from such attempt. All that they
have been able to do is to trace a few steps behind them, leaving
everything beyond that to the realm of the unseen, concerning which
scholars and ignorant people are on equal footing.

Reason has no choice but to admit

But this human despair of ever discovering the stages of creation in
detail, with regard to both the past and the future, is counterbalanced
by the general belief which every mind must acknowledge,
voluntarily or otherwise, that no matter how long the list of cause and
effect is, and whether it is considered to be finite or infinite, there
should still be something else which carries in itself the cause of its
existence and continued existence. This is the true beginning, before
which there was nothing, otherwise all these created things would not
have come into being (if they did not have an originator which exists
independently).

Specious Arguments About the Origin of the Universe

We hear and read specious arguments which were put forward in the
past, and those which are being proposed nowadays, which attempt
to explain the existence of the universe. We shall quote some of these
arguments and endeavour to explain where they went wrong.
1) The View that it Happened by Accident

Having examined the Qur’anic evidence which is addressed to the rational mind and which obliges it to acknowledge the existence of the Creator Who is to be worshipped, the notion that this universe came into being by accident without any creator is not only far from the truth, but also irrational. Whoever says this could be counted as one of those prattlers who have lost their minds, because they are stubbornly rejecting evidence which the rational mind has no choice but to accept and submit to.

There are yet others who said, “If six monkeys sat at typewriters and banged on the keys for billions of years, it is not unlikely that in the last pages they wrote we would find one of the sonnets of Shakespeare. This is the case with the universe that exists now. It came about as the result of random forces which played with matter for billions of years.”

Waheed Uddeen Khan\(^6\) said, after quoting this paragraph from Huxley:\(^7\) “Any talk of this nature is utter nonsense. None of our branches of sciences — until the present day — know what type of accident could produce such a great reality with all its wonder and beauty.”

He quotes another scientist who denounced this view by saying: “The idea that life happened as the result of an accident is like saying that you could get a dictionary as the result of an accidental explosion in a printing press.”

\(^6\) Al-Islam Yatahadda, Pp. 66.

\(^7\) Huxley is the atheist writer who wrote the famous book *Man Stands Alone*. Allah brought forth a scientist from his own nation, A. Christie Morrisson, the head of the New York Academy of Science and a former member of the Executive Committee of the US National Research Council, wrote the valuable book *Man Does Not Stand Alone* to refute Huxley. This book has been translated into Arabic, under the title *Al-'Ilm yad'u ila'l-Eemaan* (Sciences call to Faith).
Waheeddin Khan states, “Mathematics, which has given us the concept of probability, itself states that it is mathematically impossible for this universe to have come into existence by accident.”

Look at this example which Waheeduddin Khan quotes from the American scholar Christie Morrisson, which explains how it is impossible that the universe could have come into being by accident. He said: “If you take ten coins, and write on them the numbers from one to ten, then put them in your pocket and mix them well, then you try to take them out of your pocket in ascending numerical order (i.e., from one to ten), the chance of you taking out the coin on which is written the number one on the first attempt is one in ten. The chance of you taking out all ten coins in numerical order (1, 2, 3, 4...) is one in ten billion.”

On this basis, how long would it take for this universe to assume its current shape if it had come about by accident? If we were to calculate that in the same manner, we would not be able to imagine or calculate the numbers, let alone comprehend them.

Everything in the universe tells us that it was brought into existence by an omniscient, wise Creator, but man is unjust (to himself) and ignorant.

8 Al-Ilm Yad'u ila'l-Eemaan, Pp. 51.
From what thing did He create him? From *Nutfah* [male and female semen drops] He created him and then set him in due proportion. Then He makes the Path easy for him. Then He causes him to die and puts him in his grave. Then when it is His Will, He will resurrect him [again]. Nay, but [man] has not done what He commanded him. Then let man look at his food: We pour forth water in abundance. And We split the earth in clefts. And We cause therein the grain to grow. And grapes and clover plants [i.e. green fodder for the cattle]. And olives and date palms. (Qur’an 80: 17-29)

How could man have been created and formed by accident, when his food is created in such a well-planned manner that requires the cooperation of the heavens and the earth? Allah (ﷻ), indeed spoke the truth when He described man as:

> ...Verily he was unjust [to himself] and ignorant. (Qur’an 33: 72).

2) The View that Nature is the Creator

This is a lie which has become widespread in our own time, and has deceived even the prominent scientists, many of whom explain the creation of things through nature by saying it is nature that creates and originates.

We would like them to answer the question: What do you mean by nature? Do you mean the essence of things? Or do you mean the laws that govern and control the universe? Or do you mean other forces beyond this universe that created it and brought it into existence?

---

9 This matter will be discussed further when we look at the signs of Allah in the universe, *In sha Allah* (God willing).
If they say that by nature they mean the universe itself, then we do not need to bother refuting them, because the falseness of this view is obvious from what we have said above. This view repeats the idea referred to above, that a thing can bring itself into existence. In other words, they are saying that the universe created the universe, i.e., the heavens created the heavens, the earth created the earth, the universe created man and animals. We have already explained that human reason refuses to accept that a thing could create itself. To make matters clearer, we say that a thing cannot create something that is more developed than itself. Nature, such as the heavens, earth, stars, sun and moon, does not possess reason or the faculties of hearing and seeing, so how could it create man who hears, sees and knows? This cannot be.

If they say, all of that was created by accident, we say, we know for sure that there was no accident involved in the creation of the universe. We have already explained this above.

**The theory of self-generation (a specious argument that has been proven to be false)**

One of the things that helped to spread this new idolatry (the view that nature is the creator) was the scientists' observation of the appearance of maggots in the excrement of humans and animals, and the formation of bacteria which ate food and caused it to rot. They said, these are living beings which are generated by nature alone.

This idea lent weight to the new idolatry of "nature" in the eyes of those who were misguided far astray from the true religion of Allah. But the guidance of Allah soon exposed the falsehood of this theory at the hands of the famous French scientist Pasteur who proved that these maggots and bacteria referred to did not generate themselves from nature, but their origins lay in something even smaller that was invisible to the naked eye. He produced evidence which convinced
other scientists that what he said was true. He sealed some food away from the open air, and killed the bacteria by boiling it; no new bacteria formed in the food and it did not turn rotten. This is the theory on which the food canning industry is based.¹⁰

**Nature is the laws which govern the universe**

Another group suggests that nature is the laws which govern the universe. This is the view of those who claim to have knowledge and who believe that nature is the creator. They say: this universe is running according to certain laws which regulate its affairs down to the last detail. The events that happen in this universe happen according to these laws. This is like a clock which runs accurately and precisely for a long time, running by itself with no controller.

In fact, these people are not answering the question that has been asked: Who created the universe? They tell us about the way in which the universe operates, and they tell us how these laws affect things, but we want to know who created the universe and who created the laws that govern it.

Waheeddudin Khan says, "Ancient man knew that rain came from the sky, but nowadays we know everything about how water evaporates from the sea until drops of water fall on the land. All of this is a description of what happens, but it is not in itself an explanation. Science does not tell us how these events became laws, or how the water is held between heaven and earth in these stunning and beautiful forms (clouds). It is from these phenomena that the scientists derived these laws.

When man claims that by discovering the laws of nature he has solved the mystery of the universe, he is only deceiving himself. When he makes this claim, he is putting a link from the middle of the

---

chain at the end.

Nature does not explain anything (about the universe). It itself is in need of explanation. Read this debate that could take place between an intelligent man and a doctor who is prominent in his field:

Questioner: Why is blood red?

Doctor: Because there are red cells in the blood. The size of each cell is 1/700 of an inch.

Questioner: OK, but why are these cells red?

Doctor: Because in the blood there is a substance called haemoglobin, which becomes red when it is mixed with oxygen in the heart.

Questioner: That's fair enough, but where do these cells which carry haemoglobin come from?

Doctor: They are manufactured in your liver.

Questioner: Wonderful! But how are all these things — the blood, cells, liver etc. — connected to one another so perfectly, and how do they each play their part with such precision?

Doctor: This is what we call the laws of nature.

Questioner: But what do you mean by the laws of nature?

Doctor: What we mean by the laws is the blind internal operation of natural and chemical forces.

Questioner: But why do these forces always produce the same result? How are things regulated so that birds fly in the air, fish live in water and man lives in this world with all his amazing potentials and capabilities?

Doctor: Don't ask me about that. My science only tells me about what happens, it does not answer the question about why it happens.
From these questions it becomes clear the extent to which modern science can explain the causes and effects behind this universe. The universe is like a machine which operates beneath a cover, and we know nothing about it except the fact that it is running. “But if we lift the lid, we will see how the many parts and cogs of this machine are connected to one another, how they turn one another; we will see all the movements of this machine. But does this mean that we know who created this machine, just by looking at its parts spinning? How can our seeing the machine running be proof that the machine came into existence by itself and is running by itself?”

Nature is a force

There are those who say that nature is a force which created the universe, and that it is a living, hearing, seeing, wise and powerful force... We say to them, this is right, but your mistake is that you call this force “nature.” This creative, innovative force has told us the name by which it deserves to be called, and that is “Allah.” Allah has told us of His beautiful Names and sublime Attributes, so we must call Him by the names which He has called Himself, Exalted is He and All-High.

Those who came before them said something similar

Those who attribute creation to nature had Predecessors who said something very similar. These were the Dahriyah — the atheists — who attributed events to Ad-Dahr (time). They saw that children grow into adults, adults grow into old men and old men die as time goes by and night and day alternate, so they attributed life and death to time.

\[ \text{وَقَالَوْاَ مَن أَنْبَثَ مِنَ الْأَوْلِيَاءِ إِنَّمَا هُمُّ مَا يَقْتُلُونَ وَمَا يُبْلِكُونَ إِلاّ الْجَعْلُ وَمَا هُمُّ مَا مَكَّنَّهُمْ } \]

滨州

\[ \text{بِذَلِكَ مِنْ عَلَيْهِمْ إِنَّمَا هُمْ إِلاّ بَطْنُونَ} \]

\[ \text{١١} \]

Waheeduddin Khan, Al-Islam yatahaddaa (Islam challenges), 29-31; he also quotes from other western scientists.
And they say: 'There is nothing but our life of this world, we die and we live and nothing destroys us except Ad-Dahr [time].' And they have no knowledge of it, they only conjecture.

(Qur'an 45: 24)

Those people attributed events to time, and these people attribute them to the nature of things; both are equally misguided.

3) Darwin’s Theory

The supporters of this theory tried to use it to explain the existence of living beings. This theory is widespread; many people try to spread it with good intentions, because they think that it is a scientific fact, whilst others try to spread it with bad intentions, because it suits their desire, which is to prove religion wrong in its description of how man was created. Those who seek to undermine religion find evidence in science to support their stance and deceive people.

What does this theory say?

This theory claims that the origin of all creatures was small organisms which developed from water, then their environment changed them until new characteristics emerged in this life-form, and these characteristics, over millions of years, led to the development of more advanced characteristics which changed that primitive creature into a superior life form. This development of characteristics caused by the environment and evolution continued until it arrived at the appearance of man.

The bases of this theory

a) This theory is based on what was noted during excavations carried out during Darwin’s time. They discovered that the more ancient levels contained primitive life-forms, and the levels above them.
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12 Zandaani, Kitaab at-Tawheed, 3/81.
contained progressively more developed life-forms. Darwin said: “These more highly-developed animals came about as a result of evolution from earlier, primitive life-forms.”

b) It was also based on what was known at Darwin’s time about the resemblance of the embryos of different animals at the early stages of development, which could give the impression that the origin of all animals is the same as their embryos appear to be the same, and that evolution happened on earth along the same lines as the development of embryos in the wombs of living beings.

c) It was also based on the existence of the vermiform appendix in human beings, which helps in digesting plant matter, but it no longer has any function in man. This gave the impression that it was something left over from monkeys that did not evolve, because it does have a function in monkeys.

**Darwin’s explanation of the process of evolution**

a) Natural selection. Destructive factors kill off the weaker specimens and leave the stronger specimens. This is what they call the principle of “the survival of the fittest.” So the strong specimens remain and pass on their strong characteristics to their offspring. These strong characteristics are combined as time goes by to form a new feature in the species. This is “evolution” which makes the specimen develop into a superior specimen. This ongoing development is evolution.

b) Sexual selection. This has to do with the preference of both males and females to mate with strong specimens, so that the characteristics of stronger specimens will be passed on and the characteristics of weaker specimens will be eliminated because of the reluctance of others to mate with them.

c) Every time a new characteristic emerges, it is passed on to the offspring.
Refutation of the bases on which this theory is founded

Archaeology is not a precise science, and no one can claim that he has carried out a complete survey of all the layers of the earth, including those beneath mountains and oceans, and that he did not find anything new that would challenge previously-held concepts.

Even if we suppose that the statements of this branch of science (i.e., archaeology) are proven to be true, the fact that there were at first primitive life-forms which were then superceded by more advanced creatures does not prove that the advanced life-forms developed from their primitive counterparts. All that this proves is the order of their existence, which may simply be a reflection of changes in the environment which supported different life-forms at different times. The archaeological view at the time of Darwin was that man has existed for 600,000 years; recent discoveries in the field of archaeology put the age of man at 10 million years.

Does this not prove that archaeology is a changeable science on which no definitive proof can be based? Tomorrow the archaeologists may discover something that is the opposite of what we expect!

Dr. Muṣṭafā Shaakir Saleem has commented on the book Al-Insaan fiʾl-Marʾaah (Man in the Mirror) by Clyde Colquhoun, which talks about Neanderthal man, which the supporters of Darwin’s theory say, was the first man to evolve from monkeys and gorillas... Dr. Muṣṭafā said: “Neanderthal man is described as having the following main natural features: a larger brain than that of modern man, and a large, broad skull... In addition to that, the chain of evolution which the archaeologists are trying to piece together is not complete; there is something known as ‘the missing link’.”

Dr. Sooriyaal said in his book Taṣadduʿ Madhhab Darwin (The Collapse of Darwin’s Theory):
a) The missing links in the chain of evolution are not only missing between man and the life-forms beneath him, but there are also missing links between the primitive single-celled life-forms and multi-celled life-forms, between unjointed and jointed, between invertebrates and fish and amphibians, between the latter and reptiles, between reptiles and human beings. I have mentioned them according to the order in which they appear in the geological periods.

b) Similarities between the embryos of different species: this is a serious mistake which some scientists made because microscopes had not yet been developed which would show the minute differences in the formation of the embryos of different species. In addition, there was a hoax perpetrated by the German scientist Ernst Haeckel who juxtaposed pictures of similar embryos. When some embryologists criticized him, he admitted that he had had to touch up approximately 8 per cent of the pictures and make them look similar because they were incomplete.

c) With regard to the human appendix being an evolutionary left-over from the monkey stage, this does not prove definitively that man evolved from monkeys. The reason for its presence may be that it is inherited from early man, who was dependent on plants, so it was created to help him digest that plant matter. Moreover, science may yet discover that it has a function which we currently do not know.

Science is advancing every day. If hermaphroditism is a characteristic of lower life forms, and having two genders is a characteristic of higher life-forms, and if having nipples is a sign of femininity, then why do we find that male elephants have nipples like man does, whilst the males of hoofed animals such as horses and donkeys do not? If Darwin claimed that man evolved from lower life forms, why is this trace of hermaphroditism left in man when it is not left in lower life-forms?
Refuting Darwin’s explanation of how evolution works

a) Darwin says that there is a law that works in extermination and extinction of living beings so that only the fittest survive to pass on their characteristics to their offspring, until the strong characteristics combine to form a new species. There is indeed a law which works in the annihilation of all living beings, strong and weak alike, because Allah has decreed death for all living beings. But there is also a parallel law whereby there is co-operation between living beings and their environment, because when Allah created life, He also created the means to sustain life. So we see the sun, the oceans, the wind, rain, plants, gravity... all of these and other things co-operate to sustain human and animal life.

Focusing on the destructive factors and overlooking the factors of sustenance creates an imbalance in one’s way of thinking. If there is a law of death or destruction, then there is also a law of life, and each of them has a role to play in life. If these natural forces such as wind, thunder, heat, water, storms, etc. are able to cause damage to people or to destroy their works, such as blinding them or destroying what they have built, it is impossible to believe that these blind, unintelligent natural forces are able to create an eye for one who does not have an eye, or to repair a structure that is in a state of disrepair.

It is reasonable to say that natural forces could be destructive or fatal, but it is unreasonable to say that these forces explain this perfect, wonderful creation in which everything has been shaped perfectly and formed in a systematic way such that its parts fit together with such amazing precision and work together in perfect harmony. It is impossible to attribute this perfection to blind natural forces.

Jamaaluddeen al-Afghaani said in his book *Al-Radd ‘ala ad-Dahriyeen* — Refutation of the atheists — where he discusses this theory. After that, I ask them, how does each separate part of a living
being know what the other parts are trying to achieve when each of them serves a different function? By what means does one part inform the others of what it intends to do? What parliament or senate or assembly of elders was held to create this perfectly-assembled being? How do these parts know — when they are still inside the bird’s egg — that they should come out in the form of a bird which eats grains, so it has to have the necessary beak and craw?

Darwin’s principle of the survival of the fittest has destroyed human life, because it has given justification for every oppressor, whether an individual or a government. When the oppressor engages in oppression, confiscation, war and plots, he does not think that he is doing anything wrong — rather, he is following a natural law, according to Darwin’s claims, the law of the survival of the fittest. This claim led to the ugliest excesses of colonialism.

b) Natural selection, the tendency to mate with stronger individuals so as to eliminate weaker individuals, does not prove that evolution takes place within that species. What we understand from it is that stronger individuals of a given species survive whilst weaker specimens are eliminated.

It may be said that if evolution occurs in some individuals, this may lead to a lack of sexual attraction because sexual attraction will be reduced according to the difference of form between males and females. This is what was suggested by the famous scientist Duwayr Zansky in 1958, a century after Darwin. Among the things that he suggested was: “Differences in physical form reduce sexual attraction, so the tendency to reproduce is reduced between animals of different shapes; the more different they are, the less attraction there is between them. Therefore it is wrong to say that new characteristics will be passed on from an individual in its genes. For example, a blacksmith with strong muscles will not pass on his muscular strength to his offspring, just as a scientist with deep
knowledge will not pass his knowledge on to his sons in his genes.”

c) The suggestion that some characteristics emerge accidentally and are then passed on has been rejected by the modern science of genetics. Every characteristic that is not carried in the genes is an earned or acquired characteristic which cannot be passed on to the offspring.

Professor Nabeel George, one of the reliable scientists in this field, says: “For that reason, natural selection does not explain the theory of evolution. It only explains that the least fit will die, and that some characteristics will spread among the species. Those who speak of evolutionary leaps mean that an animal which did not have an eye suddenly had an eye because of the action of some rays.

Some specialists have proved that x-rays can cause changes in the number of genes, but this change occurs in something that is already present — it does not create something that does not exist. The number of a monkey’s genes differs from the number of a human’s genes. X-rays only affect the genes that are present; how could these rays, which do not possess any form of intelligence, create the intelligence in man which distinguishes him from monkeys and other animals?

These rays can affect the genes, but it is more akin to distortion than reforming, as happens in the case of atomic rays (radiation). This is in addition to the fact that science of genetics disproves Darwin’s theory, as experience shows. The Jews, and the Muslims after them, have been circumcising their sons for centuries, but this has not led to any of their children being born circumcised. The more science advances, the more Darwin’s theory is proven wrong.

**This theory is not supported by reality**

a) If this theory were true, we would see many animals and people coming into existence through evolution, not only through
reproduction. Even if evolution needs a long time, this does not mean that we would not see monkeys changing into men, one group after another.

b) Even if we accept that natural circumstances and natural selection turned a monkey into a man, for example, we cannot accept that these circumstances would also dictate that there would be a woman to accompany this man, so that they could reproduce and there would be a balance between men and women.

c) The ability to adapt which we see in creatures such as the chameleon, which changes its colour according to where it is, is an ability which is inherent in the formation of that creature. It is born with that ability which exists in some and is barely present in others. All creatures have limits beyond which they cannot pass. The ability to adapt is the matter of inborn potential, not a developed characteristic that has been formed by the environment as the proponents of this theory say. Otherwise, the environment would have forced rocks, soil, and other inanimate objects to adapt.

d) Frogs are distinguished from man in their ability to live on the land and in water. Birds are distinguished from man by their ability to fly and move rapidly without the aid of a machine. A dog’s nose is far more sensitive than that of a human — so is a dog’s nose more advanced than a human’s nose? Are frogs and birds more advanced than humans in some ways? Camels’, horses’ and donkeys’ eyes see equally well by day and by night, whereas human eyes are unable to see in the dark. An eagle’s vision is far more acute than that of a human. So are eagles and donkeys more advanced than man? If we take self-sufficiency as the basis of superiority, then plants are superior to man and all animals, because they manufacture their own food and food for others, with no need for nourishment from elsewhere.
If we take size as the basis of superiority, then camels and elephants and prehistoric animals (dinosaurs for example) would be superior to man.

The attitude of natural scientists towards this theory

a) Those who support this theory want to support the freedom of thought which the Church opposed and resisted. The natural scientists launched a war against the priests of the Church and their thought after the conflict between the two sides took a vicious turn.

b) Those who oppose it demand tangible evidence that natural selection has changed any species, especially mankind. Those who oppose it because they want natural proof are no less in number or in the fierceness of their resistance than the theologians in Europe who oppose it.

These are some of the views of the scientists who oppose this theory as quoted by Prof. Ibraaheem Ḥouraani: “The scientists have not proven the theory of Darwin; in fact they have disproved it and criticized it, even though they know that he researched it for twenty years.” Among them are the scientists Nechel and Dallas, whose comments may be summed up as follows: “Evolution by natural selection cannot apply in the case of man; he can only have been created directly.”

Another scientist, Farkho, said: “It is clear to us from real life that there is a big difference between humans and monkeys. We cannot say for sure that man is descended from monkeys or from any other animal, so we should not say any such thing.”

Another scientist, Mivart, said, after examining the realities of life in detail: “The theory of Darwin is insupportable and is a childish opinion.”
Von Biskoun said, after he and Farkho had conducted a comparative study of humans and monkeys: “The difference between the two is basic and a very great difference...”

Agassiz said in a paper which he delivered during a seminar on Victorian science that Darwin’s theory was in fact wrong and false, his methods had nothing to do with science, and his theory was of no use at all.

Huxley, who was a skeptic and a friend of Darwin said that according to the evidence we have, it can never be proven that any kind of plants or animals evolved through either natural selection or artificial selection.

Tyndall, who was like Haeckel, said: “Undoubtedly those who believe in evolution are unaware of the fact that it is based on principles which are not proven (i.e., hypothetical principles). It is obvious to me that Darwin’s theory needs to be altered.”

**Theory not fact**

For all of these reasons, what Darwin said about evolution is called the theory of evolution. In the eyes of scientists, there is gulf of difference between a theory and a fact or law. According to their terminology, a theory is something which may be either true or false, whereas a fact or law is something which cannot be false in any way.

**So why did it become so widespread?**

The reason why this theory became so widespread is that it appeared at a time when Allah (ﷻ), willed that the falsehood of that distorted and altered religion (Christianity) should become apparent through the actions of some of its followers. The advance of science played a major role in exposing the falsehood of this religion, which led to the outbreak of a fierce battle in which thousands of scientists were killed. In this heated battle each side started to use all kinds of
weapons against the other, and this theory spread as a weapon wielded by the scientists against their own religion, then against the religion of every land they colonized. They did this because they believed the theory to be true, and as an act of vengeance against the false religion which had stood in the way of scientific research. Then they used it as a means of destroying the religions of the colonized nations so that it would become easy for the colonialists to dominate those peoples.

Thus the colonialist education system, after destroying the people’s religion, imposed the study of this theory in the curriculum, introducing it in scientific garb so that students would believe it to be true, thus instilling in students’ minds the difference between this falsified science and religion, so that people would reject religion.

It is sufficient for the reader to know that because of this theory, many Muslims deviated from their religion. For this reason the colonialists were keen to teach this theory to Muslim children in their schools at the time when American law forbade teaching this theory in schools from 1935 CE.

But in Europe, after they had dealt the final blow to their deviated religion, they announced that Darwin’s theory, which they had used in the battle to support science against religion, was not a scientific fact; it was no more than a theory, and the more science advanced, the more the falsehood of this theory became apparent.

**The Qur’an and Darwin’s theory**

When the Qur’an speaks about the realities of past eternity, people must listen and pay heed to.

> وَإِذَا قُرِّرَٰ: أَلْفَ حَتَّىٰ أَسْمَعُواْ أَلْمُ أَنْصَصْنَا...  

“So, when the Qur’an is recited, listen to it, and be silent...”

(Qur’an 7: 204)
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— because it comes from the All-Knowing, All-Aware, Who encompasses all things with His knowledge. What does man know? In comparison to the knowledge of Allah, he knows nothing.

\[ \text{Allāh} \text{ knows but you do not know.} \] (Qur'an 2: 216)

How could He not know about His creatures’ affairs when He is the one Who has created them?

\[ \text{Should not He Who has created know? And He is the Most Kind and Courteous [to His slaves], All-Aware [of everything].} \] (Qur'an 67: 14)

How can people let themselves talk about their origins when they did not witness that act of creation?

\[ \text{I [Allah] made them [Iblees and his offspring] not to witness [nor took their help in] the creation of the heavens and the earth and not [even] their own creation...} \] (Qur'an 18: 51)

Because they did not witness it, what they get right concerning this matter is very little, and the mistakes they make are many.

The opposite of this theory is the truth

What the All-Knowing All-Aware, the Creator of man, says is diametrically opposed to what these ignorant people said. Allah ( ), tells us that He created man as a complete and independent creature. He told His angels that He was going to create him before He brought him into being.
And [remember] when your Lord said to the angels: ‘Verily, I am going to place [mankind] generations after generations on earth.’... (Qur'an 2: 30)\(^\dagger\)

Allah ( تعالى), has told us of the substance from which He created man. He created him from dust:

(Wa ʾalā ḥāliq kullu dāʾirah min matarr...)

(...We have created you [i.e. Adam] from dust...) (Qur'an 22: 5)

Abu Moosa al-Ash'ari said that he heard the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) say:

“Allah created Adam from a handful which He gathered from throughout the earth, so the sons of Adam vary as the earth varies; some are red, some are white, some are black, and some are of colours in between, some are easy-going, some are difficult, some are evil and some are good.”\(^\dagger\)

Water is an element in the creation of man:

(Wa ʾalā ḥāliq kullu dāʾirah min matarr...)

(Allah has created every moving [living] creature from water...) (Qur'an 24: 45)

Man is created from water and dust:


\(^\dagger\) Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Abu Dawood (Mishkaat al-Mas'aabeeh, 1/36, hadith no. 100).
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(He it is Who has created you from clay...) *(Qur'an 6: 2)*

This clay turned into sounding clay like the clay of pottery,

(He created man [Adam] from sounding clay like the clay of pottery.) *(Qur'an 55: 14)*

Allah (reactstrap), created him with His hands:

([Allah] said: “O’ Iblees [Satan]! What prevents you from prostrating yourself to one whom I have created with Both My Hands...”) *(Qur'an 38: 75)*

Allah (reactstrap), has created him hollow from the beginning. According to the hadith narrated from Anas (reactstrap), the Messenger of Allah (strapd) said:

“When Allah formed Adam in Paradise, He left him for as long as He willed to leave him, and Iblees started walking around him, looking at him. When he saw that he was hollow, he knew that this was a creature which was not solid (strong).”

Allah (reactstrap), blew into this clay of His Spirit, and life entered into it, so he started to hear, see, speak, think and be aware. Allah commanded the angels to prostrate to Adam when He breathed into him of His Spirit and life entered into him.
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15 Muslim, 4/2016, hadith no. 2611.
So when I have fashioned him and breathed into him [his] soul created by Me, then you fall down prostrate to him. (Qur'an 38: 72)

Allah (ﷻ), tells us of the place where He caused him to dwell after He had created him:

And We said: ‘O’ Adam! Dwell you and your wife in the Paradise...’ (Qur'an 2: 35)

As soon as his creation was completed, he began to speak and he understood what was said to him:

And He taught Adam all the names [of everything], then He showed them to the angels and said, ‘Tell Me the names of these if you are truthful.’ They [angels] said: ‘Glory is to You, we have no knowledge except what you have taught us. Verily, it is You, the All-Knower, the All-Wise.’ He said: ‘O’ Adam! Inform them of their names,’...

(Qur'an 2: 31-33)

Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) reported that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“When Allah created Adam and breathed His Spirit into him, he sneezed and said, ‘Al-Hamdu lillah (praise be to Allah),’ praising Allah by His Leave. His Lord said to him, ‘May Allah have mercy on you, O’ Adam. Go to those angels’ — to a group of them who were sitting — ‘and say, As-Salaamu ‘alaykum.’ They said, ‘Wa ‘alayk
This first man was Adam, who is the father of all people. From Adam, Allah (ﷻ), created his wife Hawwaa’ (Eve),

\[
\text{\textit{O’ mankind! Be dutiful to your Lord, Who created you from a single person [Adam], and from him [Adam] He created his wife [Hawwaa (Eve)],...}} \quad (Qur’an 4: 1)
\]

Man was not created imperfect and then completed as the proponents of the theory of evolution say. On the contrary, he was complete, then his form started to diminish. According to a hadith narrated by Bukhari and Muslim in their \textit{saheehs} from Abu Hurayrah, the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Allah created Adam and his height was sixty cubits.”

Hence the believers will enter Paradise physically perfect, in the form of Adam. The remainder of the hadith quoted above says: “Everyone who enters Paradise will do so in the form of Adam (ﷺ), whose height was sixty cubits.” Then he (the Prophet) (ﷺ) said:

“Man’s form kept decreasing (in height) from that time until now.”

Allah (ﷻ), informs us that He transformed some misguided humans into monkeys and pigs, so the higher level of creation can be reduced

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{16 Tirmidhi, Mishkat al-Masaabeeh, 2/542, hadith no. 4662. The editor of Al-Mishkat said: this is classed as \textit{saheeh} by Al-Haakim and Adh-Dhahabi agreed with him. And it is as they said.}
  \item \text{17 Bukhari, 6/362, hadith no. 3326; Muslim, 4/2183, hadith no. 2841. This version is by Bukhari.}
  \item \text{18 Ibid. Here the version quoted is by Muslim.}
\end{itemize}
to a lower level, but the idea of monkeys and pigs turning into humans is an idea that occurs only to those with the weakest powers of reasoning.

This is a brief look at what the Qur’an and ahaadeeth say about the creation of man. We did not quote at length all of the texts of the Qur’an and Sunnah on this topic, but what we have said gives a clear picture and leaves no room for confusion and imagination. This is what Islam says about the noble origins of man, which he should feel proud of to belong to. The origins of man as described by the proponents of the theory of evolution, where a monkey evolved from a rat or a cockroach, is an origin which man would feel embarrassed to belong to.

This idea of early man taught to children by the scholars of history, as a savage who cannot speak and cannot do anything well, who learns from the animals, has cast many aspersions on the noble origin of man.

**In conclusion**

It is high time for us to wake up and return to our religion which brought the Book of our Lord, filled with goodness. It tells of what happened before you, what will happen after you, it judges between you. It is a serious matter, not a joke, and whoever follows guidance from any other source will be sent astray by Allah...

It is high time for us to keep away from the products of corrupt minds in such areas, i.e., matters concerning which Allah has spoken decisively and left no room for people’s opinions.

We must put a stop to this intellectual defeat which has made us hasten to accept every new thing without pausing to think. We realize our mistake only when those who started it are destroyed.
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INTRODUCTION

We would not have needed to discuss the previous issue at length were it not for the fact that so many doubts and specious arguments surround it that the researcher is obliged to examine their fallacy.

Now it is time for us to discuss in detail the second issue, which is the most important topic of this book, the issue which lies at the heart of the matter.

We have already stated that the Qur'an tackles this issue in two ways, to confirm this great reality:

a) It speaks of the perfection of Allah's creation and describes the wonders of the universe which indicate the greatness of the Creator.

b) It speaks directly of Allah, the Exalted, - His essence, names, attributes, blessings and creations. We shall endeavour - In sha Allah (God willing) - to discuss this in detail, and Allah (_itr_), is the One Whose help we seek.

1 - EVIDENCE OF THE UNIVERSAL SIGNS WHICH POINT TO THE CREATOR AND INITIATOR

1) The Qur'anic Methodology in Using the Universal Signs as Evidence

i) Exploring the universe through the Qur'anic description

The Qur'an takes us on one journey after another through the horizons of the heavens and the different parts of the earth, pausing to
consider the flowers of the meadows, taking us up to the stars in their orbits. In this way it opens our eyes and our hearts, showing us how the power and decree of Allah operate in His creation, uncovering for us the mysteries of creation, guiding us to the wisdom behind creation, and explaining the immense blessings which He has bestowed upon us and the universe around us.

This is a long discussion about it in the Book of Allah which is conveyed in long and short soorahs (chapters). It is a very interesting discussion which captivates the soul, is a pleasure to listen to. It stirs the emotions and senses.

I have studied much of what science and scientists have discovered about all aspects of life, explaining the mysteries of creation and how creation points to the Creator, but I have never found anything in all of that which is like the beautiful descriptions given in the Qur'an, with so much detail that stirs the emotions and guides the heart, reaching precise conclusions. How could it be otherwise, when the Qur'an has been sent down by the All-Wise, Most Praiseworthy?

Allah’s Actions in the Universe

Come with me on a journey through the aayaat (verses) of the Qur’an, where we will explore this universe to see how the power of Allah operates in different areas: in a seed thrown into the soil, which splits and sends its roots down into the earth, so that from an inanimate seed comes forth life which is represented in its stem, leaves, fragrant flowers and fruits which nourish both men and beasts... in the dawn when it breaks... in the still of night... in the movements of the sun and the moon...
Verily, it is Allah Who causes the seed grain and the fruit stone [like date stone] to split and sprout. He brings forth the living from the dead, and it is He Who brings forth the dead from the living. Such is Allah, then how are you deluded away from the truth? [He is the] Cleaver of the daybreak. He has appointed the night for resting, and the sun and the moon for reckoning. Such is the measuring of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing.

(Qur’an 6: 95-96)

Look how the clouds are formed by Allah:

(See you not that Allah drives the clouds gently, then joins them together, then makes them into a heap of layers, and you see the rain comes forth from between them; and He sends down from the sky hail [like] mountains, [or there are in the heaven mountains of hail from where He sends down hail], and strikes therewith whom He wills, and averts it from whom He wills. The vivid flash of its [clouds] lightning nearly blinds the sight.)

(Qur’an 24: 43)

Allah (الله), tells us how He deals with the shade or shadow:

(Have you not seen how your Lord spread the shadow. If He willed, He could have made it still But We have made the sun its guide [i.e. after the sunrise, the shadow shrinks and vanishes at midnoon and then again appears
in the afternoon with the decline of the sun, and had there been no sunlight, there would have been no shadow]. Then We withdraw it to Us - a gradual concealed withdrawal.\(Qur'an\ 25: 45-46\)

Look how He (ﷻ), deals with matters of life and living beings, and with the night and day:

\[
\text{قلَّ اللَّهُمَّ مَالِكِ الْمَلَكِ تَوْقِي الْمَلَكَ مِنَ النَّشَاءِ وَتَذَعُّ الْمَلَكَ مِنَ النَّشَاءِ وَتَصَرِّبُ النَّشَاءِ وَتَنَأَّبُ النَّشَاءِ وَتَقَبَّلُ النَّشَاءِ إِلَيْكَ عَلَى كُلِّ شَيْءٍ قَبْدٍ}
\[
\text{تَوْلِيَ اللَّيْلَ فِي الْيَضَّاءِ وَتَوْلِيَ الْيَضَّاءَ فِي اللَّيْلِ وَتَخْتَمُ النَّهَارَ مِنَ الْمَيْتَ وَتَخْتَمُ الْمَيْتَ مِنَ النَّهَارِ وَتَزَرَّعُ النَّهَارَ مِنَ المَيْتَ}.
\]

(Say [O' Muhammad]: “O' Allah! Possessor of the kingdom, You give the kingdom to whom You will, and You take the kingdom from whom You will, and You endue with honour whom You will, and You humiliate whom You will. In Your Hand is the good. Verily, You are Able to do all things. You make the night to enter into the day, and You make the day to enter into the night [i.e. increase and decrease in the hours of the night and the day during winter and summer], You bring the living out of the dead, and You bring the dead out of the living. And You give wealth and sustenance to whom You will, without limit [measure or account].\(Qur'an\ 3: 26-27\)

The Qur'an does not only tell us of the power of Allah and how it operates in the universe, how His knowledge encompasses all His creatures and how He is the disposer of all affairs - it also tells us the purpose for which He created the universe.

Allah (ﷻ), created this earth for the sake of man:
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"He it is Who created for you all that is on earth..."
(Qur'an 2: 29)

He created it for us in a manner that is suited to our nature and serves our interests. This is what the Qur'an calls subjugation (taskheer).

He does not only tell us that by way of information; He explains to us the subjugation that Allah has created in the universe:

"See you not [O’ men] that Allah has subjected for you whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is in the earth,..."
(Qur'an 31: 20)

The stars were created for us to navigate by at night on land and sea:

"It is He Who has set the stars for you, so that you may guide your course with their help through the darkness of the land and the sea. We have [indeed] explained in detail Our Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] for people who know."
(Qur'an 6: 97)

The earth and the heavens, the coming down of rain from the sky, the ships that sail in the sea, the rivers which flow throughout the land, the sun and moon, the succession of night and day... all of these have been created for our benefit:
ii) The blessings of Allah in the universe

The Qur’an tells us that Allah (ﷻ), has created this universe and subjugated it for us. He has made it compatible with our nature, and ordered it in such a way that suits the life of man. The Qur’an uses this explanation as a means to make man give thanks to his Lord, for man is inclined by nature to love the one who is kind to him:

(Qur’an 14: 32-34)

(Qur’an 55: 60)

Hence the Qur’an speaks in detail about the blessings which Allah (ﷻ), has bestowed upon His slaves in themselves:

(Qur’an 67: 23)
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- and in the universe around them:

(Who has made for you the earth like a bed, and has made for you roads therein, in order that you may find your way. And Who sends down water [rain] from the sky in due measure, then We revive a dead land therewith, and even so you will be brought forth [from the graves]. And Who has created all the pairs and has appointed for you ships and cattle on which you ride, In order that you may mount on their backs, and then may remember the Favour of your Lord when you mount thereon,...)

(Qur’an 43: 10-13)

He (אלהי), has created the sun and the moon for us in a manner that serves our interests and benefits us:

(It is He Who made the sun a shining thing and the moon as a light and measured out for it stages that you might know the number of years and the reckoning...)

(Qur’an 10: 5)

The an’aam - camels, cattle and sheep - and horses, mules and donkeys, have all been created for us to use, and they have all been created in a manner that suits our nature:
And the cattle, He has created them for you; in them there is warmth [warm clothing], and numerous benefits, and of them you eat. And wherein is beauty for you, when you bring them home in the evening, and as you lead them forth to pasture in the morning. And they carry your loads to a land that you could not reach except with great trouble to yourselves. Truly, your Lord is full of kindness, Most Merciful. And [He has created] horses, mules and donkeys, for you to ride and as an adornment. And He creates [other] things of which you have no knowledge. (Qur’an 16: 5-8)

The sea has also been created for us; in its creation and in the (ships) that sail on it are many things that benefit us:

And He it is Who has subjected the sea [to you], that you eat thereof fresh tender meat [i.e. fish], and that you bring forth out of it ornaments to wear. And you see the ships ploughing through it, that you may seek [thus] of His Bounty [by transporting the goods from place to place] and that you may be grateful. (Qur’an 16: 14)

Allah (없), created bees to do their wonderful work, to produce for us this drink of varying colours, to provide nourishment and a healing
for man:

(And your Lord inspired the bee, saying: ‘Take you habitations in the mountains and in the trees and in what they erect. Then, eat of all fruits, and follow the ways of your Lord made easy [for you].’ There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of varying colour wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is indeed a sign for people who think.)

(Qur'an 16: 68-69)

The Qur'an urges us to seek and know Allah through His Universal Signs

The Qur'an urges the slaves of Allah to look at the signs of Allah in the universe — the earth, the heavens, everything in them and in between them — and to let that looking and pondering be the kind of reminder which benefits the believers.

I like the way in which some contemporary people called this method “the law of walking and looking,” because the Qur'an frequently tells man to travel in the land and see and learn from that. This could be either in the literal, physical sense or it may mean thinking and pondering.

The command to do this is given in general terms:

(Say: ‘Behold all that is in the heavens and the earth,’...)

(Qur'an 10: 101)
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— and in specific terms:

„Omar b. al-‘A’AMASZ – sy of Allah, He created all that exists in the universe. (Qur’an 86: 5)

„So let man see from what he is created!“ (Qur’an 86: 5)

„Then let man look at his food.« (Qur’an 80: 24)

iii) How the Qur’an uses its aayahat (verses) to prove that the Creator is deserving of Lordship and Divinity and to prove the falseness of everything that is worshipped instead of Allah

The Qur’an takes the signs in the universe as material to debate with the mushriken (polytheists) and establish proof against them:

„Have not those who disbelieve known that the heavens and the earth were joined together as one united piece, then We parted them? And We have made from water every living thing. Will they not then believe? And We have placed on the earth firm mountains, lest it should shake with them, and We placed therein broad highways for them to pass through, that they may be guided. And We have made the heaven a roof, safe and well-guarded. Yet they turn away from its signs [i.e. sun, moon, winds, clouds, etc.]. And He it is Who has created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon, each in an orbit floating.« (Qur’an 21: 30-33)
He points out to them the corrupt nature of their belief in their gods who do not possess the attributes of Lordship (Ruboobiyyah) and Divinity (Uloohiyah) which would qualify them to be deserving of worship and to be taken as gods instead of Allah (TAA):

"Say [O' Muhammad]: ‘Praise and thanks be to Allah, and peace be on His slaves whom He has chosen [for His Message]! Is Allah better, or [all] that you ascribe as partners [to Him]?’ [Of course, Allah is Better]. Is not He [better than your gods] Who created the heavens and the earth, and sends down for you water [rain] from the sky, whereby We cause to grow wonderful gardens full of beauty and delight? It is not in your ability to cause the growth of their trees. Is there any ilaah [god] with Allah? Nay, but they are a people who ascribe equals [to Him]! Is not He [better than your gods] Who has made the earth as a fixed abode, and has placed rivers in its midst, and has placed firm mountains therein, and has set a barrier between the two seas [of salt and sweet
water]? Is there any ilaah [god] with Allah? Nay, but most of them know not! Is not He [better than your gods] Who responds to the distressed one, when he calls on Him, and Who removes the evil, and makes you inheritors of the earth, generations after generations? Is there any ilaah [god] with Allah? Little is that you remember! Is not He [better than your gods] Who guides you in the darkness of the land and the sea, and Who sends the winds as heralds of glad tidings, going before His Mercy [rain]? Is there any ilaah [god] with Allah? High Exalted be Allah above all that they associate as partners [to Him]! Is not He [better than your so-called gods] Who originates creation, and shall thereafter repeat it, and Who provides for you from heaven and earth? Is there any ilaah [god] with Allah? Say: ‘Bring forth your proofs, if you are truthful.’

(Qur'an 27: 59-64)

These aayaat (verses) explain that their so-called gods are not fit to be worshipped, for Allah alone is the Creator of the heavens and the earth, Who sends down rain from the sky and brings forth the gardens which refresh the soul and are a delight to the eye. He is the One Who has made the earth as a fixed abode, and has placed rivers in its midst, and has placed firm mountains therein... He is the One Who is truly deserving of worship.

We must use this kind of evidence when confronting the disbelievers and atheists, for the Messengers have used this evidence before us to a great extent. Ibraheem (Abraham) (ﷺ) (may peace be upon him), the close friend of Ar-Rahmaan (Allah, the All-Merciful), debated with that heretic and established proof against him by using this kind of evidence, thus dazzling him and rendering him speechless:
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Have you not looked at him who disputed with Ibraheem about his Allah, because Allah had given him the kingdom? When Ibraheem said [to him]: ‘My Allah is He Who gives life and causes death.’ He said, ‘I give life and cause death.’ Ibraheem said, ‘Verily, Allah brings the sun from the east; then bring it you from the west.’ So the disbeliever was utterly defeated. And Allah guides not the people, who are Zaalimoon [wrongdoers].

(Qur'an 2: 258)

Moosa (Moses), the one who spoke with Allah, used the same argument when he confronted the tyrant of his age, Fir'awn (Pharaoh). He kept producing evidence after evidence until Pharaoh could no longer put up an argument, whereupon he resorted to the use of threats:

Fir'awn [Pharaoh] said: 'And what is the Lord of the 'Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists]?' Moosa [Moses] said: 'The Lord of the heavens and the earth, and all that is between them, if you seek to be convinced with certainty.' Pharaoh said to those around: 'Do you not hear [what he says]?' Moosa said: 'Your Lord and
the Lord of your ancient fathers!’ [Pharaoh] said: ‘Verily, your Messenger who has been sent to you is a madman!’ [Moosa] said: ‘Lord of the east and the west, and all that is between them, if you did but understand!’ [Pharaoh] said: ‘If you choose an ilaah [god] other than me, I will certainly put you among the prisoners.’

(Qur’an 26: 23-29)

This way of producing evidence is the way of all the Messengers. Look at Soorah Ibraaheem [aayaat (verses) 9, 10] and read what the disbelieving people, the people of Nooh (Noah) (א) and ‘Aad and Thamood, and those who came after them, said, and see how the Messengers replied by saying:

(Qur’an 14: 10)

They proved the veracity of their call by referring to the fact that Allah (א), is the Creator of the heavens and the earth.

Kufr (disbelief) is reprehensible and strange in the face of such clear proof

Hence the Qur’an asks a question which indicates how strange it is that the disbelievers disbelieve when the proof and evidence are so clear:

(Qur’an 14: 10)
dead and He gave you life. Then He will give you death, then again will bring you to life [on the Day of Resurrection] and then unto Him you will return.}{*}

(Qur'an 2: 28)

In another aayah (verse), it asks:

Where has made you careless about your Lord, the Most Generous? Who created you, fashioned you perfectly, and gave you due proportion. In whatever form He willed, He put you together.}{*}

(Qur'an 82: 6-8)

When man looks at himself and at the universe around him, he cannot but turn to his Creator and glorify Him. Hence it is strange that the disbelievers disbelieve and deny that.

(What is the matter with you, that [you fear not Allah (His punishment), and] you hope not for reward [from Allah or you believe not in His Oneness]. While He has created you in [different] stages [i.e. first Nutfah, then 'Alaqah and then Mudghah]. See you not how Allah has created the seven heavens one above another? And has made the moon a light therein, and made the sun a lamp? And Allah has brought you forth from the [dust of] earth? Afterwards He will return you into it [the earth], and bring you forth [again on the Day of Resurrection]?}{*}

(Qur'an 71: 13-18)
iv) Those who benefit from the signs of the universe are those who have insight

The signs of Allah in the universe only become clear in all their inspiring reality to hearts which remember and worship Allah, because all veils have been removed from these hearts and they are open to the wonders of the universe. The Qur'an establishes this connection between human hearts and the rhythm of this immense and beautiful universe. This connection creates the insight that discovers the universe anew. This insight and discovery leave great impact on the human hearts and become so precious in the lives of the mankind. This connection is established by the Qur'an between understanding, learning and the man who learns and understands. Hence the Qur'an states that those who are guided by the signs of the universe are a certain type of people:

\[
\text{Verily! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and in the alternation of night and day, there are indeed signs for men of understanding. Those who remember Allah [always, and in prayers] standing, sitting, and lying down on their sides, and think deeply about the creation of the heavens and the earth, [saying]: ‘Our Lord! You have not created [all] this without purpose, glory to You! [Exalted are You above all that they associate with You as partners]. Give us salvation from the torment of the Fire.’} 
\]

\[
(\text{Qur'an 3: 190-191})
\]

These are the people who benefit from the signs of the universe, because they do not stop at the limit of the physical things that they
can see; rather they look to the Hand that is running the universe and the Power that created it. They use their eyes, ears and minds in the best way in this matter, and they follow the guidance of the aayaat of the Qur’an, which help the ears, eyes and mind to understand the best that man can ever understand:

(Qur’an 30: 21-24)

So the signs become clear to those who ponder, listen and have understanding in the right direction and lead them to their objective.
The *kuffaar* (disbelievers), on the other hand, look at what happens, and their thoughts do not go beyond it, to the Creator. They do not understand the wisdom behind creation.

> "They know only the outside appearance of the life of the world [i.e. the matters of their livelihood, like irrigating or sowing or reaping, etc.],..."  
(Qur’an 30: 7)

The disbelievers do not benefit from the universal signs, because they do not look at them through the lens of the Qur’an:

> "Say: “Behold all that is in the heavens and the earth,” but neither *Aayaat* nor warners benefit those who believe not."  
(Qur’an 10: 101)

The Qur’an denounces the disbelievers and the deniers for failing to look and learn:

> "Do they not look in the dominion of the heavens and the earth and all things that Allah has created; and that it may be that the end of their lives is near. In what message after this will they then believe?"

(Qur’an 7: 185)

**v) Modern sciences have severed the connection between mankind and the universe**

Sayyid Qutb (may Allah have mercy on him) said:
“The methodology of the so-called modern ‘scientific’ studies has severed the connection which Allah (الله تعالى), established between mankind and the universe in which they live.

Mankind is part of this universe, and their life cannot be sound or healthy unless their hearts beat with the rhythm of the universe and are connected to the rhythm of this great universe. There has to be a connection between their hearts and everything they learn about one of the stars or planets, or about the characteristics of plants and animals, or the characteristics of the entire universe in general, and the living and inanimate worlds that it contains — if indeed there are inanimate worlds — or there is anything inanimate in this universe!

All ‘scientific knowledge’ must attune itself immediately to the rhythm of the human heart and to an amicable relationship with this universe, so as to strengthen the bonds between humans and inanimate objects and living beings. Every kind of knowledge, science and research that falls short of this vital, inspiring, moving objective in human life is imperfect knowledge, false information or fruitless research.

This universe is an open book of truth which can be read in every language and understood by all means. It can be understood by ordinary people living in tents and huts, and by city-dwellers living in apartments and palaces. Each person can understand it according to his own level and potential, and find in it some support for the truth when he searches it with the purpose of finding the truth. It is open at all times.

*(An insight and a Reminder for every slave who turns to Allah in repentance [i.e. the one who believes in the Oneness of Allah and performs deeds of His obedience, and always begs His Pardon].)*

*(Qur’an 50: 8)*
But modern science extinguishes this deep insight and cuts the ties between human hearts and this universe which speaks the truth, because it is the work of people who have no insight and are dominated by the myth of 'scientific method,' the method which cuts the ties between the universe and the creatures who live in it.

The methodology of faith does not detract from the results of the 'scientific methods' in understanding facts, but it adds the idea of connecting these facts to one another and referring them to the greater realities, and connecting the human heart to them, i.e., to the laws and realities of the universe, turning these laws and realities into moving rhythms that will stir people’s emotions, not dry facts residing in their minds that disclose nothing of its beautiful mysteries. The methodology of faith is that which must take over in the field of study and research so that the facts that are discovered will have this strong connection..."\(^1\)

vi) Evidence in creation of the attributes of the Creator

If we look at a machine which is beautifully crafted with great precision, strong and solidly constructed, doing its job in the best possible way, we will realize, with the minimum of mental effort, that its maker is alive and knowledgeable, and that he is possessed of power and will... and other attributes which the machine informs us of.

This universe tells us of many of the attributes of its Creator, such as:

**His Power and Knowledge:** This vast, immense, huge universe which is running according to a precise system must have been made by One Who is All-Powerful and All-Knowing. Allah (ﷻ), created the universe in this huge form and created this perfect system to tell us of His power and knowledge.

---

\(^1\) *Fi Zilaal al-Qur’an, Tafseer Soorah Qaaf, aayah* (verse) 8.
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It is Allah Who has created seven heavens and of the earth the like thereof [i.e. seven]. His Command descends between them [heavens and earth], that you may know that Allah has power over all things, and that Allah surrounds all things in [His] Knowledge. 

(Qur'an 65: 12)

The knowledge which controls this universe must be perfect and all-encompassing:

...And He knows whatever there is in the land and in the sea; not a leaf falls, but He knows it. There is not a grain in the darkness of the earth nor anything fresh or dry, but is written in a Clear Record. 

(Qur'an 6: 59)

He is Wise: Looking at this universe we find that it is well made with everything in its rightful place, created in the right proportions, in the most perfect and precise manner.

(And you will see the mountains and think them solid, but they shall pass away as the passing away of the clouds. The Work of Allah, Who perfected all things,...) 

(Qur'an 27: 88)

Who made everything He has created good and He
began the creation of man from clay. (Qur’an 32: 7)

The one who looks closely at the creation of Allah will not find anything but perfection and precision, and if he looks for any fault in creation he will not find it.

WHO has created the seven heavens one above another; you can see no fault in the creation of the Most Gracious. Then look again: ‘Can you see any rifts?’ Then look again and yet again, your sight will return to you in a state of humiliation and worn out. (Qur’an 67: 3-4)

Other attributes: What we have said about the universe indicating the attributes of the Creator is by way of example; we have not listed everything. These examples pave the way for further research and investigation, for in the universe there are many signs that point to the greatness, might and kindness of Allah. Listen to the Divine attributes which Allah (الله), mentions at the end of each of these ayaat (verses):

See you not that Allah sends down water [rain] from the sky, and then the earth becomes green? Verily, Allah is the Most Kind and Courteous, Well-Acquainted with all things. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all
that is on the earth. And verily, Allah He is Rich [Free of all needs], Worthy of all praise. See you not that Allah has subjected to you [mankind] all that is on the earth, and the ships that sail through the sea by His Command? He withholds the heaven from falling on the earth except by His Leave. Verily, Allah is, for mankind, full of kindness, Most Merciful. \textsc{(Qur'an 22: 63-65)}

\textbf{vii) Allah is the only One Who is deserving of worship}

Looking at and contemplating the signs of the universe leads us to worship Allah alone, for Allah alone is the Creator, the Controller, the Sustainer of the heavens and the earth, the Provider, the Giver of life and death. Hence He, and no one else, is deserving of worship.

\textsc{(Qur'an 2: 21-22)}
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you from the sky [rain] and the earth? Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He].

How then are you turning away [from Him]?*  
*(Qur'an 35: 3)

In this manner - as we have stated above - the Qur'an proves the falsity of other so-called gods and that they do not deserve any kind of worship at all.

*(He has created the heavens without any pillars that you see, and has set on the earth firm mountains lest it should shake with you. And He has scattered therein moving [living] creatures of all kinds. And We send down water [rain] from the sky, and We cause [plants] of every goodly kind to grow therein. This is the creation of Allah. So show Me that which those [whom you worship] besides Him have created. Nay, the Zaalimoon [polytheists, wrongdoers and those who do not believe in the Oneness of Allah] are in plain error.*  
*(Qur'an 31: 10-11)

Thus Allah (^g), reminds His creation, through the universal signs and the way in which He controls all their affairs. In many aayaat of the Qur'an, He follows that by saying: *(Such is Allah your Lord)*  
*(Qur'an 39: 6)*, i.e., this is the God besides Whom none is deserving of worship.

Listen to these aayaat (verses) and then ponder the ending of each aayah:
He has created the heavens and the earth with truth. He makes the night to go in the day and makes the day to go in the night. And He has subjected the sun and the moon. Each running [on a fixed course] for an appointed term. Verily, He is the All-Mighty, the Oft-Forgiving. He created you [all] from a single person [Adam]; then made from him his wife [Ḥawwa' (Eve)]. And He has sent down for you of cattle eight pairs [of the sheep, two, male and female; of the goats, two, male and female; of the oxen, two, male and female; and of the camels, two, male and female]. He creates you in the wombs of your mothers, creation after creation in three veils of darkness. Such is Allah your Lord. His is the kingdom. *Laَّا یَلَآاَحَا یَلَآَا هِلَا Huwa* [none has the right to be worshipped but He]. How then are you turned away?}

(Qur'an 39: 5-6)

2) Scholars Explain the Wonders that Allah has Made in His Creation

Scholars — past and present — have explained the wonders of Allah in His creation. They exhort themselves thereby as they exhort others. We will quote below some of the conclusions reached by scholars of the past and the present.

Reading these quotes, the reader should bear in mind the words of Moosa (Moses) to Fir'awn (Pharaoh):
Allah (ﷻ), has given each thing that He has created which suits it, and has guided it to that which befits it... we will see examples of this giving and guiding below.

i) Bodies are formed of cells, which divide

a) What are the living bodies formed of, and how?

Explaining this matter a modern researcher, Dr. Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen says, “Most animals and plants are formed of a huge number of these tiny units which we call cells, just as a building is formed of stones laid next to one another.”

b) Why are cells continually dividing?

Dr. Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen explains the secret behind the division of cells:

“The cells of our bodies and the bodies of other animals are always dividing. This division makes the body grow, or makes up for cells that have been lost or have died for various reasons. Each of these cells is basically formed from a wondrous substance called protoplasm.

The contents of each cell perform specific functions; among these contents are minute “bodies” which carry the genetic factors. These are called chromosomes.

The number of chromosomes in the cells of each species of animals and plants is fixed. The number of chromosomes in cats, for example, is different from the number in dogs or elephants or carrots or beans.

In each cell of the human body, the number of chromosomes is forty-six.
When a cell divides into two in our bodies, each cell must contain the same number of chromosomes, i.e., forty-six. If this number were distorted or changed, man would not be man. As we have mentioned, this division of cells happens continually, at all hours of the day, even when we are sleeping. Even now, we still do not know the real nature of the forces that control this amazing action of cell division. Science stops as describing the practical steps that have been observed through regular microscopes or electron microscopes which can magnify things far more than regular microscopes.

c) Why are reproductive cells different from other cells?

Dr. Yusuf says: “All the cells which are produced by cellular division in our bodies must contain forty-six chromosomes, apart from two types of cells, which are the reproductive cells, i.e., the male sperm and the female egg. When the tissue cells divide to produce these reproductive cells, they produce cells which do not contain forty-six chromosomes; instead, they contain half that number, so that each reproductive cell, whether male or female, contains twenty-three chromosomes.”

Then he explains why this happens, and says:

“This happens for a great reason: the male cell (sperm) must join with the female cell (egg) to form the first cell in the body of the embryo, which we call the fertilized cell, where the twenty-three chromosomes in the male cell join the twenty-three chromosomes in the female cell, so that the number of chromosomes in the new cell is restored to the original number, forty-six chromosomes.

This fertilized cell which now contains forty-six chromosomes continues to divide, becoming two cells, then four, then eight, and so on, until the foetus is fully formed and emerges from its mother’s womb. (The foetus) continues to grow by cell division until it becomes a fully-grown human being, with forty-six chromosomes in
each of its cells, as in the cells of the bodies of its mother, father, grandparents and all other members of the human race.”

“This halving of the number of chromosomes in the reproductive cells so that they can join together and restore the number to the original could never happen as the result of blind forces. It has to be the result of precise calculation on the part of a sublime power that knows what it is doing.

At the same time, this operation cannot be the result of trial and error. If only one mistake had happened at the beginning of creation, it would have dealt a final blow to the life form before the second generation had been created. This arrangement has to have been completed before the first foetus ever to appear was formed. Is this not sufficient evidence of the existence of a wise, capable and controlling higher power?”

d) Why do not brain cells divide?

The other type of cell that is unlike all the others is the brain cell which, unlike all other cells in the body, does not divide. Concerning the reason why it does not divide, Dr. Yusuf says:

“It could not have come about through trial and error that the only cells that do not divide are the nerve cells from which the brain and the rest of the nervous system are formed. If these cells were to divide like other cells, the results would be disastrous. In this case the brain cells would not be able to preserve a person’s personality and all the features of his memory would disappear within a few hours.

The number of brain cells that are present in a person or animal does not increase even by one cell until the individual dies, whereas the red blood cells are cells which die and are replaced by new cells every hundred days or so. Red blood cells are manufactured in the bone marrow, then sent to join the flow of blood to take the place of cells that have died.”
e) The reason why muscles in the body vary in strength.

On this topic Dr. Yusuf also says:

“The strongest muscles in the body of both humans and mammals are the muscles of the uterus in females, the muscles which push the foetus out of its mother’s womb. If these muscles had not been so strong from the beginning of creation, the first newborn would never have emerged from its mother’s womb.

The next strongest muscles after those of the uterus are the muscles of the jaw, and the muscles of the heart which must continue to work night and day to push the blood around the circulatory system for a period which may last for more than a hundred years. Similarly, the jaw muscles must remain able to bring the teeth together to chew tons of food over a lifetime.”

ii) Resistance of living beings to destructive factors

Dr. Yusuf says:

“There is an important characteristic which is shared by all living beings from the most primitive to the most advanced. This characteristic is the resistance to destructive factors, because the Creator of all these beings wants them to survive.

The influenza virus changes shape from time to time, to make it harder to resist and destroy. Generation after generation of insects gains immunity to chemical insecticides, thus resisting destructive factors and extinction.

In the case of man, too, it has been noted that more babies are born during times of war, and that when women take birth control pills for an extended period, if they forget to take the pills for a few days, the result is often twins, to make up for the lack of offspring caused by the period of contraception. If a person loses one of his kidneys for
some reason, the remaining kidney increases in size in order to do the work of two kidneys. It is as if the body realizes that something is missing and is trying to compensate for it.

Allah Alone is the One Who has provided these created beings with this wonderful ability to maintain the balance so that they are not exposed to the risk of extinction. He has also equipped many animals with the means of defending themselves. In this sense man is no different than scorpions, snakes, centipedes, etc.

This principle or law, to which all living beings are subject, could not have come about as the result of a blind accident. An accident cannot take the shape of a law that applies to all creatures.”

iii) How Allah inspired the bee and the wonders of how Allah has created it

Ibn al-Qayyim\(^2\) (may Allah have mercy on him) tells us about the wonders that Allah (\(^{3}\)), has created in the universe. He tells us how Allah has guided the bee in the matters of its life: “The way in which the bee is guided is one of the most wondrous things. It has a leader and controller, the chief, which is bigger than all the other bees and more beautiful in colour and appearance.

The female bees give birth at the beginning of spring,\(^3\) and most of the offspring are females. If a male is born they do not let him stay among them. Either they expel him or kill him, apart from a few, because the males do not do any work of value or earn a living.

\(^2\) _Shifaa’ al-'Aleel_, 101. What we quote here from Ibn al-Qayyim demonstrates that our righteous predecessors (As-Salaf as-Saalih) used to ponder the creation of Allah. Although the observations of the Muslim scholars reached an advanced level, they are not free from errors, as bees do not have a king, but a queen.

\(^3\) The only bee which lays eggs is the queen.
The bees are divided into groups, one of which stays with the king and never leaves him. Another group makes wax, which is made from the dregs of honey and is sweet like figs. The bees take great care of this, more than they do with the honey. They clean it and purify it from any contamination such as urine and the like. Another group builds the houses, another group brings water, carrying it on their backs. A third group sweeps the hive and cleans it of any dead bodies (of bees). If they see a slow, lazy bee, they kill it so that it cannot corrupt the other workers and infect them with its idleness and laziness.

The first thing to be built in the hive is the throne and house of the king. A raised house like a bed is built for him, and he sits there, with a group of bees like princes, servants and advisers around him, who never leave him. The bees make something like a trough in front of him, into which they pour the finest possible honey. They fill the trough with it, and this is the food of the king and his courtiers.

Then they start to build the houses in a straight line, like streets and shops. Their houses are regular six-sided shapes (hexagons), as if they have read the book of Euclid and know that this is the best shape for their houses, because what is needed when a house is built is a structure which is stable and spacious, and of all shapes, the hexagon takes on a round shape like a millstone when several of them are joined together. No holes or gaps are left, and the shapes support one another so that they form a single, solid layer, such that the point of a needle cannot be inserted between the houses.

Blessed be the One Who inspired the bee to build its houses in this solid, well-constructed manner which man cannot do. The bee knows that it needs to build its houses with two important qualities: the first is that the corners should not be so sharply-angled that this narrow space would be wasted, and the other is that the houses should be of such a shape that when they are joined together, no space is wasted.
The bee knows that the only shape which has these two qualities is the hexagon. Although triangles and squares could fill the space, their angles are too narrow. Other shapes may have wider angles, but they do not fill the space properly — they would leave gaps which would be a waste of space. The hexagon has these two qualities, so Allah guided the bee to build its houses in this shape, without any ruler or tools or example to follow. The most proficient of the sons of Adam would not be able to build a hexagonal house without the use of big tools.

Blessed be the One Who guided the bee to find its way to its “pasture” where it finds its food in an easy manner, without difficulty and without losing its way. It gathers the best of what it finds in the pasture, then comes back to its empty house and pours into it a drink of varying colour wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is indeed a sign for people who think (cf. Qur'an 16: 68-69).

When it has finished building these houses, the bee goes out with an empty stomach, wandering in the plains and mountains, feeding on the nectar in the tops of flowers and tree leaves, and it comes back with a full stomach.

Allah (الله), has created in its mouth a (kind of) heat which processes what it has collected and turns it into something sweet, then it brings it forth in the houses until they are full, then it seals them and covers the top with pure wax. When these houses are full, it goes to another place, if it finds a suitable site, and starts to build houses in it as it did with the first houses.

If it gets cold and the “pastures” are no longer available, and the bee cannot earn its living, it stays in its house and feeds on the stored honey. When it is earning its living, it goes out early and wanders in its pastures, and each group of bees does the work that it is designed to do. Then in the evening they go back to their houses.
The king only goes out of the hive on rare occasions when he wants to have fresh air. So he goes out, with his princes and servants, and goes around in the meadows and gardens for a while, then he goes back to his place.

One of the wonders of bees is that if someone offends the king, whether it is another bee, the owner of the hive or the person who is looking after the hive, he gets angry and leaves the hive and stays away from it. All the bees follow him, and the hive is left empty.

If their owner sees that and is afraid that the king may take all the bees away to another place, he plays a trick to bring the king back and make him happy. He tries to find out where he has taken the bees, which he can find out because all the bees are gathered around him. They never leave him, rather they gather around him until they look like a bunch of grapes. When the king goes out in anger, he settles in a high part of a tree, and the bees fly around him and join him, until they look like a ball. The owner of the bees takes a spear or a long stick, and puts a bunch of fragrant vegetation on his head, then he brings it near to where the king is. He has with him either a kind of tambourine or a reed, or some kind of musical instrument, which he starts to play, and he brings those (fragrant) plants near to him. He continues like that until the king is happy, and when he is happy and his anger has ceased, he jumps onto the plants, and his servants and all the other bees follow him, and their owner carries them back to the hive. Then he and his troops get down and go into the hive. Bees never feed on dead bodies, animals or food.

Another of the wonders of bees is that they kill corrupt and oppressive kings, and never obey them. The small, perfectly formed bees are the ones which make the honey, and they try to kill the long, useless bees and expel them from the hive. If they do that, the honey will be good. They try to kill the ones that they want to kill outside the hive, so as to protect the hive from (the contamination of) dead bodies.
There is a kind of bee that is of little use, with a large body. There is a war between these and the honey-makers. They try to get to them to kill them and destroy their houses, and get rid of them. The honey-makers are very alert and careful. If they are attacked in their houses, they try to push their attackers to the doors of their houses and make them fall into the honey, so that they will not be able to fly. So no one can escape them except the one who has a long life. When the war is over and everything has settled down, they go back to the ones that have been killed and throw them out of the hive.

Among the bees there are noble workers who are energetic and strive hard, and ignoble, lazy bees who are of little use and prefer not to do anything. The noble workers always try to expel these from the hive; they do not like to live with them lest the good bees follow in their footsteps and thus become corrupted.

The bee is one of the most refined and clean of animals, so it only defecates when flying. It dislikes rotten, putrid smells. The young, virgin bees strive harder than the older ones; they sting less and make better honey. When they do sting, it is less harmful than the sting of older bees.

Because the bee is one of the most useful and most blessed of insects, it was singled out to be inspired by its Lord unlike other animals, and the product of its stomach has been made a healing for sickness and a light which shines in the darkness. Hence the bee in relation to other animals is like those who are guided in relation to the rest of mankind. The bee has more enemies than other animals and its enemies are the least useful and least blessed of animals. This is the way of Allah with His creation, and He is the Almighty, Most Wise.”

---

Contemporary scientists describe the world of the bee

Science has advanced nowadays, telling us much about the wonders of creation and the mysteries of the universe. The scientists have confirmed for us that which we already knew about bees being divided into three groups: the queen bee, the male bees and the worker bees.

The queen bee is the mother of the whole hive; all the bees in the hive are her children. The queen bee lays between 1500 and 2000 eggs each day with the sun rise; the number may even reach 3500. This continues throughout the reproductive season, which starts in early spring and ends in late summer.

The huge number of eggs serves to make up for the continual shortfall which happens to bees. For the bee’s lifespan is short, lasting 5-7 weeks. Hence the hive needs new generations in large numbers to support the hive and to make up for the continual shortfall, so that the hive will continue to provide the necessities of the bee’s world and protect the bees from enemies and danger, otherwise the hive would cease to exist.

One of the wonders of the way in which Allah has created the bee is that the queen bee lays her eggs in houses built by the workers in different sizes. The largest houses are prepared for future queens, and the eggs which are laid in these houses will become queens. The eggs which the queen lays in the smaller houses, which are 1/4 of an inch across, will become male bees, and the eggs that are laid in the small houses which are 5 inches across will become worker bees. It remains for us to note that the queen bee deposits three or four sperms with the worker eggs so that the eggs will be fertilized and will become

---

5 The information given here is adapted from the book An-Nahlah tusabbih Allah. by Muhammad Hasan Ḥomṣi.
worker bees, whilst she lays unfertilized eggs in the houses of male bees.

Another of the wonders of the way in which Allah has created the bee is that it does not mate except in the air when it is flying. There is a reason for this. The male bee cannot mate with the queen when she is sitting on the ground, because the male organ remains latent and invisible and can only emerge when it is soaring in the air, when air-sacs that exist in the male bee fill with air, exerting pressure on the male member, which then emerges.

One of the wonders of the way in which Allah has created the virgin queen bee is that she is able to call the male to mate with her, by making sounds which attract the male. She comes out of the hive and hovers around it, issuing these sounds, which are heard not only by the males in her hive, but in all the neighbouring hives. So groups of males come out and follow the queen, who keeps flying fast in the huge space; the strongest and fastest male is the one who gets to mate with her, but he loses his life in the process, because after mating he loses his male organ, which stays in the queen, and this results in his bleeding to death.

The reader may ask how the males hear the queen’s call. The answer is that Allah has equipped all bees with sensory antennae, consisting of connected rings, twelve in males, and eleven in workers and queens consisting a number of holes.

The number of holes in the sensory antennae of the male is 2800, in the worker it is 2400 and in the queen it is 1600.

The sensory antennae of bees work like a radio antenna; they are used to detect the sound made by the queen, and other sounds. They are also used to smell, hear and feel.
If a bee — worker, male or queen — loses its antennae, it cannot fulfil its role, because most of its senses — hearing, smell and touch — are concentrated in the antennae, as stated above.

The formation of the male bee suits the role for which it has been created. It is large and strong, it eats a lot and it does not do anything. It does not gather nectar, or make it, or build, or guard the hive. Even its food is placed in its mouth by the workers. All that it is able to do is to fertilize the queen. Therefore after it has played its role, the worker bees stop feeding it. They rather, attack the male members and kill or expel them.

We should also note that the number of males is small in relation to the total number of bees; there are no more than two hundred males in a hive.

The worker bees form the largest number in the hive, and are the active element in it. They are the ones that perform various tasks and difficult missions.

They are the ones that collect nectar, gather pollen, make honey, prepare the queen’s special food, build the honeycomb in which the honey is kept, raise the new generations of bees, guard the hive, keep it clean, maintain it and even ventilate and heat it.

The various tasks in the hive are distributed as specialized tasks, and these specialized tasks are connected to the age of the bee. At every stage in the bee’s life there is a task which it does, and the longer a bee lives, the more tasks she does in turn. Thus when a bee has completed her lifespan, she will have done all the tasks required for the upkeep of the hive. We may note that the bee starts with easy tasks which do not require a great effort, and ends with the most difficult task, which is going about in the fields to gather nectar and pollen and water, then making and storing honey. We may also note that the tasks become progressively more difficult according to the
characteristics that Allah (عسبه), has bestowed upon the bee. Each task that the bee does is suited to the physical characteristics enabling her to play the new role and do the new task.

During the first two days of her life, the worker bee cleans the houses from which the newly-hatched bees have emerged. She cleans these houses and prepares them for the next generation. The queen will not lay eggs in these houses until she has inspected them and found them to be perfectly clean.

On the third and fourth days, she takes care of the young worker and male bees which are older than three days, bringing to them something which the scientists call “bee’s bread,” a mixture of honey and pollen, which she takes from what the bees have stored in the hexagonal cells (of the hive).

From the fifth day to the twelfth day, she works to feed the queen bee with the royal food which the latter eats all her life. This special food is also fed to the small worker and male bees during the first three days of their lives. The bees do this particular task at this age (5-12 days) because of the emergence at that time of special glands on both sides of the oesophagus, which enable the bee to manufacture the royal food.

After the twelfth day, the bee is able to fly, but she does not go far. All that she does is learn and practise. Her main task from day 12 to day 18 is to build the wax honeycomb which is prepared for storing honey, and raising the new generation of bees.

The reason why the bee performs this task at this stage in its life is because it grows four pairs of glands on the rings of its abdomen, and from this wax, by using its jaws, the bee at this age builds these houses which are so perfectly constructed with precise dimensions and geometrical shapes of the utmost beauty and order.
On the nineteenth and twentieth days, the bee cleans and guards the hive. After the twentieth day, she goes out to the fields and gathers nectar and pollen, and makes honey, and brings water to the hive. This final stage forms the largest part of the bee’s life cycle.

Generations of bees come and go, and the bees progress through this sequence of tasks which ensures that all jobs are done continually, without allocating groups of bees to do one task all their life; each stage of life has its own specialty.

Glory be to the One, the Only, the Unique, the Self-Sufficient Master, Who has created these small beings, and taught them to do these tasks with such precision. This beauty and wonder point to the existence of the All-Knowing, All-Aware.

Among the wonders of the way in which Allah has formed the bee is that He has given it two stomachs, one of which it uses to collect all the raw materials derived from the nectar of flowers, or to carry water, and bring it to the hive, and the other it uses only for its own food, to digest it and be nourished by it.

Another of the wonders of the bee is that when it collects in its first stomach all the nectar that it gathers, it does not simply transport it; whilst it is bringing it to the hive, it performs the preliminary process required to turn it into honey, by producing the yeast that is required for this process.

The bee needs pollen for a variety of purposes in the hive. Its Creator has equipped it with special hollow pouches, called pollen sacs, for storing this pollen, on the outside of its hind legs. He (Allah) has given it something that looks like brushes on the inside ankle of its hind legs, which the bee uses to sweep up the pollen and collect it in the pollen sacs.

Another of the amazing features that the scientists have discovered in bees is the gland in the bee’s back which the scientists call Nasanov’s
gland. This gland produces a special scent, and amazingly the bees of each hive have their own scent which distinguishes them from the bees of other hives. A bee can return to its own home from far away by following this unique scent which is distinct from the scent of other bees. The doorkeepers and guards of the hive recognize the bees which belong to their hive by the distinctive scent emitted by the bee.

What is amazing is that bees are able to agree upon a new scent if there is a reason for doing so. For example, when a group of bees set out to form a new hive, the members of the new hive agree upon a new scent. By way of experiment, scientists mixed one group of bees with another, and found that after the bees had mixed, they agreed upon one new scent that distinguished them from others.

Another of the wonders of bees is that they build six-sided houses of pure wax which are completely airtight. But when they seal the doors of the houses which contain the larvae, they mix the wax with pollen, which allows air in through the grains of pollen, so the larvae stay alive. If their Lord did not inspire them to do this, the larvae would die and the bees would become extinct and vanish from the face of the earth.

Our Lord has told us about the things we have mentioned here, in eloquent aayaat (verses) which invite us to think about and ponder the wondrous way in which He (Allah), has guided the bee:

«And your Lord inspired the bee, saying: 'Take you habitation in the mountains and in the trees and in what...»
they erect. Then, eat of all fruits, and follow the ways of your Lord made easy [for you].’ There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of varying colour wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is indeed a sign for people who think.

(Qur’an 16: 68-69)

The Muslims were guided to the great benefits that exist in honey, but those who have gone astray from the guidance of Allah have only recently discovered the benefits in it. Researchers have discovered amazing facts. They have found out that honey is both food and medicine. It is a high quality food that contains features that can hardly be found elsewhere, and it is a medicine which can be used to treat almost all diseases. Science is still discovering new benefits in honey every day.

**How do bees tell one another where food is?**

One of the things noted by contemporary scientists is the way in which bees tell one another where food is to be found. Dr. Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen says:

“If one of the worker bees discovers a field or a certain amount of vegetation which it thinks is a source of food, it goes back to the colony to tell the rest of the workers about the treasure that it has found. It does this by performing a ritual dance which it does by instinct, without knowing why it does so.

This strange dance has a certain significance, during which its body makes angles which refer to the angle of the sun. If the field that the bee has discovered is near to the colony, the dance in this case is different from the dance which it performs if the field is further away.

From these dances, the bees know that the field of clover or other flowering plants from which they gather their food, is a certain distance away, and that they have to travel at a certain angle in relation to the position of the sun in order to get there.
Then some of the workers will perform the same dance, from which the bee which discovered the field will be sure that the other bees have understood what she was trying to tell them. Then the other bees will fly off and head directly for the field, to gather more food. The bee which made the discovery conveys a number of pieces of information to the other bees in the colony by her dance. If we humans tried to match the bee’s achievement in understanding these mysteries by drawing diagrams, it would take us no less than twenty minutes, if we had sufficient understanding of mathematics. But the bee understands that in an instant, and flies directly to the field in a straight line to get what it needs of food.

This is an amazing thing which we cannot explain unless we believe in the existence of Divine inspiration whereby the Creator of these small beings which are not able to think or reason, has enabled them to do what they need.”

The bee sees a colour that we do not see
Dr. Yusuf also tells us that another of the bee’s wonders is that it is able to see “a colour which we humans are unable to see or imagine. This colour is ultra-violet, which we see as black, so the bee is able to see ultra-violet rays.” Then he explains to us the reason behind the bee’s ability to see this colour:

“The reason for that is that these rays are the only ones which are able to penetrate clouds.

Bees may live in areas where there is cloud cover for much of the year, and it is essential for them to see the sun in order to know the way to the fields where their food is. This is the reason why bees are able to see this ultra-violet colour: this enables them to see the sun through the clouds, so they do not die of hunger when the sun is hidden behind the clouds. This is a wondrous fact which indicates that there is a Creator Who controls and decrees and know what He is
doing, and that the ability to see this colour could not have been acquired by bees with the passage of time. It has to have been present from the very moment that Allah created bees, otherwise bees would have become extinct in those (cloudy) areas a long time ago."

iv) How Allah guides the ant and the wonders of its creation

Ibn al-Qayyim tells us of another of Allah’s creatures, and explains to us how Allah (الله), has guided it in the way in which it lives:

“The ant is one of the most guided of creatures, and the way in which it is guided is most wondrous. The tiny ant comes out of its home and looks for its food, even if it is far away. When it finds it, it carries it and drags it through winding paths, uphill and downhill, no matter how difficult the route, until it brings it back to its home, where it stores its food when possible.

When it has stored it, it goes to the things that can grow and splits them into two so that they will not grow. If they grow even after being split into two, it then splits them into four. If (the stored food) gets wet and the ant is afraid that it may go rotten, it waits for a sunny day, then it brings the food out and spreads it out by the entrance to its house, then it puts it back, and no ant eats the food that another has collected.

In order to know how Allah (الله), has guided the ant, it is sufficient for us to know what Allah has said in the Qur’an about the ant which Sulaymaan (Solomon) (صلى الله عليه وسلم) (may peace be upon him) heard speaking to its companions and saying,

\[\text{"O' ants! Enter your dwellings, lest Sulaymaan and his hosts should crush you, while they perceive not."} \]

(\textit{Qur’an 27: 18})
The ant started by calling out in a manner that would be heard by those whom she was addressing, then she mentioned the ants in general terms because she was addressing them as a whole. Then she told them to enter their dwellings and protect themselves from the army, and told them why they should go in, which was because she was afraid that the army would step on them and that Sulaymaan and his army would crush them. Then she excused the Prophet of Allah and his army by noting that they would not realize that. This is amazing guidance.

Think about how Allah (ٌّٰٛٓٓ), speaks highly of the ant when He says:

\[
\text{
\begin{align*}
\text{وَخَلَّتَ إِلَّاَّ نَجْنُوتُونَ مِنْ ٱلْجَنَّ وَٱلْإِنسَ وَٱلْقَطَّٰرُ فَهُمْ يَبْعَثُونَ}
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{align*}
\text{(And there were gathered before Sulaymaan [Solomon] his hosts of jinn and men, and birds, and they all were set in battle order [marching forward].)}
\end{align*}

\text{(Qur'an 27: 17)}

Then He (ٌّٰٛٓٓ) says:

\[
\text{
\begin{align*}
\text{حَتَّىٰ إِذَا أَتَىَ عَلَىٰ وَٰدٍ أَنتَلَٰلٍ...}
\end{align*}
\]

\begin{align*}
\text{(Till, when they came to the valley of the ants...)}
\end{align*}

\text{(Qur'an 27: 18)}

Allah tells us that they all passed through this valley, and that this valley was known for its ants, as \textit{Wadi as-Sibaa'} (valley of the wild animals) (was known for its wildlife) etc. Then Allah tells us something which indicates how clever and precise this ant was, because she told the other ants to go into their homes. She and the other ants knew that each group of them had its own home which others would not enter. Then she said: \begin{align*}
\text{...Lest Sulaymaan [Solomon] and his hosts should crush you...)}
\end{align*}

\text{(Qur'an 27: 18).} So she both referred to him by name and acknowledged who he was; she knew that they were his troops and he was their leader. Then she said: \begin{align*}
\text{...while they perceive not...)}
\end{align*}

\text{(Qur'an 27: 18).} It is as if she both
excused the army for not realizing the harm that they caused, whilst blaming the ants for not taking precautions and entering their homes. For this reason the Prophet of Allah smiled at what she said, because it was appropriate to smile in amazement at this point.

Az-Zuhri narrated from ʿAbdullah ibn ʿAbdullah ibn ʿUaynah from Ibn ʿAbbaas that the Messenger of Allah (ṣallallahu 'alaihi wa sallam),

"forbade the killing of ants, bees, hoopoes and hawks."\(^6\)

Muslim narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ra) that the Prophet (ṣallallahu 'alaihi wa sallam) said:

“One of the Prophets stopped beneath a tree, and an ant bit him. He ordered that his luggage should be taken away and that the ant’s village (nest) should be burned. Then Allah revealed to him: one ant bit you and you burned an entire community of ants who glorify (their Lord)! Was not one ant enough?"\(^7\)

ʿAwf ibn Abi Jameelah narrated that Qusaamah ibn Zuhayr said: Abu Moosa al-Ashʿari narrated: ‘Everything has a leader, even ants have leaders.’

Among the wonders of the way in which ants are guided is that the ant knows that its Lord is above the heavens on His Throne. Imam Aḥmad narrated in Kitaab az-Zuhd from Abu Hurayrah, (ra) who attributed it to the Prophet (ṣallallahu 'alaihi wa sallam):

“One of the Prophets went out with the people to pray for rain, and they saw an ant raising its legs to heaven, praying lying on its back. He said: ‘Go back, for

---


\(^7\) Bukhari: 6/154, hadith no. 3019; 6/356, hadith no. 3318. Muslim: 4/1759, hadith no. 2241. The hadith is taken from the collection of reports narrated there.
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someone else has sufficed for you, or has ensured that you will be granted rain.”

There are a number of isnads for this report, which is also narrated by At-Ṭahāawi in *At-Tahdheeb*, and by others.

In *Musnad al-Imam Ahmad* it says that Sulaymaan ibn Dawood went out to pray for rain, and he saw an ant lying on its back, raising its legs towards the heavens and saying, “O’ Allah, we are part of Your creation, and we cannot do without Your rain and Your provision. Either send us rain and provision or let us die. He (Sulaymaan) said: Go back, for you will be given rain by the du’aa’ of someone else.”

I was told about an ant which came out of its home and found part of a locust’s body. It tried to carry it but was not able, so it went and brought others to help carry it. I (the person who told this story) picked it up, and the ant walked around in the place where it had been, and did not find it. The other ants went away and left the first ant. Then I put the locust down, and the ant tried to carry it and could not, so she went to bring the others back. I picked it up, and the ant walked around in the place where it had been, and did not find it, so the others went away. I did this several times, and the last time I did it, the ants made a circle around the first ant and tore it apart. I told this story to our shaykh and he said: Allah has created these ants in such a way that they hate lies and punish liars.

The ant is one of the most careful of creatures whose caution is proverbial. It is mentioned that when Sulaymaan (Solomon) saw how cautious the ant was and how careful it was to store food, he brought out an ant and asked it how much an ant eats each year? It said, three grains of wheat. So he ordered that the ant should be placed in a bottle, and be given three grains of wheat, and the bottle should be sealed and be left there for a year. When the year had passed, he commanded that the bottle should be opened, and he found one and a
half grains of wheat left. He said, Did you not claim that you needed three grains of wheat per year?

The ant said, Yes, but when I saw that you were busy with the affairs of your own kind, I thought of how much of my life was left, and I realized that it was longer than the time that you had allocated for me, so I limited myself to eating half of the food, and I left half in order to ensure my survival. Sulaymaan was impressed by how cautious the ant was, which was part of the guidance given to it.

This caution makes the ant strive hard all summer, gathering food for the winter, because it knows that it will be difficult to find anything during the winter. Although the ant is small, it is very strong and is able to carry many more times more than its own body weight, and drag it to its home.

Ants do not have a leader who is in charge, as is the case with bees, but they do have scouts who look for food. If the scout finds something, it tells its companions, who all come out. Each ant works hard for the good of all, without stealing any grain to keep for itself.

Among the wonders of the ant is that if a man wants to prevent ants from falling into honey etc., if he digs a hole and surrounds it with water or fills a large vessel with water, and puts that thing (honey or whatever) in it, then an ant comes and cannot get to it, it will try to climb a wall and walk across the ceiling until it is above the thing, then it will drop down onto it. We ourselves have tried this.

A craftsman once heated a ring in the fire, then threw it on the floor to cool off. It so happened that some ants were trapped in the middle of the ring. The ants tried in all directions to get out, but the heat pushed them back. So they stayed in the middle of the ring, precisely in the centre, which was the furthest point from the circumference.⁸

---

The white ant (termite): its food and habitation

Professor Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen tells us about what science has discovered about the mysteries of this creature:

"Among the instincts that Allah, the Almighty, has given to such tiny creatures are amazing things which make every thinking person fall down in prostration to the Mighty Creator.

For example, let us look at a colony of the kind of insects that are known as 'white ants' (termites). These insects also live in colonies, and when the number of individuals in the colony is too much in proportion to the amount of food available, they know this instinctively, so they start to eat a large number of their eggs. This solves both the problem of overpopulation and the problem of food shortages, because eating the eggs provides some nourishment and at the same time reducing the numbers of offspring.

These insects do not know why they do this; it is divine inspiration which makes them do things which they cannot understand, but which are of benefit to them and help them to avoid extinction.

These insects themselves feed on wood, which they devour avidly. In some places which are infested with termites, a family may eat their food at the table, then the following morning they go to eat their breakfast, and they find that the legs of the table have collapsed in a single night.

In some areas of Australia which are infested with this destructive insect, tourists have been known to ask the name of a village which they can see in the distance from the train in which they are travelling; they are astounded when they are told that no people live in that village, and that these are the dwellings of white ants.

These dwellings may be several meters tall, and they are made from a strange substance which is a mixture of the termites' saliva and other
things. It is stronger than reinforced concrete, and the walls cannot be penetrated by insects or by water. Inside these dwellings is a network of tunnels in which the white ants live.

These ants use a kind of code like Morse code to communicate from afar. One ant taps its head on the wall of the tunnel a certain number of times, and the other ants understand what it is trying to say from these coded taps. They do that without knowing what they are doing; they do it because of the divine inspiration which is called instinct.

The scientists were confused for a long time about how these insects could live by eating wood, because wood does not contain any digestible organic substances, but finally they discovered the secret.

In the digestive tracts of this insect, they discovered tiny, primitive, one-celled animals which secrete a substance which turns wood into easily-digested material, and this nourishes the termite.

It is amazing indeed that there are no termites whose digestive tracts are free of these primitive creatures. If these creatures had not existed in the digestive tracts of termites from the very beginning they would not have been able to survive, and they would have become extinct in the first generation. Could this have happened by accident or is it something that has been planned and decreed [by Allah (ﷻ)]?"

**Ants keep flocks and plow the soil**

Among the wonders of the ant is that which has been mentioned by Dr. Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen, who says that ants have tamed hundreds of kinds of creatures which are inferior to themselves, whilst man has tamed only about twenty kinds of wild animals which he has subjugated for his own benefit. Ants know how to farm and care for their “flocks” by instinct.

The insects called aphids, which we see on the leaves of some plants, are tended by ants who gain some benefits from them. In early spring,
the ants send out scouts to gather the eggs of these aphids. They bring
the eggs to the colony and keep them in the same place where they
keep their own eggs, and take care of them just as they take care of
their own. When the eggs hatch, they feed the small aphids and take
care of them. After a short while, the aphids start to excrete a
substance which is sweet like honey, just as cows excrete milk. The
ants “milk” the aphids for this substance, just as if they were cows.

Ants do not only care for these “flocks,” they also engage in farming
and plowing the soil. One of the scientists noticed a piece of land in a
forest where a semi-wild kind of short-grain rice was growing. This
plot of land measured five feet by three feet, and the rice was growing
nearly six centimeters tall. It seemed to the observer that there should
be someone taking care of this piece of land, for the soil around the
roots was well-tilled and the weeds had been uprooted. Strangely
enough, there were no other rice plants growing nearby. This rice had
not planted itself there - someone was tending it.

It was noted that groups of ants were coming and going from this plot
of land. The scientist lay on his stomach on the ground, and watched
what they were doing. It was not long before he realized that these
ants were the ones who were tending the rice in that piece of land.
They had taken it upon themselves to “farm” that land, where they
worked all the time. Some of them tilled and plowed the land, whilst
others uprooted the weeds. If any shoots of other kinds of plants
showed themselves, some of the ants would go to them and cut them,
then carry them far away from the “farm.”

The rice grew until it reached a height of sixty centimeters and the
grains of rice had matured. When the “harvest season” began, a line
of worker ants was seen to come non-stop to the stems of rice, which
they climbed until they reached the grains. Then each worker ant
would take a grain of rice and quickly bring it down to the ground,
then take it to their underground stores.
What is amazing is that one group of ants would climb the stem, pick up the grains and throw them down, then other ants would take the grains to the stores.

This kind of ant lives a civil life in houses like ours, with chambers and stories, parts of which are below ground and others above ground. In these cities we find servants and slaves.

What is more amazing is that they have nurses who tend the sick night and day, and others who take away the dead bodies of ants which have died...

They do all this kind of work without thinking. It happens by instinct, which Allah (سَمِيعُ الدِّينِ), has instilled in their tiny bodies.

v) How Allah guides the hoopoe, and the wonders of its creation

Ibn al-Qayyim tells us, in his eloquent manner, of another of Allah’s creatures which is mentioned in the Book of Allah, the hoopoe. Ibn al-Qayyim speaks of how Allah (سَمِيعُ الدِّينِ), guides and inspires it:

“The hoopoe is one of the most guided of animals, and the most able to see where water is located beneath the ground, which others cannot see. One of the ways in which it is guided is what Allah tells us in the Qur’an, where He tells us what the hoopoe said to the Prophet of Allah Sulaymaan (Solomon) (سُلَيْمَانُ), who had threatened him when he could not find him. When the hoopoe came, he immediately gave his excuse, before Sulaymaan could threaten him with the punishment. He addressed him in a manner that encouraged him to listen and accept what he said. He said:

(Qur’an 27: 22),

— which implied: I have brought you (news of) something which I
know very well, and it is important and serious. Hence he said:

\[
\text{...And I have come to you from Saba' [Sheba] with true news.}
\] (Qur'an 27: 22).

This was important news, which was worth knowing. Then he described it as true news, with no element of doubt. This was his preamble to his telling the Prophet of Allah the news, so that he would forget everything else and focus only on this news. It made him eager to hear it and find out what it was. This is an eloquent way of introducing something and making people listen.

Then he (hoopoe - *hud hud*) started to tell him the news in an affirmative manner, and said:

\[
\text{(I found a woman ruling over them...)}
\] (Qur'an 27: 23).

Then he described the status of that queen, and that she was one of the greatest monarchs because she had been given everything that is fit for rulers. Then he added further detail of her high status by describing the throne on which she sat, which was a mighty throne. Then he told him why he should go and deal with these people and attack them in their own land after calling them to Allah. He said:

\[
\text{(I found her and her people worshipping the sun instead of Allah,..)}
\] (Qur'an 27: 24).

The conjunction *wa* (“and”) is omitted here; this sentence is made independent and is not connected to the previous sentence, in order to indicate that this is the main point and that what was said before was
merely an introduction. Then he pointed out what had tempted and motivated them to do that, which was the way in which the Shaytaan (Satan) had made their deeds fair-seeing to them and had barred them from the right way, prostrate to Allah Alone, for none is deserving of prostration except Him.

Then he mentioned that one of the things which Allah (Jjg) does is to bring to light what is hidden in the heavens and the earth, i.e., things which are concealed such as rain, plants, minerals and other kinds of things that come down from the sky or come forth from the earth. When the hoopoe mentioned that Allah Alone does these things, he was also referring to the special talent which Allah (Jjg) had bestowed upon him, which was the ability to detect water below the ground.

The author of Al-Kashshaaf said: The phrase ‘bringing to light what is hidden’ indicates that this is part of what the hoopoe said, because of his skill in knowing where water is hidden beneath the ground, which is due to the inspiration of the One Who brings to light what is hidden in the heavens and the earth, Glorified be He. The one who has insight and is guided by the light of Allah can hardly miss the fact that each person is influenced by his particular craft or branch of knowledge, which affects the way he speaks and thinks. No human does any kind of work, but Allah clothes him in the dress of that work (i.e., it shows in his features and characteristics).”

vi) How pigeons are guided, and the wonders of their creation

When Ibn al-Qayyim describes the wonders of the pigeon’s creation and how Allah (Jjg), inspires it, he speaks at length in the most fascinating manner, which indicates that pondering Allah’s creation is a method which the scholars take upon themselves in order to fulfil Allah’s command to His slaves.

Concerning this Ibn al-Qayyim said:
"The pigeon is one of the most amazingly guided animals. Ash-Shaafa‘i said: the wisest of birds is the pigeon, and the carrier pigeon is the one which brings messages and letters and may be worth more than a slave, for the service that it provides cannot be carried out by slaves, or by any other kinds of creature. It travels huge distances and brings news and other things which states and kingdoms need.

Those who care for and breed pigeons pay a great deal of attention to their bloodlines. They separate males and females during the mating season, taking the males to different females and vice versa, and fearing that their bloodlines may become corrupted. They are always afraid that the females may attract males of the common type of pigeon, thus corrupting the bloodline. Those who care for pigeons do not pay as much attention to the conduct of their own womenfolk or take as many precautions to protect them as they do for their pigeons.

Their carers have rules and methods to which they pay a great deal of attention, so that if a pigeon suddenly lands, there will be no mystery as to its pedigree and country of origin. They respect the person who has experience and knowledge in this field, and they treat him very generously indeed.

Only males are selected for carrying letters and messages, and they say that he longs more for his home because his mate is there, and he is physically stronger and has a better sense of direction. Others prefer females for this task, and say that if a male is kept away for too long, he will long for a mate, so he might see a female on his route and not be able to keep away from her, so he will forget about travelling and will want to stay with his new mate.

Pigeons can be trained, and they are regarded as a good omen and are used to people. They like people and people like them. When they get used to a place, they will stay there and remain loyal to their owner, even if he mistreats them. They will return there from long distances,
and if they are prevented from doing so, they will remain loyal even if ten years have passed since they left their homeland, and as soon as the opportunity arises and they are able to do so, they will return.

When the male pigeon wants to mate, he approaches the female with the utmost gentleness. Once he realizes that the female may have conceived, he and his mate look for straw, grass and small twigs, with which they build a nest, by weaving together these materials. They give the nest a raised edge, so that the eggs will not roll out, and so it will provide a safe place for the young. Then they take turns sitting on the nest, to keep it warm and to replace its original smell with a new, pleasant smell which is derived from their own bodies and scents, so that when the eggs are laid they will be in a place that is similar to the womb, and there will be the right balance between heat and cold, softness and hardness.

Then when “labour” starts, the bird hastens to that place (the nest) and lays its eggs in it. If it is startled by thunder, it throws the egg out of the nest that it has prepared, just like when a woman miscarries out of fright.

When the eggs are laid, the pair keep on taking turns sitting on the nest, until the time for brooding is over and the chick starts to break out of the egg. The parents help it to emerge, then they blow air into its throat so that its crop will become bigger, because they know that the crop is too small for food until it has been widened in this manner.

But they also know that even after the crop has been widened, it is still too small for food, so they feed it with saliva mixed with food, which has a strong taste.

They also know that the crop cannot continually take in food, and that it needs to gain strength, so they pick up soft grains from ponds and feed them to the chick, then they move on to giving it stronger food.
They keep on feeding it with grains and water in stages, according to the chick’s strength, and demands food from them, until they know that he is able to pick up food by itself. Then they gradually stop feeding it so that he gets used to picking up food. When they know that its lungs have developed and grown strong, they wean it so that it can fend for himself, and they hit it if it asks for food after that. Then they no longer feel that amazing compassion, once they know that it is able to fend by itself.

Among the wonders of the way in which the pigeon is inspired is that when it is carrying a message, it follows remote routes, far from cities where people are to be found, so that no one will be able to detain it. It does not look for water among people, rather it seeks out water where people do not go.

Male and female pigeons share out their duties towards the chicks. Caring for and raising the chick is done by the female, and bringing food and feeding it to the chick are done by the male. The father is the head of the family who provides for them, and the mother is the one who gives birth and nurses the young.

Among the wonders of pigeons is that which was mentioned by Al-Jaaḥīẓ, who said: a man had a pair of pigeons whose wings had been clipped, and another pair which could fly. The pair which could fly had chicks. He said: I made a hole for them at the top of their coop so that they could go out and come in and feed their chicks. I was detained unexpectedly by some government officials, and I became very concerned about the birds whose wings were clipped. I was certain that they would have died, because they could not get out of the hole, and they had nothing to eat or drink. When I was let go, I did not care about anything except (these birds). I opened the door and found that the chicks had matured, and the pair with clipped wings were in the best of health. I was amazed. It was not long before the
pair who could fly came back and came to the pair who could not fly; the latter were asking for food like chicks, and the former fed them. Look at the way they are guided. The pair who could not fly saw how the chicks asked their parents for food when they became hungry and thirsty, so they did the same as the chicks did. The pair who could fly took pity on them and fed them as they fed their own chicks.

Another amazing thing about pigeons is that when they are flying and they see people from the air, they know which type of people they want to go to, and they know which is the opposite type. When pigeons first begin to fly, they are heedless and they will fly among vultures, eagles, falcons, crows and hawks, and they know which ones will pursue them and which will not. But if a pigeon sees an Indian falcon (*shaheen*), it is as if it has seen a lethal poison; it starts to panic like a sheep when it sees a wolf, or a donkey when it sees a lion.

**More about the wonders of Allah’s creation**

Ibn al-Qayyim also tells us about other wonders of Allah’s creation and how He inspires His creatures which the scholars of his time had noted, such as the following:

vii) **A dog which nursed a child whose family had died**

Al-Jaahiz said: When the plague had killed the members of a household, the people of that area were certain that no one was left alive among them, so they went and sealed the door of the house. But there was an infant boy left who was still suckling, and they overlooked him. After a while, some of the heirs went to that house and opened the door. When they entered the middle of the house, they were astounded to see a young boy playing with some pups belonging to the dog that had lived with the family. It was not long before they saw the dog that had belonged to the family. When the child saw her, he crawled over to her and she let him suckle from her.
When the child had gotten hungry and had seen the pups suckling, he had crawled over to them. The mother dog had taken pity on him and let him suckle, and when she had done that once, she continued to let him suckle, and he had kept asking for it.

viii) The whistling bird kills the viper

Ibn al-A‘raabi said that a snake ate the eggs of a whistling bird, and the bird started screeching and flying at the snake’s head, until the snake opened its mouth. Then the bird threw a fish spine into its mouth, and it stuck in the snake’s throat until it died.

ix) The cunning of the fox

Among the amazing features of the fox is that when it gets infested with fleas, it takes a piece of wool in its mouth then goes to some shallow water, where it submerges itself gradually until the fleas jump onto that piece of wool. Then it lets the wool go and comes out of the water.

Another of its amazing features is that once a wolf ate the young of a fox, and the wolf also had young. There was an enclosed place like a pitfall nearby, so the fox went there and dug a tunnel to get out, then it went to the wolf and killed its young, then sat down and waited for him. When the wolf came back and realized that it was the fox that had done this, he started to chase him. The fox threw himself into that pitfall, then escaped through the tunnel. The wolf threw himself in after him, but he could not find him and he could not escape. Then the people who lived nearby came and killed him.

Once there was a man who had two chickens. The fox hid from him and snatched one, then ran away. Then he thought about how he could get the other chicken. He presented himself to the man from a distance, with something in his mouth that looked like a bird. By dropping it and running away, he made the man think it was his
chicken. When the man rushed towards it, the fox doubled back and took the other chicken, then ran away.

Once a fox came to an island on which there were birds, and he tried hard to catch one of them, but he could not. Then he went and brought a bunch of grass which he threw into the water which was flowing towards the island, and the birds were afraid of it, but when they realized that it was only grass, they settled down again. The fox did this again, a second time, and a third and a fourth, until the birds got used to it. Then he brought a bigger bunch of grass and hid in it, and went over to where the birds were. The birds were sure that it was the same as the previous bunches of grass, so they did not fly away from it. Then the fox pounced on a bird and devoured it.

When the fox is starving, its body swells up, then it goes and throws itself down in the desert, as if it is dead. Birds come to see what it is, and it appears to be neither moving nor breathing. The birds are sure that it is dead, and when they start to peck at it, the fox pounces and kills them.

When a fox comes across a hedgehog, it flips it onto its back because of its spines, and it curls itself up into a ball. Then the fox urinates on the hedgehog’s belly, which makes it uncurl, and the fox grabs it by the belly, separates the meat from the spiny skin and eats it.

x) The wonders of the wolf

Once a wolf attacked a man and wanted to kill him, but he saw that the man had a bow and arrows. He went and got the skull of a camel, and faced the man, holding it in his mouth. Every time the man shot an arrow at him, he deflected it with that skull, until the man was worn out. When the man realized that his arrows had run out, he called someone else to help him drive the wolf away.
xi) The wonders of monkeys
Bukhari mentioned in his *sahih* that ‘Amr ibn Maymoon al-Awdi said: During the *Jaahiliyah* (Pre-Islamic period), I saw a male monkey and a female monkey committing zinaa. The other monkeys gathered together and stoned them to death. These monkeys upheld the limits of Allah when the sons of Adam were neglecting them.

xii) The wonders of cows
Cows are proverbially seen as being slow and stupid, but the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Whilst a man was driving a cow, he rode on it, and she said, ‘I was not created for this.’” The people said, “Subhaan Allah! Can a cow speak?” He said: “I believe it and Abu Bakr and ‘Umar believe it, and that is enough.”

And he said: “Whilst a man was tending his sheep, the wolf attacked a ewe, and he saved her. The wolf said: ‘You saved her from me, but who will save her on the day of the carnivores, the day when she will have no other shepherd but me?’” The people said, “Subhaan Allah! Can a wolf talk?” The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“I believe it and Abu Bakr and ‘Umar believe it, and that is enough.”

xiii) The wonders of mice
Among the wonders of mice is that if a mouse drinks oil from the top of a vessel, then the level of the oil drops and it can no longer reach it, it goes and gets a mouthful of water. It then pours into the vessel, so that the level of oil will come up again and it can drink some more.
xiv) Some animals use medicine

Doctors claim that the idea of using enemas was taken from a kind of bird that has a long beak. If it is finding it difficult to defecate, it goes to salty water, takes some water in its beak, and gives itself an enema, then the droppings are passed quickly.

When weasels and hedgehogs eat snakes, they go and eat crabs, as a kind of medicine for that.

When the fox suffers a headache or a wound, it goes to a certain kind of dye and puts it on the wound like a kind of ointment. When the bear suffers a wound, it goes to a plant which is known to it, but is unknown to the herbalists, and treats itself with it, and it gets better.

xv) How people learn from animals

Many wise people learn things from “dumb” animals that are of use to them in their daily lives, their attitudes, their work and in war; they learn resolution and patience. Animals are more and more guided than many people.

Allah (월), says:

وَمَا تَحْفَسُ بِهِ أَحَدُهُمْ يَسْمَعُونَ أَوْ يَعْقِلُونَ إِنَّ هُمْ لَا كَانُونَ مِثْلَ عِبَارَةٍ

(Or do you think that most of them hear or understand?
They are only like cattle nay, they are even farther astray from the Path.) (Qur’an 25: 44)

Abu Ja‘far al-Baaqir said: Allah (월), did not only liken them to cattle. He said that they are more misguided than the animals. One of the ways in which female carnivores are guided is that when they give birth to their young, they keep picking them up for the first few days to protect them from ants, because when they are born they are like pieces of meat. The mother is afraid that the ants will harm the
Ibn al-A‘raabi said: It was said to a shaykh of Quraysh: Who taught you all of this, for what you know is known only to people who have experience and who have engaged in trade? He said: Allah taught me what He taught the pigeon, which turns its eggs so that both sides will have an equal share of her warmth and care, lest the earth damage the egg if it is left on one side.

It was said to another: who taught you to persist and persevere in seeking what you want, even if at first you do not succeed, until you get it? He said: the One Who taught the dung beetle, when it climbs a wall and falls off, to keep on climbing again and again, until it manages to reach the top of the wall.

It was said to another: who taught you to set out early in the day to do your business, and never to miss a day? He said, the One Who taught the bird to set out hungry each morning seeking its food near and far, and never to get tired or to fear an attack in the air or on land.

It was said to another: who taught you to be so calm, quiet and reserved until you see what you want, then when you get the chance you pounce like a lion attacking its prey? He said: the One Who taught the cat to watch the mouse’s hole and not to move a muscle, but to remain immobile as if dead, until the mouse comes out, whereupon it pounces like a lion.

It was said to another: who taught you to be so patient and forbearing? He said: the One Who taught the camel to be so patient even when carrying these heavy burdens, and to put up with the long marches, exhaustion and harshness and beatings of the camel-driver, with the heavy burden and everything on his back and the bitterness of hunger and thirst in his stomach. Even though he is so tired and utterly exhausted, this does not make him lose his patience.
It was said to another: who taught you to prefer others to yourself and to be so generous? He said; the One Who taught the rooster, when he finds a grain on the ground, not to eat it although he needs it, but instead to call the hens to come, until one comes and picks up the grain, and the rooster is happy with that. And when a lot of grain is put out for him, he scatters it here and there even if there are no hens around, because his nature is to prefer others over himself and to be generous, and he thinks it is miserly to keep food for himself.

It was said to another: who taught you to be so smart in seeking provision and earning a living? He said, the One Who taught the fox all these tricks which even wise men are unable to learn and to do. For the fox’s tricks are too many to be counted.

Who taught the lion, when it is walking and is afraid that hunters may follow its tracks and come after it, to erase its tracks with its tail? Who taught him to come to his cub three days after it is born, to breathe into its nose? For when the lioness gives birth to it, it is like a dead puppy, and she keeps looking after it until its father comes and does that.

Who inspired the noblest of lions not to eat from any prey except its own? For if it passes by the prey of any other animal, it will not go near it even if it is starving.

Who taught the female elephant, when the time to give birth approaches, to go and give birth in the water? For the elephant is the only animal which gives birth standing up, because its joints are not like the joints of other animals and it is very tall, so it is afraid that if it gives birth on land, the infant will be harmed by the fall. So she goes to water which is not too deep, and gives birth there, so it will be like a soft bed.

Who taught the fly, when it falls into some liquid, to keep the wing on which the cure is out of the water?
Who taught the dog, when it sees the gazelles, to know which ones are sickly, and which one is the male? For it goes after males, even though it knows that they can run and jump faster and are stronger, and it leaves the females alone even though they are weaker. The dog knows that if the male runs for a while, its bladder will fill, for when any animal is scared, its bladder fills. When the male gazelle needs to urinate, it cannot do so when it is running so fast, so it slows down, and then the dog catches it. The females, on the other hand, are able to urinate whilst running because their urethras are wider and it is easier for them, so they keep on running.

Who taught it, when the ground is covered with snow, to look for a place where the snow is thinner and has melted a little, creating a slight depression in its surface? For it knows that there is a rabbit warren under this spot, so it digs it out and hunts the rabbits, because it knows that the heat of the rabbits’ breath has melted the snow and made it thinner.

Who taught the wolf, when it sleeps, to sleep with one eye open? So it sleeps with one eye open, until that eye becomes drowsy, then it opens the sleeping eye.

Who taught the birds, if a chick falls from the nest, to call for help, so that other birds in the area gather around it and fly around it, until it is motivated by their actions and gains the strength to get up and fly with them?

A hunter said that one day he saw a bird on a wall, so he waved his hand as if throwing something, and the bird did not move. Then he bent down as if to pick up something from the ground, and it did not move. Then he touched the smallest pebble or date stone, and the bird flew away before he could pick it up.

Who taught a certain type of spider to stay close to the ground and remain immobile so that the fly will think that it is preoccupied, then
it pounces upon it like a leopard?

Who taught the spider to make its web so fine and strong, then to make a thread at the top and hang from it, then when a mosquito gets caught in the web it drops down to it and comes to hunt it?

Who taught the gazelle only to enter its home backwards, so that it can face whatever it fears may harm it or its offspring?

Who taught the cat, when it sees a mouse on the roof, to raise its head towards it as if pointing to it with a stick, then move its head back and forth until the mouse is distracted and falls?

Who taught the jerboa to dig its house in the sides of the valley so that it will be above the flood level and will be safe from the hooves of cattle or water flowing through? It makes its tunnels deep, then it makes numerous doors in them. It makes a thin barrier between it and the surface of the earth, so that when it senses danger, it can open one of these doors easily and escape. Because it is very forgetful, it only builds its home near a rock which will serve as a guidepost pointing to its home if it loses its way.

Who taught the leopard when it gets fat to stay out of sight because it is too heavy to move, until it loses that fat, whereupon it emerges again?

Who taught the stag, when its antlers fall off, to stay out of sight because it has lost its weapon and it gains weight as a result? Then when its antlers have grown again, it comes out into the sun and wind and starts to move around a lot. This makes its muscles grow strong again, and it loses the fat that prevented it from running.

This is a vast topic. It suffices us to quote the words of Allah (ﷻ):

\[ فَوَمَا مِنْ ذَكْرِيْنِ فِي الْأَرْضِ وَلَا كَلِهِرَ بِمُكَلَّمِي إِلَّا أَسْمَ أَنتَلْكَ بِنَا فَوَلَدُواٰ فِي الْكِتَابِ مِنْ سَيْوَٰٰمَٰنَهُ إِلَّا رَبِّهِمْ مُحْتَرِمُونَ {٧٠} \]
There is not a moving [living] creature on earth, nor a bird that flies with its two wings, but are communities like you. We have neglected nothing in the Book, then unto their Lord they [all] shall be gathered. Those who reject Our aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] are deaf and dumb in the darkness. Allah sends astray whom He wills and He guides on the Straight Path whom He wills.\textsuperscript{4}

(Qur'\textsuperscript{an} 6: 38-39)

Ways in which humans are likened to animals

Ibn 'Abbaas says, according to a report narrated by 'A\textsuperscript{t}aa': \textquoteleft\textquoteleft...but are communities like you...\textquoteright\textquoteright\ (Qur'\textsuperscript{an} 6: 38). [Allah] means: they recognize Me, affirm My Unity, glorify Me and praise Me. This is like the aayah (verse):

\begin{equation}
\text{فَنَّى مَنْ غَيْرُهُ إِلَّا يَتَصَبَّعُ بِغَدِيرِهِ}
\end{equation}

(...)And there is not a thing but glorifies His Praise...

(Qur'\textsuperscript{an} 17: 44)

\begin{equation}
\text{وَلَمَّا نَصَرَ آتِ اللهِ َبَنَى مَنِّي فِي الْجَوْهَرَةِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَالْنَّارِ صَنَّفَ كُلَّهُ}
\end{equation}

\textit{See you not [O’ Muhammad] that Allah, He it is Whom glorify whosoever is in the heavens and the earth, and the birds with wings outspread [in their flight]? Of each one He [Allah] knows indeed his \text{\textit{salaah}} [prayer] and his glorification [or everyone knows his \text{\textit{salaah}} (prayer) and his glorification]...} \textsuperscript{5}

(Qur'\textsuperscript{an} 24: 41)

This is also referred to in the following verses:
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(See you not that whoever is in the heavens and whoever is on the earth, and the sun, and the moon, and the stars, and the mountains, and the trees, and Ad-Dawaabb [moving (living) creatures, beasts],... (Qur'an 22: 18)

(And to Allah prostrate all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth, of the moving [living] creatures and the angels, and they are not proud [i.e. they worship their Lord (Allah) with humility].) (Qur'an 16: 49)

(...“O’ you mountains. Glorify [Allah] with him! And you birds [also]!...”) (Qur'an 34: 10)

(And your Lord inspired the bees,...) (Qur'an 16: 68)

(...One of the ants said: ‘O’ ants!...’) (Qur'an 27: 18)

([Sulaymaan (Solomon) said:] ‘... We have been taught the language of birds,...’) (Qur'an 27: 16)

Mujahid said, ‘Communities like you’ (means) species and categories which you know by their names. Az-Zajjaaj said, ‘Communities like you’ means, ‘In that they will be resurrected.’
Ibn Qutaybah said: ‘Communities like you’ means, ‘In that they search for food, seek provision and try to protect themselves from danger.’

Sufyaan ibn ‘Uyaynah said: there is no human being on earth who does not resemble animals in some way. Some crush the heads of their victims like lions; some run like wolves; some bark like dogs; and some flaunt themselves like peacocks. Some people resemble pigs in that if you offer them good food they will not touch it, but if a man gets up from defecating, they will come and roll in it. Hence you find some people who, if they hear fifty words of wisdom they will not remember anything of that, but if a man does one thing wrong, that will stay in their memory.

Al-Khattaabi said: how well Sufyaan understood this *aayah* (verse) and reached this wise conclusion. That is if a statement could not be interpreted literally, it should be interpreted according to the subtle meaning to which it refers. Allah has told us of the similarities between men and every kind of bird and beast; this cannot be taken in the physical sense or in the sense of speech and knowledge, so it must be interpreted as a resemblance in terms of characteristics and attitude.

Allah (*Å€*), has made some animals smart and resourceful, and others relaxed and trusting. Some insects store a year’s worth of food for themselves, and others rely on the fact that daily provision is guaranteed for them. Some do not know their offspring at all; some look after their own offspring but no others; some neglect their own offspring and care for the offspring of others; some never acknowledge their offspring once they become independent. Some creatures save whilst others have no means of earning. Some care for their offspring and never lose touch with them.

Some animals do not seek to produce offspring, whilst others devote all their time and effort to having children. Some recognize and
appreciate kind treatment, whilst for others it does not mean a thing. Some prefer others to themselves, whilst others, if they gain enough to provide for an entire community of their species, will not let any other individual come near it.

Some animals like humans and feel at home with them, whilst others are very nervous of man. Some eat only good and pure things whilst others eat filth and yet others eat both.

Some animals will not harm unless severely provoked, whilst others will hurt without provocation. Some bear grudges and never forget if someone hurts them, whilst others do not remember at all. Some never get angry, whilst others get angry quickly and are not easily calmed. Some have very precise knowledge of things which most people know nothing about, and some do not know about anything at all. Some are able to detect and avoid things which are ugly or bad, and for others good and bad are the same. Some learn quickly, some learn slowly, and some never learn.

All of this points to the Creator and how wise and perfect He is in His creation. It shows how wonderful is the knowledge which He has instilled in His creation, how subtle the stratagems, how precise the management, how patient His creatures are in the pursuit of their goals. All of this makes us glorify Allah. It fills our hearts with knowledge of Allah and His wisdom and power. What every rational being knows is that He did not create all this in vain and He does not neglect His creation. In all that He creates He has the clearest wisdom and definitive proof, which indicates that He is the Lord and Sovereign of all things, that He alone is perfect, and that He is able to do all things and knows all things.

xvi) How the Creator guides living beings to multiply

Dr. Yusuf ‘Izz Uddeen explains this topic as follows:
"Among the amazing things which all living beings have in common is the ability to multiply, to produce offspring which will ensure the continuation of the species and that it will not become extinct.

The act of reproducing is accomplished by different means in different creatures, but they all reach the intended goal. Bacteria (which are kinds of plants) multiply, as do all other kinds of plants and animals, according to their various levels. From a mathematical point of view, it is impossible that a series of accidental events could have led to the appearance of males and females in thousands of plants and animals to serve a specific purpose, which is the production of offspring to protect the species from extinction.

There are some plants and animals in which there is no distinction between males and females, but they still multiply and produce offspring. Tiny primitive animals such as the amoeba, which lives in water and whose body consists of a single cell, multiply in an amazing fashion. One amoeba divides into two parts, each of which turns into an amoeba. The creatures formed by this cell division divide into two in turn, and so on. This happens when the circumstances of life are suitable.

But if this creature feels any sense of danger, it creates a bubble around itself and divides into two, and into tens of new creatures inside that bubble, so as to make up for the time which it may otherwise have wasted inside the bubble waiting for circumstances to return to normal.

Multiplication by division occurs in numerous other primitive animals apart from the amoeba, such as the animal called a paramecium, which also lives in water and also multiplies by dividing into two in suitable circumstances, like the amoeba. But from time to time when it needs to renew its energy and vitality, it resorts to another kind of reproduction which is very complicated. It
mobilizes its nucleus (and every cell has a nucleus, as is well known) to make every cell divide into four, instead of only two.

In animals which are superior to these primitive animals, if circumstances prevent females from mating with males in order to produce offspring, the animal becomes both male and female, i.e., it becomes a hermaphrodite, with both female and male reproductive organs side by side in its body. Thus it is able to produce offspring without having to wait for the opportunity for the two sexes to come together. This happens, for example, in the case of the liver-worm which lives in the ducts of the gall-bladder of some animals, where it is very difficult for them to move about in this constricted space to seek out the other sex. At the same time, if it so happens that two of these worms are able to fertilize one another, one will become like the female and the other will become like the male.

The notion that millions of accidents happened at the same time and served a specific, common goal in many different species and in many different ways is something that is inconceivable by scientific and mathematical standards. In this case we have no option but to accept the existence of an active, creative power behind all of this.

From the time of the first appearance of mammals on earth, the female was equipped to produce milk which would guarantee nourishment for the young as soon as they emerged from the mother’s womb. If these mammary glands, which protrude from the mother’s body, had not existed from the first moment that mammals appeared, the young would have had no chance to grow and survive. This is something that has been decreed and decided from the beginning, and is not subject to trial and error because there is no room for even the slightest mistake.

Can any rational person imagine that this provision of food for the newborn would happen as the result of blind chance? The milk of
female mammals, in addition to providing nourishment, has also been found to contain materials which give the newborn immunity against diseases until it grows stronger and its body is able to protect itself. All efforts to manufacture the milk needed to nourish newborns have failed to produce milk that has the same characteristics as the milk that Allah has supplied to the female.”

The importance of the sexual instinct

Dr. Yusuf also tells us about the sexual instinct and its importance and impact. He says:

“Among the things that puzzle scientists is the sexual instinct, which makes males attracted to females and vice versa.

The sexual instinct is the strongest of instincts, because it is the most important for ensuring the survival of the species and protecting it from extinction. The main purpose in life for some animals is to mate and perpetuate the species, and they die immediately after that.

The complete life cycle of the insect known as the may-fly is no more than a few days. During its entire life cycle it does not eat, because it is not equipped with a mouth at all. Its primary role during this short period of time is to mate and produce offspring. The mother dies as soon as she has fulfilled her role, and the father dies likewise.”

xvii) How the Creator causes animals to make up for lost parts of their bodies

In his articles in Al-Ahraam newspaper, Dr. Yusuf discusses the characteristic which Allah (الله), has bestowed upon His creatures, whereby they are able to make up for any part of their bodies that they lose:

“Among the other amazing features that we see in all animals and plants is the ability to make up for missing body parts. We find this ability, to one degree or another, in different living beings.
In many animals such as that which is called the hydra, we find an amazing feature which science can only describe, but it cannot explain. This animal lives in water and takes the form of a tube which is no more than a few millimeters in length. The tube is closed at the bottom and is open at the top. This opening serves as a mouth to take in food, and it is also used to expel waste matter. Around this mouth there are a number of hollow tentacles which are connected to the hollow tube inside its body.

If we cut this animal into two, an upper half and a lower half, we find that some cells in each half multiply to complete the part that is missing, and the result is two animals which look like the original. But it does not stop there. If we cut the animal into several pieces, each piece will grow and will make up the missing parts, and will become a perfectly formed animal.

The walls of the hydra’s body are composed of two layers of cells, an outer layer and an inner layer which surrounds the hollow space inside its body. In each layer there are different types of cells, each of which performs a specific function. Most of the cells in the outer layer serve to protect the body, whilst the main function of the inner cells is to digest the food which the animal swallows through its mouth opening.

If we turn this animal inside-out, like a sock, so that the outer cells are on the inside surrounding its hollow centre, and the cells which were inside are now on the outside, what happens? The scientists who carried out this experiment discovered that the cells which are now on the outside migrate towards the inside, and the cells which are now on the inside migrate towards the outside, so that the animal will go back to the way it was. If this did not happen, the animal would die, because the cells which surround its hollow middle have to be digestive cells which can process the food in the animal’s hollow middle. At the same time, the cells which are on the outside have to
be protective cells which can defend the animal’s body.

If an earthworm is cut in half, each half will grow, and will make up for the missing parts.

In other animals, such as the shrimp and others, if it loses one of its legs, it grows a new leg to replace the lost limb. If the wall gecko senses danger or a person or animal grabs it by the tail, it will detach that tail from its body and escape from the danger, and it grows a new tail.

If we humans cut ourselves when shaving or for any other reason, new cells form to replace the cells that are lost. If that did not happen, it would be impossible to perform surgery.

If we break a bone, new cells form and the break heals.

This could not have happened as the result of an accident. It has to be the result of a plan aimed at a specific goal, which is the preservation of the life of the individual. It is controlled by inner forces residing in the animal, the nature of which is not fully understood by science. It is a force which Allah has created in animals, but the animal knows nothing of it and does not know what it is doing.”

xviii) All living beings have the function of breathing in common, although they achieve it in different ways

Dr. Yusuf also discusses this topic in his valuable articles, where he says:

“The function of breathing, which we find in all living creatures from the lowest to the highest, is an amazing process. In all cases it is simply the process of oxidization, i.e., the union of oxygen with nutrients in the cells of the body, which results in the release of energy which the organism needs and without which it would not be able to undertake any of its activities.
This oxidization takes place in different ways in different animals, but in all cases the result is the same: the release of energy. At the same time, water and carbon dioxide are formed as a result of this process. So the main stages of breathing are the intake of oxygen needed to oxidize the nutrients and the release of carbon dioxide and water as a result of this process.

In simple animals like the amoeba, where the body consists of a single cell, the process of breathing is completed in a very simple manner. The creature that looks like a piece of soft jelly, lives in water. There is a certain amount of diluted oxygen. This oxygen which is diluted in the water penetrates the amoeba’s body, where it oxidizes the nutrients in its body, and the energy is released which it needs to move and grow and perform other necessary functions of life.

Carbon dioxide and water are formed as a result of this oxidization process, in addition to the release of energy.

The amoeba gets rid of the excess water in an amazing fashion. It collects the drops of water until they form a bubble filled with water. It then moves to the edge of the creature’s body. Then it bursts, expelling the water from its body, then it starts to form a new bubble, and so on.

The carbon dioxide simply passes out from the amoeba’s body into the surrounding water.

In insects, the function of breathing takes place through openings in the sides of the insect’s body which lead to a network of fine tubes and get progressively smaller until they reach almost all its cells. Oxygen enters this system through the external holes, and reaches the cells of the body directly.
In man and a number of other animals, the oxygen reaches the tissues of the body through red blood cells which are carried by the blood and which contain a substance called haemoglobin.

One of the amazing features of this substance is that it binds readily with oxygen and carbon dioxide, and is also able to detach itself quickly from them. When these red blood cells reach the lungs, they pick up oxygen and travel through the arteries until they reach the small capillaries in the tissues of the body, where they release the oxygen. The oxygen passes through the thin walls of the capillaries into the tissues, where it is used to oxidize the nutrients. The carbon dioxide which results from this process of oxidization attaches itself to the haemoglobin and is carried back to the lungs, where it detaches itself and is expelled from the body by exhalation. Then more oxygen is picked up, and so on.

Breathing happens in different ways in different animals, but the result in all cases is the same, that is, bringing oxygen to the cells of the body and expelling carbon dioxide.

This offers definitive proof of two things:
First, the precise nature of this process has to be the action and decree of a Creator, because it could not have happened any other way. This result which all creatures have in common could not have come about by accident.

Second, the Creator is absolutely One, for the style of creation is based on one principle and leads to one unchanging result.”

xix) Living beings get their food in different ways

On this topic, Dr. Yusuf tells us:

“All living beings, plants and animals, need nourishment. The way in which plants get their food is completely different from the way in which animals get theirs. Plants stay in one place and are not able to
move around to look for their food as animals do so. Hence they manufacture their own food on the spot, by using solar energy.

Animals, on the other hand, find their food ready-made, whether it is plant material or from other animals. The food which animals eat has to be digested and absorbed by the body so that it can benefit from it. The process of digestion is very complicated, as it breaks down complex substances into simple substances which the body is then able to absorb and benefit from.

The food substances may be fats, proteins, starches, etc. Each type of food is digested by specific enzymes which affect it but do not affect other substances which may be present side by side with it. Enzymes which work on fats will not work on proteins, and enzymes which work on proteins will not work on fats.

Is it possible that all of this could have come about as the result of blind chance or accidents, or as the result of trial and error?

Any mind which is able to think must realize that this is impossible, just as this idea is rejected outright by the mathematical laws of probability.

The minute amoeba, which is formed of a single cell, takes in its food in a strange manner. It extends a pseudopodium which surrounds the piece of food which is to be found in the water surrounding it. The food may be either tiny animal organisms or single-celled plants which are smaller than the amoeba. In this case the food will be moving if it is a tiny animal organism, and stationary if it is a single-celled plant, such as some water mosses.

It is indeed remarkable that a simple creature such as the amoeba, which has no brain or nervous system, is able to distinguish between food that is stationary and food that is moving. If the food is a moving animal, the amoeba approaches it with caution from a distance so that
it will not run away. If the food is stationary and is not moving, the amoeba approaches it without caution, touching it as it surrounds it, because in this case the food is not able to escape. How does a simple creature like the amoeba, which we can barely see without the aid of a microscope, and which has no brain, nerves, eyes or other sensory organs, know this?

Once the food has been surrounded by the pseudopodium, it is now inside the amoeba’s body, encased in a drop of water. Then the amoeba’s body begins to secrete an acidic digestive enzyme which kills the prey which it has caught, if it is still alive. Then it secretes an alkaline enzyme. There is a reason for this, the most important enzyme, which is the one which digests proteins, can only work in an alkaline environment.”

xx) How blood circulates in the bodies of all living beings

Dr. Yusuf tells us about the circulation of the blood:

“Blood circulation takes place in different ways in different parts of the animals’ bodies, just as the formation of the heart varies in different kinds of animals, but the result is the same, blood circulation in parts of the body.

If we look at how the heart and circulatory system is formed in man and in a number of other animals, we will see that the heart — this beautifully designed organ — is formed of interconnected chambers whose openings are equipped with valves. The job of these valves is to allow blood to pass through in one direction, and to prevent it going back in the opposite direction.

We find similar valves in the large veins for the same reason.

The network of blood vessels, with its arteries, veins and capillaries, is designed in an amazing manner. The arteries branch out, getting smaller and smaller, until they become capillaries with thin walls.
The reason why the capillaries have such thin walls is to allow the gaseous exchange of oxygen from the haemoglobin carried in the red blood cells to the tissues of the body. At the same time, carbon dioxide passes from the tissues into the capillaries, where it attaches itself to the red blood cells. Then the capillaries join back together to form veins which lead back to the lungs, where the red blood cells get rid of the carbon dioxide and pick up more oxygen, and so on.

The heart beats rhythmically for a lifetime, whereby some of its chambers expand whilst others contract, to push the pure, oxygen-bearing blood through the arteries, whilst the blood that has passed through the body returns carrying carbon dioxide, to send it to the lungs where it picks up more oxygen and gets rid of the carbon dioxide.

There circulate in the bodies of man and some other animals fluids which have specific functions, such as blood and lymph. The lymph acts as a mediator between the blood and the tissues. Blood has many functions, such as delivering nutrients to all parts of the body. If blood does not exist in the bodies of some animals, such as the liver-worm, the bodies of these animals are designed in such a way that nutrients are delivered by some other means.

In our bodies and in the bodies of a number of other animals, blood is composed of a liquid in which there float huge numbers of cells which have different forms and functions. These are called red blood cells and white blood cells.

The red blood cells, as mentioned above, play a role in the function of breathing. The white blood cells appear in a variety of forms and perform different functions. Some of them serve to swallow and destroy any germs that enter the human’s or animal’s body; they swallow them in a manner similar to that of the amoeba swallowing its food. We breathe in from the air millions of germs day and night,
but we do not get sick every day, because these amazing cells which float in our blood and which are able to move from the bloodstream into the tissues in cases of emergency, swallow these germs and kill them. So we do not fall ill unless the body’s resistance is weakened for some reason, or if there are more germs than usual.”

xxi) The way in which the senses are formed in living beings

Dr. Yusuf explains to us that “most animals have sensory organs such as sight, smell, touch and hearing. The basic format of the eye is similar in all mammals and other creatures. Its formation is very complex and amazing. The eye has a lens through which light passes and an opening through which light enters the lens. This opening through which light enters the eye automatically becomes wider in low light and smaller in bright light. The reason for that is clear. When the light is low, the eye needs more light in order to see objects clearly, and when the light is bright, it needs less light.

The eye sees things in low light, but man has not yet been able to invent a camera that can take pictures in such low light.

The bee is able to see ultra-violet rays, and the owl is able to see infra-red rays, which we are not able to see. These are heat rays which enable the owl to see a mouse in deep darkness, by seeing these heat rays which are emitted by the mouse’s warm body.

The rays of light which enter the eye fall on the retina at the back of the eye. The retina is formed of nine different layers, which all together are no thicker than a piece of paper. The layer which is at the back of the eye is formed of millions of rods and cones arranged in a certain order which allows them to distinguish colours. The optic nerve transmits these sensations to a specific area of the brain which translates these sensations into a clear image of what the eye sees.

This amazing formation of the lens, rods and cones, and nerves can
only have happened at one time. If they were not all created at the same time, sight would have been impossible. How can it be that all these factors complement one another at the same time?

The science of mathematics tells us that it is impossible for all these things to have happened at one time by chance. A television camera is a primitive imitation of the process of vision which is accomplished by the eye. All the things that the human mind has invented are primitive imitations of what exists in nature. If a simple camera needed so much thought and reasoning to be invented, does it make any sense to say that the eye of a human or any other animal could have been formed by chance?

It is truly amazing that for every animal which needs to be able to see, Allah (الله), has created eyes with which it can see. Although those eyes may differ greatly from our own in the way they are formed, they still meet the same goal, which is to see. So we find in the earthworm, for example, cells in its skin which are sensitive to light and darkness. This is all that is needed by creatures such as this worm, which lives in tunnels beneath the ground.

Insects have eyes which are formed differently from the eyes of humans, monkeys, cows, turtles and fish, but despite these differences the insects still see whatever they look at with these eyes. The fact that these different means all reach the same goal is not something that could have come about by chance; it has to be the result of a plan aimed at reaching a specific goal.

Allah (الله), has blessed every creature with senses and understanding according to its needs. The housefly, for example, needs eyes to see food, and it feels every movement aimed at attacking it. Hence the Creator equipped it with a pair of compound eyes, as He gave to most insects. Each of these compound eyes is composed of hundreds of units which resemble one another and are packed close together.
Each one of these units sees part of the object that is being viewed, and these partial images combine to give the fly a complete picture. Its Creator has also given it another kind of eye, called the simple eye. There are three of these simple eyes on the top of the fly's head; their function is to spot any movement. It is these eyes which make catching the fly almost impossible.

**xxii) How the bones and joints are designed**

The bones of our bodies and those of a number of other animals can be moved at the joints. Certain muscles contract whilst others simultaneously expand in harmony, and the hand, leg, finger or other part of the body moves in the way in which the person or animal wants it to move. The joints are formed in such a way that they are able to slide, so the creature does not feel any friction.

The vertebrae of the spinal column are joined in a way that is designed to take pressure and avoid friction. The vertebrae are connected to one another, and it is an amazing design. The spinal column encloses the spinal cord to protect it just as the skull protects the brain inside it, and nerves extend from the spinal cord through holes in the vertebrae. All these design features have to have happened at the same time, because if even one aspect of this design was lacking, the animal would not be able to move. Does it make sense to suggest that all of these features could have happened at the same time as the result of an accident?

**xxiii) The reason why blood clots**

It is well-known that if we are wounded, the blood which comes out of the veins at the site of the wound quickly clots. There is a reason behind this. The congealed blood seals the wounded blood vessels, thus stemming the flow of blood. If this clotting did not happen, the individual would bleed to death.
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What it indicates is that a deliberate plan on the part of the Creator to protect living beings is the fact that we find it happening in different ways in different creatures. The result in all cases is the same. In most insects, if the insect such as a cockroach, for example, is wounded, a number of cells gather and form a seal over the wound so that no blood can come out. In some insects we find that the blood clots just as our blood does.

The fact that the same goal is reached by different means, as we have stated above, offers definitive proof of the existence of a Creator Who controls and designs things in different ways in order to reach a specific goal for which He keeps the living being alive.

xxiv) The sensory antennae of mosquitoes

It cannot be accidental that the sensory antennae of the male mosquito have longer hairs than those on the antennae of the female. In the past, it was believed that these longer hairs served as an adornment, to make the male attractive to the female. But it then became apparent that these hairs of the antennae of the male mosquito are able to pick up special sounds made by the female from a great distance. These sounds made by the female travel by waves which, to a large extent, resemble the waves of a broadcast.

The male waves his antennae in different directions just as we move the antenna of a television in order to get a clearer picture. In certain positions the antennae pick up the female’s sound clearly, and from the angle of his antennae, he knows instinctively where the female is who is making the sound. So he flies towards her, taking the shortest route, in order to mate with her.

Thus we note that the Creator has given the mosquito this amazing ability to detect the female’s sound from dozens of meters away, despite the fact that there are many other sounds crowding the airwaves. If this did not happen, the male mosquito would not be able
to find the female easily, and mosquitoes would not be able to survive
generation after generation.

This is like a broadcast receptor in the mosquito’s antennae which it
used millions of years before man was able to discover the secrets of
wireless communication. Is it possible that such a thing could have
happened as the result of blind chance?

xxv) Creatures which flash in the darkness

The females of some species of insects flash in the darkness, with a
frequency which is distinguishable to the males of the same species
and which they do not confuse with the flashes of other species which
are emitted on a different frequency. When the male sees these
flashes, which are barely discernible to our eyes, he flies to the
female and mating takes place, thus ensuring the continued survival
of the species.

Mathematics proves that a system of this kind could never be formed
by the blind and unreasonable forces of “nature.” It is a system
devised by a Creator Who knows what He is doing and Who orders
things in the most amazing fashion in order to achieve a certain goal.

xxvi) The digestive process in animals

We know that it is essential to cut food into small pieces to make it
easy to digest. The teeth have different structures and are arranged
differently in different animals in order to perform the same function,
which is cutting up food.

In man, the teeth are arranged in an amazing fashion. We see that man
has incisors, canines and molars, arranged in such a fashion that each
kind of tooth performs a specific function. Animals do not have any
kind of teeth that they do not need. Animals which feed on liquids are
equipped with special means of sucking up their liquid food and
conveying it to the digestive tract. When animals, which have teeth,
chew, the secretions of their salivary glands mix with the food to initiate the digestive process.

In the stomach and intestines — as we have mentioned above — the animal produces enzymes, each of which work on a certain kind of food and have no effect on others.

xvii) Formation of the embryo

The development of the embryo in any kind of animal is something amazing. Science is only able to describe the stages in this process; it is incapable of explaining its nature and the forces which push it towards a specific goal, namely the formation of the embryo of a given animal.

This process begins with the joining of the male cell (sperm) to the female cell (egg), to form the fertilized cell. The fertilized cell then begins to divide by means of an amazing force which resides in it, so the cell becomes two cells, then four cells, then eight cells, and so on... until the number of cells reaches a specific limit, and it becomes like a hollow ball, the wall of which consists of a single layer of cells. Then half of the ball goes inside the other half, making two layers of cells in the wall.

In most animals — including man — a third layer of cells forms between these two layers. The cells continue to divide, and each of these three layers develops into specific organs.

The outer layer develops into the skin and nervous system, and some other parts. The middle layer develops into muscles and bones. The inner layer develops into part of the digestive tract. The cells continue to divide until the foetus is fully formed inside its mother's womb, in mammals, or inside the egg, if it is an egg-laying animal. When the foetus is fully formed, the uterus of the mother expels it, in the case of mammals, or it breaks the egg and emerges, in the case of animals which lay eggs.
xviii) The formation of the ear

No reasonable person could imagine that the formation of the ear in man and in a number of other animals could have come about by accident. The ear has a drum which picks up sound waves and vibrates. These vibrations are carried to three tiny bones which are arranged in an amazing fashion. The pressure on both sides of the eardrum should always be equal; for that reason there is a tube behind the ear which connects to the nasal cavity. The internal part of the ear is connected to a bone which is shaped like a shell. Its function is to analyze noises and distinguish between tones; it also controls the sense of balance. If it were not for this, we would not be able to take even one step without tripping and falling.

The sounds then travel via the nerves to the auditory centre of the brain, so that the person or animal may understand the sounds he hears and distinguish them from one another. Could all of this have happened at the same time by chance? The mathematical laws of probability rule that out completely.

xxix) Filariae worms

Amazing things happen to living beings, things that cannot be counted. They point to the existence of a higher power which controls all things and enable living beings to survive. These are things which could not happen by chance, such as the lifecycle of the worm which causes the disease known as elephantiasis. These worms are called filariae worms.

In their adult stage, these worms sink into the human lymph vessels and lymph glands. They block the lymph glands, causing limbs to swell, especially the calves, one or both of them, where a person’s calf may become as big as that of an elephant. These worms mate whilst they are inside the human lymph glands, thus producing small worms which move from the lymph vessels to the blood vessels. If
these worms stay in human blood vessels, they cannot complete their lifecycle. They have to move to the body of certain types of mosquitoes in order to complete their life cycle. Then they become able to infect man. So when the mosquito sucks the blood of an infected person, it also takes in some of these small worms, which then grow inside the mosquito’s body until they are fully grown. Then they are able to infect a man when the mosquito injects them into his bloodstream whilst feeding on his blood.

The scientists tried to obtain samples of these worms from the blood of people who were infected with this disease, but all their attempts met with failure, until something very strange happened.

One night, one of the scientists was staying up late at night in the laboratory. He took a blood sample from an infected person and examined it under the microscope, and was amazed to see huge numbers of these worms in the sample that he had taken. During the day he had taken a sample from the same patient and had not seen any trace of the worms. He was very curious to know the reason why the worms were present in the blood sample taken at night, when they were not present in a blood sample taken from the same person during the day.

It became clear that these tiny worms escape to the internal blood vessels during the day, and come back to the blood vessels which are closer to the surface of the skin at night. The reason for this is that the mosquitoes which feed on human blood in these places only come out at night. Hence the worms move to the blood vessels which are closer to the surface of the skin at that time, so that the mosquitoes can suck them up with the blood, and they can complete their life-cycle inside the mosquito’s body. Of course, these worms do not know or understand anything about the mosquitoes in whose bodies they complete their life-cycle. They do this by instinct, i.e., there is a higher power which causes them to behave in this manner so that
they can survive.

It is amazing that in places where the kinds of mosquitoes that suck blood are active in the day and not at night, we find that these worms do the opposite: they stay in the inner blood vessels at night and come to the blood vessels that are near the skin during the day, so that the mosquitoes in this case too are able to suck them up with the blood. Could this have happened by chance?

xxx) The magnetism of the earth

If we turn aside from the creation of living beings and their mind-boggling wonders, and look at this vast universe, we will find many amazing things. The first of these wonders is the magnetism that exists in the sphere of the earth. This is what keeps us attached to the earth and prevents us from being thrown off into space whilst the earth rotates.

This magnetism is different from the magnetism that exists in a bar magnet. We know that a bar magnet is able to attract some things, but not others such as meat, paper, glass, stones, sand, water, etc. But the magnetism of the earth attracts and holds everything, our bodies, glass, sand, water, stones and paper. If the earth did not hold these things, nothing would be left on its surface.

xxxi) The size, dimensions and orbit of heavenly bodies

Fred Hoyle, professor of astronomy at London University, says in his book *The Nature of the Universe* that there are some heavenly bodies whose size is so astoundingly vast that it almost defies imagination, and that in relation to one of these bodies the earth would look like a grain of sand.

The great American scholar Christie Morrison, the former head of the Academy of Science in New York, says: “The position of the heavenly bodies did not happen merely by chance. They are placed in
a calculated manner in space. If the moon, for example, was closer to the earth by a quarter of the distance that separates us from it, the ebb and flow of the tides would become so strong that all dry land would be flooded at high tide, and as a result all creatures that live on the dry land would be drowned. If the axis of the earth was not at an angle of 23°, this would result in permanent night at the poles. Evaporation from the oceans would lead to the formation of huge icecaps, the pressure of which would cause the earth to bulge. There would be less rain, to an extent which would make life on earth impossible. The speed of the earth's revolution would approach 1000 mph. Even if we were to imagine it spinning at a speed of only 100 mph, this would make both night and day longer, with the result that all plants and animals would burn during the day from the intense heat, and freeze at night because of the intense cold."

In the voluminous book by Dr. Judd, Professor of philosophy at London University, there is a discussion of the different ways in which the universe and life could have come into being, discussed from a scientific and philosophical point of view. The summary of this detailed discussion is that the universe can only have come into being as the result of an amazing process of creation. Allah (ﷻ), indeed spoke the truth when He said:

"ستُوسِبِهِمْ عَيْنَيْنَا فِي الْأَفَاقِ وَفِي أنفُسِهِمْ حَتَّى يُبَيِّنَنَا لَهُمْ أَنَّهُمْ أَحَقُّ..."

(We will show them Our Signs in the universe, and in their own selves, until it becomes manifest to them that this [the Qur'an] is the truth...) (Qur'an 41: 53)
2 - KNOWING ALLAH THROUGH THE TEXTS OF THE QUR’AN AND SUNNAH

The Divine Names and Attributes

We have already stated above that the second way in which we may know Allah ($\text{Allah}$), is through the texts of the Qur’an and ahaadeeth which speak directly about Allah, describing His attributes, names and actions.

This is a safe way which will give guaranteed results, because finding out about Allah through His words and the words of His Messenger leaves no room for doubt or confusion.

We have endeavoured to quote the texts themselves in most cases, because this is the best way to make the matter clear, and is better than quoting what people say. I have also sought not to distort the texts by misinterpreting them, as many previous writers have done in an attempt to make the verses agree with their human opinions and analogies. People must change their opinions and analogies to fit the texts and not the other way round.

1) The Extent to Which the Human Mind can Comprehend the Attributes of Allah

The attributes of Allah which are mentioned in the Qur’an and spoken of in the Sunnah may be divided into two types:

a) Those which the human mind can never know and comprehend by itself, i.e., contrary to the texts, such as proving a Hand and a Face of Allah.

b) Those which the human mind can deduce, such as His attributes of Power and Wisdom.

We will not be able to discuss all the attributes of Allah here, but we will mention some of them in order to explain what we mean and to give a clear picture, In sha Allah.
2) Summary of the Attributes Which are Mentioned in the Texts

i) Allah has an essence (*dhaat*)

Allah, the All-Glorified, has an essence characterized by perfection and is far above any faults or shortcomings. Anyone who reads what the Qur'an says about Allah will know for sure that He has a self:

((Qur'an 2: 255)

When the disbelievers wanted to kill Khubayb, he composed the following couplet:⁹

“I do not care when I am killed as a Muslim.
It does not matter to me how I die,
That is for the sake (lit. essence) of Allah, the Divine,
And if He wills, may He bless my scattered body.”

The essence of Allah is not like the essence of created beings, just as His attributes are unlike the attributes of any created beings. Allah is

⁹ *Saheeh al-Bukhari bi Sharhihi Fath al-Baari*, 13/381.
the Perfection after Whom there is no perfection, whereas every created being must be imperfect in one way or another, the least of which is that they are all in need of another.

Allah (ﷻ) says, pointing out that there is no resemblance between Him and His creation:

*لَيْسَ كَمَثَلِهِ شَيْءٌ إِلَّاَٰ هُوَ الْكَبِيرُ الْبَصِيرُ* *(Qur'an 26: 180)

*There is nothing like Him; and He is the All-Hearer, the All-SEer.* *(Qur'an 42: 11)*

ii) His “Self”

Allah has a “Self” in a manner that befits His Perfection and Majesty, a “Self” which is nothing like the selves of His creation. Allah has told us of this in His Book. He (ﷻ), says:

*وَإِذَا جَاءَ أَلَّهُ بِيَوْمِ يَوْمِيَّةٍ فَقُلْ سَلَّمُ عَلَيْكُمْ كَنْبُ رَبِّكُمُ عَلَى نَفْسِهِ الرَّحْمَةُ أَنَّمِيْنَ عَمَّالِ عَمَّالَكُمْ سَوَاءً يَجِهُ الْكُفَّارَ شَرَّ تَأْبِهِمْ بِعَدْوَتِهِمْ وَأُصْلِحْ فَأَمَّنَ عَفَّوْرُ رَحْمَةٌ* *(Qur'an 6: 54)*

*When those who believe in Our Ayāyāt [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] come to you, say: “Salaamun ‘Alaykum” [peace be on you]; your Lord has written [prescribed] Mercy for Himself, so that if any of you does evil in ignorance, and thereafter repents and does righteous good deeds [by obeying Allah], then surely, He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.* *(Qur'an 6: 54)*

Allah (ﷻ), tells us that He has a Self, and that He has written or prescribed for Himself mercy. Allah states this in another ayah:
Say [O’ Muhammad]: ‘To whom belongs all that is in the heavens and the earth?’ Say: ‘To Allah. He has prescribed Mercy for Himself. Indeed He will gather you together on the Day of Resurrection, about which there is no doubt...’ (Qur’an 6: 12)

The Messenger (ﷺ) has explained something about this writing or prescription. According to the hadith narrated by Abu Hurayrah (挹), the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“When Allah decreed His creation, He wrote a book which is with Him above the Throne: My Mercy precedes My wrath.” According to another report: “...prevails over My wrath.”10

It is the way of all the Messengers to affirm that Allah has a Self. ‘Eesa (Jesus) Peace be upon him, said to the Lord of Might:

\[...نَعْلَمُ مَا فِي قُلُوبِنَا وَلَا أَنْقُلُ مَا فِي قُلُوبِكَ إِنَّكَ أَنتَ عَلِيمُ الْغُيُوبِ

(Qur’an 5: 116)

And Allah said to His Messenger Moosa (Moses) (ﷺ):

\[...ثُمَّ جَهَتَّ عَلَى قَدَرٍ يُلمَعُ وَأَصْطَعَتَ لِقُلُوبِ

(Qur’an 20: 40-41)

Allah has warned us against Himself, as He (ﷺ), says:

10 Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh, 1/726, hadith no. 2364.
And Allah warns you against Himself [His punishment] and Allah is full of kindness to [His] slaves.

(Qur'an 3: 30)

Allah reminds His slaves about the slaves who remember Him in their hearts. Bukhari and Muslim narrated in their saheehs from Abu Hurayrah (RA) that the Messenger (SAW) said:

“Allah says: I am as My slave thinks I am. I am with him when he remembers Me. If he remembers Me to himself, I remember him to Myself. If he remembers Me in an assembly, I remember him in an assembly better than it.”

Remembering Allah pleases the self of our Lord (SWT). According to a hadith narrated by Ibn ‘Abbaas fromJuwayriyah (the wife of Prophet), the Prophet (SAW) left her apartment one morning after he had prayed subh (Fajr - Dawn), and she was in her prayer-place in her house. At mid-morning he came back, and she was still sitting there. He said, “Are you still as you were when I left you?” She said, “Yes.” The Prophet said:

“After I left you, I said only four words three times, but if they were weighed against what you have said since this morning, they would outweigh it. They are Subhaan Allahi wa bi hamdihi, ‘adada khalqihi wa ridaa nafsihi wazinata ‘arshihi wa midaada kalimaatihi (Glory and praise be to Allah, as many as His creation are, as much as pleases Him, as much as His Throne weighs and as many as His words are).”

11 Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh, 1/693, hadith no. 2264.
12 Muslim, 4/2090, hadith no. 2726.
iii) The Face of our Lord, the Exalted

Allah (الله), has a Face which is unlike the faces of His creation. We affirm that and believe in it, because Allah has told us of that in His Book and His Messenger has stated that in his ahaadeeth. Allah (الله), says:

\[
\text{وَسَيُتَقَّبَلُ وَجَهُ رَبِّكَ دُوَّارَ الْمَلَأِ وَالْأَكْرَمِ}
\]

(And the Face of your Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever.) (Qur’ān 55: 27)

Ibn Jareer said in his Tafseer of this aayah: full of Majesty and Honour describes the Face, hence it appears in the nominative form (dhu, i.e. it is in grammatical agreement with the word wajh, meaning Face).\(^{13}\)

Some earlier writers denied that Allah has a Face, claiming that the phrase translated as “full of Majesty and Honour” refers to the word Lord. So in their view, the phrase translated as “full of Majesty and Honour” refers to the Lord, not to His Face.

This view was refuted by Ibn Khuzaymah, who said: This is the claim of one who is ignorant of the Arabic language, because Allah (الله), says: (And the Face of your Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever.) (Qur’ān 55: 27)

The word wajh appears in the nominative form here (i.e. it is the subject), whilst the word Lord appears in a genitive (possessive) form in conjunction with the word wajh. If the phrase translated as “full of Majesty and Honour” referred to the word Lord here, it would appear as Dhi’l-Jalaali wa’l-Ikraam (genitive) instead of Dhu’l-Jalaali wa’l-Ikraam (nominative).\(^{14}\)

\(^{13}\) Tafseer at-Tabari. See his Tafseer of Soorat ar-Rahmaan 55: 27.

\(^{14}\) At-Tawheed by Ibn Khuzaymah, Pp. 21.
Another of the texts which affirm that Allah has a Face is the aayah (verse):

\[
\text{كل شيء هاليك إلا وجهه...}
\]

\[
(\text{...Everything will perish save His Face...})
\]

(Qur'an 28: 88)

THE EFFECTS OF BELIEF IN THE FACE OF ALLAH

a) Seeking the Face of Allah through righteous deeds

Once we know what Allah has said, we must seek the Face of our Lord through our (righteous) deeds, as Allah has told us in His Book. Any deed which is not done for the purpose of seeking His Face is false: (\text{...Everything will perish save His Face...}) (Qur'an 28: 88)

Among these deeds is spending money for the purpose of seeking His Face:

\[
\text{وَمَا عَلَّمَنَا مِنْ رَبِّنَا مَّنْ ذَكَرَ مَا نَزَعَهُ وَجَهَّةَ اللَّهِ فَأَوْلَيْكَ هُمُ الْمُضَيِّفُونَ}
\]

\[
(\text{...But that which you give in Zakah [Sadaqah - charity, etc.] seeking Allah's Countenance [Face], then those they shall have manifold increase.})
\]

(Qur'an 30: 39)

He (ٓא‍ل‍ه‍ั‍ي‍ٓ ن‍ٔس‍ر‍م‍ٓا), has described His believing slaves as seeking His Face through their deeds, and nothing but His Face:

\[
\text{إِنَّا نَطَعَمُكَ لِيَبْغِيهِ اللَّهُ أَلَّا يَبْغِيهِ مَسَّكَرَ جَرَّةً، وَلَا شَكْرَةً}
\]

\[
(\text{[Saying]: 'We feed you seeking Allah's Countenance only. We wish for no reward, nor thanks from you.'})
\]

(Qur'an 76: 9)
And who has [in mind] no favour from anyone to be paid back, Except to seek the Countenance [Face] of his Lord, the Most High. (Qur'an 92: 19-20)

وَأَصْبَرْ فَسَفَكَ مَعَ الَّذِينَ يَتَغُوَّرُونَ رِبْهُم بِالْقُرْنِ وَالْفَيْضِ يُريدُونَ وَجَهَمَ...

And keep yourself [O' Muhammad] patiently with those who call on their Lord [i.e. your companions who remember their Lord with glorification, praising in prayers, and other righteous deeds] morning and afternoon, seeking His Face;... (Qur'an 18: 28)

In As-Saheehayn (Bukhari and Muslim) it is reported from ‘Utbaan ibn Maalik that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Allah has forbidden to the Fire those who say Laa ilaaha illa-Allah, seeking thereby the Face of Allah.”

In (Qur'an 6: 65) it is reported that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: “I seek refuge by Your Face.” Allah (ﷻ), said:

(…or from under your feet,...) (Qur’an 6: 65).

15 Saheeh al-Bukhari bi Sharhihi Fath al-Baari, 1/519, hadith no. 425; Muslim, 1/455.
The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “I seek refuge by Your Face.” Allah (ﷻ), said:

أَوُلَّیْكُمْ شَيَّاءُ وَلَبِينَ بَصَارَتٍ بَاسَ بَعْضٍ ...

(Or to cover you with confusion in party strife, and make you to taste the violence of one another...) (Qur'an 6: 65).

The Prophet (ﷺ) said: “That is easier.”

It is reported from ‘Ali ibn Abi Taalib ( Predictor) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) used to say, when he lay down:

“Allahumma inni a’oodhu bi wajhik al-kareem, wa bi kalimaatik at-taammaat min sharri kulli daabbah anta aakhidh bi naa sito aayatihaa (O’ Allah! I seek refuge by Your Noble Face and by Your perfect Words, from the evil of every beast whose forelock You have hold of).”

— This is narrated by Abu Dawood.

c) Responding to the one who asks of you for the sake (lit. by the Face) of Allah

It is reported that Ibn ‘Abbaas ( Predictor) stated: the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Whoever seeks refuge with Allah, protect him, and whoever asks of you for the sake (lit. by the Face) of Allah, give to him.”

16 Bukhari, 13/388, hadith no. 7406.
17 Jaami’ al-Usool, 4/271, hadith no. 2263. Its isnad is hasan, as is mentioned by the editor of Jaami’ al-Usool.
18 Abu Dawood, 3/961, hadith no. 4260. Al-Albaani said: it is hasan saheeh. See also Al-Asma’ wa’s-Sifaat by Al-Bayhaqi, 1/306.
d) Hoping to see the Face of Allah

It is reported from ‘Ammaar ibn Yaasir that the Messenger (ﷺ) used to say in his supplication (du’a):

“Allahumma bi ‘ilmik al-ghaybi wa qudratika ‘ala’l-khalq, ahyini ma ‘alimta al-ğayaata khayran li wa tawaffani idha ‘alimta al-wafaat khayran li. Allahumma wa as’aluka khashiyataka fi’l-ghaybi wa’sh-shahaadah, wa as’aluka kalimat al-ğaq wa’l-‘adla fi’l-ghadab wa’r-ridaa, wa as’aluka al-qaṣad fi’l-faqari wa’l-ğhinaa. Wa as’aluka na’eeman laa yabeed, wa as’aluka qurrat ‘aynin laa tangaṭi, wa as’aluka ar-riḍaa ba’da al-ğaḍaa’, wa as’aluka burd al-ğeeish ba’da al-mawt, wa as’aluka ladhdhatan-nazr ila wajhika, wa as’aluka ash-shawqa ila liqaa’ika fi ghayru daara’ a muḍirrah, wa laa fitnata muḍillah. Allahumma zayyinnaa bi zeenat il-eemaan wa’j’a ln a  hudaata muhtadeen (O’ Allah! By Your knowledge of the Unseen and Your Power over Your creation, keep me alive so long as you know that living is good for me, and cause me to die when You know that death is good for me. I ask You to make me fear You in secret and in public. I ask You to make me speak the truth and be fair when angry and when content. I ask You to make me to be economical in poverty and in richness. I ask You for a life of ease that never ends. I ask You for joy that never ceases. I ask You for contentment after You have issued Your decree. I ask You for tranquillity after death. I ask You for the joy of looking upon Your Face. I ask You to make me long to meet You without undergoing painful sickness or misguiding fitnah. O’ Allah! adorn us with the beauty of faith and make us guides to others who are also guided.).”

The Prophet (ﷺ) explained the “even more” mentioned in the aayah:

19 Ibn Khuzaymah in At-Tawheed, Pp. 12; Nasaai, 1/280, hadith no. 1237, 1238. Its isnad is saheeh (sound).
For those who have done good is the best reward and even more [i.e. having the honour of glancing at the Countenance of Allah].

(Qur'an 10: 26)

— as meaning looking at the face of our Lord (الله). Similar statement is also narrated from Abu Bakr and Ḥudhayfah. Then he (the narrator) said: The reports to this effect from the Ṣaḥābah and Taabi‘een (may Allah be pleased with them) are many.20

Muslim narrated from Ṣuhayb that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“When the people of Paradise enter Paradise, Allah will say, ‘Do you want anything more from Me?’ They will say, ‘Have You not made our faces white [honoured us]; have You not admitted us to Paradise; have You not saved us from the Fire?’ Then the veil will be lifted, and they will never be given anything more beloved to them than looking upon the face of their Lord, the Exalted.”

Then he recited the aayah: "For those who have done good is the best reward and even more [i.e. having the honour of glancing at the Countenance of Allah]."

(Qur’an 10: 26)21

Bukhari and Muslim narrated that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Two gardens of silver, their vessels and all that is in them, and two gardens of gold, their vessels and all that is in them. And all that will stand between the people and their seeing the Lord will be the veil of pride over His Face in the Paradise of ‘Aden.”22

---

20 Al-Asma‘ wa’s-Sifaat by Al-Bayhaqi, Pp. 308.
21 Muslim, 1/163, hadith no. 180.
22 Bukhari, 13/423, hadith no. 7444. Also narrated in 8/623, hadith no. 4878, with similar wording by Muslim, 1/163, hadith no. 180. Ibn Khuzaymah with the wording, “There will be nothing between the people and their seeing the Face of =
The veil of His Face
It is narrated that Abu Moosa reported: the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Allah, the All-Powerful and All-High, does not sleep and it is not befitting that He should sleep. He lowers the scale and raises it. The deeds of the night are raised up to Him before the day, and the deeds of the day before the night. His veil is Light (according to the report of Abu Bakr: fire); if it were to be uncovered, the splendour of His Countenance would consume His creation as far as His Sight reaches.”

The narrator’s uncertainty as to whether the word was noor (light) or naar (fire) does not matter, because it is like the pure fire through which Allah addressed Moosa (Moses), which may be called noor or naar. Allah called the fire in a lamp light, unlike the dark fire such as the fire of Hell, which cannot be called light.

This veil prevents His slaves from comprehending Allah, just as the clouds and ceilings prevent them from seeing the sun and moon. When the clouds move, the sun and moon appear. This does not mean that they prevent Allah from seeing, for no Muslim would say this. Nothing whatsoever is hidden from Allah, in the heavens or on earth, but His Light conceal Him from His creation, as it says in the hadith: “if it were to be uncovered, the splendour of His Countenance would consume His creation as far as His Sight reaches.” His Sight reaches all of His creation, but the splendour is concealed by the veil of light or fire.

= their Lord (Rabb).” The commentator of Kitaab at-Tawheed noted that this hadith is narrated by Al-Bayhaqi in Al-Asmaa’ waṣ-Ṣifaat, Pp. 222.

23 Muslim, 1/161, hadith no. 179.
iv) Allah has two Hands

Allah ﷺ, has two Hands, in a manner that is befitting to His Majesty and perfection. They do not resemble the hands of His creatures in any way. Allah (ﷻ) says:

\[
\text{بَلْ يَدَاهُ مَبْسُوطَانِ...}
\]

(…Nay, both His Hands are widely outstretched…)  
(Qur’an 5: 64)

And Allah said, rebuking Iblees when he refused to prostrate to Adam:

\[
\text{فَالَّذِي نَتَقَلَبُثُ مَا مَنَعْتُكَ أَنْ تَسْجُدَ لِمَنِيَّ لَعَلَّكُمُ يُسْتَطِيعُنَّ...}
\]

([Allah] said: ‘O’ Iblees [Satan]! What prevents you from prostrating yourself to one whom I have created with Both My Hands…’)  
(Qur’an 38: 75)

Glorifying Allah by mentioning His Hands

A number of ahaadeeth have been narrated in which the Lord - the Exalted and All-Glory - is glorified by mention of His Hands and stating that goodness is in them. The Lord will call the people of Paradise, saying to them: “O’ people of Paradise!” They will say, “At Your service, O’ Lord, all goodness in is Your Hands.”

Our Lord will call Adam on the Day of Resurrection, and Adam will say in response: “At Your service, O’ Lord! All goodness is in Your Hands.”

Whenever the Prophet (ﷺ) stood to pray at night, his du’aa’ (supplication) would include the words: “At Your service, O’ Lord, all goodness is in Your hands.”

24 Bukhari, 13/487, hadith no. 7518.  
25 Ibid, 11/388, hadith no. 6530; 6/382, hadith no. 3348; Muslim, 1/201, no. 201.  
26 Muslim, 1/534, hadith no. 771.
In his *Talbiyah*, Ibn ‘Umar used to say: “At Your service, O’ Lord, all goodness is in Your hands.”

**Allah spreads His Hands**

Allah (الله), is Generous and spreads His hands to give and bestow.

\[
\text{ِّـٰٔٓٔٓٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔٔ..} ...

(Qur'an 5: 64)

And He spreads His Hands by night and by day to accept the repentance of His slaves. Abu Moosa al-Ash‘ari narrated that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Allah spreads His Hands by night to accept the repentance of those who sinned by day, and He spreads His Hands by day to accept the repentance of those who sinned by night. (This will continue) until the sun rises from the west.”

**Things which the All-Merciful has created with His Hands**

Allah is not incapable of anything. When He wills something, He creates it with the word *Kun* ("Be!"), and it is as He wills. But He has created some things with His Hands, as a sign of honour and high status, and the care that Allah bestows upon them. The things that Allah has created with His Hand and that are mentioned in His Books or narrated in the Sunnah of His Messenger are the following:

a) Adam — Concerning this, Allah (الله), said to Iblees (Satan):

\[
... يَلُعِبْسُ مَا مَانَاءٌ أَنْ يُسْجَدَ لِمَا خَلَقَتْ يَدَيَّ ... 
\]

27 Muslim, 2/841, hadith no. 1184.

28 Ibid, 4/2113, hadith no. 5572.
O’ Iblees [Satan]! What prevents you from prostrating yourself to one whom I have created with Both My Hands... (Qur’an 38: 75)

In a lengthy hadith about intercession, it says:

“They will come to Adam and will say, ‘You are Adam, the father of mankind. Allah created You with His Hands and caused you to dwell in His Paradise.’” (Agreed upon).29

According to the hadith which describes the debate between Adam and Moosa (Moses), Moosa said to Adam:

“You are the one whom Allah created with His Hands and breathed into you of His Spirit.”30

Allah (Jjg), tells us that He created Adam with His Hands, and the Messenger (j^e) tells us that the people will ask Adam to intercede for them, and they will mention the greatest of the blessings that Allah bestowed upon him, that is, Allah created him with His Hands. Moosa (Moses) also mentioned the blessing which Allah bestowed upon Adam, that He created Him with His Hands. The mention of this unique characteristic indicates the way in which Adam is distinguished above others. Otherwise, if Hand here referred to Power, how would Adam be better than anyone else, so that he might be praised in this manner?

b) Allah (^c) wrote the Tawraat (Torah) with His Hand:

It is narrated in some reports of the hadith about the dispute between Adam and Moosa, that Adam said to Moosa:

---

29 Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh (derived from Bukhari and Muslim), 3/69, hadith no. 5572.
30 Muslim, 4/2043, hadith no. 2652.
“You are Moosa (Moses) whom Allah chose to speak to, and He wrote for you the Tawraat with His Hand.”

According to a report narrated in Bukhari and Muslim:

“Allah chose you to speak to, and He wrote for you with His Hand.”

c) Allah (اللّه) wrote something which is placed with Him:

It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah (أبو حرارة) that the Prophet (الرسول) said:

“When Allah finished His Creation, He wrote in a book, ‘My Mercy prevails over — or precedes — My Wrath.’ And it is with Him above the Throne.” According to another report: “Allah wrote in a book before He created the universe: ‘Verily My Mercy precedes my Wrath’ — and it is written with Him above the Throne.”

It is also narrated by Ibn Maajah from Abu Hurayrah, with the wording:

“Your Lord wrote for Himself by His Hand before He created the universe: My Mercy precedes My Wrath.”

It is also reported in Kitaab as-Sunnah by Abu ‘Aasim that the Most Merciful wrote down something with His Hand, it says:

“When Allah finished creating the universe, He wrote with His Hand in a Book with Him: My Mercy prevails over — or he said: precedes — My Wrath. And it is with Him above the Throne.” Or words to that effect.

---

31 Abu Dawood, 3/891, hadith no. 3934; Ibn Maajah, 1/20, hadith no. 65.
32 Bukhari, 11, hadith no. 6614; Muslim, 4/2042, hadith no. 2652.
33 Bukhari: 13/522, hadith no. 7554. Muslim: 4/2107, hadith no. 2751.
34 Ibn Maajah, 1/37, hadith no. 156.
35 Kitaab as-Sunnah, by Ibn Abi ‘Aasim, 1/270, hadith no. 608.
d) Allah (az-w) planted the Paradise of ‘Aden with His Hands:

It is narrated in Muslim that the Messenger of Allah (sa-w) said:

“Moosa (Moses) asked: ‘Who among the people of Paradise will be the lowest in status?’ He said: ‘It will be a man who will be brought after the people of Paradise have entered Paradise.’ It will be said to him: ‘Enter Paradise.’ He will say, ‘O’ Lord, the people have settled in their places and taken what is theirs.’ It will be said to him: ‘Would you not be happy to have the equivalent of a king’s possessions in the world?’ He will say, ‘I would be happy with that, O’ Lord.’ It will be said to him, ‘You will have that, and the same again, and again and again.’ The fifth time, he will say: ‘I am happy with that O’ Lord.’ It will be said to him, ‘And ten times that, and you will have whatever your heart desires and whatever delights you.’ He will say, ‘I am happy with that, O’ Lord.’ He said, ‘O’ Lord, and who will be the highest of them in status?’ He said: ‘Those whom I will; I have planted the place of their honour with My hand, and sealed it. No eye has seen, no ear has heard, nor has it entered the heart of man.’ He said: And this is confirmed in the Book of Allah, where it says:

\[
\text{فَلا تَعَلَّمُ نَفْسٌ مَّا أُخْفِيَ لَهُم مِّن فَرْطٍ أَعْمَلُونَ.}
\]

(No person knows what is kept hidden for them of joy as a reward for what they used to do.) (Qur’an 32: 17).”

From this hadith we see that He planted the Garden with His own Hand.

36 Muslim, 1/176, hadith no. 189.
The greatness of the Hands of the Lord ( سبحانه وتعالى)

It says in the Qur'an:

وَمَا قَدَّرُوا اللَّهَ حَقَّ قَدَرِهِ ۛ وَالَّذِي جَمِيعًا فَقَضَسْنَاهُ يَوْمَ الْقِيَامةَ

(They made not a just estimate of Allah such as is due to Him. And on the Day of Resurrection the whole of the earth will be grasped by His Hand and the heavens will be rolled up in His Right Hand... )  (Qur'an 39: 67)

In saheehayn it is narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Allah will grasp the earth on the Day of Resurrection, and will roll up the heavens in His Right Hand, then He will say: ‘I am the King, where are the kings of the earth?’”

Muslim narrated from ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Allah will roll up the heavens on the Day of Resurrection, then He will hold them in His Right Hand, and will say, ‘I am the King, where are the tyrants? Where are the arrogant?’ Then He will roll up the earth in His left Hand, and will say, ‘I am the King. Where are the tyrants? Where are the arrogant?’”

According to another version he said: I saw the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) on the minbar, saying:

“The Compeller — Al-Jabbar — the Almighty, will take His heavens and His earth in His Hands, and will say, ‘I am Allah (and He will close His Fingers and then open

37 Bukhari, 8/551, hadith no. 4812; Muslim, 4/2148, hadith no. 2787.
them and say) I am the Sovereign.""

And I looked at the minbar and saw it shaking from the bottom, and I thought it would collapse under the Messenger of Allah.38

**Both of His Hands are Right Hands**

It is narrated in a report in Muslim,

"Then He will roll up the earth in His left Hand."

Al-Bayhaqi considered this report as weak in terms of the isnad, and said: The mention of the left hand in this report is narrated only by ‘Umar ibn Ḥamzah from Saalim. This hadith is also narrated by Naafi‘ and ‘Ubaydullah ibn Muqsim from Ibn ‘Umar, but they did not mention the left hand.39 He also classified it as da‘eef on the basis of the matn (text), and said: "How can that be saheeh (sound) when it has been proven that the Prophet (ﷺ) described both of His Hands as right?40

It is narrated that ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr stated: the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

"The just will be with Allah on thrones of light at the right hand of the Most Merciful, — the Almighty and All-Glory — and both His Hands are right, those who were just in their judgements and in the way they treated their families and those under their authority."41

**v) The Fingers of the Most Merciful**

Allah has Fingers which in no way resemble the fingers of any of His creation. They befit His Perfection and Majesty, the All-Glory and

---

38 Muslim, 4/2148, hadith no. 2788.
39 *Al-Asmaa' wa's-Sifaat* by Al-Bayhaqi, 1/324.
40 Ibid.
41 Muslim, 3/1458, hadith no. 1827.
Exalted. In the Bukhari and Muslim, it is narrated from ‘Abdullah ibn Mas‘ood that a Jew came to the Prophet (ṣ) and said, “O’ Muhammad, Allah holds the heavens on one Finger, the earth on one Finger, the mountains on one Finger, the trees on one Finger and all creatures on one Finger, and He says, ‘I am the Sovereign.’” The Messenger of Allah (ṣ) smiled so broadly that his eyeteeth could be seen, then he recited:

\[
\text{وَمَا قَدْرُواْ لِلَّهِ حَنْكَمُ ثُمَّ اقْدِرُوهُ \ldots}
\]

(They made not a just estimate of Allah such as is due to Him...)

(Qur’an 39: 67)

According to another version: The Messenger of Allah (ṣ) smiled in amazement and confirmation.42

It is narrated that ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘Aas (may Allah be pleased with them both) heard the Prophet (ṣ) say:

“The hearts of the sons of Adam are all as one heart between two of the fingers of the Most Merciful, and He directs them as He wishes.” Then he said: “O’ Allah, Director of the hearts, direct our hearts towards obedience to You.”43

vi) What has been mentioned concerning His Foot

Al-Bayhaqi used this as a title in his book Al-Asmaa’ waṣ-Ṣifaat (348), where he mentioned a number of aḥaadeeth:

a) A hadith is narrated by Bukhari and Muslim from Anas ibn Maalik (ṣ) that the Prophet (ṣ) said:

“Hell will keep saying, ‘Are there any more?’ until the

42 Bukhari, 13,393, hadith no. 7414; Muslim, 4/2147, hadith no. 2786.
43 Muslim, 4/2045, hadith no. 2655.
Lord of Glory will put His Foot on it, then it will say, ‘Enough, enough, by Your Glory!’ Then it will shrink into itself.’ According to some reports: ‘And there will still be extra space in Paradise until Allah creates people for it and causes them to dwell in the extra space of Paradise.’

b) It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Paradise and Hell engaged in a debate. Hell said: ‘I was created to take the arrogant and the tyrannical.’ Paradise said, ‘Why is it that no one will enter me except the weak and lowly among mankind?’ Allah said to Paradise: ‘You are My Mercy, by which I will show mercy to whomsoever I will among My slaves.’ And He said to Hell: ‘You are My Punishment by which I will punish whomsoever I will among My slaves. Each of you will have its fill.’ The Fire will not be filled until Allah puts His Foot, and it says, ‘Enough, enough, enough!’ Then it will be filled and will shrink into itself. And Allah does not treat any of His creation unjustly. As for Paradise, Allah will create people for it [to fill it].’

c) It is narrated that Ibn ‘Abbaas (ﷺ) said concerning the Kursiy,

\[
\text{وَسَعَ كُرْسِيُّهُ السَّمَوَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ...} \\
(\text{Qur’an 2: 255})
\]

44 Bukhari, 8/594, hadith no. 4848, 4849; Muslim, 4/2187, 2188, hadith no. 2848. This version is narrated by Muslim.

45 Bukhari, 8/595, hadith no. 4850; Muslim, 4/2186, hadith no. 2846. This version is narrated by Muslim.
vii) Allah, the Exalted, has a Shin

It is obligatory for us to believe in this and not to deny it, because He - the Exalted - has told us of it.

Allah (ﷻ) says:

"[Remember] the Day when the Shin shall be laid bare [i.e. the Day of Resurrection] and they shall be called to prostrate themselves [to Allah], but they [hypocrites] shall not be able to do so."

(Qur’an 68: 42)

There are reports in Bukhari and Muslim which explain this aayah (verse) and make it clear. It is narrated that Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say:

“Our Lord will lay bare His Shin, and every believing man and believing woman will prostrate to Him. There will be left those who used to prostrate in the world in order to show off and gain a good reputation. Such a one will try to prostrate, but his backbone will become a single (solid) piece (and he will not be able to prostrate).”

We must note here that affirming that Allah has a Shin is like affirming that He has a Hand, hearing, sight and any other attributes.

---

46 See Mukhtasar al-‘Aluw by Dhahabi, Pp. 102. The editor Shaykh Naasiruddeen al-Albaani said: this is saheeh mawqoof, and attributed it to Ibn Khuzaymah in At-Tawheed, 71-72; to Daarimi in Ar-Radd ‘ala’l-Mareesii, 71, 73-74; and Ibn Abi Shaybah in Al-‘Arsh, 2/114.

47 Bukhari, 8/664, hadith no. 4419; Muslim, 1/167, hadith no. 183. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
What has been narrated from Ibn ‘Abbaas, who interpreted laying bare the *Shin* as referring to the seriousness of the matter, contradicts what is proven from Ibn Mas‘ood, that our Lord will lay bare His *Shin*.\(^{48}\)

How well Ash-Shawkaani spoke when he said: Allah has given us sufficient interpretation of this *aayah* (verse) in the *ṣaḥeeḥ* (sound) reports narrated from the Messenger of Allah. This does not imply thinking in physical or anthropomorphic terms, for there is nothing like unto Him.\(^{49}\)

Ibn Jareer at-Tabari and Ibn Katheer narrated the *tafseer* of Ibn ‘Abbaas, just as they also narrated the hadith which explain the text of the Qur’an. They did not interpret the hadith in any way different than its apparent meaning, which indicates that they did not see any contradiction between the hadith and the view of Ibn ‘Abbaas. The matter will indeed be serious on the Day of Resurrection, and this does not contradict the idea that Allah will lay bare His *Shin*.

**viii) His rising over the Throne**

The Throne is the greatest thing in all of creation, and Allah (الله), refers in seven places in His Book to His rising over the Throne, by saying,

\[ثَمَّ نَحْبَتَ هوَ الْعَلِيُّ الْكَبِيرُ الْمَجِيدُ \]

*The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].*

*(Qur’an 20: 5)*

The evidence that the Throne is one of the things created by Allah (الله), the Almighty:

\(^{48}\) *Fath al-Qadeer* by Ash-Shawkaani, 5/319.

\(^{49}\) Ibid, 5/320.
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And eight angels will, that Day, bear the Throne of your Lord above them. (Qur’an 69: 17)

- i.e., on the Day of Resurrection.

(Those [angels] who bear the Throne [of Allah] and those around it glorify the praises of their Lord, and believe in Him, and ask forgiveness for those who believe...)

(Qur’an 40: 7)

Allah (سّلّمّلا), tells us that the Throne has bearers, and that they seek forgiveness for the believers. This negates the view of those who say that the Throne refers to Allah’s Sovereignty or Dominion (Al-Mulk).

According to a hadith narrated by Bukhari, “When you ask Allah, ask Him for Al-Firdaws, for it is the middle of Paradise and is the highest part of Paradise. Above it is the Throne of the Most Merciful, and from it spring forth the rivers of Paradise.”

Bukhari narrated from Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah (صلى الله عليه وسلم) said:

“Do not prefer me over Moosa (Moses), for the people will fall unconscious on the Day of Resurrection; I will be the first to regain consciousness, and Moosa will be there, holding on to the side of the Throne. I do not know whether Moosa will be one of those who fell unconscious and then woke up before me, or whether he was one of those whom Allah exempted

---

50 Bukhari, 13/404, hadith no. 7423.
(from falling unconscious).”

According to a report narrated by Abu Sa’eed al-Khudri:

“Moosa (Moses) will be there, holding on to one of the pillars of the Throne.”

How can the Throne not be one of the things created by Allah ($\£$), when it is the roof of Al-Firdaws. How can Moosa (Moses) hold onto one of the pillars of the Throne if it is not something that has been created?

The Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“When Allah completed His creation, He wrote down with Himself above His Throne: My mercy precedes My wrath.”

The great size of the Throne

Allah has described His Throne as being Great (‘Azeem):

\[
\text{٥٦٩ وَرَبُّ الْمُكْرِمِ العظيم }
\]

(And Lord of the Great Throne.) (Qur’an 23: 86)

The Messenger (ﷺ) described the Throne as being great in two ways:

a) By telling us of the great size of the angels who carry the Throne. In Sunan Abi Dawood it is narrated with a saheeh (sound) isnad that the Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“I have been granted permission to speak about one of the angels of Allah, one of the bearers of the Throne. The

51 Bukhari, 11/367, hadith no. 6517, 6518; the hadith is also narrated by Muslim, 4/1834, hadith no. 2373.
52 Ibid, 13/405, hadith no. 7427.
53 Ibid, hadith no. 7422.
space between his earlobes and his shoulders is the distance of seven hundred years’ travelling.”

b) The Messenger described the size of the Throne by contrasting its size with the size of the heavens and the kursiy. He (ﷺ) said:

“The seven heavens in comparison to the kursiy are like no more than a ring thrown out into an empty field, and the superiority of the Throne in relation to the kursiy is like the superiority of that field in relation to that ring.”

Allah praises Himself by mentioning His rising over the Throne and by declaring that He is the Lord of the Throne

The Lord praises Himself by stating that He has risen over His Throne:

\[
\text{Ta-Ha. [These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'an, and none but Allah (Alone) knows their meanings.]} \quad \text{We have not sent down the Qur'an unto you [O' Muhammad] to cause you distress, But only as a Reminder to those who fear [Allah]. A Revelation from Him [Allah] Who has created the earth and high heavens. The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].} \quad (Qur'an 20: 1-5)
\]

54 Abu Dawood, 3/895, hadith no. 3953.

55 Narrated by Muhammad ibn Abi Shaybah in Kitaab al-'Arsh, by Al-Bayhaqi in Al-Asmaa' wa’s-Sifaat, by Ibn Jareer and by others. It is saheeh (sound) when all its isnads are taken together. See Shaykh Al-Albaani’s comments on its isnad in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth as-Saheehah, hadith no. 109.
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\[\text{He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six Days and then rose over [Istawa] the Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty]. He knows what goes into the earth and what comes forth from it, and what descends from the heaven and what ascends thereto. And He is with you [by His Knowledge] wheresoever you may be. And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do.}\] (Qur’an 57: 4)

And Allah (ٌٍ), praises Himself on more than one occasion as being the Master of the Throne:

\[\text{Owner of the Throne, the Glorious, [He is the] Doer of whatsoever He intends [or wills].}\] (Qur’an 85: 15-16)

\[\text{...Then they would certainly have sought out a way to the Lord of the Throne.}\] (Qur’an 17: 42)

And Allah (ٌٍ), praises Himself as being the Lord of the Throne:

\[\text{...In Him I put my trust and He is the Lord of the Mighty Throne.}\] (Qur’an 9: 129)

\[\text{...Glorified is Allah, the Lord of the Throne, [High is He] above all that [evil] they associate with Him!}\] (Qur’an 21: 22)
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(Snippet)

Say: ‘Who is [the] Lord of the seven heavens, and [the] Lord of the Great Throne?’ (Qur’an 23: 86)

‘Abdullah ibn Rawahah praised his Lord in couplets as follows:

“I bear witness that the promise of Allah is true,
And that the Fire is the abode of the kaafireen (disbelievers).
And that the Throne is floating above the water,
And above the Throne is the Lord of the Worlds.
And it is borne by noble angels,
Angels of the Lord.”

This couplet was transmitted by Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr in Al-Isti’aab, where he says: We have narrated it through saheeh isnads.

The meaning of His rising over the Throne (istiwaal)

We do not know how Allah (سَمِيعُ اللَّهِ) rose over the Throne, because we do not know how He is, but we know the meaning of istiwaaa in the Arabic language. When the Arabs follow the word istiwaaa with the preposition ‘ala, they mean four things: settling, going over, rising above and ascending, as was affirmed by Ibn al-Qayyim.56

Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash’ari narrated that the Mu’tazilah interpreted the phrase (rose over [Istawaa] the Throne) (Qur’an 57: 4) as meaning that He possessed or took control of it.57 Whoever interprets this phrase in this manner should note that his predecessors in this regard are the Mu’tazilah, and what bad predecessors they are.

The Ahl as-Sunnah and scholars of hadith affirm that Allah rose over the Throne. They do not deny it, but they do not discuss how it happened, as Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash’ari (may Allah have mercy on

57 Maqaalaat al-Islamiyeen, Pp. 157, 211.
him) narrated from them.\textsuperscript{58}

Scholars of the Arabic language have narrated to us that the scholars whose fitrah has not been contaminated with alien philosophy refuse to interpret istawaa as meaning istawla (possess, take control).

Dawood ibn 'Ali al-Iṣbahaani said: I was with Ibn al-A‘rabi, and a man came to him and asked, What is the meaning of the aayah, \textsuperscript{59}

\begin{quote}
\textit{The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].}\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

(Qur'an 20: 5)

Ibn al-A‘rabi said: He is on His Throne as He has told us. He said, O' Abu 'Abdullah, does it not mean istawla (possess, take control)? Ibn al-A‘rabi said: How can you know that? The Arabs do not say istawla unless there are two people competing for a throne, then whichever of them prevails, they describe as istawla.\textsuperscript{59}

This method, which is acknowledging the meaning of istiwaah whilst not seeking to know how, is the method of the righteous salaf. When Imam Maalik was asked about the aayah, \textit{The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty]}\textsuperscript{59} (Qur'an 20: 5) and was asked how He rose over it, he paused and broke out in a sweat. Then he raised his head and said: The Most Gracious rose over the Throne, as He described Himself. We do not ask how, because one cannot ask how with regard to Allah. You are guilty of bid‘ah (innovation), throw him out.\textsuperscript{60}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[58] Maqaalaat al-Islamiyeen. Pp. 211, 290.
\item[59] Lisaan al-'Arab, 2/249.
\item[60] Al-Bayhaqi, and classed as saheeh by Adh-Dhahabi. See Mukhtasar al-'Uluw li'l-'Aliy al-Ghaffaar, by Adh-Dhahabi, Pp. 141, hadith no. 131.
\end{footnotes}
According to a report, Maalik said: How is incomprehensible, istiwaa is not unknown, belief in it is obligatory, and asking about it is bid'ah.61

The phrase ‘not unknown’ means it is known; what is known is its meaning, because the word has a meaning in Arabic which the Arabs understand, and which scholars can explain and interpret. Hence many of those who narrated the above view from Imam Maalik narrated the meaning from him, and they mentioned that he replied to the man as follows: “Istiwaa is known, how is unknown, believing in it is obligatory and asking about it is bid’ah.”62 In fact there is no difference between saying that istiwaa is known and saying that it is not unknown - the meaning is the same.

Qurṭubi (may Allah have mercy on him) said: “The first generation — may Allah be pleased with them — did not deny direction (with regard to Allah), and they did not say anything to that effect. They affirmed direction in accordance with what Allah had said in His Book and what His Messenger had told them.

No one denies that He rose over His throne in a real sense. This applies only to the Throne because it is the greatest thing in His creation. But we do not know how He rose over it, because we cannot know the true nature of this.

Maalik said: the istiwaa is known — i.e., in the linguistic sense — but how it happened is unknown, and asking about it is bid’ah, as Umm Salmah (may Allah be pleased with her) said. And this is sufficient.63

ix) Where is Allah?

Allah (*$£), has told us that He is in the heavens, above His Throne:

61 See Mukhtasăr al-'Aluw, Pp. 141, hadith no. 132.
62 Tafseer al-Qurṭubi, 2/219.
63 Ibid.
Do you feel secure that He, Who is over the heaven [Allah], will not cause the earth to sink with you, and then it should quake? Or do you feel secure that He, Who is over the heaven [Allah], will not send against you a violent whirlwind? Then you shall know how [terrible] has been My Warning. (Qur'an 67: 16-17)

The Messenger (ﷺ) told us that His Lord is in the heavens. It is narrated from Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

"Do you not trust me when I am the trustee of the One Who is in heaven, and the Revelation comes to me from heaven morning and evening?" 

And he testified that the slave girl was a believer when she told him that Allah was in heaven. It is narrated that Mu‘aawiyah ibn al-Ḥakam al-Sulami beat a slave girl of his for being careless in minding his sheep. Then he regretted it, and came to the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) to express his regret and ask for his permission to set her free. The Messenger (ﷺ) called for the girl and asked her,

"Where is Allah?" She said, "In heaven." He asked, "Who am I?" She said, "You are the Messenger of Allah." He said, "Set her free, for she is a believer."  

---

64 Bukhari, 8/66, hadith no. 4351; Muslim, 2/742, hadith no. 1064 1/382, hadith no. 537. Also narrated by Abu Dawood, 1/175, hadith no. 823; 3/632, hadith no. 2809.

65 Muslim, 1/382, hadith no. 537; Abu Dawood, 1/175, hadith no. 823; 3/632, hadith no. 2809.
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The Messenger (ﷺ) taught the sick person to pray for himself or for his brother with this *du‘aa’* (supplication) in which it is stated that Allah (ﷻ), is in the heaven:

"Rabbana Allah alladhi fi ‘s-samaa‘i, taqaddasa ismuka, amruka fi ‘s-samaa‘i wa ‘l-ard, kama rahmatuka fi ‘s-samaa‘ faj‘al rahmataka fi ‘l-ard, ighfir lanaa ḥawbanaa wa khaṭaayaana, anta Rabb at-Tayyibeen, anzil rahmatan min rahmatika wa shifaa’an min shifaa‘ika ‘ala haadha ‘l-waj‘i fa yabra‘ (O our Lord Allah, Who are in heaven, sanctified be Your Name. Your Command prevails in the heavens and on earth. As Your Mercy is in heaven, make Your Mercy on earth. Forgive us our mistakes and sins. You are the Lord of the good. Send down Mercy from Your Mercy and healing from Your healing upon this pain, and heal it)." ⁶⁶

According to a hadith narrated by ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr, the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

"The merciful will be shown mercy by the Most Merciful. Have mercy on those who are on earth, so that the One Who is in the heaven will have mercy on you."

**The meaning of His being in heaven**

The phrase "Allah is in the heaven" does not mean that He is contained by its physical dimensions — Glorified and Exalted be He far above that. What is meant by heaven is highness and being above. Allah (ﷻ), has described Himself as being the Most High:

(Qur'an 87:1)

---

⁶⁶ Abu Dawood, 4/16, hadith no. 3892

⁶⁷ Tirmidhi, 2/180, hadith no. 1569. Tirmidhi said: a *saheeh hasan* hadith.
And as the Most High, the Most Great:

\[
\text{الْعَزِيزِ}
\]

\[
\text{الْجَلِّ}
\]

(His Kursiy extends over the heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them. And He is the Most High, the Most Great.\textsuperscript{)*}

(Qur’an 2: 255)

The All-High, tells us that He is above His slaves:

\[
\text{بِيَآفُونَ رَبّٖ مِّنْ وَقَآفِهِمْ وَبِمَآ وَضَعُّونَ مَا يُؤْمِرُونَ}
\]

(They fear their Lord above them, and they do what they are commanded.\textsuperscript{)*}

(Qur’an 16: 50)

(And He is the Irresistible [Supreme], above His slaves,...\textsuperscript{)*}

(Qur’an 6: 18)

When the Messenger (ص) praised his Lord in his du‘aa’, he said:

“And You are, and there is none above You.”\textsuperscript{68}

Zaynab used to boast to the other wives of the Messenger (ص):

“Your families arranged your marriages, but my marriage was arranged by Allah from above the seven heavens.”\textsuperscript{69}

The Muslim cannot understand his ‘aqeedah (creed) properly if, when he thinks that Allah is in the heavens, he thinks that the heavens contain Him and that He is limited by the physical dimensions of the

\textsuperscript{68} Muslim, 4/2084, hadith no. 2713.

\textsuperscript{69} Tirmidhi, 3/92, hadith no. 2566.
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heavens. Glorified be He far above such a thing. How can that be, when the heavens are nothing in relation to Him?

«...And the heavens will be rolled up in His Right Hand...» *(Qur'an 39: 67)*

«...And [remember] the Day when We shall roll up the heaven like a scroll rolled up for books...» *(Qur'an 21: 104)*

**Extensive evidence**
The evidence in the Qur’an and Sunnah which shows that Allah (ﷻ), is in the heavens, above His slaves, is very clear and in abundance. To quote it all would take too long. But we can arrange it in the following categories:

1) Evidence which states clearly that He is in the heaven. We have mentioned this above.
2) Evidence which states that He rose above the Throne. We have quoted this above.
3) Evidence which proves that He is High, and that He is above His slaves. We have mentioned some of this above.
4) Texts which indicate that some of the things He has created are with Him.

«...إنَّ الْلَّهَ يَشَاءَ لَا يُسْتَكِبِرُونَ عَنْ عِيَادَتِهِ...» *(Qur’an 7: 206)*

And Allah (ﷻ) says concerning the *shuhadaa’* (martyrs):
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And there are many other similar texts.

5) Texts which state that some things are raised or ascend to Him, such as the aayaat (verses) which clearly state that ‘Eesa ibn Maryam (Jesus) (Peace be upon him) was raised up to Him:

(...But Allah raised him ['Eesa (Jesus)] up [with his body and soul] unto Himself...) (Qur’an 4: 158)

And texts which state that good deeds ascend to Him:

(...To Him ascend [all] the goodly words, and the righteous deeds exalt it...) (Qur’an 35: 10)

And texts which state that the souls of the believers ascend to Him:

(...Verily, those who belie Our Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] and treat them with arrogance, for them the gates of heaven will not be opened...) (Qur’an 7: 40)

The texts indicate that the gates of heaven will be opened for the believers, and numerous ahaadeeth explain this.

Another example is that the angels ascend to Him:
The angels and the Rooh [Jibreel (Gabriel)] ascend to Him...

(Qur’an 70: 4)

6) And Allah (ﷻ), tells us that the angels descend:

*(He sends down the angels with the Rooh [Revelation] of His Command...)*

(Qur’an 16: 2)

And He tells us that He sent down His Books:

*(And this [the Qur’an] is a blessed Book which We have sent down...)*

(Qur’an 6: 92)

7) And there is the raising of one’s hands and eyes to Him. There are many ahaadeeth in which it is stated that the Messenger (ﷺ) raised his hands when making du‘aa’, and everyone who is stricken with distress raises his hands when calling upon Allah, the Almighty.

Similarly, the gaze is also lifted, as is narrated in the reports of the du‘aa’ (supplication) after wudoo’ (ablution).

8) Another example is the way in which the Prophet (ﷺ) pointed upwards with his finger, as in the hadith describing his Farewell Pilgrimage, when they said,

“We bear witness that you have conveyed the message and fulfilled (your mission) and advised us sincerely.”

Then he pointed with his forefinger towards the heavens and then towards the people, and said: “O’ Allah, bear witness! O’ Allah, bear witness!”

---

70 Abu Dawood, 1/358, hadith no. 1905. A very similar hadith is narrated in Bukhari and Muslim, but I could not find any mention there of the Messenger raising his forefinger towards the heavens and then towards the people. (Author)
If you want to learn more about the evidence and the views of the salaf (pious predecessors) of this ummah, then refer to what the scholars have compiled on this topic in their books.

**His being All-High does not contradict His being close**

Allah (ﷻ), is close and answers the call of the one who calls upon Him. He knows their secret ideas and their secret counsels. He is closer to the one who calls upon Him than the neck of his riding-beast. He knows what hearts whisper to themselves, and He is closer to (His slaves) than their jugular veins. He knows the secret and that which is yet more hidden. He knows what sinks into the earth and what emerges therefrom, what comes down from the heavens and what ascends thereto. He is with His creation by His knowledge and power. Nothing whatsoever of them is hidden from Him. And nothing is hidden from your Lord (so much as) the weight of an atom (or small ant) on the earth or in the heaven. Not what is less than that or what is greater than that. He is close although He is Most High, and He is Most High although He is close. He is the First (nothing is before Him) and the Last (nothing is after Him), the Most High (nothing is above Him) and the Most Near (nothing is nearer than Him) (cf. Qur’an 57:3).

x) **The laugh of our Lord, the Exalted**

Allah laughs at when He wills and as He wills. We believe in that and affirm it, but we do not know how it happens, nor are we required to know that.

Several saheeh (sound and authentic) reports have been narrated concerning that:

1) It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

   “Allah laughs at two men, one of whom killed the other
but they will both enter Paradise. One fought for the sake of Allah and was killed, then Allah accepted the repentance of the killer, then he died as a shaheed (martyr).”

2) It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah that a man came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and said: “O’ Messenger of Allah, I am tired and hungry.” He sent word to his wives, and they did not find anything (to offer him). The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Will any man host him tonight, Allah will bless him?”
A man from among the Anṣaar stood up and said, “I will do it, O’ Messenger of Allah.” He went to his family and told his wife, “The guest of the Messenger of Allah - do not withhold anything from him.” She said, “By Allah, I do not have anything except food for the children.” He said: “When the children want their supper, get them to sleep, then come and extinguish the lamp, and we will leave our own stomachs empty tonight.” So she did that. The next day he came to the Messenger of Allah, who said: “The All-Glory and Exalted liked and appreciated — or he said, He laughed at — the action of So-and-so and So-and-so (this couple).”

Then Allah (ﷻ), revealed the words:

(Qur’an 59: 9)\(^{72}\)

---

\(^{71}\) Bukhari, 6/39, hadith no. 2826; Muslim, 3/1504, hadith no. 1890. This version is narrated by Bukhari.

\(^{72}\) Bukhari, 8/631, hadith no. 4889; Muslim, 3/1625, hadith no. 2054. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
3) There is a lengthy marfoo' hadith in Bukhari narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ), it says:

"Then Allah (.invoke), will finish judging among His slaves, and there will be left a man with his face in the direction of Hell. He will be the last of the people of Hell to enter Paradise. He will say, 'O' Lord, turn my face away from the Fire, for its smell is disturbing me and its heat is burning me.' So he will keep praying to Allah as long as He wills that he should pray. Then Allah will say, 'If I give you that, will you ask Me for anything else?' He will say, 'No, by Your Glory, I will not ask for anything else,' and he will give whatever promises he wants to his Lord. Then Allah will turn his face away from the Fire. When he turns towards Paradise and sees it, he will remain silent for as long as Allah wills that he should remain silent, then he will say: 'O' Lord, bring me to the gate of Paradise.' Allah will say to him, 'Did you not give me your solemn promise that you would not ask Me for anything else ever again? Woe to you, O' son of Adam, how treacherous you are!' Then he will say, 'O' Lord,' and he will pray to Allah until He says: 'Perhaps if I give you that, you will not ask for anything else.' He will say, 'No, by Your Glory, I will not ask for anything else.' He will give whatever promises he wants. So he will be brought close to the gate of Paradise, and when he stands at the gate of Paradise, it will become apparent to him what is in Paradise, the joys and delights that exist therein. Then he will remain silent for as long as Allah wills that he should remain silent, then he will say: 'O' Lord, admit me to Paradise.' Allah will say to him, 'Did you not give me your solemn promise that you would not ask Me for
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anything else ever again? Woe to you, O’ son of Adam, how treacherous you are!’ Then he will say, ‘O’ Lord, I do not want to be the most miserable of Your creation.’ And he will keep on praying until Allah will laugh at him, and when Allah laughs at him, He will say, ‘Enter Paradise.’”

According to a report narrated by Muslim from the hadith of ‘Abdullah ibn Mas‘ood, Allah will say to that man:

“When it not please you if I were to give you the world and another the like thereof? He will say, ‘O’ Lord, are You mocking me when You are the Lord of the Worlds?’ The Messenger of Allah laughed, and they said, ‘Why are you laughing, O’ Messenger of Allah?’ He said, ‘Because the Lord of the Worlds will laugh when (that man) says, ‘Are You mocking] me when You are the Lord of the Worlds?’ and He will say, ‘I am not mocking you, but I am able to do whatsoever I will.’”

xi), xii) Descending and Coming of the Exalted

It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Our Lord — the All-Glorious, All-High — comes down every night to the nearest heaven, when one-third of the night remains. He says: ‘Whoever calls upon Me, I will answer him, and whoever asks of Me, I will give him, and whoever seeks forgiveness of Me, I will forgive him.”

---

73 Bukhari, 13/420, hadith no. 7437.
74 Muslim, 1/175, hadith no.187.
75 Bukhari, 3/29, hadith no. 1145; Muslim, 1/521, hadith no. 758. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
The Qur’an states that Allah (אֲלָحַי), will come on the Day of Resurrection to pass judgement:

Do they then wait for anything other than that Allah should come to them in the shadows of the clouds and the angels? [Then] the case would be already judged. And to Allah return all matters [for decision].

(Qur’an 2: 210)

Nay! When the earth is ground to powder. And your Lord comes with the angels in rows.

(Qur’an 89: 21-22)

It is narrated from Ibn Mas’ood (ابن مسعود) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

“Allah will gather together the first and the last for an appointed time, forty years, when they will be looking up at the heavens, waiting for judgement to be passed, and Allah will come in the shadows of clouds from the Throne to the Kursiy.”

xiii) The speech of Allah

Allah (אֲלָה), speaks when He wills and in the manner He wills. His speech does not resemble the speech of any of His creatures. Allah

76 By Ibn Mandah. Adh-Dhahabi said: its isnad is hasan. A group of scholars who had memorized ahaadeeth and were well-versed in the criticism thereof classed it as saheeh (sound), such as Al-Ḥaakim, Al-Mundhirī and Al-Haythami.
spoke to some of His creation, and they spoke with Him, such as the Prophet of Allah, Moosa (Moses) (ﷺ):

\[
\text{(...And to Moosa [Moses] Allah spoke directly.)}
\]

\textit{(Qur'an 4: 164)}

\[
\text{(...And when Moosa [Moses] came at the time and place appointed by Us, and his Lord [Allah] spoke to him;...)}
\]

\textit{(Qur'an 7: 143)}

Allah (ﷻ), mentioned for us the talks between Him and Moosa (Moses) (ﷺ):

\[
\text{(...He said: 'O' my Lord! Show me [Yourself], that I may look upon You.' Allah said: 'You cannot see Me, but look upon the mountain; if it stands still in its place then you shall see Me.' So when his Lord appeared to the mountain, He made it collapse to dust, and Moosa [Moses] fell down unconscious. Then when he recovered his senses he said: 'Glory be to You, I turn to You in repentance and I am the first of the believers.' [Allah] said: 'O' Moosa I have chosen you above men by My Messages, and by My speaking [to you]. So hold that which I have given you and be of the grateful.')}
\]

\textit{(Qur'an 7: 143-144)}
Allah (الله), spoke to Adam and Hawwa’ (Eve):

\[\text{And their Lord called out to them [saying]: 'Did I not forbid you that tree and tell you: Verily, Shaytaan [Satan] is an open enemy unto you?' }\] (Qur’an 7: 22)

Allah speaks to Jibreel (Gabriel): It is narrated that Abu Hurayrah (الصحابي) said; the Messenger of Allah (النبي) said:

“When Allah, the All-Glorious, All-High, loves a slave, He calls out Jibreel (Gabriel): ‘Verily Allah loves So and so, so love him.’ Then Jibreel loves him, and calls out to the people of heaven: ‘Verily Allah loves So and so, so love him.’ Then the people of heaven love him, and Allah causes him to find acceptance among the people of the earth.”

The angels hear their Lord when He speaks. It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah that the Prophet (النبي) said:

“When Allah decrees a matter in the heaven, the angels beat their wings in submission to His decree, (with a sound like) a chain striking a rock. When fear is banished from their hearts, they say, ‘What is it that your Lord has said?’ They say, ‘The truth, and He is the Most High, the Great.’”

This hadith is narrated by Bukhari to explain the aayah:

---

77 Bukhari, 13/461, hadith no. 7485; Muslim, 4/2030, hadith no. 2637. This version is narrated by Bukhari.

78 Bukhari, 13/453, hadith no. 7481.
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Intercession with Him profits not except for him whom He permits. So much so that when fear is banished from their [angels’] hearts, they [angels] say: ‘What is it that your Lord has said?’ They say: ‘The truth. And He is the Most High, the Most Great.’ *(Qur’an 34: 23)*

Bukhari devoted a chapter to this aayah, then he said: But he did not say what your Lord created. He has transmitted all the reports narrated by Masrooq from Ibn Mas’ood that ends with him (Masrooq) — *mu’allaq mawqoof*, under this chapter. It says: “When Allah speaks with the *Wahy* (Revelation/inspiration), the people of the heavens hear something, and when fear is banished from their hearts and the sound has ceased, they know that it is the truth, and they call out, What did your Lord say?

Yet there is another *mu’allaq* hadith transmitted by Jaabir from ‘Abdullah ibn Unays, who said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say:

“Allah will gather His slaves and will call them with a voice which will be heard from afar as clearly as it will be heard from up close: ‘I am the Sovereign, I am the Judge.’”  

Bukhari in his book, *Khalq af’aal al-’Ibaad* (creation of the deeds of Allah’s slaves), commenting on this hadith said: This proves that the voice of Allah does not resemble the voices of His creation, because the voice of Allah can be heard from afar as clearly as it can be heard from nearby, and the angels swoon from His voice.

---

79 Bukhari, 13/452.
80 *Khalq Af’aal al-’Ibaad*, Pp. 149.
Allah (سُلُطُنُ), speaks with a voice that does not resemble any of the voices of His creation at all, as stated in the hadith narrated by Bukhari from Abu Sa’eed al-Khudri, who stated: The Messenger of Allah (سُلُطُنُ) said:

“Allah will say, ‘O’ Adam!’ and he will say, ‘At Your service.’ Then a voice will call out: ‘Allah commands you to send forth from your progeny those who are to be sent to Hell.’”

On the Day of Resurrection, He (سُلُطُنُ), will speak to His angels:

“And [remember] the Day when He will gather them all together, then He will say to the angels: ‘Was it you that these people used to worship?’ They [the angels] will say: ‘Glorified be You! You are our Wali [Lord] instead of them. Nay, but they used to worship the jinn; most of them were believers in them.’”

(Qur’an 34: 40-41)

And He (سُلُطُنُ), will address the disbelievers and the deniers (of the truth), rebuking them:

“And [remember] the Day when We shall gather out of every nation a troop of those who denied Our Aayaat

81 Bukhari, 13/453, hadith no. 7483. See also 8/441, hadith no. 4741. Muslim, 1/201, hadith no. 222. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
[proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.], and [then] they [all] shall be driven [to the place of reckoning], till, when they come [before their Lord at the place of reckoning], He will say: ‘Did you deny My Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] whereas you comprehended them not by knowledge [of their truth or falsehood], or what [else] was it that you used to do?’^ (Qur’an 27: 83-84)

And He (^g), will greet the people of Paradise with salaam:

\[
\text{سَلَّمُ َوَلاَمَّ َبِنَ َرَبِّ ِرَحِيمُ}
\]

\[(It will be said to them): Salaam [peace be on you] - a Word from the Lord [Allah], Most Merciful.\]

(Qur’an 36: 58)

Allah (^g), will speak to them. It is narrated from Abu Sa‘eed al-Khudri that the Prophet (^g) said:

“Allah will say to the people of Paradise: ‘O’ people of Paradise!’ They will say, ‘At Your service, all good is in Your hand.’ He will say, ‘Are you content?’ They will say, ‘How could we not be content, O’ Lord, when You have given us what You have not given to anyone else among Your creation?’ He will say, ‘Shall I not give you something even better than that?’ They will say, ‘O’ Lord, what can be better than that?’ He will say, ‘I grant you My pleasure and I will never be angry with you again after that.’”^82

\underline{Allah’s speech is not limited or restricted}

Allah (^g), says:

---

^82 Bukhari, 13/487, hadith no. 7518; Muslim, 4/2176, hadith no. 2829. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
The Qur’an is truly the Word of Allah

The Qu’ran is undoubtedly the Word of Allah. Allah (اللهُ), says:

وَأَنَّ أَحَدٌ مِّنَ الْمُشَرِّكِينَ أَسْتَجَارَ فَأَجَبَهُ حَتَّى يَسْمَعَ كُلَّمَّ اللَّهِ... (Qur’an 18: 109)

And if anyone of the Mushrikoon [polytheists, idolaters, pagans, disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah] seeks your protection then grant him protection so that he may hear the Word of Allah [the Qur’an]...

(Qur’an 9: 6)

Those who lagged behind will say, when you set forth to take the spoils, ‘Allow us to follow you.’ They want to change Allah’s Words. Say: ‘You shall not follow us; thus Allah has said beforehand.’...

(Qur’an 48: 15)

And if all the trees on the earth were pens and the sea [were ink wherewith to write], with seven seas behind it
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to add to its [supply], yet the Words of Allah would not be exhausted...

(Qur'an 31: 27)

Ibn Katheer said in his *Tafseer* of this aayah (verse): ¹³³

Here Allah (رز), refers to His Might, Pride, Majesty, Beautiful Names, Sublime Attributes and Perfect Words which none can encompass, and whose nature and essence none can know, as the Master of mankind [i.e., the Prophet (رس)] said:

“I cannot praise You sufficiently; You are as You have praised Yourself.” ¹⁴⁴

Allah (رز), says: «[And if all the trees on the earth were pens...}*

(Qur'an 31: 27) meaning, even if all the trees on earth were made into pens, and the seas were made into ink, and seven times as many seas were provided along with that, to write down the words of Allah indicating His Might, Attributes and Majesty, the pens would break and the sea would run dry, even if more seas were brought.

Al-Ḥasan al-Baṣri said: If the trees of the earth were made into pens, and the sea was made into ink, and Allah (رز), were to say, My Decree is such and such, My Decree is such and such..., the sea would run dry and the pens would break. Allah indeed spoke the truth when He said:

\[
\text{وَمَا أُوتِيْتُ مِنَ الْعِلْمِ إِلَّا فَقِيْلاً}
\]

(...And of knowledge, you [mankind] have been given only a little.}

(Qur'an 17: 85)

---

¹³³ *Tafseer ibn Katheer*, 5/394.

¹⁴⁴ *Muslim*, 1/353, hadith no. 486.
xiv) The love of Allah

It is stated in the Qur'an and Sunnah that Allah (ﷻ), loves certain deeds, certain words and some of His creation who have certain characteristics which He has stated that He loves.

He has told us that so that we may strive to attain these characteristics that He loves and do the deeds that He loves, and utter the words that He loves. Thus He will love us.

Allah (ﷻ), loves the pious:

\[\text{إنَّ اللَّهَ يُحِبُّ الْمُتَّقِينَ} \ldots\]

(...Surely, Allah loves Al-Muttaqeen [the pious].) 
(Qur'an 9: 4)

He (ﷻ), loves those who do good:

\[\text{وَاللَّهُ يُحِبُّ الْمُحْسِنِينَ} \ldots\]

(...Verily, Allah loves Al-Muhsineen [the good-doers].) 
(Qur'an 3: 134)

He (だけで) loves those who repent to Him and purify themselves:

\[\text{وَاللَّهُ يُحِبُّ الْعَبْدَينَ وَيُحِبُّ الْمُطَّهِرِينَ} \ldots\]

(...Truly, Allah loves those who turn unto Him in repentance and loves those who purify themselves.) 
(Qur'an 2: 222)

He (だけで) loves those who are patient:

\[\text{وَاللَّهُ يُحِبُّ الصَّابِرِينَ} \ldots\]

(...And Allah loves As-Saabireen [the patient].) 
(Qur'an 3: 146)
He (الله) loves those who are just:

(Verily, Allah loves those who act justly.)

(Qur'an 5: 42)

He (الله) loves those who put their trust in Him:

(Verily, Allah loves those who put their trust [in Him].)

(Qur'an 3: 159)

He (الله) loves those who fight for His sake in ranks:

(Verily, Allah loves those who fight in His Cause in rows [ranks] as if they were a solid structure.)

(Qur'an 61: 4)

Saheehayn (Bukhari and Muslim) narrated from Abu Hurayrah (الرسول) that the Messenger of Allah (الرسول) said:

“Two words which are light on the tongue but they are heavy in the Balance and are beloved to the Most Merciful: Subhaan Allahi wa bi hamdihi, Subhaan Allah il-'Azeem (Glory and praise be to Allah, glory be to Allah the Almighty).”

It is narrated that Sumrah ibn Jundub said: The Messenger of Allah (الرسول) said:

“The most beloved of speech to Allah is four (phrases):

85 Bukhari, 11/206, hadith no. 1406; Muslim, 4/2072, hadith no. 2694.
Subḥaan Allāh wa ’l-ḥamdu Lillaahi wa laa ilaaha illa-Allahu wa Allahu Akbar (Glory be to Allah, praise be to Allah, there is no god except Allah, and Allah is Most Great). And it does not matter which of them you start with."86

The Prophet (ﷺ) said to Ashajj ‘Abd al-Qays:

“‘You have two characteristics which Allah loves: patience and deliberation.’”87

It is narrated from ‘Ubaadah ibn as-Saamit that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“‘Whoever loves to meet Allah, Allah loves to meet him; whoever hates to meet Allah, Allah hates to meet him.’”88

All the actions, attitudes and words that Allah loves are those which were brought by the Messenger (ﷺ) or which were part of his character. Hence Allah stated in a comprehensive aayah (verse) that the way to earn His love is to follow the Messenger (ﷺ):

(Qur’an 3: 31)

xv), xvi) Allah’s hatred and anger

There are actions which Allah does not love; in fact He hates them and is angry with them. His hatred and anger are real in a manner that

---

86 Muslim, 3/1685, hadith no. 2137.
87 Ibid, 1/48, hadith no. 17.
88 Ibid, 4/2065, hadith no. 2684.
believes His noble nature. Among these actions is *fasaad* (corruption or mischief):

\[
\text{وَاللَّهُ لَا يُبْتَغِيُّ الْفَسَاطَةَ ...} \\
\text{(Qur'an 2: 205)}
\]

\[
\text{وَاللَّهُ لَا يُبْتَغِيُّ الْمُفسِدِينَ ...} \\
\text{(Qur'an 5: 64)}
\]

It is also stated in the texts that Allah does not like the *kaafiroon* (disbelievers), *zaalimoon* (wrongdoers or oppressors), extravagants, aggressors, betrayers and those who exult in their riches. He does not like such as are proud and boastful (cf. Qur'an 4: 36), the disbelievers and sinners (cf. Qur'an 2: 276), or those who betray their trusts and indulge in crime (cf. Qur'an 4: 107). In the Qur'an it says:

\[
\text{وَلَا يُنَادِيُّ سَبِيلَ اللَّهِ نَبِيَّاهُمُ الْبَصِيرَةَ ...} \\
\text{(Qur'an 9: 46)}
\]

We have mentioned above the hadith in which Allah (*سَمِّئَهُ*), says:

"Whoever hates to meet Allah, Allah hates to meet him." 89

It is narrated from ‘Aa’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) that: the Prophet (*صلى الله عليه وسلم*) said:

"The most hated of men to Allah is the tough and argumentative type." 90

89 Muslim, 4/2065, hadith no. 2684.
90 Bukhari, 13/180, hadith no. 7188; Muslim, 4/2054, hadith no. 2668.
It is narrated from Al-Baraa’ ibn ‘Aazib that he heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say concerning the Anṣaar:

“Whoever loves them, Allah will love him, and whoever hates them, Allah will hate him.”\(^{91}\)

xvii) Seeing Allah

No one can see Allah (ﷻ), in this world. Moosa (Moses) (ﷺ) hoped to see Allah, but his Lord told him that he would not and could not see Him in this world; even the strong and solid mountain could not bear that:

\[
\text{وَلَمَّا جَاءَ مُوسَى لِيَمْتَقَّنِي وَلَمْ يَمْتَقَّنِي رَبِّي قَالَ رَبِّ أَنْظُرِ إِلَيْتَ قَالَ}
\text{لَنْ تَرَنِي وَلَكِنْ أَنْظُرُ إِلَى الْجَبَلِ فَإِنَّ أَسْتَقِرَّ مَسْكِنَتُكَ فَسَوْفَ تَرَنِي فَلَمَا}
\text{تَجَلَّى رَبِّي لِلْجَبَلِ جَعَلَهُ دَكَّةً وَخَرَّ مُوسَى صَوْفَةً...}
\]

(And when Moosa [Moses] came at the time and place appointed by Us, and his Lord [Allah] spoke to him; he said: ‘O’ my Lord! Show me [Yourself], that I may look upon You.’ Allah said: ‘You cannot see Me, but look upon the mountain; if it stands still in its place then you shall see Me.’ So when his Lord appeared to the mountain, He made it collapse to dust, and Moosa fell down unconscious...)

(Qur’an 7: 143)

The scholars differed as to whether the Messenger (ﷺ) saw his Lord when he was taken up into the heavens (the Mi’raaj). The correct view is that he did not see his Lord during the Mi’raaj. It is narrated in a saheeh (sound) report that ‘Aa’ishah said:

“Whoever claims that Muhammad (ﷺ) saw his Lord has invented a great lie against Allah.”\(^{92}\)

---

\(^{91}\) Bukhari, 7/113, hadith no. 3783; Muslim, 1/85, hadith no. 75.

\(^{92}\) Muslim, 1/159, hadith no. 177.
This is the case in this world. But in the Hereafter it will be different. People will be created anew. Do you not see that the sun will be brought close to people’s heads on the Day of Resurrection, until there is no more than one mile between it and them, yet they will not melt! Do you not see that after people are resurrected and brought forth from their graves, they will not be susceptible to death any more! When the disbelievers (kuffaar) enter the Fire, every time their skins are roasted through, Allah, the All-Powerful, will change them for other skins so that they can (continue to) taste the torment, but they will not die.

On the Day of Resurrection, the believers will be able to see their Lord. The greatest delight that they will be given in Paradise will be looking upon the face of the Mighty and Generous Lord, Exalted be He.

This great blessing will be denied to the disbelievers:

(Nay! Surely, they [evil doers] will be veiled from seeing their Lord that Day.) (Qur’an 83: 15)

But those whom Allah (ﷻ), has chosen and made their faces beautiful, they will not be veiled or deprived:

(Some faces that Day shall be Naadirah [shining and radiant]. Looking at their Lord [Allah].) (Qur’an 75: 22-23)

There are the Abraar (righteous):

(Verily, Al-Abraar [the pious believers of Islamic
Monotheism] will be in Delight [Paradise]. On thrones, looking [at all things].

(Qur'an 83: 22-23)

This looking at His Noble Face is the ziyaadah ("even more," additional) which is promised to the believers:

(For those who have done good is the best reward and even more [i.e. having the honour of glancing at the Countenance of Allah]...)

(Qur'an 10: 26)

And it is the mazeed (more) referred to in the aayah (verse):

(There they will have all that they desire and We have more [for them, i.e. a glance at the All-Mighty, All-Majestic].)

(Qur'an 50: 35)

There are mutawaatir ahaadeeth which clearly state this. It is reported from Abu Hurayrah that some people said to the Messenger of Allah (-displayed): "O' Messenger of Allah, will we see our Lord on the Day of Resurrection?" The Messenger of Allah (displayed) said:

"Do you doubt that you can see the moon on the night when it is full?" They said, "No, O' Messenger of Allah." He said, "Do you doubt that you can see the sun when there are no clouds in the way?" They said, "No, O' Messenger of Allah." He said: "Verily you will see Him likewise."

Bukhari has narrated that Jareer ibn 'Abdullah said: "We were sitting with the Prophet when he looked at the full moon and said:

93 Bukhari, 13/419, hadith no. 7437; Muslim, 1/163, hadith no. 183. This version is narrated by Muslim.
“You will see your Lord just as you are seeing this moon, do not doubt this. And if you can avoid missing a prayer before the sun rises and before the sun sets, then do that (i.e., strive not to miss Fajr and ‘Asr prayers).”

In Ṣaḥeeh Muslim it is narrated from Ṣuhayb that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“When the people of Paradise enter Paradise, Allah will say, ‘Do you want anything else from Me?’ They will say, ‘Have You not made our faces white? Have You not granted us admittance to Paradise and saved us from Hell?’ Then the veil will be lifted and they will never be given anything more beloved to them than looking at their Lord, the All-glory.” Then he recited this aayah (verse):

\[
\text{(For those who have done good is the best reward and even more [i.e. having the honour of glancing at the Countenance of Allah].) (Qur’an 10: 26)}
\]

Ṣaḥeehayn (Bukhari and Muslim) narrated from Abu Moosa that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Two gardens of silver, their vessels and everything in them, and two gardens of gold, their vessels and everything in them. And there will be nothing between the people and seeing their Lord except the veil of pride over His face in the Paradise of ‘Aden.’”

---

94 Bukhari, 13/419, hadith no. 7434.
95 Muslim, 1/163, hadith no. 181.
96 Bukhari, 13/423, hadith no. 7444; Muslim, 1/163, hadith no. 180.
xviii) The Knowledge of Allah

We know that Allah (ﷻ), bears the attribute of knowledge, and that He has called Himself by a number of Names which reflect this attribute, such as *Al-‘Aleem* (All-Knowing):

> إِنَّهُ الَّذِي خَلَقَ النَّاسَ وَالْجَبَثَّةَ وَسَقَطَ مِنْهُ مَا بَلَغَهَا وَلَا
> ہے چیزی سے ختم ہوئی ہے اور یہ کسی کی کہنی میں

(Verily, He, only He, is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.)

(Qur’an 26: 220)

Another of these Names is *Al-Khabeer* (the All-Aware), which means that He knows what will be before it happens; *Al-Hakeem* (the Wise), which means that He knows the details of things; *Ash-Shaheed* (the Witness), which means that He knows what is unseen and what is seen, i.e., that nothing is unknown to Him; *Al-Ḥaafīz* (the Protector), meaning that He does not forget what He knows; *Al-Muḥṣiy* (the Reckoner), which means that the fact that He knows so much does not distract Him from knowing the tiniest details, such as the light of the day and how strong the wind is, and when the leaves fall. He knows the numbers and the movements of each leaf.

**His Knowledge encompasses generalities and minor details**

Philosophers claim that Allah knows things in general terms, but He does not know minor details — but this is a lie. The Knowledge of Allah is comprehensive and all-encompassing, and nothing whatsoever is hidden from Him on earth or in the heavens. He knows every movement on land and sea, and there is no leaf that falls from a tree or a seed that is planted in the ground, or a small plant that cleaves the earth, or dries out or dies, but the Knowledge of Allah encompasses it.

> ...وَالْحَمْرَاءِ وَالْبَحْرِ وَمَا سَقَطَ مِنْهُ مَا بَلَغَهَا وَلَا
> ہے مکمل عالمی دریافت ہے اور یہ کسی کی کہنی میں

...وَلَا بِاِیْبِ إِلَّا فِی كُلُّ مِیْنِ
...And He knows whatever there is in the land and in the sea; not a leaf falls, but He knows it. There is not a grain in the darkness of the earth nor anything fresh or dry, but is written in a Clear Record.

(Qur’an 6: 59)

Nothing of these innumerable animals is hidden from Allah:

And no moving [living] creature is there on earth but its provision is due from Allah. And He knows its dwelling place and its deposit [in the uterus or grave]. All is in a Clear Book [Al-Lawh al-Mahfooz — the Book of Decrees with Allah].

(Qur’an 11: 6)

There is nothing that goes down into the earth, or ascends from the earth to the heavens, but Allah encompasses it with His knowledge:

He knows that which goes into the earth and that which comes forth from it, and that which descends from the heaven and that which ascends to it. And He is the Most Merciful, the Oft-Forgiving.

(Qur’an 34: 2)

Nothing of man is hidden from Allah (全能的， whatsoever. Allah’s knowledge of man is comprehensive, encompassing his apparent and visible actions, but He also knows what is hidden in the depths of his soul:

Say [O’ Muhammad]: ‘Whether you hide what is in your breasts or reveal it, Allah knows it...’

(Qur’an 3: 29)
And He is Allah [to be worshipped Alone] in the heavens and on the earth; He knows what you conceal and what you reveal...}*(Qur'an 6: 3)

This is knowledge which encompasses all the minor details of man’s life:

Neither you [O’ Muhammad] do any deed nor recite any portion of the Qur’an, nor you [O’ mankind] do any deed [good or evil], but We are Witness thereof, when you are doing it...}*(Qur’an 10: 61)

Look at the Knowledge, from which nothing is hidden, not even the smallest grain:

O’ my son! If it be [anything] equal to the weight of a grain of mustard seed, and though it be in a rock, or in the heavens or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Verily, Allah is Subtle [in bringing out that grain], Well-Aware [of its place].}*(Qur’an 31: 16)

In the knowledge of Allah, secret and open, small and great, unseen and seen, are all the same:
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Allah knows what every female bears, and by how much the wombs fall short [of their time or number] or exceed. Everything with Him is in [due] proportion. All-Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Most Great, the Most High. It is the same [to Him] whether any of you conceals his speech or declares it openly, whether he be hid by night or goes forth freely by day.

(Qur'an 13: 8-10)

Allah (*$g*), indeed spoke the truth when He said:

...And nothing is hidden from your Lord [so much as] the weight of an atom [or small ant] on the earth or in the heaven. Not what is less than that or what is greater than that but is [written] in a Clear Record.

(Qur'an 10: 61)

His Life, Sustainment and Eternity

Allah (*$g*), is Alive and His Life is eternal:

He is the Ever Living, *Laa ilaaha illa Huwa* [none has the right to be worshipped but He];...

(Qur'an 40: 65)

His life is different from the lives of His creation, all of whom die and cease to exist; nothing will remain except Allah (*$g*$):

Whatsoever is on it [the earth] will perish. And the Face
of your Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever.} (Qur’an 55: 26-27)

Bukhari has narrated from Ibn ‘Abbaas that the Prophet (ﷺ) used to say:

“‘A‘oodhu bi ‘izzatika alladhi laa ilaaha illa anta, alladhi laa yamoot wa‘l-jinn wa‘l-ins yamootoon (I seek refuge in Your Glory, there is no god except You, Who never dies, whilst the jinn and mankind will die).”

Whoever is like this is the One Who deserves to have trust placed in Him:

{وَوَتَوَصَّلَ عَلَى الْحَيِّ الَّذِي لَا يَمُوتُ...} (Qur’an 25: 58)

He is Al-Qayyoom, the Self-Sustaining who sustains all that exists. All created beings are in need of Him, and they have no other maintainer except Him:

{وَمِنْ عَلَمِهِ أَنْ تَفْعَّلَ السَّمَاوَاتُ وَالْأَرْضُ بِأَمْرِهِ...} (Qur’an 30: 25)

Allah, the Exalted, mentions these two Names together

The All-Exalted, mentions these two names together in more than one aayah of His Book:

{اللهُ لاَ إِلَهَ إِلَهُ الَّذِي لَا يَمُوتُ الْقَيْمُ...} (Qur’an 1: 112)

{Allah! Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He], Al-Hayy al-Qayyoom [the Ever

97 Bukhari, 13/368, hadith no. 7383.
Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists].

(Qur'an 3: 2)

The perfection of His Life and Sustainment

One of the aspects of the perfection of His Life and Sustainment is that He ($g$), does not sleep:

\[
\text{لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا هُوَ الَّذِي نَزَّلَ الْقُرْآنَ لَا تَأْخُذُهُ سَيْنَةً وَلَا نَومً}
\]

\[ \text{Allah! Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He], Al-Hayy al-Qayyoom [the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists].} \]

Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him...

(Qur'an 2: 255)

“Slumber” refers to the beginning of sleep. Slumber and sleep are shortcomings, and the Creator is far above having these shortcomings. Muslim has narrated that Abu Moosa said: The Messenger of Allah ($g$) stood up among us and told us five things. He said:

“Allah, the All-Glory and All-Exalted, does not sleep, and it is not befitting that He should sleep; He lowers and raises the scale; the deeds of the night ascend to Him before the deeds of the day, and the deeds of the day before the deeds of the night.”

Glorifying Allah by mentioning His Life and Sustainment

Allah praises Himself by describing Himself as being Alive, the Self-Sustaining Who sustains all that exists, as can be seen in the texts quoted above. The Messenger ($g$) used to praise his Lord by mentioning these attributes. It is narrated that Ibn `Abbaas ($b$) said: When the Prophet ($g$) used to get up at night to pray tahajjud, he

---

98 Muslim, 1/162, hadith no. 179.
would say: “Allahumma laka ’l-ḥamd, anta qayyim as-samawaati wa ’l-ard wa man fihinna, wa laka ’l-ḥamd, lakas-samaawaatu wa’l-ard wa man fihinna, wa laka ’l-ḥamd, anta noor as-samawaati wa’l-ard, laka’l-ḥamd, anta malik as-samaawaati wa’l-ard (O’ Allah, to You be praise, You are the Sustainer of the heavens and the earth and all that are in them. To You be praise, to You belong the heavens and the earth and all that are in them. To You be praise, You are the Light of the heavens and the earth. To You be praise, You are the Sovereign of the heavens and the earth).”

xxi), xxii) His hearing and sight

These two attributes of Allah are confirmed by the text of the Qur’an:

(Qur’an 42: 11)

(Qur’an 22: 61)

And Allah (^g), said to Moosa (Moses) and Haaroon (Aaron) (may peace be upon them):

(Qur’an 20: 46)

99 Bukhari, 3/3, hadith no. 1120; Muslim, 1/532, hadith no. 799. This version is narrated by Bukhari.
The Greatness of Allah’s hearing and sight

Allah (ﷻ), says:

ّقل الله أعلم بما أتمنوا لمه غيب السماوات والأرضين أبصر به... واسمعي...

(Say: Allah knows best how long they stayed. With Him is [the knowledge of] the Unseen of the heavens and the earth. How clearly He sees, and hears [everything]!...)

(Qur’an 18: 26)

Ibn Jareer said: The meaning here is very emphatic, praising Allah. It is as if it is saying, How well He sees and hears. The interpretation is: how well Allah sees all that exists, and how well He hears all that is to be heard; nothing whatsoever of that is hidden from Him.100

Allah (ﷻ), hears and sees the righteous, and rewards them:

الذَّي بَرَكَ جَنِّ تَقُومُونَ وَتَقُلُّونَ فِي الصَّيْدَاءِ إِنَّ هُوَ الْمِلَّٰثُ

(Who sees you [O’ Muhammad] when you stand up [alone at night for Tahajjud prayers]. And your movements among those who fall prostrate [to Allah in the five compulsory congregational prayers]. Verily, He, only He, is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.)

(Qur’an 26: 218-220)

Allah (ﷻ), sees the evildoers and punishes them:

أَلْقُدْ سَآئِعَ اللهُ فَوَلِيَّ دَيْنَّكُمْ قَالُوا إِنَّ اللهَ فَيَتَبَيْنُ وَخَفَى أَنْبِيَةُ سُبُكُبُ ما قَالُوا وَبَيِّنَتْهُمْ الأَنْبِيَةُ يَعْتَبَرُ حَقَّيْنَ وَتَقُولُونَ ذُوَّةَ عَذَابِ الحَرِيقِ

100 Tafseer ibn Jareer, 15/232.
Indeed, Allah has heard the statement of those [Jews] who say: ‘Truly, Allah is poor and we are rich!’ We shall record what they have said and their killing of the Prophets unjustly, and We shall say: ‘Taste you the torment of the burning [Fire].’" (Qur’an 3: 181)

‘Aa’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) said, explaining the vastness of Allah’s hearing:

“Praise be to Allah Whose hearing encompasses all sounds.”

When the woman who disputed (Al-Mujaadilah — Khawlah bint Tha‘labah) came to speak to the Prophet (ﷺ) in a corner of his house, I could not hear her, but Allah revealed the words:

(Indeed Allah has heard the statement of her [Khawlah bint Tha‘labah] that disputes with you [O’ Muhammad] concerning her husband [Aus ibn Aṣ-Ṣaamit], and complains to Allah. And Allah hears the argument between you both. Verily, Allah is All-Hearer, All-Seer.) (Qur’an 58: 1)

Bukhari narrated that Abu Moosa al-Ash‘ari (ﷺ) said: We were with the Prophet (ﷺ) on a journey, and whenever we climbed up we would shout Allahu Akbar (Allah is All-Great). He said:

---

101 Bukhari, 13/372. Ibn Hajar said in Fath al-Baari (13/373): Aḥmad, Nasaai and Ibn Maajah narrated this, with the same wording.

102 This conversations is narrated by Aḥmad, Nasaa and Ibn Maajah, as stated by Al-Ḥaafiz in Fath al-Baari, 13/374.
“Take it easy! You are not calling the One Who is deaf or absent; you are calling the One Who is All-Hearing, All-Seeing and Who is near.”\(^{103}\)

The *mushrikeen’s* ignorance of how far the hearing of Allah extends

Bukhari narrated that ‘Abdullah (ṣ) said: Two Thaqafis and a Qurayshi (or two Qurayshis and a Thaqafi) gathered by the House (the Ka‘bah). They had fat bellies and little understanding in their hearts. One of them said: Do you think that Allah can hear what we say? The other said, He can hear if we raise our voices, but not if we lower them. The other said: If He can hear us when we raise our voices, then He can hear us when we lower them.

Then Allah (ﷻ), revealed the words:

\[
\text{وَمَا كَسَبْنَا عَلَيْكُم مِّن شَرٍّ وَلَا أَصِرُّنَّ}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
(And you have not been hiding yourselves [in the
world], lest your ears and your eyes and your skins
should testify against you; but you thought that Allah
knew not much of what you were doing.)
\end{verbatim}

\[(Qur’an 41: 22)\]\(^{104}\)

3 - THE BEAUTIFUL NAMES OF ALLAH \(^{105}\)

All the Names of Allah are beautiful:

---

\(^{103}\) Bukhari, 13/372, hadith no. 7386.

\(^{104}\) Ibid, 8/562, hadith no. 4817.

\(^{105}\) I have written a separate book on the Names and Attributes of Allah, entitled *Asmaa’ Allah wa Šifaatuhu fi Mu’taqad Ahl as-Sunnah wa’l-Jamaa’ah*; for more details on this topic, refer to this book.
(And [all] the Most Beautiful Names belong to Allah, so call on Him by them...)

(Qur'an 7: 180)

Among these names are those that He has mentioned in Soorah al-Hashr:

(He is Allah, beside Whom Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He] the All-Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. He is Allah, beside Whom Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He], the King, the Holy, the One Free from all defects, the Giver of security, the Watcher over His creatures, the All-Mighty, the Compeller, the Supreme. Glory be to Allah! [High is He] above all that they associate as partners with Him. He is Allah, the Creator, the Inventor of all things, the Bestower of forms. To Him belong the Best Names...)

(Qur'an 59: 22-24)

1) The Number of His Names

Bukhari and Muslim narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ب) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Allah has ninety-nine Names, one hundred less one. Whoever counts them will enter Paradise. Allah is Witr (odd-numbered) and loves Al-Witr (that which is odd-
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This hadith indicates that Allah has a limited number of Names, and states that they are ninety-nine.

But this conflicts with the report narrated by Ibn Mas'ood, according to which the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“No slave is ever afflicted with distress or grief, and says: ‘Allahumma inni ‘abduka ibnu ‘abdika, ibnu amatika, naašiyati bi yadika, maadîn fiyya ḥukmika, ‘adlun fiyya qāḍaa’uka, as’aluka bi kulli ismin huwa laka, sammayta bihi nafsaka aw ‘allamahu aḥadan min khalqika, aw anzaltahu fī kitaabika, aw asta’harga bihi fī ‘ilm al-ghaybi ‘indaka, an taj‘al al-Qur‘aana rabee’ qalbi wa noora ṣadri, wa jalaa‘a ḥuzni, wa dhihaaba hammai

(O’ Allah, I am Your slave, son of Your slave, son of Your female slave. My forelock is in Your Hand, Your command over me is forever executed and Your decree over me is just. I ask You by every Name belonging to You which You have named Yourself with, or taught to any of Your creation, or revealed in Your Book, or You have preserved in the knowledge of the unseen with You, to make the Qur’an the life of my heart and the light of my breast, a departure for my sorrow and a release for my anxiety)’ — but Allah will take away his distress and grief, and replace them with joy.”

And it is narrated that the Messenger praised his Lord as follows:

106 Bukhari, 11/214, hadith no. 6410. Muslim, 4/2062, hadith no. 2677. This version is narrated by Muslim.

107 Ahmâd, 1/391; Ibn Hajar in Fath al-Baari attributed it to Ahmâd and Ibn Hibbaan. Fath al-Baari, 11/220.
"I cannot praise You sufficiently; You are as You have praised Yourself."\(^{108}\)

The confusion that stems from this hadith is that it indicates that among the Names of Allah are Names which He has not revealed in His Book, but which He has told only to certain ones among His creation, or He has kept them to Himself and has not told them to any of His creation. The hadith of Abu Hurayrah, on the other hand, indicates that the Names of Allah number ninety-nine, all of which have been revealed and are known, as indicated by the phrase man \(\text{ahṣaahaa} \) (whoever counts them) — this counting is impossible unless they are revealed and known. This implies that the Names which Allah has kept to Himself or revealed only to certain ones among His creation are other than these ninety-nine.

The truth which should be noted is that the number of Names which Allah has taught us in His Book, or His Messenger has mentioned, is ninety-nine and no more, because the Messenger (\(^{3}\)) stated this number, and because he said "whoever counts them." Any additional names are something which we do not know, because they are part of the concealed Knowledge of Allah or have been revealed exclusively to certain ones among His creation. Otherwise it does not make sense to limit the number of the names of Allah to ninety-nine.

2) **Defining the Names of Allah**

The Messenger (\(^{6}\)) told us that the Names of Allah which have been revealed and that we can know and count are ninety-nine names.

There is no \(\text{ṣaheeh} \) hadith which lists these Names in such a way as to leave no room for debate concerning them. These names have been narrated here and there in the Book of Allah and in the Sunnah of the Messenger (\(^{9}\)). An \textit{aayah} (verse) may mention one or two names, or

---

\(^{108}\) Muslim, 1/353, hadith no. 486.
more, or an *aayah* may end with one or more Names, or list a group of these Names.

The scholars endeavoured to compile the Names of Allah from the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ) and they endeavoured to interpret and explain them.

Qurtubi wrote a book called *Ma‘aani Asmaa’ Allah il-Husnaa* (The Meanings of the Most Beautiful Names of Allah). The Names were also listed by Ibn Jareer at-Tabari, Abu Bakr ibn al-‘Arabi, Ibn Ḥajar al-‘Asqallaani and others. The scholars agreed on a large number of the names in the list, and disagreed over a few, which some regarded as being among the Names of Allah whilst others did not.¹⁰⁹

The reason for these differences is that some scholars thought that everything that the Qur’an said about Allah could be counted as one of His Names and could be used on its own as a Name of Allah. Abu Bakr ibn al-‘Arabi counted among His Names *Raabi‘ thalaathah* (the Fourth of three) and *Saadis khamsah* (the Sixth of five), on the basis of the *aayah*:

\[
\text{Have you not seen that Allah knows whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is on the earth? There is no Najwaa [secret counsel] of three but He is their fourth [with His Knowledge, while He Himself is over the Throne, over the seventh heaven], - nor of five but He is their sixth [with His Knowledge],...} \quad (\text{Qur’an 58: 7})
\]

He also counted *Al-Faa‘il* (the Doer) and *Az-Zaari‘* (the Grower) as Names of Allah, on the basis of the *aayaat* (verses):

And [remember] the Day when We shall roll up the heaven like a scroll rolled up for books. As We began the first creation, We shall repeat it. [It is] a promise binding upon Us. Truly, We shall do it. \(\text{Qur'an 21: 104}\) and:

Then tell Me about the seed that you sow in the ground. Is it you that make it grow, or are We the Grower? \(\text{Qur'an 56: 63-64}\)

The truth is that these are not Names of Allah, in the sense that Allah cannot be called or addressed as Raabi' thalaathah (the Fourth of three), Saadis khamsah (the Sixth of five), Al-Faa'il (the Doer) or Az-Zaari' (the Grower).\(^{110}\)

There are actions mentioned in the Qur'an which Allah attributes to Himself by way of showing that He punishes, is just and treats like with like, which in their context imply praise of Him and point to His perfection. But it is not permissible to derive Names of Allah from them, or to use them in any context other than the aayaat in which they are mentioned, such as:

Verily, the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah, but it is He Who deceives them... \(\text{Qur'an 4: 142}\)

And they [disbelievers] plotted [to kill 'Eesa (Jesus)],

\(^{110}\) Ma'arrij al-Qubool, 1/77.
and Allah planned too...

(Qur’an 3: 54)

«...They have forgotten Allah, so He has forgotten them...»

(Qur’an 9: 67)

«And when they meet those who believe, they say: ‘We believe,’ but when they are alone with their Shayaateen [devils - polytheists, hypocrites], they say: ‘Truly, we are with you; verily, we were but mocking.’ Allah mocks at them...

(Qur’an 2: 14-15)

Allah cannot be called deceiver, plotter, forgetful, mocker, or other things above which He is exalted. It cannot be said that Allah mocks, deceives, plots or forgets in absolute terms, out of the context of these aayaat. Those who counted these as being among His Most Beautiful Names made a serious mistake, because deceit or plotting may imply praise or blame; it is not permissible to use them in reference to Allah except in a context where there is no room whatsoever for them to imply blame, as in the context of these aayaat.111

For the same reason, there is no mention among His names of Him being Al-Mutakallim (speaker), Al-Mureed (the One Who wills), Al-Faa‘il (the Doer), As-Saani‘ (the Maker), because these words may also imply both praise or blame. If it were permissible to derive names from the actions of Allah, such as the Deceiver, the Plotter, because these actions are mentioned in the Qur’an, then it would be permissible to make the Caller, the Comer, the Goer, the Forgetter, the Divider, the Angry, the Wrathful, the Curser, Names of Allah

111 Ma’aarij al-Qubool, 1/76.
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too... and other actions which the Qur’an attributes to Allah (ﷻ).

Allah (ﷻ), did not describe Himself as plotting and deceiving except to explain how He punishes those who do such things without justification. Punishing in kind is counted as something good if it is done by a created being, so how about when the Creator does it?

Among the Names of Allah are some which are not to be attributed to Him except in conjunction with their opposites, because if such a name is used on its own, it may imply imperfection. Examples of this include Al-Maani‘ (the Withholder), Ad-Daarr (the Causer of Harm), Al-Qaabid (the Seizer), Al-Mudhill (the Dishonourer), Al-Khaaftid (the Abaser). These names cannot be applied singly to Allah; they must be accompanied by their opposites, so that one says: Al-Mu’ti al-Maani‘ (the Giver the Withholder), Ad-Daarr an-Naafi‘ (the Causer of Harm the Bringer of Benefit), Al-Qaabid al-Baasit (the Seizer the Bestower), Al-Mu’izz al-Mudhill (the Honourer the Dishonourer) Al-Khaaftid ar-Raafi‘ (the Abaser the Exalter).

Another example is Al-Muntaqim (the Avenger). The idea of vengeance only appears in the Qur’an in conjunction with the word dhu (owner of):

\[
\text{...} \quad \text{وَاللّٰهُ عَزِيزٌ ذُو أَنْفَاسٍ} \quad ...
\]

\[
\text{...And Allah is All-Mighty, All-Able of Retribution} \quad [\text{Dhu Intiqaam, lit. Owner of vengeance}].
\]

\[(\text{Qur’an 5: 95)}\]

Or in the context of dealing with sinners:

\[
\text{...} \quad \text{إِنَّا مِنْ أَلْلَهِ مُنْتَقِمُونَ} \quad ...
\]

\[
\text{...Verily, We shall exact retribution from the Mujrimoon} \quad [\text{criminals, disbelievers, polytheists, sinners}].
\]

\[(\text{Qur’an 32: 22)}\]
3) The Greatest Name

The Messenger (ﷺ) has told us in more than one hadith that Allah (ﷻ), has one greatest Name which is distinguished from His other Names. Among these ahaadeeth are the following:

a) It is narrated from Buraydah al-Aslami that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) heard a man saying: “O’ Allah, I ask of You by the fact that You are Allah, there is no god except You, the One, the Self-Sufficient Master, who begets not, nor was He begotten, and there is none co-equal or comparable unto Him.” He (the Prophet) (ﷺ) said:

“He has called upon Allah by His Greatest Name, which if He is asked by it, He gives, and if He is called upon by it, He responds.” — Tirmidhi and Abu Dawood

b) It is narrated that Anas (ﷺ) said: I was sitting with the Prophet (ﷺ) in the mosque, and a man was praying. He said,

“O’ Allah, I ask You by the fact that all praise is due to You, there is no god except You, Al-Hannaan (the Compassionate) Al-Mannaan (the Gracious), the Originator of the heavens and the earth, O’ Owner of Majesty and Honour, O’ Ever-Living, Self-Sustaining One, I ask of You.” The Prophet said: “He has called upon Allah by His greatest Name, which if He is called upon by it, He responds, and if He is asked by it, He gives.” — Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Ibn Maajah and Daarimi.

c) Ibn Maajah narrated from Abu Umaamah that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

---

112 Mishkaat al-Maṣaabeeh, 1/703, hadith no. 2289; the editor of Al-Mishkaat judged its isnad to be saheeh (sound).
113 Ibid, 1/704, no. 2290; the editor of Al-Mishkaat judged its isnad to be saheeh.
“The greatest Name of Allah is in three soorahs of the Qur’an, in Al-Baqarah, Aal ‘Imraan and Ta-Ha.” Ibn Maajah, At-Tahaawi in Mushkil al-Aathaar, and Ibn Mu’een in At-Taareekh wa’l-Ilal, and others.114
d) The aayaat in Al-Baqarah (The Cow) and Aal ‘Imraan in which the greatest Name of Allah has been mentioned have been described in a report. Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Ibn Maajah and Daarimi narrated from Asmaa’ bint Yazeed (may Allah be pleased with her) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said: The greatest Name of Allah is in these two aayaat:

\[
\text{And your Ilaah [God] is One Ilaah [God - Allah], Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [there is none who has the right to be worshipped but He], the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.} 
\]

(Qur’an 2: 163),

And in the beginning of Aal ‘Imraan:

\[
\text{Alif-Laam-Meem. [These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur’aan, and none but Allah (Alone) knows their meanings.] Allah! Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He], Al-Hayyul-Qayyoom [the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists].} 
\]

(Qur’an 3: 1-2)115

By comparing these texts in which the greatest Name of Allah is mentioned, it becomes clear that this name is “Allah,” because this is the only name which is found in all of these texts in which the

---

114 See its isnad in Silsilat al-Ahaadeeth as-Ṣaheehah by Shaykh Naasiruddeen al-Albaani, 2/382, hadith no. 746.
115 Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh, 1/704, hadith no. 2291.
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Messenger (ﷺ) said the greatest Name is mentioned.

What makes it most likely that “Allah” is the greatest Name is the fact that it is repeated in the Qur’an 2697 times, (two thousand six hundred and ninety seven times, according to the counting in Al-Mu’jam al-Mufahras) and the word Allahumma is repeated five times, at the time when another name which belongs exclusively to Allah, namely Ar-Rahmaan, is repeated only 57 times. This idea (that “Allah” is the greatest Name) is also supported by the fact that it includes so many great meanings.

4) The Obligation of Believing in His Names

There is consensus among the righteous predecessors (salaf) that it is obligatory to believe in all the Most Beautiful Names of Allah and the Attributes to which they point, and the (Divine) actions which stem from those Attributes. For example, the Name Al-Qadeer (the Able) implies that we must believe that He is Able to do all things, and that His Ability is perfect, and that from His Ability stem all things that exist.

5) How the Muslim Counts the Names of Allah

The aḥāadeeth encourage us to count the Names of Allah. The one who counts them is promised admittance to Paradise.

The scholars differed as to what the phrase man aḥṣaahaa (whoever counts them) means.

Al-Khaṭṭāabi said: it may mean several things:

a) That a person recites them until he says all of them, and does not limit himself to only a few of them. So he calls upon Allah by all of them, and praises Him by all of them, and so he earns the promised reward.
This is the view which was favoured by Bukhari, who interpreted \( ihsaa' \) as meaning memorization, because of the existence of another report in which the words “whoever memorizes them” are narrated.

b) That \( ihsaa' \) means being able, i.e., to fulfil his duty towards these Names and act in accordance with their implications, which means that he should ponder their meanings and adhere to the ensuing obligations. So if he says “Ar-Razzaaq (the All-Provider),” he should have the certainty that his provision will come to him, and so on.

c) That it means understanding all their meanings.

And it is said that \( ihsaa' \) means acting according to their meanings, so that if a person says “Al-Hakeem (the All-Wise), He submits to all His commands and decrees, and believes that they are all in accordance with His Wisdom.

Ibn Baṭṭaal said: the way of acting in accordance with them is as follows:

(i) What it is appropriate to follow, such as Ar-Raheem (the Most Merciful) and Al-Kareem (the Most Generous), so that a person trains himself to develop these attributes in himself with regard to what he does.

(ii) Attributes which belong exclusively to Allah, such as Al-Jabbaar (the Compeller) and Al-‘Azeem (the Most Great). The slave is obliged to affirm these attributes and submit to them, but not to try to develop these attributes in himself.

(iii) Attributes which imply a promise, where all the slave should do is hope for and desire that promise.

(iv) Attributes which imply a warning, where all the slave should do is fear it and hope to avoid it.

It seems that the meaning of \( ihsaa' \) (counting) is memorization and performing any acts of worship that this may require, just as there is
no benefit in simply memorizing Qur'an if one does not act upon it. It is one of the features of those who have gone beyond the pale of Islam that they read the Qur'an but it does not go any further than their throats.\textsuperscript{116}

6) List of the Names of Allah

It may be that Ibn Ḥajar al-ʻAsqallaani came closest to the truth when he listed ninety-nine Names taken from the Qur’an, thus complying with the number mentioned in the hadith of Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ). We will quote them as he listed them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of Allah</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>\textit{Allah}</td>
<td>God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>\textit{Ar-Rabb}</td>
<td>The Lord, Sustainer, Cherisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Ilaah}</td>
<td>The God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Waahid}</td>
<td>The One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>\textit{Ar-Raḥmaan}</td>
<td>The Most Beneficent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>\textit{Ar-Raḥeeem}</td>
<td>The Most Merciful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Malik}</td>
<td>The King, Sovereign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Quddoos}</td>
<td>The Holy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>\textit{As-Salaam}</td>
<td>The One Free from all defects, the Author of Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Mu‘min}</td>
<td>The Giver of Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>\textit{Al-Muhaymin}</td>
<td>The Watcher over His Creatures, the Protector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>\textit{Al-‘Azeez}</td>
<td>The All-Mighty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{116} It became clear to us, after studying this topic in our book \textit{Asmaa' Allah wa Ṣifaatuhu fi Mu’taqada Ahl as-Sunnah}, that the correct view is that \textit{iḥṣaa} means memorizing.
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13. **Al-Jabbaar**
   The Compeller

14. **Al-Mutakabbir**
   The Supreme, the Majestic

15. **Al-Khaaliq**
   The Creator

16. **Al-Baari’**
   The Inventor of all things, the Maker

17. **Al-Muṣawwir**
   The Bestower of forms, the Fashioner

18. **Al-Awwal**
   The First

19. **Al-Aakhir**
   The Last

20. **Az-Zaahir**
   The Most High, the Manifest

21. **Al-Baatin**
   The Most Near, the Hidden

22. **Al-Hayy**
   The Ever-Living

23. **Al-Qayyoom**
   The Self-Sufficient, the One Who sustains and protects all

24. **Al-‘Aliyy**
   The Most High, the Sublime

25. **Al-‘Azeem**
   The Most Great

26. **At-Tawwaab**
   The Acceptor of Repentance

27. **Al-Haleem**
   The Ever-Forbearing

28. **Al-Waasi’**
   The All-Sufficient for His creatures’ needs

29. **Al-Haakim**
   The All-Wise

30. **Ash-Shaakir**
   The All-Appreciative

31. **Al-‘Aleem**
   The All-Knowing

32. **Al-Ghanee**
   The Rich, Free from all wants and needs; Self-Sufficient

33. **Al-Kareem**
   The Bountiful, The Generous

34. **Al-‘Afuw**
   The Oft-Pardoning

35. **Al-Qadeer**
   The All-Powerful

36. **Al-Lateef**
   The Most Subtle and Courteous

37. **Al-Khabeer**
   The All-Aware

38. **As-Samee’**
   The All-Hearing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Al-Baṣeer</td>
<td>The All-Seeer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Al-Mawlaa</td>
<td>The Lord, Protector and Supporter,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>An-Naṣeer</td>
<td>The Helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Al-Qareeb</td>
<td>The Near (to all, by His Knowledge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Al-Mujeeb</td>
<td>The Responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Ar-Raqeeb</td>
<td>The All-Watcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Al-Haseeb</td>
<td>The All-Sufficient in taking account;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the Recknoer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Al-Qawee</td>
<td>The Most Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Ash-Shaheed</td>
<td>The Witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Al-Hameed</td>
<td>The One Who is Worthy of All Praise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Al-Majeed</td>
<td>The All-Glorious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Al-Muheet</td>
<td>The Encompasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Al-Hafeez</td>
<td>The Guardian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Al-Haqq</td>
<td>The Truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Al-Mubeen</td>
<td>The Manifest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Al-Ghaffaar</td>
<td>The Oft-Forgiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Al-Qahhar</td>
<td>The Irresistible, the Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Al-Khallaaq</td>
<td>The Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Al-Fattaḥ</td>
<td>The Judge, the Reliever, the Opener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Al-Wadood</td>
<td>The Most Loving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Al-Ghafoor</td>
<td>The Oft-Forgiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Ar-Ra‘ooof</td>
<td>The Full of Kindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Ash-Shakoor</td>
<td>The Most Ready to Appreciate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Al-Kabeer</td>
<td>The Most Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Al-Mut‘aal</td>
<td>The Most High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Al-Muqeet</td>
<td>The Ever All-Able, All-Witness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
65 *Al-Musta‘aan*  
The One Whose Help is to be sought

66 *Al-Wahhaab*  
The Bestower

67 *Al-Hafi*  
The Ever Most Gracious

68 *Al-Waarith*  
The Inheritor

69 *Al-Wali*  
The Protector of Guardian

70 *Al-Qaa‘im*  
The One Who Takes Charge (Guards, Maintains, Provides)

71 *Al-Qaadir*  
The Able

72 *Al-Ghaalib*  
The One Who has Full Power and Control, the Predominant

73 *Al-Qaahir*  
The Irresistible

74 *Al-Haafiz*  
The Protector

75 *Al-Barr*  
The Most Subtle, Kind, Courteous and Generous; The Source of All Goodness

76 *Al-A‘had*  
The One

77 *As-Samad*  
The Self-Sufficient Master, the Eternal

78 *Al-Maleek*  
The King, the Owner, the Proprietor

79 *Al-Muqtadir*  
The Omnipotent, All-Able to carry out what He wills

80 *Al-Wakeel*  
The Disposer of Affairs

81 *Al-Haadi*  
The Guide

82 *Al-Kafeel*  
The Surety

83 *Al-Kaafi*  
The Sufficient

84 *Al-Akram*  
The Most Generous

85 *Al-A‘ala‘a*  
The Most High

86 *Ar-Razzaaq*  
The All-Provider

87 *Dhu’l-Quwwat il-Mateen*  
Owner of Power, the Most Strong

88 *Ghaafir adh-Dhanb*  
The Forgiver of sin
89 *Qaabil at-Tawb* The Acceptor of repentance
90 *Shadeed al-'Iqaab* The Severe in Punishment
91 *Dhu’t-Tawl* The Bestower (of favours)
92 *Rafee’ ad-Darajaat* The Owner of High Ranks
93 *Saree’ al-‘Hisaab* The Swift in Reckoning
94 *Faatir as-Samawaati wa'l-Ard* The Originator of the heavens and the earth
95 *Badee’ as-Samawaati wa’l-Ard* The Creator of the heavens and the earth
96 *Noor as-Samawaati wa’l-Ard* The Light of the heavens and the earth
97 *Maalik al-Mulk* The Possessor of the Kingdom
98, 99 *Dhul-Jalaali wa’l Ikraam* Owner of Majesty and Honour

7) Special Effects of the Most Beautiful Names of Allah

Shaykh Ḥasan al-Banna mentioned in his book *Al-‘Aqaa‘id*\(^{117}\) (the Creed) that some people say that each Name of Allah has special effects and secret meanings, which they have described in detail or in brief. Some people have gone to extremes and overstepped the mark by claiming that each Name has a spiritual servant who will serve anyone who persists in repeating that Name.

He said that some people claim that the greatest Name of Allah is a secret which is granted to some individuals, by means of which they overcome tremendous obstacles and perform extraordinary feats; this is something which is given only to them and not to other people.

---

\(^{117}\) *Majmoo’ ar-Rasaa’i;* 444-447; Shaykh Al-Banna (may Allah have mercy on him) mentioned this by way of denunciation.
These people to whom Shaykh Al-Banna referred to spoke without knowledge, and spoke of things concerning which there is no clear text in the Book of our Lord or the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ). So there is no value in this and no proof for it, and at the same time we should remember that the Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“Every action that is not a part of our directives and commands (i.e., Islam) is rejected.”

These words and claims opened the door to myths and fables, and wasted a lot of time and energy in mistaken pursuits, which lead to a great deal of misguidance.

The virtue of which the Messenger (ﷺ) spoke in relation to the greatest name of Allah is that if He is called upon by it, He will respond, and if He is asked by it, He will give.

8) The Benefit of Knowing These Names

The real benefits which are to be gained from knowing the Names and Attributes of Allah can be summarized under the following points:

a) Getting to know Allah (ﷻ), for the Names and Attributes of Allah are the greatest means for us to get to know our Lord. Without them, belief in Allah will remain an ambiguous idea which does not bear good fruits. We have spoken in detail about His Attributes and Names above, praise and blessings be to Allah.

b) Praising Him by His Names and Attributes. Praising Allah by His Names and Attributes is the greatest way of praising Him. This is one of the greatest kinds of dhikr (remembrance) that He has commanded us to say, as in the aayah (verse):

(O’ you who believe! Remember Allah with much remembrance.)

(Qur’an 33: 41)
c) Calling upon Him by His Names and Attributes, as He (ﷻ), says:

(Qur'an 7:180).

The Messenger (ﷺ) told us on more than one occasion that one of the sahaabah called upon Allah (ﷻ), by His greatest Name, which if He is called upon by it, He will respond.

d) Increasing faith; the more a person learns about Allah and His Attributes, the more his faith increases.

e) Feeling strong and steadfast, because the person is putting his trust in the Most Strong, the All-Able, the One Who has full power and control.

f) Making one's heart feel attached to Allah. For the person who knows that his provision (rizq) comes from Allah will ask Him for provision; and the one who knows that Allah is the Compeller will fear Him; and the one who knows that Allah is All-Knowing will remember that He is watching... and so on.

g) The great reward which we will attain through this knowledge. Learning these Names and Attributes is the noblest thing that anyone can study, and learning and teaching them is one of the greatest works that anyone can undertake.

Examples of how the Messenger (ﷺ), blessings and peace be upon him, glorified and praised his Lord and called upon Him

I would like to quote some of the words — in addition to those mentioned above — with which the Prophet (ﷺ) glorified and praised Allah by His Names and Attributes, and called upon Him.

a) It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah that Abu Bakr asper Siddeeq (may Allah be pleased with them) said to the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ):
"Teach me something that I can say in the morning and in the evening." He (ﷺ) said:

"Say: Allahumma 'Aalim al-ghaybi wa'sh-shahaadah, Faatir as-samawaati wa'l-arḍ, Rabba kulli shay'in wa maleekahu, ashhadu an laa ilaaha illa anta, 'Aoodhu bika min sharri nafsi wa min sharr ish-shayṭaan wa sharakihi (O' Allah, Knower of the unseen and the seen, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Lord and Sovereign of all things, I bear witness that there is no god except You. I seek refuge in You from the evil of my own self and from the evil and snares of the Shayṭaan)."

— This is narrated by Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood and Ad-Daarimi.¹¹⁄₈

b) Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri narrated that when the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) would raise his head from rukoo', he would say:

"Rabbanaa laka'l-ḥamd, mil' us-samawaati wa'l-arḍ, wa mil'u ma shi'ta min shay'in ba'd, ahl ath-thanaa'i wa'l-majd, aḥaqqu ma qaala al-'abd, wa kullunaa laka 'abd, Allahumma laa maani'a lima a'tayta wa laa mu'tiya limaa mana'ta, wa laa yanfa'u dhaa'l-jaddi minka al-jadd (Our Lord, to You be praise, filling the heavens and the earth, filling whatever else You wish, Lord of Praise and Majesty. The truest thing a slave has said - and we are all slaves to You - is, O' Allah, none can withhold what You grant, and none can grant what You withhold, nor can the possessions of an owner benefit him in front of You)."¹¹⁹

¹¹⁄₈ Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh, 1/734, hadith no. 2390.
¹¹⁹ Muslim, 1/347, hadith no. 477.
c) It is narrated that Thawbaan (RA) said: when the Messenger of Allah (SAW) would complete his salah, he would pray for forgiveness (say astaghfirullah) three times, and then say:

“Allahumma antas-salaam wa minkas-salaam, tabaarakta ya dhaal-jalaali wa’l-ikraam [O’ Allah, You are As-Salaam (The One Free from all defects), and from You comes peace, blessed are You O’ Owner of Majesty and Honour].”
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d) Ibn ‘Abbaas (RA) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (SAW) used to say at times of distress:

“Laa ilaaha illa Allah al-‘Azeem al-‘Haleem, laa ilaaha illa Allah Rabb ul-‘Arsh il-‘Azeem, Laa ilaaha illa Allah Rabb us-samawaati wa Rabb ul-ard, Rabb ul-‘Arsh il-kareem (There is no god except Allah, the Most Great, the Ever Forbearing, there is no god except Allah, the Lord of the Mighty Throne, there is no god except Allah, the Lord of the heavens and the Lord of the earth, Lord of the Noble Throne).”
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e) It is narrated from Sumrah ibn Jundub that the Messenger of Allah (SAW) said:

“The most beloved of speech to Allah are four phrases: Subhaan Allah, wa’l-hamdu Lillaah, wa laa ilaaha illa-Allah, w’ Allahu Akbar (Glory be to Allah, praise be to Allah, there is no god except Allah, and Allah is Most Great). And it does not matter with which of them you start.”

According to another report:

120 Muslim, 1/414, hadith no. 592.
121 Bukhari, 11/145; Muslim, 4/2093, hadith no. 2730.
“The best of speech is: Subḥaan Allah, wa’l-ḥamdu Lillaah, wa laa ilaaha illa Allah, w’ Allahu Akbar.”

f) It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah (محمد بن سعد) that the Messenger of Allah (ص) said:

“Two words which are light on the tongue but will weigh heavily in the Balance, and are beloved to the Most Merciful: Subḥaan Allahi wa bi hamdihi, Subḥaan Allah il-‘Azeem (Glory and Praise be to Allah, Glory be to Allah the Most Great).”

4 - THE METHODOLOGY IN THE LIGHT OF WHICH THE ATTRIBUTES OF ALLAH ARE TO BE UNDERSTOOD

Shaykh Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him) stated that the Holy Qur’an indicates that the issue of the Divine Attributes is focused on three principles. Whoever follows all of them has reached the correct view, and attained the belief which the Prophet (ص) and his Companions and the righteous Salaf adhered to. Whoever misses out one of these three principles is misguided.

He stated that each of these three principles is indicated in the Qur’än:

The first principle: Declaring that Allah is far above any of His Attributes resembling any of the attributes of His creatures. This principle is indicated by the aayaat (verses):

اِلْدِّمَثُّ گُلُوْبَا، فِيْنَّا...}

---

122 Muslim. See Mishkat al-Masabahe, 1/706, hadith no. 2294.
123 Muslim, 4/2072, hadith no. 2694.
124 See Manhaj wa Diraasaat li Aayaat al-Asma’ wa-Ṣifaat, by Shaykh Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him).
"...There is nothing like Him..."  
(Qur'an 42: 11)

"And there is none co-equal or comparable unto Him."
(Qur'an 112: 4)

"So put not forward similitudes for Allah [as there is nothing similar to Him, nor He resembles anything]..."
(Qur'an 16: 74)

The second principle: Believing in Allah as He has described Himself, because Allah cannot be described by anyone who knows Allah better than Allah:

"...Say, 'Do you know better or does Allah?..."
(Qur'an 2: 140)

And (this principle includes) believing in what the Messenger (ﷺ) has said describing Allah, because no one knows Allah, after Allah Himself, better than the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) of whom Allah said:

"Nor does he speak of [his own] desire. It is only a Revelation revealed."
(Qur'an 53: 3-4)

The misguidance of those who follow only one of these two principles and not the other

The Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) condemned those who followed only one of these principles. He counted those who deny an Attribute which Allah has affirmed for Himself as people who are obstinate before the Lord of the heavens and the earth, and he
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regarded the actions of those who deny an Attribute which Allah has affirmed for Himself as an audacious attitude towards Allah.

He regarded this as being the ultimate misguidance, because the person who denies this, looks at the attributes of perfection and majesty which Allah has affirmed for Himself, then, this poor ignorant fool, comes before the Compeller of heaven and earth and says, what You have attributed to Yourself does not befit You, for it implies imperfection; I will interpret it (in a way that differs from its apparent meaning) and deny it, and replace it with something else from my own ideas, without any basis in the Qur’an or Sunnah.

Similarly misguided is the person who affirms the attributes of Allah, but he likens the attributes of the Creator to the attributes of His creatures.

The one who is successful and saved, who is following the straight path, is the one who believes in both of these principles, and does not distinguish between them. He believes in the attributes that Allah has affirmed for Himself, and at the same time he declares Him to be above resembling His creatures in any of His Attributes. Thus he is a believer who believes Allah to be above resembling His creation, and is free from any indulgence in either tashbeeh (anthropomorphism) or ta’teel (denying all attributes of Allah).

These principles are indicated by a verse in the Book of Allah

These two principles are indicated by a verse in the Book of Allah, which is:

(Qur’an 42: 11).

In this aayah, Allah affirms that He has the Attributes of hearing and seeing, whilst at the same time denying that there is anything like
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Him. This clearly indicates that it is not permissible for people to deny that Allah can hear and see by claiming that only created beings possess hearing and sight and that affirming that Allah can hear and see will lead one to liken Allah to His creatures.

The meaning which the aayah points to is that Allah has the attributes of hearing and seeing, but His hearing and seeing in no way resemble the hearing and seeing of His creatures. His hearing and seeing befit His Majesty and Perfection, and the hearing and seeing of His creatures are suited to their situations. So there is no comparison between the attributes of Allah and the attributes of His creatures.

The third principle: the one on which the issue of the divine Attributes centres — as Ash-Shanqeeti says — is that there is no hope of understanding the true nature of how these attributes are, because understanding their true nature is impossible. Allah (الله) has stated this clearly in Soorah Ta-Ha where He says:

\[\text{"He [Allah] knows what happens to them [His creatures] in this world, and what will happen to them [in the Hereafter] but they will never compass anything of His Knowledge."} (Qur'an 20: 110)\]

This means that it is impossible for the human mind to encompass the attributes of the Lord of the heavens and the earth.

What the Shaykh said about the impossibility of ever knowing the true nature of Allah or His Attributes is sound logic, because the human mind, no matter how intelligent it is and how great its powers of understanding, is totally incapable of knowing the true nature of things.

Man is incapable of knowing the true nature of the soul that resides in his body; he is incapable of knowing the true nature of light which is
the most apparent of things; he is incapable of understanding the true nature of matter, or of the atoms of which matter is composed, so how can he hope to understand the true nature of the Divine Essence and Attributes?

**Those Who Deviate from the Correct Methodology and the Reasons for Their Deviation**

Deviation from the correct methodology regarding the Names and Attributes of Allah comes about as a result of the undermining of one of the three principles mentioned above. We can divide the deviation of people, past and present, concerning the Names and Attributes of Allah, into three categories:

1) **The deviation of the mushrikeen**

The deviation of the mushrikeen was mentioned by Ibn ‘Abbaas, Ibn Jurayj and Mujaahid. The mushrikeen misinterpreted the Names of Allah and changed them from their true meaning. They used them to name their idols, and distorted them by adding and taking away. So they derived “al-Laat” from “Allah”, “al-‘Uzza” from “al-‘Azeez” and “Manaat” from “al-Mannaan”.

Another aspect of their heresy is that they denied some of the names of Allah, such as *Ar-Rahmaan*:

\[
\text{...While they disbelieve in the Most Gracious [Allah]...} \quad (\text{Qur’an 13: 30})
\]

\[
\text{And when it is said to them: ‘Prostrate yourselves to the Most Gracious [Allah]!’ They say: ‘And what is the Most Gracious?’...} \quad (\text{Qur’an 25: 60})
\]
This also includes those who described Allah as being imperfect, such as the evil ones among the Jews who said:

\[
\text{إنَّ اللَّهَ يَفْقَرُ وَنَحْنُ نَفَورُونَ}.
\]

\(\ldots\) 'Truly, Allah is poor and we are rich!'\(\ldots\)

\(\text{Qur'an 3: 181}\)

\[
\text{غَلَبَ اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِمْ رَبُّهُ وَلَمْ يَؤْمِنُوا بَالْقَالَهُ}.
\]

\(\ldots\) Allah’s Hand is tied up [i.e. He does not give and spend of His Bounty].’ Be their hands tied up and be they accursed for what they uttered...\(\ldots\)

\(\text{Qur'an 5: 64}\)

2) The deviation of \textit{tashbeeh} (anthropomorphism)

These people attribute to Allah that which He attributed to Himself, but they do not declare Allah to be above any resemblance to His creatures. They focus only on the end of the \textit{aayah},

\[
\text{لَيْسَ كَمَثَلِهِ شَيْءٌ وَهُوَ الْغَيْبُ الْبَصِيرُ}
\]

\(\ldots\) There is nothing like Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer.\(\ldots\)

\(\text{Qur'an 42: 11}\)

— and they overlook the beginning. If they had paid attention to the beginning, they would realize that there is nothing that is like unto Allah, and they would not have dared to say what they said, which is so utterly shocking and which makes the heart tremble, which is their suggestion that Allah has a hand, sight and hearing which is like our hands, hearing and sight — exalted be Allah far above what they say.

They made their object of worship like the idols. Hence the scholars of the \textit{salaf} said: “The anthropomorphist worships an idol.” They have uttered \textit{kufir} by these words which take them beyond the pale of Islam. Among these people were Dawood al-Jawaaribi and Hishaam
ibn al-Ḥakam ar-Raafiḍi. These two groups were opposites in their heresy: the former mushrikeen raised the creation to the level of the Creator and made them equal to Him, whilst the anthropomorphists brought the Creator down to the level of His physical creation, and likened Him to them. Exalted and sanctified be Allah above their lies and misguidance.

3) The deviance of the deniers, who fall into three categories

a) A group who denied the Names and the meanings to which they refer; they described Allah in terms of absolute negation (what He is not). These are the Jahamiyah. The fact of the matter is that their deviation is disbelief in Allah, just like the deviation of the mushrikeen.

b) A group who affirmed the names of Allah as words, without accepting the attributes of perfection that they imply. They said, Rahmaan (Most Beneficent), Raheem (Most Merciful), without Rahmah (Mercy) Ḥakeem (All-Wise) without wisdom, Qadeer (All-Powerful) without power, Samee‘ (All-Hearing) without hearing, etc. These are the Muʿtazilah.

c) A third group who affirmed seven of the Sifaat al-Maʿaani (characteristics), namely: life, knowledge, power, will, hearing, seeing and speech, but they denied all the other attributes. These are the Ashʿaris.\textsuperscript{125}

In the case of those who disbelieved in the names and Attributes of Allah, those who likened His Attributes to the attributes of His creatures and those who denied His Names and Attributes, their misguidance is quite clear, because they are opposing Allah and His Messenger, disbelieving in the Qur’an and Sunnah. Their position is

\textsuperscript{125} Abu’l-Hasan al-Ashʿari (may Allah have mercy on him) did not subscribe to this view; we will discuss his belief concerning the attributes of the Creator below.
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quite clear and does not require further explanation.

The ones whose faulty belief needs to be exposed are the *Ahl al-Kalaam* (Islamic philosophers / scholastics) who claim that they are declaring Allah to be above any resemblance to His creatures, so they deny attributes of Allah which have been narrated in the Qur’an and Sunnah, on the basis that this may lead to *tashbeeh* (anthropomorphism or thinking of Allah as being like His creation). So they resort to interpreting these attributes in a manner that takes them far away from their true meaning.126

5 - CATEGORIES OF ATTRIBUTES ACCORDING TO THE SCHOLARS OF *KALAAM*

*Shaykh* Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him) explained the methodology of the scholars of *kalaam* with regard to their classification of the attributes of Allah. He described what they affirmed and what they denied, and where they fell into error and confusion. Then he discussed the Qur’anic evidence for ascribing these attributes to Allah and mentioned that it is not permissible to deny them in the case of Allah on the grounds that some of His creatures also have these attributes, because the Attributes of Allah befit His Majesty and the attributes of His creatures are suited to their inability.

126 Some contemporary figures such as *Shaykh* Hasan al-Banna and *Shaykh* Hasan Ayyoob tried to be lenient towards those who made this mistake, who are known as the *khalaf* (successors), and they tried to reconcile between the views of the *salaf* (pious predecessors) and the *khalaf*. But the fact of the matter which must be understood is that the view of the *khalaf* who claim that the apparent meaning of the attributes of Allah is not what is meant, is far removed from the correct view. There is no meeting point between this and the view of the *salaf*. The fact that some of the *khalaf* had good intention is no excuse, because good intentions do not make falsehood true.
The Shaykh explained that the scholars of kalaam who indulged in this matter produced what they called rational evidence which they put together as rational analogies, and they divided the attributes of Allah into six categories, as follows:

a) ِSiFaH NafiSiyah (attributes referring to “emotions” e.g., love, hate, etc.)
b) ِSiFaH MawaNa (attributes which are part of the essence of Allah)
c) ِSiFaH Ma’nawiyah (adjectival forms of the attributes which are part of the essence of Allah)
d) ِSiFaH Fay’liyah (attributes describing actions)
e) ِSiFaH Salbiyah (negative attributes)
f) ِSiFaH Jaami’ah (encompassing attributes)

With regard to attributes other than these, they regarded them as relative attributes with no real, independent existence. Thus they caused a great deal of confusion.

Judging the Methodology of Kalaam Against the Qur’an and Sunnah

Shaykh Ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him) explained what the Qur’an says describing the Creator with these attributes, and describing His creatures with these attributes. The Qur’an states that the attributes of the Creator of the heavens and the earth are true, and that the attributes of created beings are true, and that there is no comparison between the attributes of the Creator and the attributes of His created beings. The attributes of the Creator befit His Divine Nature, and the attributes of His created beings are appropriate to their imperfect state and their need of Him. The difference between the attribute of the Divine and the attribute of the created beings is like the difference between the Divine essence and the essence of the created being.
**Sifaat al-Ma‘aani According to the Scholars of Kalaam**

The Shaykh explained that according to the scholars of kalaam the *Sifaat al-Ma‘aani* number no more than seven, and they deny all other attributes apart from these seven.

According to the scholars of kalaam, the *sifaat al-ma‘aani* are defined as being those which are part of the essence of Allah.

The seven attributes which they affirm are power, will, knowledge, life, hearing, seeing and speech. The *Mu‘tazilah* deny these seven attributes but affirm their implications, so they say: He is Able in and of Himself, All-Hearing in and of Himself, All-Knowing in and of Himself, Ever-Living in and of Himself. But they do not affirm that Allah has power, knowledge, life, hearing or seeing, because they are seeking to avoid implying that the Eternal is many, which all rational people know is a misguided and contradictory view. For if there were no knowledge in the essence of Allah, it would be impossible to say that He is All-Knowing without knowledge; this is clearly self-contradictory.

Then the Shaykh quoted the evidence for the *sifaat al-ma‘aani*, and mentioned the differences between the attributes of the Creator and the attributes of the created being:

a) They described Allah as being powerful and affirmed that He has power. Allah (ﷻ) says in His Book:

\[ ... 
...Certainly, Allah has power over all things.\]

*(Qur'an 2: 20)*.

We are certain that He has power in a manner that befits His Perfection and Majesty.
Some of His created beings are also described as having power. Allah (ﷻ) says:

"Except for those who [having fled away and then] came back [as Muslims] with repentance before they fall into your power..." (Qur'an 5: 34).

— Here power is attributed to some created beings.

We know that everything in the Qur'an is true, that Allah has real power which befits His Perfection and Majesty and that some created beings have real power that is suited to their imperfect, transient state and their need for Allah. The difference between the attribute of the Divine and the attribute of the created beings is like the difference between the Divine essence and the essence of the created being, which is an immense difference.

b), c) Allah (ﷻ) described Himself as hearing and seeing in more than one *aayah* of His Book. He says:

"Verily, Allah is All-Hearer, All-Seer." (Qur'an 58: 1)

"There is nothing like Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer." (Qur'an 42:11)

Allah also described some of His created beings as being able to hear and see. He (ﷻ) says:

"Except for those who [having fled away and then] came back [as Muslims] with repentance before they fall into your power..." (Qur'an 5: 34).
Verily, We have created man from *Nutfah* [drops] of mixed semen [sexual discharge of man and woman], in order to try him, so We made him hearer and seer.\(<\text{(Qur'an 76: 2)}\>

\[
\text{اَسْمَعُ بَيْنَ يَدَّ} \quad \text{وَأَمَّنَ بَيْنَ يَأْتِنَا...}
\]

How clearly will they [polytheists and disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah] see and hear, the Day when they will appear before Us!...\(<\text{(Qur'an 19: 38)}\>

We do not doubt that what is in the Qur'an is true. Allah (^g) can hear and see in a true sense, in a manner that befits His Majesty and Perfection, and created beings can hear and see in a real manner that suits their needful, transient and imperfect state. The difference between the attribute of the Divine and the attribute of the created beings is like the difference between the Divine essence and the essence of the created being.

d) Allah described Himself as being alive. He (*$g$) says:

\[
\text{اللهُ لاَ إِلَهَ إِلَّا هُوَ الَّذِي أَحْيَا الْقِيَّمَ...}
\]

\(<\text{(Qur'an 2: 255)}\>

\[
\text{هُوَ الَّذِي أَحْيَا لاَ إِلَهَ إِلَّا هُوَ...}
\]

\(<\text{(Qur'an 40: 65)}\>

\[
\text{وَوَتَسَاءَلُ عَلَى الْحَيِّ الْقَيْيَمِ لاَ يَمْتَوُّ...}
\]

\(<\text{(Qur'an 25: 58)}\>
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He (ﷻ) has also described some of His created beings as being alive:

\[\text{...And We have made from water every living thing...}\]  
\textit{(Qur'an 21: 30)}

\[\text{And Salaam [peace] be on him the day he was born, and the day he dies, and the day he will be raised up to life [again]!}\]  
\textit{(Qur'an 19: 15)}

\[\text{He brings out the living from the dead, and brings out the dead from the living...}\]  
\textit{(Qur'an 30: 19)}

We are certain that Allah has the attribute of life in a real sense and in a manner that befits His Perfection and Majesty, just as created beings are also alive in a manner that suits their state of imperfection, transient nature and need (for Allah). The difference between the attribute of the Divine and the attribute of the created beings is like the difference between the Divine essence and the essence of the created being; there is an immense difference between the Creator and His creation.

e) Allah (ﷻ) has described Himself as having a will:

\[\text{He does what He intends [or wills].}\]  
\textit{(Qur'an 85: 16)}

\[\text{Verily, His Command, when He intends [wills] a thing, is only that He says to it, 'Be!' and it is!}\]  
\textit{(Qur'an 36: 82)}
And He (ﷻ) described some of His creatures as having a will:

(…) You desire the good of this world… (Qur’an 8: 67)

(…) They but wished to flee. (Qur’an 33: 13)

(…) They intend to put out the Light of Allah [i.e. the religion of Islam]. (Qur’an 61: 8)

Undoubtedly Allah (ﷻ) has a will in a real sense, in a manner that befits His Perfection, and His created beings have wills which suit their state of imperfection, transient nature and need (for Allah). The difference between the attribute of the Divine and the attribute of the created beings is like that between the Divine essence and the essence of the created being.

f) Allah described Himself as having knowledge. He (ﷻ) says:

(…) And Allah is All-Knower of everything. (Qur’an 24: 35)

(…) But Allah bears witness to that which He has sent down [the Qur’an] unto you [O’ Muhammad]; He has sent it down with His Knowledge. (Qur’an 4: 166)

(…) Then surely, We shall narrate unto them [their whole
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story] with knowledge, and indeed We have not been absent.\)\) (Qur'an 7: 7)

And He (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) has described some of His created beings as having knowledge:

\(\text{\textregistered}\) And they gave him glad tidings of a son having knowledge.\)\) (Qur'an 51: 28)

\(\text{\textregistered}\) And verily, he was endowed with knowledge because We had taught him...\)\) (Qur'an 12: 68)

No doubt the Creator has real knowledge in a manner that befits His Perfection and Majesty, knowledge that encompasses all things, and His created beings have knowledge in a manner that suits their state of transience, imperfection and need (for Allah). The difference between the knowledge of the Creator and the knowledge of His created beings is like that between the essence of the Creator and the essence of His created beings.

g) Allah (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) has described Himself as speaking. He says:

\(\text{\textregistered}\) And to Moosa Allah spoke directly.\) (Qur'an 4: 164)

\(\text{\textregistered}\) Then grant him protection so that he may hear the Word of Allah [the Qur'an]...\) (Qur'an 9: 6)

And He (\(\text{\textregistered}\)) has described some of His created beings as speaking:
[...Then, when he spoke to him, he said: ‘Verily, this day, you are with us high in rank and fully trusted.’]

(Qur'an 12: 54)

[...And their hands will speak to Us...]

(Qur'an 36: 65)

Undoubtedly the Creator speaks in a real manner that befits His Perfection and Majesty, and His creatures speak in a manner that suits their transient state, imperfect nature and need (for Allah). The difference between the speech of the Creator and the speech of His created beings is like that between the essence of the Creator and the essence of His created beings.

The Discussion on the Negative Attributes According to the Scholars of Kalaam

Shaykh Ash-Shanqeṭi (may Allah have mercy on him) explained the way in which the scholars of kalaam defined the negative attributes. He said: these are attributes which indicate an absolute absence, i.e., they indicate that Allah does not have attributes which are not befitting to Allah, without indicating something that does exist in His essence.

Those who say this list five negative attributes, with no sixth. According to them, these attributes are: eternity (no beginning), everlastingness (no end), difference from His created beings (no resemblance), oneness (no plurality), and absolute independence (no reliance on another), which they call self-sufficiency, by which they mean that He is not subject to any limitations of space and location.

i), ii) Eternity and Everlastingness

The Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) pointed out that eternity and everlastingness, which the scholars of kalaam attributed to Allah
and claimed that He ascribed to Himself, are what is referred to in the aayah:

\[
\text{He is the First [nothing is before Him] and the Last [nothing is after Him]...} \quad (\text{Qur'an 57: 3})
\]

According to them, eternity (\textit{al-qidam}, lit. ancientness) is intended to deny that there was any previous non-existence; in their view this is more specific than the word \textit{al-azl} (eternity), because \textit{al-azl} refers to something which has no beginning, whether it is something that exists, such as the essence and attributes of Allah, or does not exist. In their view, \textit{al-qidam} refers to something which has no beginning, but which must also be something that does exist, such as the essence of Allah which is characterized by Perfection and Majesty.

The Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) explained that Allah described His created beings in terms of \textit{al-qidam}:

\[
\text{They said: 'By Allah! Certainly, you are in your old error [\textit{dalaalika al-qadeem}]'} \quad (\text{Qur'an 12: 95})
\]

\[
\text{...Like the old [\textit{qadeem}] dried curved date stalk.} \quad (\text{Qur'an 36: 39})
\]

\[
\text{You and your ancient fathers.} \quad (\text{Qur'an 26: 76})
\]

And He (\textit{He}) has described some of His created beings in terms of \textit{al-baqaa’} (everlastingness):
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(And, his progeny, them We made the survivors [al-baaqeen].) (Qur’an 37: 77)

(Whatever is with you, will be exhausted, and whatever is with Allah [of good deeds] will remain [baaqin]...) (Qur’an 16: 96)

Undoubtedly, the nature of the everlastingness that is attributed to Allah (الله) is different from the nature of that which is attributed to His created beings.

The attribution of eternity (al-qidam) and everlastingness (al-baqaa’) to Allah has not been narrated in the Qur’an or Sunnah

The Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) pointed out that Allah has not described Himself in the Qur’an as being eternal in terms of al-qidam. Some of the Salaf regarded it as makrooh to describe Him in such terms, because it could imply prior non-existence, as in the phrases:

(…Like the old [qadeem] dried curved date stalk.) (Qur’an 36: 39)
(They said: ‘By Allah! Certainly, you are in your old error [dalaalika al-qadeem].’) (Qur’an 12: 95)
(You and your ancient fathers [al-aqdamoon].) (Qur’an 26: 76)

Some of them claimed that this usage [al-qidam] is narrated in a hadith, and some scholars say that this indicates that Allah may be described in this manner, whilst others say that this has not been proven.

With regard to the description of Allah as being First and Last, as in the aayah, (He is the First [Al-Awwal] [nothing is before Him] and the Last [Al-Aakhir] [nothing is after Him].) (Qur’an 57: 3)
- Allah has also described some of His created beings in terms of their being first and last:

\[\text{Undoubtedly, the manner of being First and Last which Allah attributes to Himself is befitting to His Majesty and Perfection, just as the manner in which His created beings may be first or last is suited to their transient state, imperfect nature and need (for Allah).}\]

\text{iii), iv) Oneness and Self-sufficiency}

Allah (الله) has described Himself as being One:

\[\text{And your Ilaah [God] is One Ilaah [God - Allah].} \]
\[\text{(Qur'an 2: 163)}\]

And He (الله) has also described some of His created beings in similar terms:

\[\text{...Watered with the same water [lit. with one water].} \]
\[\text{(Qur'an 13: 4)}\]

Allah (الله) has described Himself as being Rich or Self-sufficient:

\[\text{...If you disbelieve, you and all on earth together, then verily, Allah is Rich [Free of all needs], Owner of all praise.} \]
\[\text{(Qur'an 14: 8)}\]
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فَكَفَّرُوا وَتَولَوْاَ وَاتَّسَغُواَ اللهُ وَاللَّهُ غَيْبُ حَيٌّ

...So they disbelieved and turned away [from the truth]. But Allah was not in need [of them]. And Allah is Rich [Free of all needs], Worthy of all praise. (Qur'an 64: 6).

And He (*5g) has described some of His created beings in similar terms:

ۜوَمَنْ كَانَ غَيْبًا فَلْيُسَنَّعِفَّۜ

...And whoever [amongst guardians] is rich, he should take no wages... (Qur'an 4: 6)

ۜإِنِّي كُونُواَ فَقْرُأَ فَغْنِهِمْ اللهُ مِنْ فَضْلِهِۜ

...If they be poor, Allah will enrich them out of His Bounty... (Qur'an 24: 32)

These are the negative attributes which were mentioned in the Qur'an, which are used to describe both the Creator and His created beings. Undoubtedly the nature of these attributes when applied to the Creator befit His Perfection and Majesty, and when they are used to describe His created beings, their nature suits their imperfect state, transience and need (for Allah).

Conclusion concerning the َُّٖٔٓ َُُُُّٖٖٔٓ ُُُّٖٔٓ ءٍَُٖ

Then the Shaykh discusses what the scholars of kalaam called the seven َُُُُّٖٖٔٓ ُُُّٖٔٓ ءٍَُٖ, which refer to Allah being Able, Willing, All-Knowing, Ever-Living, All-Hearing, All-Seeing, and Speaking. He explains that the essence of these attributes has to do with the way these attributes apply to Allah.

Scholars of kalaam (scholastics) who counted them did so on the basis of there being an intermediate state between being absent and being present.
The Shaykh did not accept this concept. He said: “In fact this is a myth and is imaginary. No sound mind would accept something that comes in between a thing and its opposite. Everything that does not exist is simply non-existent or absent, and everything that is not absent exists. There is no in between at all, as is well known to all rational people.”

*Sifaat al-Af'aal* (attributes describing some of Allah’s actions)

Then the Shaykh discusses the *sifaat al-af'aal*, and says: these *sifaat al-af'aal* are mentioned frequently in the Qur’an, where they are attributed to both the Creator and His created beings. Undoubtedly the essence of these attributes as ascribed to the Creator is different from their essence as ascribed to His created beings, just as the essence of the Creator differs from the essence of His created beings.

These attributes include the following:

i) **Rizq** (provision): Allah (سُلَيْмَانِ) has described Himself as granting provision to His creation. He says:

\[
\text{ما أريد مِن نَّمَى وَأَرِيد أن يُطْعمُونَ} \\
\text{إِنَّ اللَّهَ هُوَ الْرَّزِيقُ الدُّوَّارِ} \\
\text{المِسْتَقِيمُ} \\
\text{الْقُوّةَ} \\
\text{الْمُكَسَّرُ}.
\]

(I seek not any provision from them [i.e. provision for themselves or for My creatures] nor do I ask that they should feed Me [i.e. feed themselves or My creatures]. Verily, Allah is the All-Provider, Owner of Power, the Most Strong.)

(Qur’an 51: 57-58)

\[
\text{وَمَا أَنفَقَ مِن نَّفْسِي} \\
\text{فَهُوَ يَجْلِبُهُ} \\
\text{وَهُوَ حَكِيرُ الْرَّزِيقِ} \\
\text{وَ...}
\]

(...And whatsoever you spend of anything [in Allah’s Cause], He will replace it. And He is the Best of providers.)

(Qur’an 34: 39)
Undoubtedly, the actions when ascribed to Allah are different from when they are ascribed to His created beings, just as the essence of Allah is different from the essence of His created beings.

ii) ‘Amal (action, doing): Allah (जर्द) describes Himself as doing. He said:

(Qur’an 62: 11)

(Qur’an 4: 8)

(Qur’an 4: 5)

(Qur’an 2: 233)
348
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^Do they not see that We have created for them o f what
Our Hands have created [lit. done, made], the cattle, so
that they are their owners.)*
(Q u r’an 36: 71)
And Allah ( ^ ) has described His creatures as doing, as He says:

C .Y ou are only being requited for what you used to do.)*
(Q ur'an 52: 16)
Undoubtedly this action as attributed to the created being is different
from this action as attributed to the Creator, just as the essence o f the
Creator differs from the essence o f the created being.
iii) Ta‘leem (teaching): Allah ($g) describes H im self as teaching His
creation:

^The Most Gracious [Allah]! He has taught [you
mankind] the Q ur’an [by His M ercy], He created man.
He taught him eloquent speech.)*
(Q u r ’an 55: 1-4)

^Read! And your Lord is the M ost Generous. W ho has
taught [the writing] by the pen. He has taught man that
which he knew not.)*
(Q u r ’an 96: 3-5)
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And taught you that which you knew not. And Ever Great is the Grace of Allah unto you [O’ Muhammad].

(Qur’an 4: 113)

Allah (ﷻ) also describes some of His creation as having this attribute. He says:

(Qur’an 62: 2)

Both examples of teaching are mentioned together in the aayah:

(Qur’an 5:4)

iv) Inbaa’ (telling, informing): Allah (ﷻ) describes Himself as telling or informing, and describes His created beings as also telling or informing. Both are mentioned together in the aayah:

(And [remember] when the Prophet disclosed a matter in confidence to one of his wives [HAfsah], then she told it
And He (^g) describes His slaves as also giving:

(And you have given one of them a Qintaar [of gold, i.e. a great amount as Mahr]...)

(Qur’an 4: 20)

(And give to the women [whom you marry] their Mahr [obligatory bridal-money given by the husband to his...}

Undoubtedly, what is described of this action on the part of Allah, the Exalted, is quite different from that described on the part of His slave, just as the essence of the Creator differs from the essence of the created being.

v) Eetaa’ (granting, giving): Allah (^g) describes Himself as doing this action, which is giving. He says:

(He grants Hikmah [wisdom, knowledge] to whom He wills...

(Qur’an 2: 269)

(...And bestow His abounding Grace to every owner of grace [i.e. the one who helps and serves the needy and deserving, physically and with his wealth, and even with good words]...)

(Qur’an 11: 3)
wife at the time of marriage] with a good heart...

(Qur’an 4: 4)

Undoubtedly, this action Allah ascribed to Himself is different from the action He ascribed to His slaves, just as His essence differs from theirs.

Aṣ-Ṣifaat al-Jaami‘ah (All-Encompassing Attributes)

Then Shaykh Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him) discusses Aṣ-Ṣifaat al-Jaami‘ah, such as Al-‘Aluw (highness), Al-‘Izam (greatness), Al-Kibar (greatness), Al-Mulk (sovereignty), Al-Kibr (pride), Al-Jabaroot (compelling power), Al-‘Izzah (might), Al-Quwwah (strength) and other all-encompassing attributes.

i) - iii) The attributes of Al-‘Aluw (highness), Al-Kibar (greatness) and Al-‘Izam (greatness)

Allah describes Himself as having the attributes of Al-‘Aluw (highness), Al-Kibar (greatness) and Al-‘Izam (greatness). He («$g) says:

\[\text{And He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them. And He is the Most High, the Most Great.} \]

(Qur’an 2: 255)

And He («£) said, describing Himself as having the attributes of Al-‘Aluw (highness) and Al-Kibar (greatness):

\[\text{Surely, Allah is Ever Most High, Most Great.} \]

(Qur’an 4: 34)
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(All-Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Most Great, the Most High.) *(Qur’an 13: 9)*.

And He (*$g$*) described some of the things He has created as being great:

`فَأَتَبَّعْنَاهُ فَكَانَ كُلُّ فُرُقٍ كَأَلْظُورِ الْعَظِيمِ` *(Qur’an 13: 9)*

(And it parted, and each separate part [of that sea water] became like huge ['azeem] mountain.) *(Qur’an 26: 63)*

`إِنَّكَ لَتَفْلُؤْنَ فَوَلَا عَظِيمًا` *(Qur’an 13: 9)*

(...Verily, you indeed utter an awful ['azeem] saying.) *(Qur’an 17: 40)*

`وَفَا رَ عُرْشَ عَظِيمٍ` *(Qur’an 13: 9)*

(...And she has a great throne.) *(Qur’an 27: 23)*

And He described some of the things He has created as being high:

`وَرَفَعْنَاهُ مَكَانًا عَلِيٰ́ٓا` *(Qur’an 19: 57)*

(And We raised him to a high station.) *(Qur’an 19: 57)*

`وَجَعَلْنَا مِنْ لَسَنَّ صِدْقٍ عَلِيٰ́ٓا` *(Qur’an 19: 50)* (Yusuf ‘Ali’s translation).

(And We granted them lofty honour on the tongue of truth.) *(Qur’an 19: 50)*

And He described some of the things He has created as being great:

`أُولَّيِّيَنَّ يُهُرٌ مَعَفَرَةٌ وَأَجْرٌ سَكَبِيرٌ` *(Qur’an 11: 11)*

(...Theirs will be forgiveness and a great reward [Paradise].) *(Qur’an 11: 11)*

`بَلْ فَعَلَّكُم مِّنْ لَهُمْ هَذَا` *(Qur’an 11: 11)*
Undoubtedly, the nature of these all-encompassing attributes, such as highness and greatness, is different in the case of Allah from their nature as applied to the created beings, just as the essence of the Creator differs from the essence of the created being. There is no comparison between the essence of the Creator and the essence of His creation, just as there is no comparison between the attributes of the Creator and the attributes of His creation.

iv) The attribute of sovereignty

Allah describes Himself with the attribute of sovereignty. He (ﷻ) says:

\[
\text{Whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is on the earth glorifies Allah, the King [of everything], the Holy, the All-Mighty, the All-Wise.} \quad (\text{Qur'an 62: 1})
\]

\[
\text{In a seat of truth [i.e. Paradise], near the Omnipotent King.} \quad (\text{Qur'an 54: 55})
\]

Allah (ﷻ) has also described some of His created beings as possessing sovereignty:

\[
\text{And the king [of Egypt] said: 'Verily, I saw [in a dream] seven fat cows...'} \quad (\text{Qur'an 12: 43})
\]
(And the king said: ‘Bring him to me...’)  
(Qur’an 12: 50)

(...There was a king behind them who seized every ship by force.)  
(Qur’an 18: 79)

(...You give the kingdom to whom You will, and You take the kingdom from whom You will,...)  
(Qur’an 3: 26)

Undoubtedly Allah possesses true Sovereignty in a manner which befits His Perfection and Majesty, whilst His created beings possess sovereignty in a manner that is suited to their transient nature, imperfection and need for Allah.

v), vi) The attributes of compelling power and pride
Allah describes Himself as being the Compeller (Al-Jabbaar) and Most Great (Al-Mutakabbir):

...The All-Mighty [Al-‘Azeez], the Compeller [Al-Jabbaar], the Supreme [Al-Mutakabbir]...
(Qur’an 59: 23).

And He (الله) has described some of His creatures as being so,

(...Thus does Allah seal up the heart of every arrogant (mutakabbir), tyrant (jabbaar).)  
(Qur’an 40: 35)
And when you seize [somebody], seize you [him] as tyrants (jabbaareen)!
(Qur’an 26: 130)

...Is there not in Hell an abode for the arrogant (mutakabbireen)?
(Qur’an 39: 60)

And they [the Messengers] sought victory and help [from their Lord (Allah)] and every obstinate, arrogant dictator [jabbaar] [who refuses to believe in the Oneness of Allah] was brought to a complete loss and destruction.
(Qur’an 14: 15)

Undoubtedly, the nature of these attributes in the case of the Creator is different from that in the case of His created beings, just as the essence of the Creator is different from the essence of His created beings.

vii) The attribute of might (Al-‘Izzah)

Allah (安宁) describes Himself as possessing might (Al-‘Izzah):

...Truly, Allah is All-Mighty [Al-‘Azeez], All-Wise.
(Qur’an 2: 220)

Or have they the treasures of the Mercy of your Lord, the All-Mighty [Al-‘Azeez], the Real Bestower?
(Qur’an 38: 9)

And Allah (安宁) has described some of His created beings as also possessing the attribute of might:
\[ \text{...The wife of Al-`Azeez said...} \] (\textit{Qur'an} 12:51)

\[ \text{...And he overpowered me ['azzani] in speech.} \] (\textit{Qur'an} 38:23)

And the two examples are mentioned together in the \textit{aayah}:

\[ \text{...But honour, power and glory ['izzah] belong to Allah, and to His Messenger [Muhammad], and to the believers...} \] (\textit{Qur'an} 63:8)

Undoubtedly, these attributes as ascribed to the Creator are different from these attributes as ascribed to His created beings, just as the essence of the Creator differs from the essence of His created beings.

\textbf{viii) The attribute of strength \textit{(Al-Quwwah)}}

Allah (الله) describes Himself as possessing the attribute of strength:

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

\[ \text{[I seek not any provision from them [i.e. provision for themselves or for My creatures] nor do I ask that they should feed Me [i.e. feed themselves or My creatures]. Verily, Allah is the All-Provider, Owner of Power, the Most Strong.]} \] (\textit{Qur'an} 51:57-58)

\[ \text{\ldots} \]

\[ \text{[Verily, Allah will help those who help His [Cause]. Truly, Allah is All-Strong, All-Mighty.]} \] (\textit{Qur'an} 22:40)
And Allah (ﷻ) describes some of His creatures as being strong, as He says:

\[
\text{(Qur'ān 30: 54)}
\]

And both examples are mentioned together in the aayah (verse):

\[
\text{(Qur'ān 41: 15)}
\]

The attributes concerning which the scholars of kalaam differed

Then the Shaykh discusses the attributes concerning which the scholars of kalaam differed as to whether they are Șifāat af‘āal or Șifāat ma‘na. What the Shaykh confirmed was that they are Șifāat ma‘aani, part of the essence of Allah. These attributes include the following:
i), ii) The attributes of kindness (Ar-Ra’fah) and mercy (Ar-Rahmah)

Allah has described Himself as being Kind and Merciful:

\[
\ldots \text{... Truly, your Lord is full of kindness, Most Merciful.} \] (Qur’an 16: 7)

And He (\text{\textit{	extcircled{}}}) has described some of His created beings in similar terms. He described our Prophet (Muhammad) as follows:

\[
\text{Verily, there has come unto you a Messenger [Muhammad] from amongst yourselves. It grieves him that you should receive any injury or difficulty. He [Muhammad] is anxious over you; for the believers [he is] full of pity, kind, and merciful.} \] (Qur’an 9: 128)

iii) The attribute of Forbearance (Al-Hilm)

Allah (\text{\textit{	extcircled{}}}) has described Himself as Forbearing. He says:

\[
\text{...And know that Allah knows what is in your minds, so fear Him. And know that Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Forbearing.} \] (Qur’an 2: 235)
Kind words and forgiving of faults are better than Sadaqah [charity] followed by injury. And Allah is Rich [Free of all needs] and He is Most-Forbearing.

(Qur’an 2: 263)

And He (ﷻ) describes some of His created beings as forbearing:

(Qur’an 37: 101)

...Verily, Ibraaheem was Awwah [one who invokes Allah with humility, glorifies Him and remembers Him much] and was forbearing.

(Qur’an 9: 114)

iv) The attribute of forgiveness:

Allah (ﷻ) describes Himself as forgiving:

(Qur’an 2: 173)

...Then He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills...

(Qur’an 2: 284)

And He (ﷻ) describes some of His created beings as forgiving:
Undoubtedly, these attributes as ascribed to the Creator of the heavens and the earth are true, in a manner that is befitting to His Perfection and Majesty, and it is not permissible to deny any of them for fear of tashbeeh or likening Allah to His creation. And these attributes as applied to His creation are true, in a manner that suits their transient state, imperfection and need for Allah.

The situation of those who deny the attributes of Perfection and Majesty

After the Shaykh discussed the shortcomings in the methodology used by the scholars of kalaam (scholasticism), and explained in detail the Qur’anic methodology of faith which shows the right approach and lights the way, he concludes by saying:

“Whatever maybe the case, it is not permissible for anyone to try to be too clever concerning any attribute that Allah has affirmed for Himself and to deny this attribute out of insolence toward the Lord of the heavens and the earth, claiming that this attribute with which Allah has praised Himself does not befit Him, so he denies it, then he produces his own made-up attributes of perfection. This is utter
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madness and delusion, which no one would suggest except those whose eyes Allah has sealed.”

The attribute of istiwa (rising above the Throne) is an attribute of perfection, not imperfection

In order to illustrate the seriousness of the offence committed by the scholars of kalaam against the attributes of the Creator, Shaykh Ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him) gave the example of one of the greatest attributes, istiwa (rising above the Throne). He said: “This is the attribute of istiwa, concerning which people have indulged in too many arguments. Many people have denied it on the basis of philosophy and logic, and argumentative evidence aimed at proving the truth to be false and the false to be true. Thousands of those who claim to be Muslims have had the audacity to deny this attribute of the Lord of the heavens and the earth on the basis of logic.

For example, they say: ‘If He had risen above His Throne, then He would be like His creation in some way, but He is not like His creation, therefor He did not rise above His Throne.’ This is a false conclusion, because it is clearly contrary to the Qur’an.

The Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) explained that the attribute of istiwa is an attribute of Perfection and Majesty, by which the Lord of the heavens and the earth praises Himself. The proof that it is an attribute of Perfection and Majesty is that whenever it is mentioned in the Qur’an, it is in the context of other great attributes which indicate the Majesty and Perfection of Allah. Then he quotes the texts in which this attribute is mentioned in order to prove that what he is saying is correct.

1) The first soorah (chapter), according to the order in which the soorahs (chapters) appear, in which Allah mentions the attribute of istiwa is Soorah al-A‘raaf, where He (الله) says:
Indeed, your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in Six Days, and then He rose over [Istawaa] the Throne [really in a manner that suits His Majesty]. He brings the night as a cover over the day, seeking it rapidly, and [He created] the sun, the moon, the stars subjected to His Command. Surely, His is the creation and commandment. Blessed is Allah, the Lord of the 'Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists]!

(Qur'an 7: 54)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

2) The second place is in Soorah Yoonus, where Allah (سّ) says:

-Surely, your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the earth in six Days and then rose over [Istawaa] the Throne [really in a manner that suits His Majesty],
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disposing the affair of all things. No intercessor [can plead with Him] except after His Leave. That is Allah, your Lord; so worship Him [Alone]. Then, will you not remember? To Him is the return of all of you. The Promise of Allah is true. It is He Who begins the creation and then will repeat it, that He may reward with justice those who believed and did deeds of righteousness. But those who disbelieved will have a drink of boiling fluids and painful torment because they used to disbelieve. It is He Who made the sun a shining thing and the moon as a light and measured out for it stages that you might know the number of years and the reckoning. Allah did not create this but in truth. He explains the *Aayaat* in detail for people who have knowledge. Verily, in the alternation of the night and the day and in all that Allah has created in the heavens and the earth are *Aayaat* for those people who keep their duty to Allah, and fear Him much.

(Qur'an 10: 3-6)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

3) The third place is in *Soorah ar-Ra'd*, where Allah (اللّهُ) says:

(Qur'an 10: 3-6)
Allah is He Who raised the heavens without any pillars that you can see. Then, He rose above [Istawaa] the Throne [really in a manner that suits His Majesty]. He has subjected the sun and the moon [to continue going round], each running [its course] for a term appointed. He manages and regulates all affairs; He explains the Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] in detail, that you may believe with certainty in the Meeting with your Lord. And it is He Who spread out the earth, and placed therein firm mountains and rivers and of every kind of fruits He made Zawjayn Ithnayn [two in pairs - may mean two kinds or it may mean: of two varieties, e.g. black and white, sweet and sour, small and big]. He brings the night as a cover over the day. Verily, in these things, there are Aayaat [proofs, evidences, lessons, signs, etc.] for people who reflect. And in the earth are neighbouring tracts, and gardens of vines, and green crops [fields], and date palms, growing into two or three from a single stem root, or otherwise [one stem root for every palm], watered with the same water; yet some of them We make more excellent than others to eat. Verily, in these things there are Aayaat [proofs, evidences, lessons, signs] for the people who understand. (Qur'an 13: 2-4)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

4) The fourth place is in Soorah Ta-Ha:
We have not sent down the Qur'an unto you [O' Muhammad] to cause you distress, but only as a Reminder to those who fear [Allah]. A Revelation from Him [Allah] Who has created the earth and high heavens. The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty]. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is on the earth, and all that is between them, and all that is under the soil. And if you [O' Muhammad] speak [the invocation] aloud, then verily, He knows the secret and that which is yet more hidden. Allah! Laa ilaah illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He]! To Him belong the Best Names.

(Qur'an 20: 1-8)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

5) The fifth place is in Soorah al-Furqaan, where Allah (ﷻ) says:

(And put your trust [O' Muhammad] in the Ever Living One Who dies not, and glorify His Praises, and Sufficient is He as the All-Knower of the sins of His slaves, Who created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six Days. Then He rose over

127 These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'an, and none but Allah (Alone) knows their meanings.
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[Istawaa] the Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].
The Most Gracious [Allah]! Ask Him [O’ Prophet Muhammad, concerning His Qualities: His rising over His Throne, His creations], as He is Al-Khabeer [The All-Knower of everything, i.e. Allah].

(Qur’an 25: 58-59)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

6) The sixth place is in Soorah as-Sajdah, where Allah (√) says:

("Or say they: ‘He [Muhammad] has fabricated it?’ Nay, it is the truth from your Lord, so that you may warn a people to whom no warner has come before you [O’ Muhammad], in order that they may be guided. Allah it is He Who has created the heavens and the earth, and all that is between them in six Days. Then He rose over [Istawaa] the Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty]. You [mankind] have none, besides Him, as a Wali [protector or helper] or an intercessor. Will you not then remember [or receive admonition]? He manages and regulates [every] affair from the heavens to the
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earth; then it [affair] will go up to Him, in one Day, the space whereof is a thousand years of your reckoning [i.e. reckoning of our present world's time]. That is He, the All-Knower of the unseen and the seen, the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful. Who made everything He has created good and He began the creation of man from clay. Then He made his offspring from semen of despised water [male and female sexual discharge]. Then He fashioned him in due proportion, and breathed into him the soul [created by Allah for that person]; and He gave you hearing [ears], sight [eyes] and hearts. Little is the thanks you give!

(Qur'an 32: 3-9)

So how can anyone deny any of these attributes which point to His Majesty and Perfection?

7) The seventh place is in Soorah al-Hadeed, where Allah (Jjg) says:

He is the First [nothing is before Him] and the Last [nothing is after Him], the Most High [nothing is above Him] and the Most Near [nothing is nearer than Him]. And He is the All-Knower of every thing. He it is Who created the heavens and the earth in six Days and then rose over [Istawaa] the Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty]. He knows what goes into the earth and what comes forth from it, and what descends from the heaven and what ascends thereto. And He is with you [by His Knowledge] wheresoever you may be. And Allah is the All-Seer of what you do.

(Qur'an 57: 3-4)
The point is that these attributes — which the ignorant think are attributes of imperfection — and dare to claim that the Lord of the heavens and the earth attributed to Himself attributes of imperfection, and as a result of that they deny them or misinterpret them — are in fact mentioned in the context of praising Allah. He has mentioned them in the context of other attributes of Majesty and Perfection. This indicates the ignorance and confusion of those who try to deny the attributes of Allah by misinterpreting them."

6 - IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES CONCERNING THE NAMES AND ATTRIBUTES OF ALLAH

There are a number of important principles and main points to which the scholars draw attention to, we would like to quote in brief below.

The First Principle: What is said about some Attributes applies to all other Attributes too

By means of this principle, the view of many groups may be refuted:

a) Those who affirm some attributes and deny others

They affirm that Allah (الله), has life, knowledge, power, hearing, seeing, speech and a will. They regard these as true attributes. But they dispute concerning Allah’s love, pleasure, anger and hatred, and regard them as metaphorical, or they interpret them as being aspects of His will, or as blessings and punishments.

It should be said to these people: there is no difference between what you affirm and what you deny; what is said concerning one of them also applies to the others. If you say that His life and knowledge are like the life and knowledge of His created beings, then you must say the same about His pleasure, love and anger.

If you say that He has life, knowledge and a will in a manner that befits Him and that do not resemble the lives, knowledge and wills of His created beings, then you must also say the same with regard to His pleasure, love and anger.

If you say that anger means that the blood in the heart is boiling with the desire for revenge, it must also be said that the will is the heart’s desire to get something good or ward off something bad. If you say that this is the will of the created being, we say that this is the anger of the created being.

b) Those who affirm the Names but deny the Attributes
They say that He (الله), is alive without life, All-Knowing without knowledge, and so on.

It should be said to these people, there is no difference between affirming His Names and affirming His Attributes. If you say that affirming life, knowledge and power implies likening Allah to His creation (tashbeeh) or thinking of Him in physical terms (tajseem) - because we do not find anything that has attributes that is not physical - we say in response: the same applies to His Names, for we do not find anything that is called alive, knowledgeable or powerful, but it is physical. If this is the case, then you should deny the names of Allah too. If they say that these names befit His Perfection and Majesty, we say, the same applies to His Attributes.

c) Those who deny both the Names and the Attributes
They claim that they deny them so that they will not liken Allah to His creation. It should be said to them: you deny His knowledge and life just as you deny that He is All-Knowing and Alive, for fear of likening Him to His created beings, but the implication of your ideas is that you are thinking of Allah in terms of non-existence.
The Second Principle: Speaking about the Attributes is like speaking about the Essence of Allah

Allah (سُلَم)*, has an Essence which does not resemble the essences of His created beings. By the same token, His attributes and actions do not resemble the essence and actions of His created beings.

Therefore, if someone affirms that Allah is a proven reality, with the attributes of perfection which are unmatched by anything else, then he should accept that His hearing, seeing and speech which are also proven to be real, do not resemble the hearing, seeing and speech of His created beings.

If someone were to say: I deny that Allah rose over His Throne, for fear of likening Allah to His created beings, it should be said to him, Deny the existence and essence of Allah then, because they also imply likening Allah to His created beings. If he says, Allah exists in a unique manner, and He has a unique Essence that does not resemble the essence of His created beings, then we say: the same applies to His descending and His rising above His Throne (*istiwaa*).

The Third Principle: The Fact that names may be the same does not imply that the things so named are the same

We know that what Allah (سُلَم)*, has told us about the milk, honey and wine in Paradise is true, that these are real things which happen to have the same names as things that exist in this world, but they are not like them. The difference between them and their earthly counterparts is known only to Allah. The difference between the Creator and His created beings is far greater than the difference between one created thing and another. Indeed, in this world a number of things may be given the same name, but each of them has

---

its own nature. We may say for example, the leg of a camel, the leg of a journey and the leg of a man; the leg in each of these three phrases has its own meaning.

The Fourth Principle: Allah cannot be described only in terms of negation

Allah (الله), has affirmed certain Names and Attributes for Himself, and has denied certain names and attributes for Himself.

This affirmation and denial of names and attributes is both general and specific. The general affirmation occurs in the context of general praise ascribed to Allah, as indicated in the aayaat:

\[
\text{All the praises and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of the 'Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists].}
\]

(Qur'an 1: 2)

\[
\text{...And for Allah is the highest description...}
\]

(Qur'an 16: 60)

The detailed affirmation deals with every name or attribute narrated in the Qur'an and Sunnah.

The general negation denies every fault or shortcoming that could detract from the perfection of Allah, as when He (الله) says:

\[
\text{...There is nothing like Him;...}
\]

(Qur'an 42: 11)

\[
\text{...Do you know of any who is similar to Him?}
\]

(Qur'an 19: 65)
The specific negation means declaring that Allah is far above each and every one of these faults and shortcomings. So Allah should be declared to be above having a father, a son, a partner, a wife or a rival, and above being ignorant, slumbering, sleeping, doing things for no purpose, etc.

But the Qur’anic method of negating is not to deny anything in absolute terms. So the Qur’an does not deny that Allah has any shortcomings except in the context of praising Him and mentioning His perfection. It does not deny anything absolutely as some of these groups do.\(^\text{130}\)

Allah (พระเจ้า), says:

\[
\text{Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He], Al-Hayyul-Qayyoom [the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists]. Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His Permission? He knows what happens to them [His creatures] in this world, and what will happen to them in the Hereafter. And they will never compass anything of His Knowledge except that which He wills. His Kursiy extends over the heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them...} ^{\text{(Qur’an 2: 255)}}
\]

\(^{130}\) E.g., Al-Jahamiyah al-Mahdah. See Majmoo’ al-Fataawa, 3/39.
Here Allah (الله), denies that He slumbers or sleeps, but the denial of these two implies the affirmation of His life and self-sustainment. One aspect of the perfect nature of His life is that He is not overtaken by slumber (which is the beginning of sleep) or sleep. The phrase «...And He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them...» (Qur'an 2: 255) implies the perfection of His power, for the meaning is that it does not tire Him out or weigh Him down.

A similar example is the aayah:

«لا يَعْرَبُ عَنْهُ مِثْلُ دَرْوَى فِي الْسَّمَوَاتِ وَلَا فِي الْأَرْضِ...»

«...Not even the weight of an atom [or a small ant] or less than that or greater escapes His Knowledge in the heavens or in the earth...» (Qur'an 34: 3).

The denial that anything may escape His knowledge implies that He, the Exalted, All-Knower, knows every atom (or small ant) in the heavens and on earth.

And Allah (الله), says:

«وَلَقَدْ حَقَّقْنَا الْسَّمَوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَمَا بَيْنَهُمَا فِي سِنَنِ أَيْبَاءٍ وَمَا مَسَّاهَا مِنْ نَعْوءٍ»

«(And indeed We created the heavens and the earth and all between them in six Days and nothing of fatigue touched Us.)» (Qur'an 50: 38).

Denying fatigue (which is tiredness and exhaustion) points to the completeness of His power and strength.

And Allah (الله), says:

«لا يَدْرِجُهُ الأَصْدَرُ...»

«(No vision can grasp Him...)» (Qur'an 6: 103)
— means, no vision can encompass Him. Even though He will be seen in the Hereafter, because of His greatness, no vision will encompass Him.

Similarly, each time Allah denies something, it implies a positive attribute for which Allah is to be praised.

Allah does not describe Himself in terms of absolute denial, unless it highlights a positive attribute. Thus it becomes clear that those who tend to engage in excessive denial (or what they call negation) are mistaken, because negation does not imply praise or perfection unless it implies a positive affirmation. Absolute denial is absolute nothingness, and absolute nothingness is nothing.

Most of the innovators who deny in absolute terms say: “Allah does not speak, He does not see, He is not high above the universe.” Some of them go to extremes and say: “He is neither within the universe nor outside it; He is neither separate from it nor joined to it,” and other such nonsense which makes Allah as if He is nothing — Exalted and Glorified be He.

**The Fifth Principle: Words which may be true or false**

The attributes narrated in the Qur’an and Sunnah are true, and we are obliged to believe in them, even if we do not understand their meaning.

But the things that people say about Allah, not narrated in the Qur’an or Sunnah, and which people dispute about — we neither affirm them nor deny them until we know what the person saying them means.

For example, it may be said to the one who denies that Allah has direction, “What do you mean by direction? If you mean that Allah is within the physical confines of the heaven, and that the heaven contains Him, then it is not permissible for us to say that Allah is in a certain direction. But if you mean that Allah is above His creation...
and above the heavens, then this is true.”

The Sixth Principle: Denial of Attributes caused primarily by anthropomorphic beliefs (Tashbeeh)

The principle is explained by Shaykh Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanqeeti (may Allah have mercy on him), who pointed out that the origin of this problem was the fact that hearts are contaminated with the filth of tashbeeh. So when a person whose heart is thus contaminated with the filth of tashbeeh hears of one of the attributes of perfection by which Allah praises Himself, such as His descent to the first heaven during the last third of the night, or His rising over His throne, or His coming on the Day of Resurrection, and other attributes of Majesty and perfection, the first thing that crosses his mind is that this attribute resembles an attribute of created beings. So his heart is contaminated with the filth of tashbeeh, and he does not estimate Allah with an estimation due to Him or venerate Allah as He should be venerated, because the first thing that crosses his mind is that the attribute of the Creator resembles the attribute of His created beings. So first of all his heart is contaminated with the filth of tashbeeh, and this evil tashbeeh leads him to deny the attribute of the Creator on the basis that it resembles the attributes of His created beings. So he starts with tashbeeh (anthropomorphism) and ends up with ta'feel (denying the divine attributes altogether), but from the beginning to the end he is insulting the Lord of the Worlds, denying His attributes by claiming that these attributes do not befit Him.

The Shaykh mentioned a principle of usool upon which the scholars are unanimously agreed. It was not permissible for the Prophet (ﷺ) to delay teaching anything once it was needed, especially in the case of ‘aqeedah (creed - matters of belief). If we were to go along with their false argument, that the apparent meaning of the aayaat is kufr (disbelief), we should note that the Prophet (ﷺ) did not interpret istiwaa as meaning controlling or any of these other interpretations.
Had these *ayaat* meant what these interpretations say, the Prophet would have hastened to explain that, because it was not permitted for him to delay explaining things when needed.

The *Shaykh* explained that what the Muslim is obliged to do, when he hears of an attribute which the Creator of the heavens and the earth ascribed to Himself, or which His Messenger (ﷺ) attributed to Him, is to fill his heart with glorification of Allah and be certain that this attribute has reached the utmost in perfection, majesty, honour and highness, in such a manner as to cut off any possible thoughts of *tashbeeh* (anthropomorphism) or resemblance between this attribute and the attributes of His creation. Thus (the believer’s) heart glorifies Allah and declares Him to be far above such resemblance, uncontaminated with the filth of *tashbeeh*. Thus his heart will be receptive to faith and belief in the attributes of Allah with which He is to be praised and with which His Prophet praised Him, as Allah (ﷻ), says:

> ...لاَّ نَظْلَمُهُ بِخلْطٍ..١١
> (Qur'an 42: 11).

The worst thing is not to glorify Allah, when the first thing that crosses a person’s mind is that the attribute of the Creator resembles the attributes of the created being, so that this poor soul is forced to deny the attribute of the Creator on the grounds of this false claim.

**The Seventh Principle: The Aayaat (Verses) which speak of the Divine Attributes are not Ambiguous**

*Shaykh* Ash-Shanqeṭi stated that many people describe the *ayaat* which speak of the divine attributes as being ambiguous *ayaat* (*mutashaabih*). In one way this is a mistake, and in another way it could be acceptable, as Imam Maalik ibn Anas said: “*Istiwa’a is not
unknown, how is not understandable, asking about it is bid‘ah and believing in it is obligatory.”

Likewise, it may be said about Allah’s descent (to the first heaven during the last third of the night): The descent is not unknown, how is not understandable, asking about it is bid‘ah and believing in it is obligatory. The same applies to all the attributes, because these attributes are known to the Arabs, but in the case of the Creator of the heavens and the earth, they are too perfect, too majestic and too great to resemble any of the attributes of the created beings. Just as the essence of the Creator is real, so too the created beings have their essences, but the essence of the Creator is too perfect and too great to resemble the essences of His creatures in any way.

The Eighth Principle: The Apparent meaning of the Attributes does not imply Tashbeeh so there is no need to find a different interpretation

The guideline in the field of usool is that if a word has only one possible meaning, then it is called nass (a statement), such as the aayah (verse),

\[...\text{Making ten days in all...}\] \hspace{1cm} (Qur’an 2: 196).

If there are two or more possible meanings, then one of the two possibilities is more apparent than the other, or both are equally apparent.

If both are equally possible then it is called mujmal (general, not specific). An example would be the phrase ‘adaa al-lašoos al- baariṭah ‘ala ‘ayn Zayd (yesterday the thieves attacked the ‘ayn of Zayd). The word ‘‘ayn could mean the eye of Zayd, which they blinded; or it may mean his spring, which they dammed; or it may mean his gold and silver, which they stole. This is an example of
mujmal (general meaning). The ruling concerning mujmal words or phrases is that we should refrain from interpreting it in a particular way unless there is evidence to specify what is meant.

But if the text is clear and unambiguous, then we should follow it and not turn away from it unless there is proof that it has been abrogated.

If one of the two possible meanings is more apparent, this is called Az-Zaahir (the apparent), and its counterpart is called muhtamal marjooh (unlikely, possibility). The apparent meaning is the one which should be followed, unless there is evidence to divert us from it. For example, if you say ‘ra’aytu asadan,’ the apparent meaning is a savage animal (I saw a lion), but it may refer to a courageous man.

So when we read the aayaat which speak of the attributes of Allah, such as (...The Hand of Allah is over their hands...) (Qur’an 48: 10) and other similar aayaat, is the first thing that strikes our minds that this aayah is likening the attributes of Allah to His creation, so that we have to interpret it in order to divert the word away from its apparent meaning? Or is the apparent meaning that comes to mind when we read it that the Lord of the heavens is above resembling His creation in any of His attributes so we accept this aayah in that context, declaring Him to be above any such resemblance? The answer to that is that the first thing which should come to the Muslim’s mind when he hears of any of the attributes of the Lord of the heavens and the earth is that Allah is completely above any resemblance to His creation.

The correct understanding is to accept the apparent meanings of these aayaat (verses), which is to think of the Lord of the heavens and the earth as being far above any resemblance to His creation in any of His attributes. Can any rational person deny that the first thing that crosses the sound mind is that the Creator differs from His creation in His essence and in all His attributes? No, by Allah, no one will dispute this except those who are arrogant.
The Ninth Principle: The Reality of Ta’weel

The word ta’weel which has tempted people and led thousands of this ummah astray could mean three things:

1) It could mean the way the things develop and end up. This is the meaning in the aayaat such as the following:

\[\text{...That is better and more suitable for final determination [ta’weelan].} \]  
\[\text{(Qur’an 4: 59)} \]

\[\text{...Even before the elucidation [ta’weel] thereof has reached them...} \]  
\[\text{(Qur’an 10: 39)} \]

— Abdullah Yusuf ’Ali’s translation, i.e., the way things ultimately turn out.

\[\text{...On the Day the event is finally fulfilled [ta’weel], those who neglected it before...} \]  
\[\text{(Qur’an 7: 53)} \]

2) Ta’weel may mean tafseer (interpretation). This is a well known usage, such as Ibn Jareer’s comment: the opinion on the ta’weel (interpretation) of the aayah (verse) is such and such...

3) In the terminology of usool, ta’weel means: interpreting a word in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind, on the basis of evidence.

\[\text{131 I have written a paper on this topic entitled: At-Ta’weel khuṭooratuhu wa athaaruhu (Interpretation: its dangers and effects).} \]
According to the scholars of usool, interpreting a word in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind is done in three cases:

a) It is interpreted in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind on the basis of saheeh (sound) evidence from the Qur’an or Sunnah. This kind of ta’weel or interpretation is correct and is acceptable; there is no dispute about it. Examples of this kind include the hadith narrated from the Prophet (ﷺ):

“The neighbour has more right to proximity.”

The apparent meaning of this hadith is that the neighbour has the right of pre-emption (concerning decisions on or sales of neighbouring property etc.).

But if we interpret this as referring specifically to a neighbour whose property is contiguous, this is following a meaning that is not immediately apparent. But the saheeh hadith narrated by Jaabir, “When boundaries are being drawn up and routes are taking shape, there is no right of pre-emption,” proves that what is meant by the neighbour who has more right to proximity is specifically the neighbour whose property is contiguous. This kind of interpreting a word in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind on the basis of clear evidence from the Qur’an and Sunnah is called ta’weel saheeh (correct interpretation) or ta’weel qareeb (acceptable interpretation).

b) A word is interpreted in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind because of something which the scholar believes to be evidence, but in fact it is not an evidence. This is called

---

132 Aḥmad, Nasaee and Ibn Maajah (Muntaqa al-Akhbaar, Pp. 492, hadith no. 3177).
ta'weel ba'eed (far-fetched interpretation), or sometimes it is called faasid (corrupt).

An example of this is Abu Ḥanefah’s interpretation of the word ‘woman’ in the hadith of the Prophet (ﷺ):

“Any woman who gets married without the permission of her guardian, her marriage is invalid.”¹³⁴

His interpretation of this as referring specifically to a slave woman who had a written contract of emancipation, is ta'weel ba'eed (a far-fetched interpretation), because the particle ayy in the word ayyumaan (any) is general in meaning; the suffix maa emphasizes the fact that this phrase (ayyumaan imra’atin — any woman) is general in meaning, referring to any woman whatsoever. Interpreting this as referring to a specific case (the slave woman who has a written contract of emancipation) is interpreting it in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind, without any evidence for doing so.

c) With regard to interpreting words or phrases in a way other than the apparent meaning which first springs to mind, without any evidence, this is not called ta'weel; in scholarly terminology it is called la'ib (playing), because it involves playing with the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger (ﷺ). An example of this is the way in which the extreme Rawaafid (shi'as) interpret the aayah, ۙ...Verily, Allah commands you that you slaughter a cow...ۚ (Qur'an 2: 67). They said, (this refers to) 'Aa’ishah.

This kind of (mis)interpretation also includes interpreting the aayaat (verses) which speak of the attributes of Allah, distorting them from their apparent meanings to unlikely meanings for which Allah has

¹³⁴ Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Ibn Maajah and Ahmad (Muntaqa al-Akhbaar, 539, hadith no. 3452).
not revealed any authority, such as when they interpret \textit{istawaa} (rise above) as meaning \textit{istawlaa} (possess, take control). This cannot be included under the heading of \textit{ta\'weel}, because there is no evidence for this at all. In the terminology of the scholars of \textit{usool}, it is called \textit{la\'ib} (playing), because it is playing with the Book of Allah with no evidence and no basis. This kind of interpretation (which is misinterpretation) is not permissible, because it is an assault against the words of the Lord of the Worlds. The basic principle which was known to the scholars among the \textit{salaf} (pious predecessors), is that it is not permissible to change the meaning of anything in the Book of Allah or the Sunnah of His Messenger from the apparent meaning which first springs to mind, unless there is evidence which must be referred to.

7 - THE VIEW OF \textit{AHL AS-SUNNAH WA'L-JAMA\'AH} CONCERNING THE ATTRIBUTES OF ALLAH

Ibn Taymiya summed up the view of the righteous \textit{Salaf} (Pious Predecessors) on this topic:

"The basic principle regarding this matter is that Allah is to be described as He has described Himself, and as His Messenger (saw) has described Him, in terms both of affirmation and negation. We affirm for Allah what He has affirmed for Himself, and we deny for Him what He has denied for Himself.

It is known that the method of the \textit{salaf} and \textit{Aaimmah} (the reputed scholars and guides) of this ummah is to affirm the attributes which Allah has affirmed for Himself, without asking how or making comparisons, and without distorting or denying them."\textsuperscript{135}

\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Majmoo\' al-Fataawa, 3/3. The \textquoteleft aqeedah (belief, creed) of the salaf (Predecessors) has been stated by many scholars, including \textit{Ta\'haawi}, on whose =
Allah (الله) has warned us against deviating from the method of understanding that He explained in His Book with regard to His Names and attributes. He says:

\[
\text{وَلَيْمَّا الْإِسْمَاءُ الْمُحْسَنَاتُ فَأَدْعُوهُ بِهَا وَذَدْرَا الَّذِينَ يَجْدُدُونَ فِي أَسْمَائِهِنَّ...}
\]

(And [all] the Most Beautiful Names belong to Allah, so call on Him by them, and leave the company of those who belie or deny [or utter impious speech against] His Names... (Qur'an 7: 180).

The root of the Arabic word *ilhaad* [yulhidoon - translated here as belie or deny (or utter impious speech against)] means turning away, leaning, deviating or going to extremes. From the same root comes the word *lahd* (niche in the side of a grave), because it tilts the body of the deceased towards the direction of the qiblah.\(^{136}\)

Allah (الله) declares Himself to be above that which the misguided heretics and *mushrikoon* (idolaters) attribute to Him:

\[
\text{سُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ عَمَّا يَصِفُونَ}
\]

(Glorified be Allah! [He is free] from what they attribute unto Him! (Qur'an 37: 159)

\[
\text{سُبْحَانَ رَبِّيُّ الْإِلَهَيْنَ عَمَّا يَصِفُونَ}
\]

(Glorified be your Lord, the Lord of honour and power!

---

\(^{136}\) Ma’aarrij al-Qubool, 1/88.
But He (سُلْطَانُ اِلْلّٰهِ) excludes from that the things that His sincere slaves attribute to Him:

\[
\text{ِإِلَّا عِبَادَ الرَّحْمَٰنِ}
\]

(Except the slaves of Allah, whom He chooses [for His mercy, i.e. true believers of Islamic Monotheism who do not attribute false things unto Allah].) (Qur’an 37: 160)

And in another aayah He (سُلْطَانُ اِلْلّٰهِ), greets the Messengers with salaam for the soundness of what they say and what they ascribe to Allah (سُلْطَانُ اِلْلّٰهِ):

\[
\text{وَسَلَّمُ عَلَى النَّبِيِّ رَسُولِ اللّٰهِ}
\]

(And peace be on the Messengers!) (Qur’an 37: 181)

**Imam Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari’s ‘Aqeedah concerning the attributes of Allah**

Some of those who do not accept the madhhab of Ahl as-Sunnah try to stir up feelings against the Ahl as-Sunnah by claiming that the madhhab (school) of the Ash‘aris goes against that which we affirm. They claim that their madhhab is the madhhab of Ahl as-Sunnah. We will quote here the madhhab which Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari narrated from the Ahl as-Sunnah and scholars of hadith, at the end of which he stated that he believed in this and followed it.

He gave this statement the title, “This is the report of the views of the scholars of hadith and Ahl as-Sunnah.” Then he said:

“The summary of the beliefs of Ahl al-Hadeeth wa’s-Sunnah is belief in Allah, His angels, His Books and His Messengers, what came from Allah, and what is narrated by trustworthy sources from the
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Messenger of Allah (ﷺ). They do not reject any of that.137 (And they believe) that Allah is One God, Unique, Eternally Self-Sufficient. There is no god except He, and He does not have a wife or son. And (they believe) that Muhammad (ﷺ) is His slave and Messenger. Paradise is real, Hell is real, the Hour will undoubtedly come and Allah will resurrect those who are in the graves. Allah (ﷻ), is above His Throne, as He says:

(The Most Gracious [Allah] rose over [Istawaa] the [Mighty] Throne [in a manner that suits His Majesty].) (Qur’an 20: 5)

He (ﷻ), has two Hands, but we do not ask how, as He says:

(...I have created with Both My Hands...) (Qur’an 38: 75)

(...Nay, both His Hands are widely outstretched...) (Qur’an 5: 64).

And He (ﷻ) has two eyes, but we do not ask how, as He says:

(Floating under Our Eyes...) (Qur’an 54: 14)

137 Note how he made saheeh ahaadeeth proof for ‘aqeedah, because he is speaking about issues of ‘aqeedah, not about ahkaam (rulings). So he does not differentiate between mutawaatir and aahaad. The way in which he derives evidence concerning issues of ‘aqeedah in his books proves that what we have stated above is true.
And He (ﷺ) has a Face, as He says:

(And the Face of your Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever.) (Qur’an 55: 27)

We cannot say that the names of Allah are something other than Allah, as the Mu‘tazilah and Khawaarij said. They (Ahl al-Hadeeth wa’s-Sunnah) said that Allah (ﷺ), has knowledge as He said:

(And He has sent it down with His Knowledge...) (Qur’an 4: 166)

(And no female conceives or gives birth but with His Knowledge...) (Qur’an 35: 11)

They affirm that Allah can hear and see; they do not deny that as the Mu’tazilah do. And they affirm that Allah has power, as He (ﷺ) says:

(...See they not that Allah Who created them was mightier in strength than them...) (Qur’an 41: 15)

They say that the Qur’an is the word of Allah and is not created. The idea that we should not give any opinion on this matter or that the recitation (but not the Qur’an itself) is created, is a bid’ah in their view. It cannot be said that the pronunciation of the Qur’an is created and it cannot be said that it is not created.

They believe that people’s eyes will see Allah on the Day of Resurrection just as they see the moon at night when it is full. The
believers will see Him but the *kaafireen* (disbelievers) will not, because they are veiled from Allah as He (jjc), says:

(Nay! Surely they [evil-doers] will be veiled away from seeing their Lord that Day.) *(Qur’an 83: 15).*

And they believe that Moosa (Moses) (jjc) asked Allah to let him see Him in this world, but Allah manifested Himself (appeared) to the mountain and He made it collapse to dust. Thus Allah showed Moosa that he would not see Him in this world, but he would see Him in the Hereafter.

They believe in the *ahaadeeth* narrated from the Messenger of Allah (jjc), saying that Allah descends to the lowest heaven and says “Is there anyone who is seeking forgiveness?” - as is stated in the hadith narrated from the Messenger of Allah. They affirm that Allah will come on the Day of Resurrection as He (jjc) says:

(And your Lord comes with the angels in rows.) *(Qur’an 89: 22)*

(And they affirm) that Allah (jjc) is close to His creation in the manner that He wills, as He says:

(...And We are nearer to him than his jugular vein [by Our Knowledge].) *(Qur’an 50: 16)*

Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash’ari concluded his narration from the *Ahl as-Sunnah* and the *Ahl al-Hadeeth* by saying:

“This is the summary of what they believe and teach. All that we have quoted of their views is also our view and our opinion. We have
no strength except by Allah (ﷻ), He is sufficient for us and the best Disposer of our affairs. His help we seek, in Him we put our trust, and to Him is our final destination."\textsuperscript{138}

This quotation makes it quite clear that the belief of Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari is identical to the belief of \textit{Ahl as-Sunnah wa’l-Jamaa‘ah} concerning the names and attributes of Allah.\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{138} See \textit{Maqaalaat al-Islamiyeen}, Pp. 290-297. We have quoted only that which has to do with the attributes of Allah; we have not quoted the rest of the beliefs of \textit{Ahl as-Sunnah} and \textit{Ahl al-Hadeeth} of which he approved.

\textsuperscript{139} I have also written a book describing the belief and methodology of Abu’l-Hasan al-Ash‘ari.
CHAPTER THREE
THE ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAWHEED)

1 - MEANINGS AND CATEGORIES

Allah (ﷻ) is One in His Essence. There is nothing like unto Him and He has no equal. Exalted be He above having a wife or son.

 Аллах — Аллах-ус-Самад (Аллах — самовлюбленный) — Аллах, Один: Он ни в каком отношении не происходит, и Он не происходил. И нет равного Нему, равно как и необъятного.

(Qur'an 112: 1-4)

Allah (ﷻ) is described with attributes of perfection, and none of His creatures resemble Him in any of His attributes:

لا يُساوِيكُمْ شَيْئًا وَهُوَ الصَّمِيمُ البَصِيرُ

(...There is nothing like Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seeer.)

(Qur'an 42: 11)

1 True Tawheed is the belief in the Oneness (unity) of Allah, His Oneness in His Essence and Attributes, and worshipping Him alone with no partner or associate. This concept has been distorted. Some people claim that Tawheed dictates denying the attributes of Allah, because these attributes - or so they say - make the Eternal more than one. Some Sufis claim that the Tawheed to which we refer here is the “Tawheed for the masses” and that the Tawheed of the elite is that which is proven through the haqqa'iq (mystical “realities”). They even claim that there is a Tawheed for the elite of the elite. All of that is misguidance.
He (الله), Alone is the Creator, the Giver of life and death, the Sustainer of the heavens and the earth. He is not a believer who does not know with absolute certainty that Allah is Unique in all of that.

It is not Enough merely to Know that Allah is One; This Tawheed must be Reflected in One’s Actions

The theoretical Tawheed is not sufficient for a person to be counted as a believer. He must also take Allah Alone as his God and object of worship, directing worship to Him alone and none other.

Because the Creator, the Provider, the Bestower of blessings, the Giver of bounty, the Giver of life and death, the One Who bears the attributes of perfection and is far above any shortcomings, is the only One Who is deserving of worship. Everything and everyone else is subject to His Lordship and Divinity, and does not have the power to cause harm or bring benefits to itself, so how can it be worshipped instead of Allah?

The Contradictions of Those who do not Worship Allah Alone

The kuffaar (disbelievers), from the mushrik (idolaters, polytheists) Arabs and many others, did believe that Allah was the Only Creator, Unique in His provision, power over life and death, and sovereignty. But they refused to worship Him alone to the exclusion of all others. This was an appalling contradiction, for the One Who is Unique in His powers of creation is the only One deserving of worship, submission and glorification. The Qur’an debated at length with the mushriikeen and pointed out their contradictions. It explains that what they believed about His being unique in His powers of creation and provision, etc., obliged them to worship Him alone and direct their devotion solely to Him.
The word of Tawheed — Laa ilaaha illa-Allah (there is no god except Allah) — sums up and encompasses faith. This phrase is the slogan and basis of Islam.

The meaning of this phrase is: there is no god deserving of worship except Allah. Those who interpret it as meaning that nothing exists except Allah are mistaken, because the meaning of the word ilaah is god or object of worship. So according to these people, the meaning would be there is no god that exists except Allah, and this is incorrect, because then it would imply that everything that is worshipped, rightfully or wrongfully, is Allah, which would mean that all that the mushrikeen worship, such as the sun, the moon, the stars, etc., is Allah. It is as if they were saying that nothing is worshipped in this manner except Allah — which is the falsest of falsehoods.

The correct meaning is that which we mentioned in the first place: that there is no god deserving of worship except Allah, and Allah Alone.

There are texts which indicate the virtue and great benefits of the phrase Laa ilaaha illa-Allah. We have quoted above the texts which indicate that whoever says Laa ilaaha illa-Allah sincerely from the heart will enter Paradise. By this statement (these words) a person’s wealth and blood are protected, and a person becomes a Muslim.

But uttering this statement (these words) is not enough. This statement will not benefit a person before his Lord unless seven conditions are met:

1) Knowing its Meaning

Allah (سَمِعَ) says:
So know [O' Muhammad] that Laa ilaaha illa-Allah [none has the right to be worshipped but Allah],...
(Qur'an 47: 19)

Except for those who bear witness to the truth knowingly [i.e. believed in the Oneness of Allah, and obeyed His Orders], and they know [the facts about the Oneness of Allah].
(Qur'an 43: 86)

It is narrated that ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affaan stated that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

"Whoever dies knowing that there is no god except Allah will enter Paradise."

2) Certainty

The one who says it must be absolutely certain about what this statement implies. Faith will not benefit him at all unless he is certain, beyond any shadow of doubt. Allah (ﷻ) says:

(Only those are the believers who have believed in Allah and His Messenger, and afterward doubt not...)
(Qur'an 49: 15).

The sincerity of their faith is conditional upon their not doubting. It is narrated on the authority of Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

---

2 Muslim, 1/55, hadith no. 26.
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“I bear witness that there is no god except Allah and that I am the Messenger of Allah. No person meets Allah with this, not doubting it, and is denied Paradise.”

It is also narrated that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) sent Abu Hurayrah with his shoes, saying:

“Whoever you meet beyond this wall (of the garden in which he was) who says Laa ilaaha illa-Allah, with certainty in his heart, give him the glad tidings of Paradise.”

The condition for the person who says it entering Paradise is that he should be certain of it in his heart, with no doubts at all. If the condition is not met, then the reward will not be attained.

3) Acceptance of What is Implied by this Statement

Both verbal acceptance and acceptance in the heart. The Qur’an tells us that Allah punished the disbelievers of the nations who rejected this statement (kalima) and were too arrogant to accept it:

*{Truly, when it was said to them: Laa ilaaha illa-Allah [none has the right to be worshipped but Allah], they puffed themselves up with pride [i.e. denied it]. And [they] said: ‘Are we going to abandon our a’alihah [gods] for the sake of a mad poet?’} (Qur’an 37: 35-36)

So Allah stated that the reason for their punishment was their arrogant refusal to say Laa ilaaha illa-Allah, and their disbelief in the one who brought this message.
4) Submission to What it Implies

Allah (ﷻ), says:

(And turn in repentance and in obedience with true Faith [Islamic Monotheism] to your Lord and submit to Him...) \(\text{(Qur'an 39: 54)}\)

(And whosoever submits his face [himself] to Allah, while he is a Muhsin [good-doer, i.e. performs good deeds totally for Allah's sake without any show-off or to gain praise or fame and does them in accordance with the Sunnah of Allah's Messenger Muhammad], then he has grasped the most trustworthy handhold \(\text{Laa ilaaha illa-Allah}\) (none has the right to be worshipped but Allah))]... \(\text{(Qur'an 31: 22)}\)

Submitting one's face means submitting oneself, whilst one is also Muhsin (good-doer) i.e., one who believes only in Allah. The most trustworthy handhold has been interpreted as referring to (the phrase) \(\text{Laa ilaaha illa-Allah}\).

5) Sincerity

This means saying it sincerely from the heart, with no contradiction between what is said and what is in the heart. Allah (ﷻ), says:

\(\text{And among the assembly is one who says, 'My Lord! I have not associated any partner with You.' And he has witnessed it, and it is for You alone to judge.}\) \(\text{(Qur'an 2: 282)}\)
And of mankind, there are some [hypocrites] who say: ‘We believe in Allah and the Last Day,’ while in fact they believe not. They [think to] deceive Allah and those who believe, while they only deceive themselves, and perceive [it] not!"  
(Qur’an 2: 8-9)

These are the ones who lie when they speak, and they conceal something other than that which they show openly. Mu‘aadh ibn Jabal narrated that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“There is no one who bears witness that there is no god except Allah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah, sincerely from the heart, but Allah will deny him to the Fire.”

So the condition for salvation from the Fire is that one should say it sincerely from the heart.

6) Purity of Intention (Ikhlāṣ)

This means purifying one’s deeds by having the correct intention, free from all contamination of shirk. Allah (ﷻ) says:

“Allāh yā‘īn ‘llāh ʾal-cṣ...”

(Surely, the religion [i.e. the worship and the obedience] is for Allah only...)

(Qur’an 39: 3)

“Wmm m Aḥyā’īn ʾl-l-Za’idūn ʾllāh ʾl-ṣalībīn ʾllāh ʾl-cṣ...”

(And they were commanded not, but that they should worship Allah, and worship none but Him Alone [abstaining from ascribing partners to Him...])

(Qur’an 98: 5)

It is narrated from Abu Hurayrah that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

---

5 Bukhari, 1/226, hadith no. 128.
“The most entitled of people to my intercession will be the one who said Laa ilaaha illa-Allah sincerely with all his heart and soul.”

And it is narrated from ‘Utbaan ibn Maalik that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Allah has forbidden to the Fire all those who say Laa ilaaha illa-Allah, seeking thereby the Face of Allah.”

7) Love

For this statement (kalima) and for what it implies and indicates; love for those who act upon it and adhere to its conditions, and hatred for those who go against that. Allah (ﷻ), says:

*(And of mankind are some who take [for worship] others besides Allah as rivals [to Allah]. They love them as they love Allah. But those who believe, love Allah more [than anything else]...)* (Qur’an 2: 165)

So Allah (للهم), tells us that His believing slaves love Him more (than anything else), because they do not take anything else as rivals to Him. The sign of the slave’s love for his Lord is that he gives priority to what He loves, even if it goes against his own desires, and he hates what his Lord hates, even if his desires incline towards it. He befriends those who are the friends of Allah and His Messenger, and he takes as enemies those who are the enemies of Allah and His Messenger. And he follows the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ), walking in his footsteps and accepting his guidance.

---

6 Bukhari, 1/193, hadith no. 99.
7 Ibid, 1/519, hadith no. 425.
How the *Salaf* (Pious Predecessors) Referred to Some of These Conditions

Al-Ḥasan al-Baṣri said to Al-Farazdaq — the famous poet — when he was burying his wife: “What have you prepared for a day like this?” He said, “The testimony that there is no god except Allah, for seventy years.” Al-Ḥasan said: “That is good preparation, but there are conditions attached to *Laa ilaaha illa-Allah*; beware of slandering chaste women (i.e., in your poetry).”

It was said to Al-Ḥasan al-Baṣri that some people were saying that whoever says *Laa ilaaha illa-Allah* will enter Paradise. He said, “Whoever says *Laa ilaaha illa-Allah* (there is no god except Allah) and fulfils the rights and obligations that this phrase entails, will enter Paradise.

Wahb ibn Munabbih was asked by someone: “Isn’t the key to Paradise *Laa ilaaha illa-Allah*?” He said, Yes, but there is no key that does not have teeth; if you use a key that has teeth, you will open the door, otherwise you will not open it.

3 - ‘*Ibaada* (Worship)

1) Definition of ‘*Ibaadah*

*Tawheed* can only be achieved through two things

a) Testimony that Allah is One in His Essence and Attributes.

b) Seeking Him alone and none other, in all acts of worship.

‘*Ibaadah* (worship) is a word which covers all words and actions, inward and outward, that Allah (*üşr*), loves and is pleased with. Outward actions include uttering the *Shahīdatayn* (two testimonies),

8 praying and fasting; inward actions include belief

8 Witnessing that there is One and only One Allah (*üşr*), and witnessing that Muhammad (*saw*), is His (last) Messenger.
in Allah, His angels, His Books and His Messengers, and fearing Him and putting one’s hopes in Him.

2) The True Worshipper is the One who Alternates between Fear and Hope

True worship is that in which a person alternates between loving Allah and fearing Him, humbling himself before Him, putting his hope in Him and seeking His mercy.

The person whose worship does not stem from love, fear or hope is simply making meaningless movements which are of no significance.

The person who worships out of love but without humility, fear or hope often falls into sin and disobedience. He claims that he loves Allah but he neglects good deeds and commits sins in an audacious manner. A long time ago, some people claimed to love Allah but they did not do good deeds, so Allah (ﷻ) put them to the test by saying:

(Qur'an 3: 31)

So whoever claims to love Allah but does not follow His Messenger is lying.

Imam Shaafii (may Allah have mercy on him) said: If you see a man walking on the water or flying through the air, do not believe him unless you know whether he is following the Messenger of Allah.

Similarly, if there is hope on its own, unaccompanied by fear of Allah, a person may audaciously disobey Allah and feel secure against His Plan:
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None feels secure from the Plan of Allah except the people who are the losers. (Qur'an 7: 99)

If fear is not accompanied by hope, a person may think in negative terms of Allah, despairing of His mercy and compassion. Allah (ﷻ), says:

...Certainly no one despairs of Allah’s Mercy, except the people who disbelieve. (Qur'an 12: 87)

True worship is that in which a person is in a state between fear and hope:

...And they [‘Eesa (Jesus), ‘Uzair (Ezra), angels and others] hope for His Mercy and fear His Torment... (Qur'an 17: 57)

Is one who is obedient to Allah, prostrating himself or standing [in prayer] during the hours of the night, fearing the Hereafter and hoping for the Mercy of his Lord [like one who disbelieves]?... (Qur'an 39: 9)

And he should be in a state between hope and fear, as Allah (ﷻ), said concerning the family of Zakariya (Zachariya) (upon whom be peace):
The Oneness of Allah (Tawheed)

Verily, they used to hasten on to do good deeds and they used to call on Us with hope and fear, and used to humble themselves before Us. (Qur'an 21: 90)

The righteous slave will sometimes be filled with hope, so that he almost soars with his longing for Allah (‎الله‎), and sometimes will be seized with such fear, that he almost melts with fear of Allah. He persistently seeks the pleasure of Allah, turning to Him out of fear of His punishment, seeking refuge with Him from it, and seeking that which is with Him (i.e. Paradise).

3) The Pillars of 'Ibaadah

'Ibaadah has three pillars or essential components

a) Purity of intention (ikhlaas): Whereby a person seeks the Face of his Lord and the Hereafter. The Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“Actions are but by intention and every man shall have but that which he intended. Thus he whose migration was for Allah and His Messenger, his migration was for Allah and His Messenger, and he whose migration was to achieve some worldly benefit or to take some woman in marriage, his migration was for that for which he migrated.”

If there is no purity of intention, good deeds are invalidated.

b) Sincerity (Sidq): What we mean by sincerity is sincere resolve, whereby a person strives to obey the commands of Allah and avoid that which He has prohibited, to prepare himself to meet Him and to avoid feeling helpless or being too lazy to obey Allah.

---

9 Bukhari and Muslim. This hadith is so famous that there is no need to mention its isnad. See our book Maqasid al-Mukallifeen, Pp. 519, where we discuss its isnads (chain of narrators).
c) Following the Messenger (ﷺ): So a person does not worship Allah except according to what Allah has prescribed and what the Messenger brought. When people worship their Lord without knowledge, this is *bid’ah* against which the Messenger (ﷺ) warned us, and condemned those who do it, and said that doing it is misguidance. He (ﷺ) said:

> "Every newly-invented thing (in religion) is a *bid’ah* and every *bid’ah* is a going astray, and every going astray is in the Fire."

The one who does acts of *bid’ah* will have his action rejected and it will not be accepted from him.

It is narrated in *Saheehayn* (Bukhari and Muslim) from ‘Aa’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) that the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

> “Whoever invents something in this matter of ours (i.e., Islam) that is not part of it, will have it rejected.”

According to a version narrated by Muslim: “Whoever does something that is not part of this matter of ours, will have it rejected.”¹⁰

**There is no worship without these pillars**

If there is no sincere resolve, there is no worship. In such a case, worship becomes no more than wishful thinking; hardly does a person start to do it but his will dissolves and fades away. As long as there is no purity of intention or following the Messenger (ﷺ), worship is unacceptable to Allah.

---

¹⁰ Attributed by Ibn al-Atheer in *Jaami’ al-Usool*, 1/289, hadith no. 75 to Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Dawood.
4) Kinds of Worship not Permissible for Anyone Except Allah

The kinds of worship not permissible for anyone except Allah (الله), are of several types:

a) Beliefs
These form the basis of all acts of worship. This means that a person believes that Allah (الله), is the One and Only Lord, Who Alone has the power to create and command, and the power to benefit or harm; He has no partner, and none can intercede with Him except with His permission; and there is none who may be rightfully worshipped except Him.

b) Actions of the heart
This is the kind of worship in the heart, not permitted to be directed to anything or anyone except Allah and Allah alone. Directing worship to anything other than Allah is شرک, and such acts are many, e.g., fear and hope, humility, love, turning in repentance, trusting and submitting.

c) Utterance
Such as uttering the word of توحید. It is not sufficient merely to believe in its meaning. It must also be uttered, such as seeking refuge with Allah, seeking His help, calling upon Him, Glorifying and Praising Him, and reciting the Qur’an.

d) Physical actions
Such as Praying, Fasting, doing Ḥajj, sacrificing animals, fulfilling vows, etc.

e) Financial
Such as paying zakah and other kinds of charity, offering کافرا (expiation), offering sacrifices, and spending on others.
4 - WHAT GOES AGAINST TAWHID

What goes against Tawheed and is its opposite is shirk. It is said in Arabic *sharaktu fi 'l-amr* (I became somebody’s partner) if one becomes a partner (*shareek*). And Allah (ﷻ) says:

> And let him be my partner. (Qur’an 20: 32)

*Shirk is of two types*

According to the terminology of Islamic shari‘ah, *shirk* is of two types:

a) *Ash-Shirk al-Akbar (major shirk)*

The *mushrik* who is guilty of major *shirk* is the one who believes in someone else as a lord alongside Allah, such as the Christians who regard Allah as the third of three (trinity), or the Magians (Zoroastrians) who attribute good events to the Light and bad events to the Darkness, or the Sabians who believed that the stars and planets controlled what happened on earth. Similar to these are the grave-worshippers who claim that the souls of the *awliya’* (“saints”) can control things after their death: they fulfil people’s needs, relieve their distress, help those who call upon them, and protect those who seek refuge with them and seek their protection. Another aspect of *Ash-Shirk al-Akbar* is making something or someone god alongside Allah, whether it be an angel, a Messenger, a *wali* (“saint”), the sun, the moon, a rock or a human being, which is worshipped as Allah is worshipped, by praying to it, seeking its help, offering sacrifices to it, making vows to it, and other kinds of worship.
The so-called partner does not have to be regarded as equal to Allah to be counted as *shirk*

The thing that is associated with Allah does not have to be regarded as equal to Allah in all aspects to be counted as *shirk*. According to shari'ah, a person is called a *mushrik* if he believes that anyone or anything is a partner of Allah, even if he regards it as inferior to Allah in terms of power and knowledge, for example.

When Allah (ﷻ) tells us that the *mushrikeen* (polytheists) will say (in Hell, in the Hereafter):

> By Allah, we were truly, in a manifest error, When we held you [false gods] as equals [in worship] with the Lord of the ‘Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists].

*(Qur’an 26: 97-98)*

- this refers to equality in love, fear, hope, obedience and submission, not in the power of creation, because they used to believe that Allah alone had the power of creation.

**The serious nature of this *shirk***

*Ash-Shirk al-Akbar* is the most serious of sins, because it cancels good deeds. Allah (ﷻ) says:

> ...But if they had joined in worship others with Allah, all that they used to do would have been of no benefit to them.

*(Qur’an 6: 88)*

And Allah (ﷻ) said to His Messenger (ﷺ):

> ولقد أُجِنَ إِلَيْكَ وَإِلَىٰ الَّذِينَ مِن قَبْلِكَ لَيْنَ آمَنُواْ لَيْحُجُّنَّ عَمَلَكَ

> وَلَتَكُونَ مِنَ الْخَاسِرِينَ

*(Qur’an 9: 127)*
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And indeed it has been revealed to you [O’ Muhammad], as it was to those [Allah’s Messengers] before you: ‘If you join others in worship with Allah, [then] surely, [all] your deeds will be in vain, and you will certainly be among the losers.’ (Qur’an 39: 65)

The one who is guilty of Ash-shirk al-Akbar (major shirk) will abide in Hell for all eternity, and Allah (الله) will not forgive him or admit him to Paradise:

(Verily, Allah forgives not that partners should be set up with Him [in worship], but He forgives except that [anything else] to whom He wills,...) (Qur’an 4: 48)

(Surely, they have disbelieved who say: ‘Allah is the Messiah [‘Eesa (Jesus)], son of Maryam [Mary].’ But the Messiah [‘Eesa] said: ‘O’ Children of Israel! Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord.’ Verily, whosoever sets up partners [in worship] with Allah, then Allah has forbidden Paradise to him, and the Fire will be his abode. And for the Zaalimeen [polytheists and wrongdoers] there are no helpers.) (Qur’an 5: 72)

The greatest crime and the worst sin

It is narrated that ‘Abdullah ibn Mas‘ood (أبو مسعود) said: I asked the Messenger of Allah (رسول الله), Which sin is the greatest with Allah? He said,
“That you should claim that Allah has a rival when He has created you.” (Bukhari and Muslim)\(^\text{11}\)

And Allah (ﷻ) says:

\[\text{(Qur'an 31:13)}\]

\[\text{(Qur'an 4:48)}\]

\[\text{(Qur'an 4:48)}\]

\[\text{(Qur'an 31:13)}\]

\[\text{(Qur'an 4:48)}\]

**b) Ash-Shirk al-Asghar (minor shirk)**

Minor *shirk* is actions such as showing off or doing things for the sake of created beings, and not performing acts of worship purely for the sake of Allah. This means that a person may do things sometimes for the sake of his ego, or for some worldly purpose, or to gain status and power, so he allocates a share of his action to Allah and a share to something or someone other than Him. This kind of *shirk* may involve verbal statements such as swearing by something other than Allah, or by saying “Whatever Allah and you want” or “I have no one to help me except Allah and you.”

It may constitute *shirk akbar*, depending on who says it and what he means.

This kind of *shirk* (*ash-shirk al-äşghar*), even though it does not put a person beyond the pale of Islam, still puts a person in grave danger, because it reduces his reward to a great extent and may cancel out his good deeds altogether. Bukhari and Muslim narrated from Abu

\[\text{11 Mishkaat al-Maşaabeeh, 1/21, hadith no. 49.}\]
Moosa: “A man came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and said: ‘A man who fights in order to get the booty, a man who fights in order to become famous and a man who fights in order to gain a high status - which of them is fighting for the sake of Allah?’ The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said:

‘The one who fights in order that the word of Allah may become supreme is the one who is fighting for the sake of Allah.’”

Imam Muslim related: the Messenger (ﷺ) narrated that his Lord (Allah) said:

“I am so self-sufficient that I am in no need of having an associate. Thus he who does an action for someone else’s sake as well as Mine will have that action renounced by Me to him whom he associated with Me.”

It is narrated in Al-Musnad that the Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“What I fear the most for you is ash-shirk al-asghar.” They said, “O’ Messenger of Allah, what is ash-shirk al-asghar?” He said: “Showing off.”

In Shu’ab al-Eemaan, Al-Bayhaqi added:

“And Allah will say to them on the Day on which He requites His slaves for their actions: ‘Go to those for whom you used to show off in the world, and see whether you can find any reward or anything good with them.”

12 Bukhari, 6/28, hadith no. 281; Muslim, 3/1512, hadith no. 1904.
13 Muslim. See Jaami’ al-Usool, 4/545, hadith no. 2651.
14 Mishkaat al-Masaabeeh, 2/687, hadith no. 5334.
Prohibiting this kind of *shirk*, Allah (ﷻ), revealed the following words:

\[
\text{فَمَنْ كَانَ يَرَجُو لِقَالَةِ رَبِّهُ فَلْيَعْمَلْ عَمَلًا صَالِحًا وَلَا يَشْرَكْ بِعِبَادَةِ رَبِّهِ} \\
\text{(...So whoever hopes for the Meeting with his Lord, let him work righteousness and associate none as a partner in the worship of his Lord.)} \\
\text{(*Qur'an 18: 110*)}
\]
1 - DID ‘AQEEDAH DEVELOP WITH THE PASSAGE OF TIME?

Many western scholars believe that man did not come to know religious belief — creed — as it is known today in one step, and that it evolved and developed over the centuries.

It is no wonder that this is suggested by people whom Allah has not blessed with His Book, in which He clearly and unambiguously tells the history of ‘aqeedah; what is strange is that this view is echoed by the so-called Muslim researchers.

For example, ‘Abbas Mahmood al-'Aqqaad says in his book entitled Allah\(^1\) — which is a research on the development of belief in God — that man’s beliefs evolved, and he states that the evolution of man’s religious beliefs was similar to the development of other branches of man’s knowledge.

He says: “The earliest human beliefs were appropriate to early human life, as was man’s scientific knowledge and handicrafts. Man’s early scientific knowledge and handicrafts were not more developed than his early religious beliefs and acts of worship. The elements of truth in one field were not more abundant than the elements of truth in another.”

Indeed, he thinks that the development of human religious belief was more complex than the development of his scientific knowledge and handicrafts. He says: “Human efforts to develop religious knowledge

---

\(^1\) Published by Daar al-Hilal, Cairo. See Pp. 10.
must have been more complex and taken longer than the attempts to develop scientific knowledge and handicrafts, because the greater the realities of the universe, the more difficult it is to discover and the longer it takes to explore than the realities of those things which may be dealt with sometimes by science and sometimes by handicrafts."

He thinks that the Divine reality did not manifest itself to mankind in one go. He says: "Tracing the origins of religions in the early times of ignorance (Jaahiliyah) does not indicate that this sort of religious belief is false or that they believed in something impossible which was not real. All that it demonstrates is that the greater reality is too great to be fully manifested in one time."

Then he starts to quote the views of scholars who have researched the history of religious belief. Some of them say that the reason for the development of religious beliefs was man’s weakness in the face of natural phenomena and hostile natural forces and living beings. Some think that religious belief is a state of sickness in individuals and societies, others believe that the origin of religious belief was the worship of totems, as some tribes had adopted animals as totems which they regarded as the ancestor of the tribe; the totem may also have been a tree or a rock which they regarded as sacred. And there are other assumptions which have formed in the minds of western researchers.

Unfortunately, these theories² have found their way into the minds of many writers and scholars³ for several reasons such as the following:

---
² One of those who showed an inclination towards these theories is Muṣṭafa Mahmoud in his book entitled Allah.
³ I do not know what is this belief that has developed. Is it the deviated belief of the Jews, or the distorted belief of the Christians, or the belief of the philosophers? ... these beliefs represent nothing but ideological deviations; they do not represent sound belief.
i) They thought that early man was created imperfect, and was not qualified to receive full knowledge of the greater realities. Their concept of early man makes him more like an animal than a human being.

ii) They thought that man was guided to religious beliefs by himself, with no teacher or guide to explain it to him. So long as this was the case, his knowledge of Allah would inevitably evolve just as his knowledge of science and manufacturing evolved.

iii) When they researched religions to discover their history, they only studied the deviated or misguided religions, which they took as their field of research and subjected them to study and examinations. How could they find out about reality from these religions which represent human deviation in religious belief?

**Only the Qur'an Explains the History of Creed - Religious Beliefs**

There is no book on earth which explains the true history of religious belief, except the Book of Allah, which offers abundant knowledge of this topic. Human knowledge cannot attain this level of abundant knowledge for several reasons:

a) What we know of history about five thousand years ago is very little, and what we know of history about ten thousand years ago is even less. Anything earlier than that is considered to be entirely unknown. Hence most of the truth together with human history has been lost.

b) The truths which mankind did inherit have been mixed with a great deal of falsehood; indeed they have been lost in the vast ocean of falsehood, deceit and distortion. This indicates that it is extremely difficult for one person or a group of people to write a true history of modern times, let alone a history that stretches back to the dawn of humanity.
c) Part of the history that has to do with religious beliefs — creed did not happen on earth, but in the heavens.

Hence the only One Who can give us a true history with no confusion is Allah, Glorified and Exalted be He.

\[
\text{إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَا يَغْفِرُ عَلَى مَنْ يُعَذَّبُونَ فِي الْأَرْضِ وَلَا فِي الْسَّمَ�َاتِ}
\]

\("\text{ Truly, nothing is hidden from Allah, in the earth or in the heaven.}\)\)

(\textit{Qur'an 3: 5})

\section*{2 - THE HISTORY OF THE CREED (RELIGIOUS BELIEFS) AS TOLD IN THE NOBLE QUR'AN}

Allah (الله) has told us that He created Adam as an integrated, upright and independent creature, then He breathed into him of His spirit and caused him to dwell in His Paradise. He permitted him and his wife to eat whatever they wanted from the Garden, apart from one tree. Then his enemy \textit{Iblees} (Satan) tempted him to eat from that tree. Because he obeyed his enemy and disobeyed his Lord. Allah sent him down from Paradise to the earth, but before sending him down, Allah promised him that He would send down His guidance to him and his progeny, so that man would know his Lord and His way and laws. He promised those who responded, guidance in this world and joy in the Hereafter, and He warned those who remained stubbornly arrogant of a life of hardship in this world and even greater hardship in the Hereafter:

\[
\text{فَلَنَا أُهِبُّكُمْ يَمِينًا فَإِنَّا نَأْتِيَتُكُمْ يَمِينًا هَذِى فَمَنْ نَعِمَ هَدَايَنَا}\]

\("\text{We said: 'Get down all of you from this place [the Paradise], then whenever there comes to you Guidance}\)\)

(\textit{Qur'an 20: 13})
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from Me, and whoever follows My Guidance, there shall be no fear on them, nor shall they grieve. But those who disbelieve and belie Our Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] - such are the dwellers of the Fire. They shall abide therein forever.'

(Qur’an 2: 38-39)

And in Soorah Ta-Ha Allah (ﷻ) says:

"He [Allah] said: 'Get you down [from the Paradise to the earth], both of you, together, some of you are an enemy to some others. Then if there comes to you guidance from Me, then whoever follows My Guidance he shall neither go astray, nor shall be distressed. But whosoever turns away from My Reminder [i.e. neither believes in this Qur’an nor acts on its teachings] verily, for him is a life of hardship, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day of Resurrection. He will say: ‘O’ my Lord! Why have you raised me up blind, while I had sight [before].’ [Allah] will say: ‘Like this: Our Aayaat [proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.] came unto you, but you disregarded them [i.e. you left them, did not think deeply in them, and you turned away from them], and so this Day, you will be neglected [in the Hell-fire, away from Allah’s Mercy].’"

(Qur’an 20: 123-126)
The First Generation of Mankind Believed in *Tawheed*

Adam (ﷺ) came down to earth, and from his progeny Allah created a nation which believed in pure *Tawheed* (Oneness of Allah), as Allah (ﷻ) says:

\[
\text{كُنَّا نَاسًا أُمَّةً وَاحِدَةً...} \\
\text{(Qur'an 2: 213),}
\]

- i.e., they all believed in *Tawheed* and followed the true religion. Then they differed,

\[
\text{...فَبَعِّطَ رَبُّ الْنَّاسِ بَيْنَهُمْ وَمَيْتَانِينَ وَأَنزَلَ مَعَهُمَّ الْكِتَابَ بِالْحَقِّ} \\
\text{ليُتَحْكِمَ بَيْنَ الْنَّاسِ بِمَا أَخْطَطَ فِيهِ...} \\
\text{(Qur'an 2: 213).}
\]

According to a hadith narrated by Abu Umaamah, a man asked the Messenger (ﷺ), “O’ Messenger of Allah, was Adam a Prophet?” He said,

“Yes, and he was spoken to by Allah.” The man asked, “How long was there between him and Nooh (Noah)?” He said, “Ten centuries.”

- This is narrated by Abu Ḥaṭîm ibn Ḥibbaan in his *Saheeh*. Ibn Katheer said: “This is sound (*saheeh*) according to the conditions of Muslim, although he did not narrate it.”

Bukhari narrated that Ibn ‘Abbaas said:

---

4 *Al-Bidaayah wa’n-Nihaayah*, 1/101.
“And between Adam and Nooh (Noah) there were ten centuries, all of whom followed Islam.”

A century equals one hundred years. On this basis there were one thousand years between Adam and Nooh (Noah) (may peace be upon them).

The period between them may have been longer than that, because the comment of Ibn ‘Abbaas, that during these ten centuries people followed Islam, does not rule out the possibility that there were also other centuries during which people followed religions other than Islam.

The word century (qarn) may also refer to a generation, as Allah (SWT) says:

(And how many generations [quroon] have We destroyed after Nooh [Noah]!... (Qur’an 17: 17)

Then, after them, We created another generation [qarnan].) (Qur’an 23: 31)

The First Deviation from Correct ‘Aqeedah (Creed) and the First Messenger

After mankind had been one community, believing in Tawheed — Oneness of Allah — there arose deviation and confusion. The first deviation came about as the result of exaggerated veneration of righteous people, raising them to the status of gods and worshipping them.

---

5 Al-Bidaayah wa’n-Nihaayah, 1/101.
6 Ibid.
Bukhari narrated from Ibn Jurayj, he from ‘Aţaa’ and he from Ibn ‘Abbaas, concerning the Tafseer of the aayah (verse):

\[
\text{وَقَالُوا لَا نَذِرُنُّ مَالِهِمْكُرَةً وَلَا نَذِرُنَّ دَا وَلَا سَوَآءًا وَلَا يَغْفِرُ وَيَعْفُوُ وَيَذْهَبُ}
\]

(And they have said: ‘You shall not leave your gods, nor shall you leave Wadd, nor Suwaa’, nor Yaghoooth, nor Ya’ooq, nor Nasr [names of the idols].) \(\text{Qur‘an 71: 23}\)

He (Ibn ‘Abbaas) said: These were the names of righteous people from among the people of Nooh (Noah). When they died, the Satan inspired their people to set up stone altars in the places where they used to sit, and to call these stone altars by their names. So the people did that, but they were not worshipped until those people died and knowledge about them was lost, then they were worshipped.\(^7\)

This was the first deviation from Tawheed (Oneness of Allah) in human history, so Allah sent to them the first of His Messengers, Nooh (Noah), in fulfilment of the promise that He had given to the father of mankind, Adam, to send Messengers and reveal Books to guide mankind.

The evidence that Nooh (Noah) \(\text{نوح} \) was the first Messenger to be sent is the hadith about intercession which Muslim has narrated. It says,

“After going to Adam, the people will come to Nooh and will say to him, among other things, ‘O’ Nooh, you are the first of the Messengers sent to the earth, and Allah called you a thankful slave.”\(^8\)

---

7 Bukhari, 8/667; hadith no. 4920.
8 Muslim, 1/185, hadith no. 194.
The texts of the Book of our Lord which we have before us clearly indicate that Nooh (Noah) called his people to pure Tawheed. He said to his people:

«أَبْعَدُوا اللَّهَ مَا كَتَمَّ مِنَ الْإِلَهَيْنَ عِنْدَكُمْ، إِلَّا اللَّهَ، إِنِّي أَخافُ عَلَيْكُمْ عَذَابَ الْبَيْحِ.»

(...Worship Allah! You have no other Ilaah [God] but Him. [Laa ilaaha illa-Allah: none has the right to be worshipped but Allah.] Certainly, I fear for you the torment of a Great Day!)

(Qur’an 7: 59)

«أَنْ لَا تَصَبُّرُوا إِلَّا اللَّهَإِنِّي أَخافُ عَلَيْكُمْ عَذَابَ الْبَيْحِ.»

(That you worship none but Allah; surely, I fear for you the torment of a painful Day.)

(Qur’an 11: 26)

«أَقْلِمُوا أَبْعَدُوا اللَّهَ مَا كَتَمَّ مِنَ الْإِلَهَيْنَ إِنِّي أَخافُ عَلَيْكُمْ عَذَابَ الْبَيْحِ، أَفَلَا تَنْفَعُنَّ.»

(...O’ my people! Worship Allah! You have no other Ilaah [God] but Him [Islamic Monotheism]. Will you not then be afraid [of Him, i.e. of His punishment because of worshipping others besides Him]?)

(Qur’an 23: 23)

Those who responded to his call for Tawheed (Oneness of Allah) were the weakest of his people; it was rejected by the leaders and powerful ones, who thought themselves to be clever and intelligent when they arrogantly refused to follow the truth:

«قَالَ الْلَّهُ ﷺ إِنَّا نَزَّلْنَا عَلَيْكُمْ خَالِصَةً مَّيْنَ.»

(The leaders of his people said: ‘Verily, we see you in plain error.’)

(Qur’an 7: 60).

The leaders referred to here were the prominent and powerful ones among his people, who said to him:
— i.e., they follow you without thinking deeply or pondering or examining the matter. The thing for which they accused them was the thing for which they should have been praised, for when the truth is made manifest, it does not need to be examined; it needs to be followed.

They found it strange that Allah would send a human Messenger, and said:

\[\text{ما ترناكم إلا بشراً وذائناا...} \]

\[\text{...We see you but a man like ourselves,...} \]

**(Qur'an 11: 27)**

But the chiefs of his people who disbelieved said: 'He is no more than a human being like you, he seeks to make himself superior to you. Had Allah willed, He surely, could have sent down angels...' **(Qur'an 23: 24)**

They asked him to reject the poor and weak who followed him, but he ignored their demand:

\[\text{وقمما أنا يطارد الديين ماصروا أيهم مدفعوا ربهم ولكنيت أنكرو} \]

\[\text{...I am not going to drive away those who have...} \]
believed. Surely, they are going to meet their Lord, but I see that you are a people that are ignorant.

(Qur'an 11: 29)

A long time passed, and the dispute between Nooh (Noah) and his people intensified, as Allah (Jñg) says:

...And he stayed among them a thousand years less fifty years...

(Qur'an 29: 14)

Then he prayed against them:

...And Nooh [Noah] said: ‘My Lord! Leave not one of the disbelievers on the earth! If You leave them, they will mislead Your slaves, and they will beget none but wicked disbelievers.’

(Qur'an 71: 26-27)

So Allah (Jñg) destroyed them with the Flood:

And He, the Exalted and Almighty, saved Nooh (Noah) and the believers by His mercy. He cleansed the earth of the evildoers and did not leave anyone there except those who believed in the Oneness of Allah (Tawheed). When they deviated from Tawheed, He sent another Messenger:

Then, after them, We created another generation. And
We sent to them a Messenger from among themselves...

(Qur'an 23: 31-32).

So he called them to believe in Allah (الله) Alone:


(Qur'an 23: 32).

So Allah’s mercy and care for the children of Adam continued. Every time they went astray and deviated, He sent down His guidance to them, to bring them light in the darkness:


(Qur'an 23: 44)

This is the true story of mankind, a long conflict between truth and falsehood, between the Messengers who brought guidance and truth, and the misguided who turned away from Tawheed and clung to the customs they had learned from their fathers and grandfathers, and to their desires and false beliefs:
Has not the news reached you, of those before you, the people of Nooh [Noah], and ‘Aad, and Thamood? And those after them? None knows them but Allah. To them came their Messengers with clear proofs, but they put their hands in their mouths [biting them from anger] and said: ‘Verily, we disbelieve in that with which you have been sent, and we are really in grave doubt as to that to which you invite us [i.e., Islamic Monotheism].’ Their Messengers said: ‘What! Can there be a doubt about Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth? He calls you [to Monotheism and to be obedient to Allah] that He may forgive you of your sins and give you respite for a term appointed.’ They said: ‘You are no more than human beings like us! You wish to turn us away from what our fathers used to worship. Then bring us a clear authority [i.e., a clear proof of what you say].’

(Qur’an 14: 9-10)

When we ponder the call of the Messengers as detailed by the Qur’an, the following truths will become clear to us:

i) That from the beginning, Allah created man as a complete and integrated creature, for a specific goal, that is, to worship Him, and that He created him with the ability to do that.

ii) That He taught man about Himself from the beginning, and did not leave him to find out about his Lord through his own thoughts and wanderings. He sent many Messengers to man, so that they might convey the Message to all of mankind.
...And there never was a nation but a warner had passed among them. (Qur'an 35: 24)

Hence we do not know the names of all the Messengers who were sent by Allah (ﷻ):

وَلَمْ نُعْلَمْ أَرْسَلْنَا رَسُولًا مِن قَبْلَكَ مِنْ قَصُّصُنا عَلَيْكَ وَمِنْهُمْ مَنْ لَمْ يَصُدُّ عَلَيْكَ... (Qur'an 40: 26)

And, indeed We have sent Messengers before you [O' Muhammad], of some of them We have related to you their story. And of some We have not related to you their story,... (Qur'an 40: 78)

One of the proofs of that is the fact that on the Day of Resurrection, the disbelieving nations will affirm and acknowledge that the Messengers conveyed the call of Allah to them. Allah (ﷻ) says:

وَكَأَنَّ مَا أَنزَلْنَاهُ مِنْ نِعَمَّةٍ مِنْ هَذَا الْأَرْضِ لِيَقُولُوا يَا مَنْ ثَلَثَ الْبَارْيَةِ تَأْكُرُوْنَ وَقَالُوا إِنَّمَا نَزَّلَ اللَّهُ مِنْ قَبْلَهُ إِنَّهُ أَحْصُرُونَهُ إِلَّا فِي سَلَامٍ كَبِيرٍ (Qur'an 67: 10)

...Every time a group is cast therein, its keeper will ask: 'Did no warner come to you?' They will say: 'Yes, indeed a warner did come to us, but we belied him and said: Allah never sent down anything [of Revelation]; you are only in great error.' (Qur'an 67: 8-9)

This succession of Messengers sent throughout history was no more than a mercy from Allah (ﷻ) to His slaves, the fulfilment of His promise to Adam (ﷺ), the father of humanity, leaving His creation with no excuse:

...لَيْنَّا نَقُولُ لِلَّيْلِ عَلَى الْأَرْضِ حَجَّةً بَعْدَ الرَّسُلِ... (Qur'an 67: 28)

...In order that mankind should have no plea against
Allah after the [coming of] Messengers...

(Qur'an 4: 165)

\[\text{...And We never punish until We have sent a Messenger [to give warning].} \]

(Qur'an 17: 15)

iii) The call of the Messengers is one, and the basis and heart of the call of all of them is Tawheed, to tell mankind of their Lord and God, and to show them the way to worship Him.

iv) The religion of all the Messengers was Islam and they had no other religion:

\[\text{And whoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the Hereafter he will be one of the losers.} \]

(Qur'an 3: 85)

[[Nooh (Noah) said]: ...and I have been commanded to be of the Muslims [i.e. those who submit to Allah's Will].]

(Qur'an 10: 72).

Allah (س) said concerning the Tawraat (Torah):

\[\text{...By which the Prophets, who submitted themselves to Allah's Will, judged for the Jews...} \]

(Qur'an 5: 44)

Moosa (Moses) (ع) said to his people:
A Brief History of the Creed - 'Aqeedah

...If you have believed in Allah, then put your trust in Him if you are Muslims [those who submit to Allah's Will].

(Qur'an 10: 84)

Allah (الله) enjoined Islam upon His Close Friend (Khaleel) Ibraaheem (Abraham) (إبراهيم), who said:

(Qur'an 2: 131)

...I have submitted myself [as a Muslim] to the Lord of the 'Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists].

(Qur'an 2: 132)

And this [submission to Allah, Islam] was enjoined by Ibraaheem upon his sons and by Ya'qoob [Jacob] [saying], ‘O’ my sons! Allah has chosen for you the [true] religion, then die not except in the Faith of Islam [as Muslims - Islamic Monotheism].

(Qur'an 2: 133)

When Ya'qoob (Jacob) (يعقوب) asked his sons who they would worship after he died,

(Qur'an 2: 134)

...They said, ‘We shall worship your Ilaah [God - Allah] the Ilaah [God] of your fathers, Ibraaheem [Abraham], Ismaa’eeel [Ishmael], Ishaaq [Isaac], One Ilaah [God], and to Him we submit [in Islam].

(Qur'an 2: 135)

And Queen of Sheba said:
The queen of Saba’ (Sheba) said: ...‘My Lord! Verily, I have wronged myself, and I submit [in Islam, together with Sulaymaan (Solomon)] to Allah, the Lord of the ‘Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists].’

(Qur’an 27: 44)

Yusuf (Joseph) used to say in his du‘aa’:

...Cause me to die as a Muslim [the one submitting to Your Will], and join me with the righteous.

(Qur’an 12: 101)

The Messenger said:

“The Prophets are brothers, their mothers are different but their religion is one.”

The variations that we see in their laws does not indicate that their religion varied, because Allah may legislate something for a reason, then legislate something else at another time for another reason. Indeed, this may occur in one shari‘ah, as at the beginning Allah decreed that the Muslims should face Bayt al-Maqdis (Al-Quds - Jerusalem) when praying, then this was abrogated by the command to face Al-Bayt al-Haraam (the Sacred House - the Ka‘bah in Makkah). At first Islam faced towards Al-Quds, then its focal point changed to the Ka‘bah. The same applies to all the laws of the Prophets: what came later abrogates what came before. The shari‘ah which was revealed to Muhammad is the final shari‘ah which abrogates all laws that came before it.

---

* Bukhari, 6/478, hadith no. 3443.
v) The development of religious beliefs throughout the centuries is not the reason for shirk and the adoption of gods other than Allah, as Al-‘Aqqaad and the westerners whom he follows suggest. The reason for that was the deviation of the followers of the Messengers from the Message which the Messengers brought, and their abandonment of that Message.

\[
\text{وَمَنْ أَعْرَضَ عَنْ ذَكْرِيٍّ فَإِنَّ لَهُ مَعَذَٰبَةً ضَنِّكَ...} \]

\[
\text{\text{(But whosoever turns away from My Reminder [i.e. neither believes in this Qur'an nor acts on its teachings] verily, for him is a life of hardship,...)}} \quad (Qur\'an \ 20: \ 124)
\]

And they followed their own conjectures and desires, ignoring true guidance:

\[
\text{إِنِّي نَبِيٌّ لَا أَلَمْنَاءً وَمَا نَهَوْىَ الْأَنْفُسَ وَلَقَدْ جَآءَهُمْ مِنْ رَبِّهِمْ}
\]

\[
\text{\text{(...They follow but a guess and that which they themselves desire, whereas there has surely, come to them the guidance from their Lord!)}} \quad (Qur\'an \ 53: \ 23)
\]

\[
\text{وَلَا تَبِينُوا أُهوَاءَ قَوْمٍ قَدْ صَكَّلُوا مِنْ فَسَلٍّ وَأَصَلُّوا سَبِيْرًا}
\]

\[
\text{\text{...And do not follow the vain desires of people who went astray before and who misled many, and strayed [themselves] from the Right Path.)}} \quad (Qur\'an \ 5: \ 77)
\]

Allah (ٰ) says concerning the Jews:

\[
\text{فَبِمَا تَقَضَّيْنَّهُمُ الْكَيْمَةَ وَجَعَلْنَاهُمُ فَاعْلَيْهِمْ قَيِّمَةً}
\]

\[
\text{\text{...حَرَّضُونَ الْحَكِيمَ عَنْ مَوَايِمِهِ وَذَكَّرَوْا بَيْنَ مَا ذَكَّرُوا بَيْنَهُ...}} \quad (Qur\'an \ 2: \ 133)\]
«So, because of their breach of their covenant, We cursed them and made their hearts grow hard. They change the words from their [right] places and have abandoned a good part of the Message that was sent to them...»

(Qur'an 5: 13)

And He (الله) says concerning the Christians:

وَمَّنَّ الَّذِينَ قَالُواْ إِنَّا نَصَدَرْنَ أُحْدَاثًا مِّنْ فَسَاطِهِمْ فَكَتَبْنَاهَا حَتَّى يَعْفَ أَنْفُسَهُمْ بِالْكَذِبِّ وَالْعَدَاوَةِ وَالْبِغَضَائِلَ إِلَى الْيَوْمِ الْيَمِينِ

«And from those who call themselves Christians, We took their covenant, but they have abandoned a good part of the Message that was sent to them. So We planted amongst them enmity and hatred till the Day of Resurrection;...»

(Qur'an 5: 14)

And He (الله), says, explaining their deviation from the Tawheed which was enjoined upon them:

أَفْتَرَسُواْ أَحْكَامَهُمْ وَزَكَّيْنَاهُمْ أَمَرَأَهُ مُنْ دُوَّرِ اللَّهِ وَالْمُسْيِحِ

أَبِي مَرْيَمَ وَمَا أُمَّانَ أُمَّرُوا إِلَّا يُعْفَدُوا إِلَيْهَا وَجَدَّاً لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا هُوَ سُبْحَانَاهُ عَمَّا يُشْرَكُونَ

«They [Jews and Christians] took their rabbis and their monks to be their lords besides Allah [by obeying them in things which they made lawful or unlawful according to their own desires without being ordered by Allah], and [they also took as their Lord] Messiah, son of Maryam [Mary], while they [Jews and Christians] were commanded [in the Tawraat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)] to worship none but One Ilaah [God - Allah] Laa ilaaha illa Huwa [none has the right to be worshipped but He]. Praise and glory be to Him [far...»
above is He] from having the partners they associate [with Him].

(Qur'an 9: 31)

Hence the Messengers will disown those who deviated from their path:

Qur'an 5: 116-117

(And [remember] when Allah will say [on the Day of Resurrection]: ‘O’ ‘Eesa [Jesus], son of Maryam [Mary]! Did you say unto men: Worship me and my mother as two gods besides Allah?’ He will say: ‘Glory be to You! It was not for me to say what I had no right [to say]. Had I said such a thing, You would surely have known it. You know what is in my inner-self though I do not know what is in Yours; truly, You, only You, are the All-Knower of all that is hidden [and unseen]. Never did I say to them aught except what You [Allah] did command me to say: ‘Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord.’...’

(Qur'an 5: 116-117)
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCEPTS OF GOD AMONG THE MISGUIDED NATIONS

This study is not meant to be a complete history of deviation in religious beliefs. This is impossible, because there are so many varieties of deviation, and what would be the point of such a history when wrongdoing and kufr (disbelief) are all of the same nature? Our purpose here is to learn something about the errors into which other nations have fallen, so that we may properly appreciate the tremendous value by which the Islamic 'aqeedah is distinguished.

Those who understand and recognize falsehood will adhere more strongly to the truth when they follow it. There is the fear that those who follow Islam and do not know about its opposite, which is falsehood, may slip and follow the paths of falsehood. ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab (r.A) spoke the truth when he said: “Soon the bonds of Islam will be undone one by one, when there will be people brought up in Islam will know nothing of Jaahiliyah.” Undoubtedly the one who knows the darkness of night is more able to appreciate the light of day, and good health is the crown on the heads of the healthy, which none acknowledges except those who are sick.

Sayyid Qutb understood this when he said: “Man cannot know the necessity of this message (Islam), the necessity of freeing himself from the misguided ways in the darkness of which mankind is wandering, the necessity of steadfast, clear certainty in matters of 'aqeedah... until he has seen the vast extent of that misguidance, until he has wandered in that confusion of beliefs and concepts, philosophies and fables, thoughts and illusions, rituals and traditions, situations and circumstances, which Islam came and found controlling the human consciousness in all places; until he has
understood the nature of the jumbled confusion, complexity and human additions that have affected what is left of the heavenly religions, which have become mixed with philosophy, idolatry and fables."

Three examples will suffice us here: first, the beliefs of one of the nations which people regard as one of the civilized nations of ancient times; the second is the deviation of the followers of a heavenly religion from the truth; and the third is the idolatry of the Arabs before the time of the Messenger (ﷺ).

1 - GOD ACCORDING TO THE GREEKS

Researchers consider the Greeks to be one of the civilized nations of the past, so let us look at the religious beliefs of this misguided nation. They claimed that “Zeus” was the chief of their gods. Their image of him was closer to the image of a devil than of a god. He was filled with hatred and enmity, preoccupied with his desires for food and love. He cared nothing for the affairs of gods or men, unless they could help him maintain his hold on power and persist in his tyranny. He got angry with Asclepius, the god of medicine, because he treated the sick, thus depriving Zeus of the taxes on the souls of the dead who moved from the face of the earth to the Underworld.

They claim that he got angry with Prometheus, the god of knowledge and handicrafts, because he taught man how to use fire for manufacturing purposes, and thus man learned how to use power to combat the power of the gods. He ruled that he should be subjected to eternal punishment; he was not content merely to kill him and remove him from the arena of the gods. He sought to invent different ways of punishing him. So he tied him to a remote mountain and sent vultures to eat his liver all day long; when night came his liver was

1 Haqaa’iq al-Islam wa Ahlafeel Khuṣoomihi.
restored in his body, so that the vultures could come back and eat it after the sun came up... this punishment continued, and all intercession and prayers were of no avail.

One of the reasons which the Greek philosopher-poet Hesiod came up with for the god’s anger against Prometheus was that the latter had given him a share of food at a banquet of the gods, and he had included too many bones in it, and not enough meat and fat. Zeus thought that Prometheus was trying to act superior, because he was famous among the gods for his vast knowledge and intelligence, for which the great god was not known.

Hesiod, the philosopher-poet, tried his best to exalt Zeus and to give the people an image of him as holy and mighty, as would befit the image of a god after the development of the concept of worship in the ancient Greek religion.

Further, Greek scholars speak of Zeus as having betrayed his wife Hera, as he used to send the god of love to conceal the sun as it rose, lest his jealous wife should come and catch him unawares among his lovers at the throne of Olympus.

It is said that on one occasion she did catch him unawares as he was kissing his drink-bearer Ganymede, the beautiful shepherd whom he had once seen in the fields, so he had kidnapped him and brought him up to heaven. Zeus did not try to conceal his love for his drink-bearer, and he justified his behaviour to his wife by saying that she knew nothing of the delights of the meeting between the nectar of the cup and the nectar of the lips.

This is an example of the misguided beliefs of *shirk* which are produced by myths and illusions, which become fables. The gods of the Greeks were many, who fought with one another and punished one another. Like humans, they ate and drank, and got married. A god might betray his wife, commit sodomy and justify his bad
behaviour. What kind of effect would such beliefs have on those who believed in them? What effect would they have on individuals and societies? What values would be affirmed by such deviant, misguided beliefs in *shirk*?

2 - GOD ACCORDING TO THE JEWS

The religion of the Children of Israel — Judaism — is full of both idolatrous concepts and tribalistic hallucinations. Many Messengers came to the Children of Israel — Ya’qoob (Jacob) ibn Ishaaq (Isaac) ibn Ibraaheem (Abraham) (peace be upon them) — the first of whom was Israa’eel (Israel), bringing the message of pure *Tawheed* (Oneness of Allah) which their father Ibraaheem (Abraham) had taught them. Then their greatest Prophet, Moosa (Moses), came to them with the same message of *Tawheed*, on which the Mosaic Law was based. But they deviated with the passage of time, and went down to the level of idolatrous concepts which they affirmed in their “holy” books. In the midst of the Torah there are fables and concepts of God which are no higher than the idolatrous concepts of the Greeks and other idolatrous nations who did not receive heavenly guidance and who had no book from Allah.

The belief in *Tawheed* which Allah revealed to Ibraaheem (Abraham) (Peace be upon him) was a complete, integrated, clear and pure belief with which he confronted idolatry in a most decisive manner, as the Qur’an describes. Ibraaheem enjoined this belief upon his sons just as Ya’qoob (Jacob) (Peace be upon him) enjoined it upon his sons before he died:

> وَأَنَّ اللَّهَ عَلَيْهِ الْفَضْلُ وَالْرَّحْمَةُ وَلَيْسَ لَهُ شَرِبٌ مِّنَ الْمُّجَرَّبِينَ
> *Quran 17:78*

> قَالَ ﷺ: أُعَبِّدَ أَصْحَابًا فَظَلَّ لَهَا عِنْكَفُينَ
> *Quran 17:79*

2 Adapted from *Khasaa’is at-Tasawwur al-Islami*, by Sayyid Qutb, Pp. 11.
And recite to them the story of Ibraheem [Abraham]. When he said to his father and his people: ‘What do you worship?’ They said: ‘We worship idols, and to them we are ever devoted.’ He said: ‘Do they hear you, when you call on [them]? Or do they benefit you or do they harm [you]?’ They said: ‘[Nay] but we found our fathers doing so.’ He said: ‘Do you observe that which you have been worshipping - You and your ancient fathers? Verily, they are enemies to me, save the Lord of the ‘Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists], Who has created me, and it is He Who guides me. And it is He Who feeds me and gives me to drink. And when I am ill, it is He Who cures me. And Who will cause me to die, and then will bring me to life [again]. And Who, I hope, will forgive me my faults on the Day of Recompense [the Day of Resurrection]. My Lord! Bestow Ḥukm [religious knowledge, right judgement of the affairs and Prophethood] on me, and join me with the righteous. And grant me an honourable mention in later generations.’

(Qur'an 26: 69-84)
And who turns away from the religion of Ibraheem [Abraham] [i.e. Islamic Monotheism] except him who befools himself? Truly, We chose him in this world and verily, in the Hereafter he will be among the righteous. When his Lord said to him, ‘Submit [i.e. be a Muslim]!’ He said, ‘I have submitted myself [as a Muslim] to the Lord of the ‘Aalameen [mankind, jinn and all that exists].’ And this [submission to Allah, Islam] was enjoined by Ibraheem [Abraham] upon his sons and by Ya’qoob [Jacob] [saying], ‘O’ my sons! Allah has chosen for you the [true] religion, then die not except in the Faith of Islam [as Muslims - Islamic Monotheism].’

Or were you witnesses when death approached Ya’qoob? When he said unto his sons, ‘What will you worship after me?’ They said, ‘We shall worship your Ilaah [God - Allah] the Ilaah [God] of your fathers, Ibraheem, Ismaa’eel [Ishmael], Ishaaq [Isaac], One Ilaah [God], and to Him we submit [in Islam].’

(Qur’an 2: 130-133)

They turned away from this pure Tawheed (Oneness of Allah), this clear faith and this belief in the Hereafter, and remained in their state of deviation until Moosa (Moses) came to them with the renewed Message of Tawheed and Divine transcendence. But they did not adhere to it; rather they strayed from it.
Their deviation began whilst Moosa (Moses) was still among them, when they worshipped the calf which As-Saamiri made for them from the gold jewellery of the Egyptian women which they had brought with them:

They said: ‘We broke not the promise to you, of our own will, but we were made to carry the weight of the ornaments of the [Pharaoh’s] people, then we cast them [into the fire], and that was what As-Saamiri suggested.’ Then he took out [of the fire] for them [a statue of] a calf which seemed to low. They said: ‘This is your ilaah [god], and the ilaah [god] of Moosa [Moses], but he [Moosa] has forgotten [his god].’ (Qur’an 20: 87-88)

Before that, they had asked Moosa (Moses) to set up an idol for them to worship:

And We brought the Children of Israel [with safety] across the sea, and they came upon a people devoted to some of their idols [in worship]. They said: ‘O’ Moosa [Moses]! Make for us an ilaah [a god] as they have aalihah [gods].’ He said: ‘Verily, you are a people who know not [the Majesty and Greatness of Allah and what is obligatory upon you, i.e. to worship none but Allah Alone, the One and the Only God of all that exists].’ (Qur’an 7: 138)
The Qur'an speaks at length about their deviation and false concepts of Allah — Glorified be He — and their *shirk* and idolatry. They attributed a son to Allah —

> وَقَالَبَ الْيَهُودُ عَسَرَرَ أَبَنَ اللَّهِ... *

> *(And the Jews say: ‘Uzair [Ezra] is the son of Allah...’)*

(Qur'an 9: 30)

— and they accused Him (Allah) — Glorified be He — of miserliness and poverty:

> وَقَالَبَ الْيَهُودُ بَدَّ اللَّهَ مَعْلُولًا عَلَى آدِيَتِهِمْ وَلَيْسَ لَمَا قَالُواَ بَلَّ يَدَاهُ مُبَشَّرَةٌ *

> *(The Jews say: ‘Allah’s Hand is tied up [i.e. He does not give and spend of His Bounty].’ Be their hands tied up and be they accursed for what they uttered. Nay, both His Hands are widely outstretched. He spends [of His Bounty] as He wills...)*

(Qur'an 5: 64)

> لَعَدِيَّتَ اللَّهِ قُولُ الْيَهُودِ قَالُوا إِنَّ اللَّهَ فَقيرٌ وَمَنْ سَمَّىَ تَعَالَى وَكَبِيرُ *

> ما قَالُوا وَقَرَاهُمْ الأَلْبِيَةُ وَقَيِّمُ حَقِّي... *

> *(Indeed, Allah has heard the statement of those [Jews] who say: ‘Truly, Allah is poor and we are rich!’ We shall record what they have said and their killing of the Prophets unjustly...)*

(Qur'an 3: 181)

An example of their tribalistic belief is the notion that their god is a tribal deity who does not judge them by laws of ethics except in their dealing with one another; but when it comes to “strangers” (non-Jews), they will not be brought to account for shameful behaviour towards them.
Another example of their tribalistic attitude was narrated by the Qur’an:

> مَنْ أَهْلَ الْكِتَّابِ مِنْ إِنْ تَأْمَنْهُ بِيَقِنَّاءِ ﴿٦٨﴾ ﴿٦٩﴾ إِلَّاَّ إِلَّاَّ مَا ذُمِّتْ عَلَيْهِ قَآيِمًا ذَلِكَ إِنْ تَأْمَنْهُ ﴿٧٠﴾ مَا يُعَلَّمُونَ لْيَسْعَ عَلَيْنَا ﴿٧١﴾ ﴿٧٢﴾ ﴿٧٣﴾ ﴿٧٣﴾ ﴿٧٤﴾ ﴿٧٤﴾ ﴿٧٥﴾ ﴿٧٦﴾ ﴿٧٦﴾ ﴿٧٧﴾ ﴿٧٨﴾ ﴿٧٨﴾ ﴿٧٩﴾ ﴿٧٩﴾ ﴿٨٠﴾ ﴿٨١﴾ ﴿٨٢﴾ ﴿٨٣﴾ ﴿٨٤﴾ ﴿٨٥﴾ 

(Q 3:75)

> Among the people of the Scripture [Jews and Christians] is he who, if entrusted with a Qințaar [a great amount of wealth], will readily pay it back; and among them there is he who, if entrusted with a single silver coin, will not repay it unless you constantly stand demanding, because they say: ‘There is no blame on us to betray and take the properties of the illiterates [Arabs].’ But they tell a lie against Allah while they know it.

Their distorted books contain descriptions of their God which are not much better than the Greeks’ descriptions of their idols.

In the third chapter of the Book of Genesis it says:

After Adam committed the sin of eating from the tree (which, as it says in this chapter, was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil), they ‘heard the sound of the Lord God as he was walking in the garden in the cool of the day. So Adam and his wife hid from the face of the Lord God in the midst of the Garden. The Lord God called out to Adam, saying ‘Where are you?’ He answered, ‘I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked, so I hid.’ And he said, ‘Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from the tree that I commanded you not to eat from?’

And the Lord God said: ‘The man has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil. He must not be allowed to reach out his hand
and take also from the tree of life and eat, and live for ever.’ So the Lord God banished him from the Garden of Eden to work on the ground from which he had been taken. After he drove the man out, he placed on the east side of the Garden of Eden cherubim and a flaming sword flashing back and forth, to guard the way to the tree of life.”

This passage describes God as ignorant, for He does not know where Adam is until he tells Him, and He is walking about as humans walk about. The reason for Adam’s expulsion from the Garden is not his disobedience towards his Lord as the Qur’an states, it is because God is afraid that man may eat from the tree of life and thus become immortal! God did not teach man the difference between good and evil, he only learned that after he ate from the tree. All of this is a lie and a fabrication against Allah, may He be Glorified and Exalted.

From what they say it may be understood that the never-ending life of Allah came about only because He ate from the tree of life — Exalted be He above what they say.

Just as they attributed ignorance to God, they also attributed to Him sorrow and regret for what He had done. They say that He regretted creating man because of his great evil and mischief at the time of Nooh (Noah):

“The Lord saw how great man’s wickedness on earth had become, and that every inclination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil all the time. The Lord was grieved that he had made man on earth, and his heart was filled with pain. So the Lord said: ‘I will wipe mankind, whom I have created, from the face of the earth — men and animals, creatures that move along the ground and birds of the air — for I am grieved that I have made them,’ But Noah found favour in the eyes of the Lord.”

---

3 Genesis 3:8-11, 22-24 (New International Version) [Translator].
4 Genesis 6:5-8 (New International Version) [Translator].
Listen to this myth which is narrated in the eleventh chapter of the Book of Genesis:

After the land had been populated by the progeny of Nooh (Noah), "the whole world had one language and a common speech. As men moved eastwards, they found a plain in Shinar and settled there. They said to each other, 'Come, let us make bricks and bake them thoroughly.' They used brick instead of stone and tar instead of mortar. Then they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to the heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered over the face of the whole earth.'

But the Lord came down to see the city and the tower that the men were building. The Lord said, 'If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do this, then nothing they plan will be impossible for them. Come, let us go down and confuse their language so they will not understand each other.' So the Lord scattered them from there over all the earth, and they stopped building the city. That is why it was called Babel - because there the Lord confused the language of the whole world. From there the Lord scattered them over the face of the whole earth."\(^{5}\)

What kind of myth is this that falsifies the truth and almost wipes out its features! What kind of God is this portrayed in this myth? This God who fears humans and is afraid of their coming together, so He fights them before they can unite and become strong, and He scatters them throughout the world after confusing their languages.

The Jews attribute evil actions to God, as well as regret for what He has done.

In the Second Book of Samuel, in the twenty-fourth chapter, it says:

\(^{5}\) Genesis 11:1-9 (New International Version) [Translator].
“So the Lord sent a plague on Israel from that morning until the end of the time designated, and seventy thousand of the people from Dan to Beersheba died. When the angel stretched out his hand to destroy Jerusalem, the Lord was grieved because of the calamity and said to the angel who was afflicting the people, ‘Enough! Withdraw your hand.’”

Now let us turn from what the Qur’an says about the misguided descriptions that the Jews gave of their Lord, and the distortions and falsifications in the Torah, and look at the Talmud, which is the book written by the Jewish scholars and rabbis. For the Jews, this book is even more important than the Torah. If we look at the Talmud, we will be stunned by the misguidance into which the Jews have fallen, not only in the matter of religious belief, but in all aspects of the Law.

It is sufficient here to quote only from the book Al-Kanz al-Marsood fi Qawaa‘id at-Talmud concerning what the Talmud says about the Divine power. For example, they say that God needs to read and learn, and that He jokes and plays. It is said in their Talmud that “the day has twelve hours. During the first three, (God) sits and studies the Law. During the second three, He passes judgements. During the third three He feeds (His creatures). And during the last three He sits and plays with a whale, the king of the fish.”

Listen to something even worse than that: “God has no other work to do except learning the Talmud with the angels.” And not only the angels, but also with “Asmodeus” the chief of the demons, in the school of heaven!

What is this whale with which the Lord plays? It is a very big whale, through whose throat a fish three parasangs long (i.e., nine hundred miles) could pass without bothering it. Because it is so huge, God is

---

6 2 Samuel 24: 15-16 (New International Version) [Translator].
afraid that if it were to produce offspring, it would destroy the world, so He decided to keep it from its mate, because if He did not do that, they would fill the world and destroy everyone in it. Hence God detained the male by His divine strength, and He killed the female, salted it and prepared it to feed the believers in Paradise.

To these myths which have become part of their religious beliefs, they added the notion that “God did not play with the whale after the destruction of the Temple, and after the destruction of the Temple He did not like to dance with Eve, after He adorned her with clothes and tied up her hair.”

May they perish and be doomed! They are saying the same things as those who disbelieved before them, the misguided mushrik (Polythiest) nations. According to their beliefs, their god is no different to a human being; He thinks like they do, acts like they do, plays, dances, feels grief, and weeps - for what? For sorrow at the destruction of the Temple of the Jews which Sulaymaan had built for them.

The Temple is a symbol of the glory of the Jews. From the time when the Temple was destroyed, until the present day, the Jews say that God weeps for three-quarters of the night, roaring like a lion and saying, “May I perish! For I have allowed My house to be destroyed and the Temple to be burned, and My children to be scattered.”

They go to extremes in their distortions and lies. They say that the essence of God became less — exalted be He far above what they say — because of His grief over the destruction of the Temple. “God filled the space of four heavens after He had filled the heavens and the earth at all times.”

They describe the Most High, Most Majestic, as humbling Himself when His servants — by which they mean the Jews, of course — praise Him. “When the Creator hears the people glorifying Him, He
bows His head and says. ‘How happy is the king when he is praised at the time when he deserves that, but the father who leaves his children in misery does not deserve any praise.”’

(...Allah’s Curse be on them, how they are deluded away from the truth!) (Qur’an 9: 30)

Another of the lies which they have fabricated against the Lord of Glory - glorified and sanctified be He above what they say - is that He strikes His cheeks and weeps, and His tears flow down, all because of the misery of the Jews and what has happened to them: “God regrets leaving the Jews in their miserable state, so much so that He strikes His cheeks and weeps every day, and two tears fall from His eyes into the sea, and the sound of their falling can be heard from one end of the universe to the other. The water of the ocean is disturbed, and sometimes the earth trembles, that is, when earthquakes happen.”

They attribute mistakes to Him and say that He admits to and expiates for sin. They claim falsely that the moon was God’s mistake and that it said to the Lord (exalted be He above what they say), “You made a mistake when You created me smaller than the sun,” and God accepted that and admitted His mistake. He said, “Offer Me a sacrifice through which I will expiate for My sin, for I created the moon smaller than the sun.” How could they claim that God would offer expiation - to whom would He offer that expiation?!

The minds which fabricated this lie are very foolish indeed, and the minds which believe this nonsense are no less foolish. Praise be to Allah Who has guided us to the truth and the clear light.

Another aspect of their foolishness is their belief that God was overtaken by recklessness, which happened on the day when He became angry with the Children of Israel, and He swore to deprive
them of eternal life. But after His recklessness left Him, He regretted that so He did not carry out that vow, because He had done something unjust.

The matter does not end there, with Him swearing an oath out of ignorance and recklessness, and doing wrong then expiating. They also claim that He needed an expiation to free Him from this vow. It says in their Talmud: “When God swore an unlawful oath, He needed someone to free him from this vow. One of the wise men among the Israelites heard God saying, ‘Who will free Me from the vow that I swore to Myself?’ When the rest of the rabbis heard that he [the wise man] had not freed Him from it, they regarded him as a donkey, because he has not freed God from His vow. Hence they invented an angel between the heavens and the earth, called May, to free God from His vow and oath when needed.”

These are a few examples of the false and distorted beliefs of the Jews, which form the basis of their religion. They are no less decadent than the myths of the Greeks and idolators about their idols.

3 - THE ARABS’ DEVIATION FROM TAWHEED

The Arabs were following the religion of Tawheed, the religion of their father Ibraaheem (Abraham). They continued to follow that until four hundred years before the coming of the Prophet (ﷺ), when there appeared among them a leader who was listened to and obeyed, and no one could oppose, and who changed their religion. His name was ‘Amr ibn ‘Aamir al-Khuzaa’i.

Bukhari narrated from Abu Hurayrah (ﷺ) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“I saw ‘Amr ibn ‘Aamir al-Khuzaa’i dragging his intestines in Hell. He was the first one to introduce the

---

7 This is just a little of the many things that the Jews have written in their Talmud.
taboo of the saa’ibah (a she-camel let loose for the sake of the idols, and nothing was allowed to be carried on it).”\(^8\)

Bukhari also narrated from ‘Aa’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) that the Prophet (ﷺ) said:

“I saw Hell, parts of it consuming other parts, and I saw ‘Amr dragging his intestines. He was the first one to introduce the taboo of the saa’ibah.”\(^9\)

This ‘Amr changed the religion of the Arabs by calling them to worship idols, and by introducing reprehensible innovations into the religion of Allah, forbidding and permitting things according to his own desires. Among that were the things which Allah (ﷻ), mentioned in His Book:

\[
\text{ما جعل الله من بعيره ولا ساكية ولا وسيلة ولا حام ولا بكلم الذين كفروا يفترون على الله الكرب وكفرهم لا يعقلون}
\]

(Allah has not instituted things like Baheerah or a Saa’ibah or a Waseelah or a Haam [all these animals were liberated in honour of idols as practiced by pagan Arabs in the pre-Islamic period]. But those who disbelieve invent lies against Allah, and most of them have no understanding.) \(^{(Qur’an 5: 103)}\)\(^{10}\)

---

\(^8\) Bukhari, 8/283, hadith no. 4623.

\(^9\) Ibid, hadith no. 4624.

\(^{10}\) **Baheerah**: A she-camel whose ear was slit, then it was let loose. This slit in its ear was a sign to the Arabs who knew from it that she was not to be ridden or used to carry things. This would be done to a she-camel after she produced her fifth offspring, provided that the last calf was a male.

**Saa’ibah**: This had to do with a man’s vow; if what he wanted happened, he would set a she-camel free and it would be like the baheerah in that no one would use it for his own benefit.
The reports differ as to how 'Amr spread the idols through the Arabian Peninsula. Some say that 'Amr was given dreams by the jinn which showed him where the idols had been buried since the time of Nooh (Noah), when the people of Nooh had worshipped them. So 'Amr dug them up and distributed them among the Arabs. It is also said that he brought the idols from Syria. When 'Amr saw the Syrians worshipping idols. He asked for an idol. They gave him one which he set up in Makkah.  

The reason why the Arabs followed 'Amr ibn Luhayy was that he had a high position among them. He was the leader of Khuzaa'ah when they took over Makkah and the Ka’bah, after expelling Jurham from Makkah. The Arabs had taken him as a lord; Although he did not introduce any innovation, they adopted it as a law, because he used to feed and clothe the people on the occasion of Hajj. At one time he might sacrifice ten thousand camels, and give ten thousand suits of clothing.  

It is further said that this 'Amr was the one who called the people to worship Al-Laat. He was a man who used to prepare (latta - to pound, mix with water, knead) saweeq (a kind of mush made with wheat or barley) for the pilgrims on a rock in At-Ṭaa’if. When he died, 'Amr ibn Luhayy claimed that he had not died, but had entered the rock on which he used to prepare that food, and he commanded them to worship it.

---

Waseelah: If a she-camel gave birth to a female, the calf would belong to the people, but if it gave birth to a male, the calf would be dedicated to their gods. If she gave birth to twins, one male and one female, they would say that this female wasalat akhaahaa (delivered her brother), so it would be forbidden to slaughter that male.

Haam: A stallion camel that had fathered ten offspring, so they forbade slaughtering or riding him, and he was not to be barred from any grazing area or water.

11 As-Seerah an-Nabawiyyah by Ibn Hishaam, 1/121.
12 Al-Bidaayah wa’n-Nihaayah, 2/187.
It is also said that he was the one who changed the *Talbiyah* which was a declaration of *Tawheed* - belief in Allah alone. The *Talbiyah* from the time of Ibraaheem (Abraham) had been “Labbayk Allahumma labbayk, labbayka laa shareeka laka labbayk (At Your service, O’ Allah, at Your service. At Your service, You have no partner, at Your service).” This continued until the time of ‘Amr ibn ‘Aamir. Whilst he was circumambulating the Ka‘bah and reciting the *Talbiyah*, the *Shayṭaan* (Satan) appeared to him in the form of an old man reciting the *Talbiyah* with him. When he said, “At Your service, You have no partner,” the old man said, “except the partner that You have.” ‘Amr found this odd and said, “What is this?” The old man said, “Say, You own him and whatever he owns - there is nothing wrong with that.” So ‘Amr said it, and the Arabs followed him.

**The Beginning of Deviation**

Ibn Ishāq tells us how the deviation began among the Arabs, who were the descendents of Ismaa‘eel (Ishmael). “It started with them worshipping stones. At first they used to venerate the *Haram* (the sanctuary in Makkah), and they did not go anywhere else until they became too great in number and the place became too crowded. Then they started to move away, looking for more space. But none of them would move away from the *Haram* to another place until he took one of the stones of the *Haram* with him, out of respect for it. Wherever they settled, they would set the stone up and circumambulate it as they used to circumambulate the Ka‘bah. This led to their worshipping these stones, then they started worshipping whatever stones they found attractive.”

Look at the state they ended up in: it is narrated that Abu Rajaa’ al-‘Uṭaaridi said: “We used to worship stones during the *Jaahiliyyah*. If

---

13 *As-Seerah* by Ibn Hishaam, 1/122.
we found a stone that we liked better, we would throw (the first one) aside and adopt the new one (as an object of worship). If we couldn’t find a stone, we would gather a handful of earth, then milk a sheep over it, then circumambulate it.” One of the strange things about the *Jaahiliyyah* was that when a man travelled, he would take four stones with him - three for his cooking pot and one to worship.

**The Idols of the Arabs**

The Arabs adopted idols. Hishaam ibn Muḥammad ibn al-Saa’ib al-Kalbi said: “One of the most ancient of their idols was *Manaat*, erected on the shore of the Red Sea near *Al-Mushallal* in *Qadeed*, between Makkah and Madeenah. All the Arabs used to venerate it. The Aws and Khazraj, and those who settled in Madeenah and Makkah and neighbouring regions used to venerate it and offer sacrifices to it, but none held it in higher esteem than Aws and Khazraj. The veneration of Aws and the Arabs of the regions around Yathrib (Madeenah) reached such an extent that when they went for َHajj they would do all the rituals of Hajj with the people, but they would not shave their heads; when they left Makkah, they would go to *Manaat* and shave their heads there and stay there for a while. They believed that their Hajj was not complete until they had done that. *Manaat* belonged to Hudhayl and Khuzza‘ah, so the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) sent ‘Ali (ﷺ) in the year of the conquest (of Makkah) to destroy it.

The Arabs then adopted *Al-Laat* in At-Ṭaa‘if; this idol was more recent than *Manaat*. It was a square rock whose keepers were from Thaqeef. They built (a shrine) over it and Quryash and all the Arabs venerated it. *Zayd al-Laat* and *Taym al-Laat* were named after it. It was on the site where the left-hand minaret of the mosque of At-Ṭaa‘if stands today. It remained like that until the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) sent Al-Mugheerah ibn Shu‘bāh and Abu Sufyaaan ibn Ḥarb,
when Thaqeef embraced Islam. They destroyed it and burned.  
But Ibn Jareer narrated in his Tafseer of the aayah (verse):

\[
\text{Have you then considered Al-Laat, and Al-‘Uzzaa [two} \\
\text{idols of the pagan Arabs].} \quad \text{(Qur’an 53: 19)}
\]

- that Mujaahid said: Al-Laat used to prepare (grind, etc.) saweeq for the pilgrims; when he died they clung to his grave. Abu’l-Jawzaa’ also narrated from Ibn ‘Abbaas that he used to prepare saweeq for the pilgrims. Bukhari also narrated something similar.

Then they adopted Al-‘Uzzaa, which was more recent than Al-Laat. It was adopted by Zaalim ibn Sa’d in the Nakhlah valley, above Dhaat ‘Uraq. They built a house over it, and used to hear voices from it. According to what is narrated by Al-Kalbi from Ibn ‘Abbaas, he said: “Al-‘Uzzaa had a she-devil which used to come to three trees in Batn Nakhlah.”

When the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) conquered Makkah, he sent Khaalid ibn al-Waleed, and said: “Go to Batn Nakhlah, where you will find three trees, and cut down the first one.” So he went to it and cut it down. When he came back, the Prophet asked him, “Did you see anything?” He said, “No.” So the Prophet said, “Cut down the second one.” So he cut it down, then he came to the Prophet, who asked him, “Did you see anything?” He said, “No.” He said, “Go and cut down the third one.” So he came to it, and he saw an Ethiopian woman with unkempt hair, placing her hands on her shoulders and gnashing her teeth. Her keeper stood behind her. Khaalid said:

“I disbelieve in you, I do not glorify you. I can see that Allah is humiliating you.”
Then he struck her, cleaving her head, and she turned into ashes. Then he cut down the tree and killed the keeper. Then he came to the Prophet (ﷺ) and told him about that. He said,

“That was Al-‘Uzzaa, but the Arabs will have no ‘Uzzaa after this.”

Al-‘Uzzaa belonged to the people of Makkah, in a place near ‘Arafaat; it was a tree at which they would offer sacrifices and make supplications.

Al-Kalbi said in his book Al-Asnaam: “The Quraysh had idols in and around the Ka‘bah, the greatest of which in their sight was Hubal. It was made of red carnelian in the form of a man. When they had a dispute about something or they wanted to travel, they would come to it and cast lots before it.”

Also among their idols were Isaaf and Naa’ilah. Some narrators reported that a man and a woman committed zina in the Sacred House, and Allah turned them into two stones. Quraysh placed them by the Ka‘bah to be a lesson to the people, but as time passed and the people started to worship idols, they worshipped these two stones too.

When the Messenger (ﷺ) conquered Makkah, he found three hundred and sixty idols around the Ka‘bah. He started striking their faces and eyes with his bow, saying,

“وَقَلَّ بَعْدَ الْحَقِّ وَرُهَّقَ الْبَاطِلَ إِنَّ الْبَاطِلَ كَانَ رَهُوًا”

(Truth has come and Baatil [falsehood] has vanished. Surely, Baatil is ever bound to vanish.) (Qur’an 17: 81)

And:

“جَاهَّةٌ لَّنْ تَلْقَ وَمَا يَدْعُو الْبَاطِلُ وَمَا يَرَى”
(...Al-Ḥaqq [the truth, i.e. the Qur'an and Allah's Revelation] has come, and Al-Baʼātīl [falsehood - Iblees (Satan)] can neither create anything nor resurrect [anything].

(Qur'an 34: 49).

The idols fell on their heads, then he issued orders that they should be taken out of the mosque and burned. Something similar is narrated in Ṣaḥḥayn (Bukhari and Muslim) from Ibn Mas‘ood, but he did not say that they fell on their heads... etc. According to the reports in Ṣaḥḥayn, he struck them with a stick that was in his hand.

The worship of idols spread until every house in Makkah had an idol which was worshipped by the household. When anyone wanted to travel, the first thing he would do would be to touch the idol then wipe his hand on himself (for blessing). When he would come back from his journey, this would again be the first thing that he would do.

Ibn Ishāaq al-Kalbi said: “Dhu ʼl-Khalaṣah [an idol] belonged to Daws, Khath‘am and Bajeelah, and the Arabs who lived in their land. It was a white stone carved with the image of a crown, and it had a house (shrine). The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said to Jareer ibn ʻAbdullah al-Bajali,

“Will you deal with Dhu ʼl-Khalaṣah?’ So he went to it with (people from the tribe of) Aḥmas; Khath‘am and Baahilah fought him, but he defeated them and destroyed the house of Dhu ʼl-Khalaṣah, and lit a fire in it.”

According to Bukhari and Muslim, it is narrated that Jareer ibn ʻAbdullah said: The Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) said to me,

“Will you deal with Dhu ʼl-Khalaṣah?’” There was a house in (the land of) Khath‘am which was called the Yemeni Kaʻbah. So I set out for Dhu ʼl-Khalaṣah with one hundred and fifty horsemen from Aḥmas. I said, “O’
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Messenger of Allah! I cannot ride a horse well.” He struck his hand against my chest so hard that I could see the marks of his fingers on my chest and said, “O’ Allah! make him steadfast and make him guided and a guide to others.” Then he went there and destroyed it [Dhu’l-Khalasah].

The Deep Darkness at the Time when the Prophet (ﷺ) was sent

Before the Messenger (ﷺ) came, there was nothing left of the heavenly light which the Prophets had brought except the faintest glow which was not enough to guide people or to show them the way revealed by Allah (ﷻ), because that way had been lost and mixed with so much falsehood. It says in a hadith that “Allah looked at the people of the earth - before the Prophet was sent - and He hated them, Arabs and non-Arabs alike, except for what was left of the People of the Book.”

Historical texts have preserved for us the stories of four wise men of Quraysh who withdrew from the people during one of the festivals of Quraysh celebrating one of their idols. They were Waraqah ibn Nawfal, ‘Ubaydullah ibn Jaḥsh, ‘Uthmaan ibn al-Ḥuwayrith ibn Asad ibn ‘Abd al-‘Uzzaa and Zayd ibn ‘Amr ibn Nufayl.

They said to one another, “You know, by Allah, that your people are not following anything (any true path), and they have deviated from the religion of their father Ibraaheem (Abraham). What is this stone that we circumambulate, which can neither hear nor see, and can neither cause harm nor bring benefits? O’ people! find yourselves a religion, for you are not following anything.” So they split up and travelled to different lands, seeking the religion of Ibraaheem.

Waraqah ibn Nawfal followed the Christians, and learned about their books from their scholars, until he gained some knowledge from the People of the Book.
‘Ubaydullah ibn Jaḥsh remained in his state of confusion until he became a Muslim, then he migrated with the Muslims to Abyssinia, with his Muslim wife Umm Ḥabeebah bint Abi Sufyān. When he reached Abyssinia he became a Christian, and left Islam. He died as a Christian.

‘Uthmaan ibn al-Ḥuwayrith went to Caesar (Qayṣar), the ruler of the Romans, and became a Christian, and was held in high esteem by Caesar.

Zayd did neither become a Jew nor a Christian. He left his people and shunned idols. He avoided dead meat, blood and the meat of animals that had been sacrificed to idols. He spoke out against the practice of burying infant girls alive; he said, “I worship the Lord of Ibraaheem (Abraham)”; and he started to criticize his people for their ways.

Bukhari narrated from ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar (may Allah be pleased with them both) that the Prophet (ﷺ) met Zayd ibn ‘Amr ibn Nufayl at the bottom of Baldah (a valley to the west of Makkah) before the Revelation came to the Prophet. Some food was offered to the Prophet, but he refused to eat it. Then Zayd said: “I do not eat from what has been sacrificed on your stone altars; I only eat from that over which the name of Allah has been mentioned.” Zayd ibn ‘Amr used to criticize Quraysh for their sacrifices. He said: “Allah created the sheep; He sent down water for it from heaven and caused food to grow for it from the earth, then you slaughter it in a name other than that of Allah” Thus he denounced them and pointed out the enormity of their actions.14

Moosa ibn ‘Uqbah said, Saalim ibn ‘Abdullah told me - and I do not know of him narrating it from anyone except Ibn ‘Umar - that Zayd ibn ‘Amr ibn Nufayl went out to Syria asking about a religion he

---

14 Bukhari, 7/142, hadith no. 3826.
could follow. He met a Jew scholar and asked him about their religion, saying, “Perhaps I will follow your religion. Tell me about it.” He said, “You cannot follow our religion unless you take your share of the wrath of Allah.” Zayd said, “The anger of Allah is what I am running away from; I can never bear anything of the wrath of Allah, how could I bear it? Can you tell me about any other religion?” The Jew said, “I do not know of any other religion except being a ḥāneef.” Zayd said, “What is a ḥāneef?” He said, “The religion of Ibraaheem (Abraham). He was neither a Jew nor a Christian, and he worshipped nothing but Allah.”

Then Zayd went and met a Christian scholar and asked him about their religion, saying, “Perhaps I will follow your religion. Tell me about it.” He said, “You cannot follow our religion unless you take your share of the curse of Allah.” Zayd said, “The curse of Allah is what I am running away from; I can never bear anything of the curse and anger of Allah, how could I bear it? Can you tell me about any other religion?” The Christian said, “I do not know of any other religion except being a ḥāneef.” Zayd said, “What is a ḥāneef?” He said, “The religion of Ibraaheem. He was neither a Jew nor a Christian.”

When Zayd heard what they said about Ibraaheem (اسلام), he went out, then he raised his hands and said, “O’ Allah, bear witness that I am following the religion of Ibraaheem.”

Al-Layth said: Hishaam ibn ‘Urwah wrote to me, (narrating) from his father, that Asmaa’ bint Abi Bakr (may Allah be pleased with her) said: “I saw Zayd ibn ‘Amr ibn Nufayl standing leaning back against the Ka’bah, saying, O’ Quraysh! By Allah, no one among you is following the religion of Ibraaheem except me. He used to (rescue and) protect girls who were buried alive. He would say to a man who

---

15 Bukhari, 7/142, hadith no. 3827.
wanted to bury his daughter alive, ‘Do not kill her, I will take care of her.’ He would take the child, and when she grew up he would say to her father, If you want I will give her to you, or if you want I will take care of her.’”\(^{16}\)

The Messenger (ﷺ) was asked about this Zayd, and he said: “He will be gathered as a nation on his own, between me and ‘Eesa ibn Maryam.” Ibn Katheer said: its isnad is \textit{jayyid hasan} (good and approved).

It is narrated from ‘Aa’ishah (may Allah be pleased with her) that the Messenger (ﷺ) said:

“I entered Paradise and I saw two gardens for Zayd ibn ‘Amr ibn Nufayl.” Ibn Katheer said, this is a \textit{jayyid} isnad (good chain of transmission).

After that intense darkness, Allah (ﷻ), decreed the dawn of Islam, whose light shone upon the people and guided them. To Him be praise and grace.

\(^{16}\) Bukhari, 7/143, hadith no. 3828.
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### GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Aalameen</td>
<td>عالِمِین</td>
<td>The Worlds; the Universe, Mankind, jinn and all that exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Amal</td>
<td>عمل</td>
<td>Action, deeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Aqaa'id</td>
<td>عقائد</td>
<td>Sing. 'Aqeedah. belief, faith, creed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai'mmah</td>
<td>ائمة</td>
<td>Sing. Imam. Leading jurists and scholars of Islam, like Imam Abu Hanefah, Maalik, Shafi'i, Hanbal, Bukhari, Muslim, Ibn Taymiyah etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aalihah</td>
<td>آلهة</td>
<td>Sing. Ilaah. gods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aayaat</td>
<td>آيات</td>
<td>Sing. Aayah. Verses of the Qur'an, signs; proof.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraar</td>
<td>إبرار</td>
<td>Righteous, pious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad-Dawaab</td>
<td>الدواَب</td>
<td>Moving (living) creatures, beasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-'Aleem</td>
<td>العلیم</td>
<td>All-Knowing; an attribute of Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-'Azeez</td>
<td>العزِیز</td>
<td>The Almighty; an attribute of Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Awwal</td>
<td>الاوْلِ</td>
<td>The First; an attribute of Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Az-Zaahir</td>
<td>النظَار</td>
<td>The Apparent; an attribute of Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aahaad</td>
<td>آحاد</td>
<td>A term in hadith discipline, a narration of hadith by less than mutawaatir, i.e. by three, two or one person at each/ any stage of reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahkaam</td>
<td>حكام : Sing. Ḥukm. Ruling; ordainments.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahl al-Kalaam</td>
<td>أهل الكلام : Scholastics, Islamic philosophers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Haafiz</td>
<td>الحافظ : The Protector; an attribute of Allah; Also a man who memorizes whole of the Qur’an.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hakeem</td>
<td>الحكيم : The All-Wise, an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hannan</td>
<td>الحنان : The Compassionate; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hayy al-Qayyoom</td>
<td>الحي القيوم : The Ever living; the One Who sustains and protects all that exists; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Jabbaar</td>
<td>الجبار : The Compeller; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Kareem</td>
<td>الكريم : The Most Generous; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Khaafid</td>
<td>الحافظ : The Abaser; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Khabeer</td>
<td>الخبير : The All-Aware; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Laghw</td>
<td>اللغو : Dirty, false, evil, vain talk, falsehood, and all that Allah has forbidden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Lawḥ al-Mahfoz</td>
<td>اللوح المحفوظ : The Book of Decrees with Allah; the Preserved Tablet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Maani’</td>
<td>المانع : The Withholder, an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Malik</td>
<td>الملك : The King; an attribute of Allah.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Al-Mannaan  المان : The Gracious; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Masaakeen  المساكن : Sing. Miskeen. the Poor.
Al-Mu’min  المؤمن : The Giver of security; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Mudhill  المذل : The Dishonourer; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Muhaymin  المهيمن : The Watcher over His Creatures; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Muhsinoon  المحسنون : Sing. Muhsin. Pious, Righteous, the good-doers.
Al-Muhshe  المخسي : The Reckoner, an attribute of Allah.
Al-Muntaqim  المتقم : The Avenger; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Mureed  المرید : The One Who Wills; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Mutakabbir  المکبر : Most Great, the Greatest; an attribute of Allah.
Al-Qaabid  القابض : The Seizer, an attribute of Allah.
Al-Qadaa’ wal-Qadar : Divine Will and Predestination.
Al-Qadar  القدر : Divine Pre-Ordainments.
Al-Qadeer  التدیر : The Able, an attribute of Allah.
Al-Quddoos  القدوس : The Holy, an attribute of Allah.
Ar-Rahmaan  الرحم : The Most Beneficent, an attribute of Allah.
Ar-Raheem : The Most Merciful, an attribute of Allah.
Ar-Razzaaq : The All-Provider, Sustainer; an attribute of Allah.
Ar-Rahmah : The Mercy.
Ash-Shaheed : The Witness.
Aš-Šaani' : The Maker, an attribute of Allah.
As-Salaam : The One Free from all defects; an attribute of Allah.
As-Samee' : All-Hearing; an attribute of Allah.
Awwah : One who invokes Allah with humility, glorifies Him and remembers Him much.
Az-Zaari' : The Grower.
Baheerah : A she-camel whose ear was slit.
Baatil : False, Wrong.
Bid'ah : Reprehensible innovation in religion, heresy.
Da'eeef : Weak; also a term in hadith discipline for a narration whose original narrator is missing or some narrators missing in the chain etc. This type of hadith is termed as weak.
Faasiqoon : Sing. Faasiq. Rebellious, disobedient to Allah, Sinner.
Fatrah : Interval between two Prophets,
when no divine message reached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiqh</td>
<td>فقه</td>
<td>Islamic jurisprudence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitnah</td>
<td>فتنة</td>
<td>Trial, affliction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitrah</td>
<td>فضرة</td>
<td>Human instinct; nature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuqahaa’</td>
<td>فقهاء</td>
<td>Sing. Faqeeh. Scholars of Islamic jurisprudence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haam</td>
<td>هام</td>
<td>A stallion camel that fathered ten offspring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadd</td>
<td>حد</td>
<td>Pl. Hudood. Islamic penal code; Divinely set limit between halaal and haraam; specific punishment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hajj</td>
<td>حج</td>
<td>Pilgrimage to Makkah in Dhul-Hijja; one of the five pillars of Islam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halaal</td>
<td>حلال</td>
<td>Legal (from Islamic point of view).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haraam</td>
<td>حرام</td>
<td>Forbidden in Islam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haneef</td>
<td>حنيف</td>
<td>The religion of Prophet Ibraheem, Belief in One Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḥaqaa’iq</td>
<td>حقائق</td>
<td>Sing. Ḥagheeqah. Truth, reality; Mystical “realities.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iblees</td>
<td>ابليس</td>
<td>Satan, Devil, (Lucifer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ijmaa’</td>
<td>اجماع</td>
<td>The Consensus of opinion of the Companions / Islamic Jurists on an issue from Islamic point of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaahiliyah</td>
<td>جاهلية</td>
<td>Pre-Islamic period, non Islamic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jihad: Struggle, striving, battle for the supremacy of the words of Allah.

Kaffaarah: Expiation.

Kaafir: Disbeliever, denier of truth, opposing Islam.

Khaleel: Very close friend, a title of the Prophet Ibraheem (Abraham).

Khutbah: Sermon, address, speech.

Laa-Adriyyah: Lit: Not knowing; School of philosophers affirming uncertainty of ultimate cause as god; agnosticism.

Lahd: Niche in the side of a grave.

Madhhab: School of thought (in jurisprudence).

Mahr: Obligatory bridal money given by the husband to his wife at the time of marriage, dowry.

Makrooh: Abominable.

Matn: Text.

Mawdoo': A hadith terminology, Fabricated narration of a hadith.

Mufsidoon: Sing: Mufsid; Mischief-makers.

Munqa'ti': A hadith term meaning broken; a kind of Da'eeef hadith wherein narrator/s is/ are missing in one or more chain.
**Mutawaatir**

Montawar

Lit. Continuous: a hadith term meaning a large number of narrators have narrated a particular hadith at all level and through various channels.

**Nutsah**

Mutafa

Male and female semen drops.

**Najwaa**

Na’ab

Secret counsel.

**Nass**

NAS

Source, a statement, text, Qur’an and Sunnah.

**Qaadi**

Qadi

A judge; A Shari’ah judge.

**Qareen**

Qareen

Jinn companion.

**Qiblah**

Qibla

Ka’bah: Direction to which Muslims face while praying.

**Qintaar**

Qintaar

A great amount; weight of a hundred pound, quintal.

**Rabb**

Rab

Lord and Master, Sustainer, Protector, Supporter, Nourisher, and Guardian, Sovereign and Ruler, He who controls and directs, Divine name of Allah.

**Ribaa**

Ribaa

Interest, usury.

**Rooj**

Rooh

Soul; spirit.

**Saa’ibah**

Sabeheh

A she-camel let loose for the sake of the idols, and nothing was allowed to be carried on it.

**Sadaqah**

Sadqah

Charity: obligatory and/or optional.

**Sa’haabah**

Sa’haabeh

Sing. Sa’haabi. The Companions of
Saheeh 
صحيح
: Sound and authentic, a hadith term used for authentic statement of (and about) the Prophet. All the narrators are pious and possess excellent memory and the chain is continuous. It is also used for compilations of hadith like Saheeh Bukhari, Saheeh Muslim etc.

Salaah 
صلاة
: Prayer: obligatory and/or optional.

Saweeq
سوخ
: A kind of mush-made with wheat or barley.

Shari‘ah
شريعة
: Islamic law.

Shirk
شرك
: Polytheism, associating others to Allah with divine powers. 

Shuhada’
شهداء

Sifaat al-Af‘aal
صفات الأفعال
: Attributes describing some of Allah’s actions. 

Aş-Sifaat
الصفات الجامعة
: All encompassing and comprehensive attributes.

Sifaat Nafsiyah
صفات نفسية
: Attributes referring to “emotions” e.g., love, hate, etc.

Subh
صح
: Fajr, Dawn.

Sunni
سني
: Ahl as-Sunnah, people following the Sunnah of the Prophet.

Ta‘eel
تعطيل
: Denying all attributes of Allah.

Ta’weel Ba‘eed
تأويل بعيد
: Far-fetched interpretation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tafseer</strong></td>
<td>Interpretation of the Qur’an; exegesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tawheed</strong></td>
<td>Belief in the Oneness of Allah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uloohiyah</strong></td>
<td>Divinity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wudo’</strong></td>
<td>Ritual ablution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wahy</strong></td>
<td>Revelation, Divine revelation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wajh</strong></td>
<td>Face; for the sake of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zaaniyah</strong></td>
<td>Adulteress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zakah</strong></td>
<td>An annual obligatory prescribed charity (or poor due) by a Muslim in possession of riches, merchandise, agricultural produce, livestock, trading goods etc. over a prescribed limit - a certain minimum called <em>niṣaab</em>. A pillar of Islam. Rate of payment varies according to the kind of possession. Details to be found in <em>Fiqh</em> books. Way of distribution to be found in the Qur’an 9:60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zina</strong></td>
<td>Adultery, fornication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soorah No./Name</td>
<td>Aayah No. / Page No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - Al-Faatihah</td>
<td>2/371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - Ar-Ra'd</td>
<td>8-10/299, 30/330, 4/344, 9/351, 2-4/363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 - Ibraheem</td>
<td>32-34/155, 10/164, 8/344, 15/355, 9-10/421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - Al-Ḥijr</td>
<td>9/34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - An-Nahil</td>
<td>60/78, 371, 5-8/158, 14/158, 68-69/159, 190, 49/217, 68/217, 50/272, 2/275, 74/327, 96/343, 7/358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 - Al-Isra'</td>
<td>102/40, 15/45, 70, 423, 44/216, 42/266, 85/287, 40/352, 57/399, 17/415, 81/449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - Al-Kahf</td>
<td>51/144, 28/247, 109/286, 26/303, 79/354, 110/408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 - Maryam</td>
<td>38/337, 15/338, 57/352, 50/352, 65/371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 - Al-Anbiyaa'</td>
<td>25/68, 30-33/77, 160, 22/266, 104/273, 310, 30/338, 63/352, 90/399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Hajj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>An-Noor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Al-Furqaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Al-Qaṣaṣaṣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Al-‘Ankabut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Ar-Rum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>As-Sajdah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Al-Āḥzaab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Saba’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Faatir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Yaa-Seen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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38 - Şaad  
82-83/115, 75/146,252,254,385, 72/146, 9/355, 23/356

39 - Az-Zumar  
5-6/175, 67/257,259,273, 60/355, 54/394, 3/395, 9/399, 65/405

40 - Ghaafir/Al-Mumin  
57/121, 7/263, 65/299,337, 35/354, 78/422

41 - Fuşsilat  
42/80, 53/239, 22/305, 15/357,386

42 - Ash-Shoora  
52/35,11/83,242,302,326,328,331,336,371, 376,389, 43/359

43 - Az-Zukhraf  
10-13/157, 86/392

45 - Al-Jaathiyah  
24/133, 14/360

47 - Muḥammad  
19/392

48 - Al-Fatḥ  
15/286

49 - Al-Ḥujuraat  
15/32,392, 6/50,97

50 - Qaaf  
27/115, 8/169, 35/294, 38/373, 16/387

51 - Adh-Dhaariyaat  
28/340, 57-58/346,356

52 - At-Ṭur  
35-36/120, 35/122, 35-37/122, 16/348

53 - An-Najm  
23/90,426, 28/90, 3-4/327, 19/448

54 - Al-Qamar  
55/353, 14/385

55 - Ar-Rahmaan  
14/146, 60/156, 27/245,386, 26-27/299, 1-4/348

56 - Al-Waaqi’ah  
63-64/310

57 - Al-Ḥadeed  
4/266, 3/342, 3-4/367

58 - Al-Mujadilah  
1/304,336, 7/309

59 - Al-Ḥashr  

61 - Aş-Şaff  
4/289, 8/339

62 - Al-Jumu‘ah  
11/347, 2/349, 1/353
<table>
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<tr>
<th>Page</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>8/356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>6/345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1/51, 12/171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>3/349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>22/38, 8-11/70, 14/144, 23/156, 3-4/172, 16-17/270, 8-9/422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>42/261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>17/263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4/274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>13-18/165, 23/416, 26-27/419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>22-23/103,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>9/246, 2/336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>16-17/344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>17-29/126, 24/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>6-8/165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>15/293, 387, 22-23/293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>15-16/266, 16/338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>5/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>1/271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>21-22/280, 22/387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>19-20/247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>3-5/348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>5/395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>1-4/241,389, 4/327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>5/115, 1-6/116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab al-Birr waṣ-Ṣalah</td>
<td></td>
<td>1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab an-Nikaah</td>
<td></td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawood</td>
<td>Kitaab al-Adab</td>
<td></td>
<td>4393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab al-Adab</td>
<td></td>
<td>4444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab as-Sunnah</td>
<td></td>
<td>4102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab al-Aymaan wan Nudhoor</td>
<td></td>
<td>2856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab at-Ṭibb</td>
<td></td>
<td>3394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasaa’i</td>
<td>Kitaab as-Sahw</td>
<td></td>
<td>1289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Majah</td>
<td>Kitaab al-Muqaddamah</td>
<td></td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kitaab ad-Du‘aa’</td>
<td></td>
<td>3846</td>
</tr>
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Note: The above given reference nos. of hadith are from the CD programme “Hadith Encyclopedia” by Harf Information Technology.
# TRANSLITERATION CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>آ</td>
<td>aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ت</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ء</td>
<td>h or t (when followed by another Arabic word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻆ</td>
<td>gh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻊ</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ (as vowel)</td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ (as vowel)</td>
<td>ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋ</td>
<td>(Omitted in initial position)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fathah</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kasra</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>Dammah</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>Shaddah</td>
<td>Double letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺖ</td>
<td>Sukoon</td>
<td>Absence of vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SYMBOLS’ DIRECTORY

(ۚ) : Subḥaanahu wa Ta‘aala - “The Exalted.”

(ۚ) : Ṣalla-Allahu ‘Alayhi wa Sallam -
“Blessings and Peace be upon him.”

(ۚ) : ‘Alayhis-Salaam - “May Peace be upon him.”

(ۚ) : Raḍī-Allahu ‘Anhu - “May Allah be pleased with him.”